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Preface 

T
his book began more than four decades ago in a challenge to a 
group of newly "called" missionaries, all of us volunteers, for the 

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Mormon). As part of our ba
sic training, we nineteen-year-old males (the women were twenty-one) 
spent a week at church headquarters in Salt Lake City, Utah, where we 
were taught that the Book of Mormon would be our main tool in convert
ing individuals who would respond positively to our knock on their 
door, our street meetings near the center of town, or inquiries in response 
to various Mormon activities such as the youth movement. The challenge 
was, simply; to find an alternate explanation to the supernatural origin of 
the Book of Mormon. As a sincere and earnest young missionary; I was 
sure that such an explanation could not be found. I now feel differently 
and have, in fact, tried to articulate such an alternate explanation in the 
pages that follow. 

The Book of Mormon's central role is epitomized in the fact that it pro
vides this religious movement's earliest and most enduring nickname. 
Near the end of the book, a pre-Columbian American prophet named 
Moroni urges his readers to pray about the book, promising, "And if ye 
shall ask with a sincere heart [and] real intent, having faith in Christ, he will 
manifest the truth of it unto you by the power of the Holy Ghost."1 It is a 
scripture memorized by tens of thousands of missionaries every year and 
is read to every investigator in the first or second meeting. This process of 
study and prayer while reading the Book of Mormon brings thousands 
each year into the Mormon church. 

My own ancestors were among the hundreds, then thousands, and 
then tens of thousands of the socially disenfranchised who received relig
ious and economic hope simultaneously of transcending social class dis
crimination or psychological restrictions. My maternal ancestors came 
from the slums of Liverpool in the first decade of the twentieth century. My 
paternal great-grandfather reached America in 1857 from Glasgow. As
signed to help found one of Brigham Young's hundreds of farming towns, 
he often repeated, "It's good we left Scotland when we did." Both families 
escalated in status; it is safe to say that I am better off because of, or despite, 
their beliefs. A century later I returned to Great Britain as a missionary; bap-
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tizing two dozen into Mormonism. One of these Scottish converts visited 
me in the United States almost twenty-five years later. She said, "You know 
how it goes. It was too late for Davey and me, but our children now have 
hope. Without the church, they would have been as hopeless as we were." 
This is the genius of Joseph Smith and the closest thing to a miracle in Mor
monism. Today throughout the world, the "miracle" continues among the 
hopeless. 

At the heart of this dynamic, both positive and negative, is the Book of 
Mormon. According to Joseph Smith, founding prophet and translator of 
the Book of Mormon, the book was produced by and gains its proofs from 
supernatural aspects: the visitation of angels, special seer stones through 
which an ancient script was translated into English, and so forth. Indeed, as 
we missionaries were told, how else could a semi-educated farm boy from 
New York produce in three months a 588-page, 275,000-word history cov
ering a thousand yea):'s of pre-Columbian history with the detail and com
plexity of the Book of Mormon? 

Yet no one has ever successfully differentiated spiritual experiences 
from psychological ones, and the existence of a Christian civilization in the 
pre-Columbian New World, as described in the Book of Mormon, enjoys no 
support from non-Mormon anthropologists and archaeologists. Naturalis
tic explanations of the book have come and gone, some more persuasive 
than others. Beginning with Fawn Brodie's naturalistic biography of 
Joseph Smith in 1945,2 and again in 1969, new historical materials and ap
proaches regarding Mormon church fotinder Joseph Smith have increas
ingly questioned traditional claims of divine translations and visions. 
Mormons who believe that Smith's prophetic calling depends on the sum 
of his miracles often find such modern historical revelations discomfiting. 

This new information suggested a progressive reworking of his impor
tant "first vision" and evidenced his attempt to rewrite history after the 
fact, changing dates and years to dramatize his story.3 Smith's claim to 
translate ancient Egyptian foundered when the original papyrus resur
faced.4 These historical advances were troubling to me for they suggested, I 
believed then and now, misrepresentation on the part of Joseph Smith, with 
good documentation of such behavior before and after the publication of 
the Book of Mormon.s 

This opinion, shared by others, left every claim by him open to ques
tion, especially when he emphasized the truth of a happening or incident. 
Viewing Smith as only parB,ally reliable means that information from oth
ers became relatively more important as I pursued my study; the opinions 
of others, including previously disdained antagonists, took on added 
weight, especially if their observations fit a consistent pattern, as I believe 
they do. 

This problem of Smith's reliability as a narrator was compounded by a 
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second level of control and modifications of the original history by Mor
mon leadership since Smith.6 Much of this new troubling information had 
come from non-believing Mormons or non-Mormons, which had histori
cally made it easier to dismiss; but some had also been recorded by devout 
members striving for historical truth. As new information has also become 
available from a variety of historical sources, including the archives of the 
Mormon church, it has become clearer that, at least on some issues and in 
some cases, a history had been created or molded? But what about the 
Book of Mormon? 

Unknown to most Mormons for more than half a century, LOS church 
leader, theologian, and philosopher Brigham Henry Roberts proposed a 
compelling alternative explanation for the Book of Mormon in the 1920s. 
Finally published in 1985 as Studies of the Book of Mormon, Roberts's 
thought-provoking analysis suggested that the book's general outline, as 
well as every major concept, had come from another book, A View of the He
brews, published a few years earlier and written by Ethan Smith (no rela
tion to Joseph Smith), a knowledgeable theologian of the day.8 A View of the 
Hebrews subscribed to the popular 400-year-old folk belief that Native 
Americans descended from the lost Ten Tribes of Israel. Roberts explored 
the legend in depth, noting the Book of Mormon's potential debt to Ethan 
Smith and identifying Joseph Smith's New World scripture as the most en
during representative of the theory that Native Americans were Israelites. 
Earlier in his life, Roberts had vigorously defended the Book of Mormon, 
but now his private analysis contained fierce irony, evidence of his expand
ing incredulity. In public he continued to champion the book's ancient his
toricity. 

Even if the Book of Mormon derived its outline and concept from View 
of the Hebrews, what accounted for its detailed stories of miracles, conver
sions, heroism, visions, wars, prophecies, and teachings? Where did these 
stories come from? While brief forays into this area have been made by 
non-Mormons, there has been no comprehensive, consistent answer, de
spite a growing number of insightful naturalistic studies.9 One Mormon 
apostle dismissed such studies: "The practitioners of that approach typi
cally focus on a limited number of issues, like geography or 'horses' or an
gelic delivery of nineteenth-century language patterns. They ignore or 
gloss over the incredible complexity of the Book of Mormon record."10 

By the time Roberts's family published his long-secret manuscript, I no 
longer participated in Mormon worship but retained an interest in its his
tory, culture, and people. I returned to a serious study of religion and Mor
monism after taking practical and theoretical psychoanalytic training and 
becoming interested in applying psychoanalytic principles to group and 
national movements, individual leaders, writers, artists, and creative 
works. I realized during those years that, if the Book of Mormon were not 
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ancient history, Joseph Smith's own world and personal experiences might 
be discernible in its narrative, thus documenting the development of mir
acles from fantasy. In other words, the Book of Mormon might make an 
ideal subject for applied psychoanalysis. Such an approach could provide 
the framework into which other studies could be woven. Moreover, an 
analysis of its text might reveal elements of Smith's state of mind and also 
explain the book's many-faceted aspects, perhaps allowing for a compre
hensive psychoanalytic assessment of Smith. 

Using the text of the first edition (1830) of the Book of Mormon, I 
have tried to "listen" to it in the same way I listen to patients. The pic
ture of Smith that emerges for me is fascinating though not always 
complimentary. 

When I began, I did not think of writing a psychoanalytic assessment 
of Joseph Smith. He was a complex, unusual character of considerable 
force, and the idea was too daunting. However, as my study of parallels be
tween his life and the Book of Mormon progressed, patterns and themes 
began to emerge which increased my understanding. The psychoanalytic 
literature remained consistently useful. 

I realize that some Mormons, for whom the Book of Mormon is the pri
mary external evidence for Smith's divine calling, may dismiss my discus
sion out-of-hand, seeing only a black or white choice. In the words of one 
Mormon writer: "If the Book of Mormon is true, if it is authentic history 
brought forth in the last days for the wise purposes of God, then the Saints 
have good reason for faith and a genuine hope for a trust in God. If the 
Book of Mormon is the product of a deliberate deception or the sincere psy
chological delusion caused by severe stress, the Saints have no reason for 
faith or hope."11 

I hope this dismal assessment is not true. Both outside of and 
within Mormonism are people whose belief in God and spiritual expe
riences are more philosophic than literal but who nonetheless retain 
ongoing faith in the workings of humankind and hope for continued 
improvement of our welfare. Mormonism is a growing force within 
Christianity and continues to double in numbers every seventeen years 
or so. Indeed some non-Mormon observers predict that the Mormon 
church will become the American religion by the year 2020.12 I believe 
that Christianity has played at least an indirect role in the leadership of 
Western culture. Except for fundamentalistic beliefs that disdain reason 
and individual democJtatic rights, much of what remains is uplifting. 
Historian Michael Granfwrites that Christianity is the "only religion to 
profess and practice total, revolutionary, unrestricted charity, compas
sion, and consolation."13 Many in Mormonism who doubt or disbe
lieve, but who have grown up inculcated in faith by loving parents, 
remain attached to its history, culture, and idealized Christian beliefs. 
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I would like to assist in the continued evolution of the Mormon church. 
Once a cult led by a dynamic charismatic and revolutionary leader, it be
came a potential enemy of the U.S. government with the immediate goal of 
forming an independent Mormon empire. For a while the church control
led by intimidation, coercion, and even murder.14 It was arguably the most 
hated religion the United States has known. Less than a century later, it has 
transformed itself into today's international corporate giant of loyal citi
zens, conservative thinking, and champion of commm1ity standards. 

Our pluralistic society, awash in social problems of drugs, family disin
tegration, illegitimacy, violence, and destructive sexual behavior, can use 
the stabilizing influence of such an institution in promoting family and 
health values. If this work nudges the Mormon church toward its potential 
as a world caregiver in a nondoctrinal sense, then I will consider the under
taking worthwhile. 

Historian Herbert Butterfield once wrote that a serious "sin in histori
cal composition is the organization of the story in such a way that bias can
not be recognized."15 In an attempt to avoid such "sin" and for readers who 
may be curious about my own beliefs, I place on the record the fact that my 
assumptions informing this discussion of Joseph Smith and the Book of 
Mormon are explicitly naturalistic. However interested I may be in super
natural phenomenon, such miracles cannot be established as scientific or 
historical fact. I address this issue-including my own assumptions and 
methodology-at greater depth in the introduction that follows. 

The primary purposes of this book are to investigate the psychology of 
Joseph Smith, demonstrate the benefits of psychobiography, expand 
awareness of psychological processes, provide an alternate explanation for 
at least some supernatural claims, and expand scientific knowledge. 

As this work was in final preparation, I became aware of another work 
on Joseph Smith, entitled The Sword of Laban: Joseph Smith, Jr., and the Dissoci
ated Mind, by William D. Morain, a plastic surgeon with connections to the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (Washington, DC: 
American Psychiatric Press, 1998). It is always reassuring when two indi
viduals reach the same conclusions independently, in this case that the 
character Laban in the Book of Mormon plays a symbolic role associated 
with young Joseph Smith's traumatic surgery. There is much in Morain's 
book to recommend it. However, my approach sees the life-determining 
event of surgery on young Joseph as the beginning of inquiry-for a single 
event, even an overwhelming one, does not make a prophet. Morain does 
not attempt to evaluate the personality behind the voluntary actions of 
Smith in his dictation; and if Smith experienced dissociative states while 
creating the Book of Mormon, they were, in my opinion, limited in degree. 
Dissociative states require amnesia, significant distress, impairment in 
functioning, and/ or a disruption of the integrative functions of conscio1 1s-
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ness, memory, and identity. But the Book of Mormon contains integrated 
careful calculations of fact and date, creating a complex history instead of a 
disorganized mess. This result suggests either full or nearly full personality 
function at the time of dictation. 

Ack nowle d gements 

I owe a great deal to a number of people who have assisted with this 
work. These include psychoanalysts: first and foremost, my office partner 
for many years, Frederick S. Hoedemaker, M.D., and also Drs. Werner S. 
Schimmel busch, Edward Freedman, Robert Campbell, and Charles Mang
ham. JoAnn Campbell, Ph.D., did a very useful child-anthropological re
view of the book, and Jeanette Dyal, A.R.N.P., M.S.W., and Barbara Milam, 
M.S.W., made useful comments. Special mention should be made of Jesuit 
psychoanalyst William W. Meissner, who holds the only chair of psycho
analysis in the United States. His many works-over a dozen books (in
cluding a psychobiography of the saint and founder of his priesthood 
order) and 200 papers-bridging the gap between psychiatry and religion 
demonstrate what can happen when a religion, even an authoritarian one, 
protects and encourages its intellectuals. He made extensive comments on 
the organization of an early draft of the work. 

I am grateful to Dan Vogel and H. Michael Marquardt, both experts in 
early Mormon :history, who carefully corrected errors and made useful sug
gestions. Academic encouragement was given by Brigham o: Madsen, pro
fessor emeritus at the University of Utah, and, before his death, by the 
eminent Mormon philosopher, Sterling M. McMurrin. Both made sugges
tions and recommendations for early drafts of this work 

From the beginning, this work has been encouraged by Gary James 
Bergera, who has been a gentle point of stability and knowledge through 
frustrating times. Susan Staker did a miraculous editing of the first draft to 

.the present size, making it more readable; and the final finishing-with 
useful challenges-was done by Lavina Fielding Anderson. She not only 
improved the book's literary style and completeness; but as a knowleCige
able devout Mormon, she raised challenges to many points, forcing better 
documentation and helping me to see biases that could not be sustained. I 
alone, however, am responsible for factual errors and misjudgments. 
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Introduction 

U n d e r s t a n d i n g  A s s u m p t i o n s  

Every writer's assumptions inform his or her observations, analysis, 
and conclusions and determine the make-up of the audience he or she 
wishes to address. Nowhere is this truer than in the area of religion and re
ligious belief. For example, during the witch hunts in medieval Western 
Europe, thousands of people, mostly women, were condemned to death af
ter confessing under torture to supernatural actions involving the devil. 
Some 350 years later, historian Joseph Hansen wrote a naturalistic analysis 
of this bizarre phenomenon. He believed that confessions of supernatural 
activities were the result of coercion, including torture, and that witch/ de
monic interactions did not really occur. Two years later Catholic cleric 
Robert Schwickerath responded that the "one-sided a priori treatment of 
the [sixteenth-century Catholic] scholastics was fatal; and it would be well 
if [Hansen's] book were studied by Professors of Philosophy and Theol
ogy." Nevertheless, he thought that the work was "based on a false suppo
sition in denying the existence of evil spirits, and consequently leads to 
wrong conclusions."1 

The supernatural assumptions possible in any study of religion or re
ligious personality may be positioned along a continuum and divided into 
four categories. At one extreme, God determines all motivations and be
havior, thus excluding socio-political, economic, or psychological factors as 
explanations. This position leaves little room for psychobiography. Early 
Mormon writings emphasized this approach to LDS history; it is still found 
in some church manuals and appears to be the position of some church 
leaders.2 Such biographies of Joseph Smith simply reiterate his official 
story, along with experiences from his mother, other acquaintances, 
friends, and enemies, without close scrutiny or analysis. Most non-Mor
mon historians consider these narratives to be of limited value.3 

Joseph Smith opened the door to the second consideration when he de
clared that "a prophet is a prophet only when he is acting as such."4 This 
concept allows for a division of analytical approaches. Scholars may 
largely exempt his revelations and translations from psychological and en
vironmental inquir� while seeking understanding of his daily life in the 
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shaping forces of the nineteenth-century American frontier and, within 
limitations, some psychological principles. Such a position is probably 
shared by most present-day devout Mormon historians, who assume that 
the psychological forces at work in Smith were mostly healthy and that his 
underlying motivations were fundamentally charitable. The assumption 
that he was chosen by God leaves little room for other conclusions.5 Per
haps these assumptions explain why "there has been little effort to uncover 
the background modes of thought, the controlling categories and assump
tions, of Joseph Smith himself."6 This second approach excludes Smith's 
revelations and translations, including the Book of Mormon, from psycho
logical inquiry; holding rather that his personality played no part in revela
tions or translations and assuming that all supernatural acts were 
accomplished external to his psyche. In other words, this second approach 
assumes that Smith was no more than God's tool. Friendly observers David 
W hitmer and Joseph Knight described the translation of the Book of Mor
mon in exactly these terms. 

Recently; a third type of inquiry has been attempted-namely; seeing 
the psyche of a saint or prophet as the medium through which God works; 
his internal conflicts appear not only in his ordinary living but constitute 
an important element in his visions and spiritual calling. This approach not 
only acknowledges psychological forces-healthy or pathological-but 
sees their fusion with spiritual forces; the will of God manifests itself 
through the resulting struggle for expression? This approach is implied in 
Mormon and non-Mormon analyses �rguing that the Book of Mormon is 
authentic history to which Smith added elements from his own life and 
time.8 Even more naturalistic is the position that the Book of Mormon has 
no historical validity but that its spiritual values are worthy of study and 
adoption in behavior and worship.9 Both orthodox believers and some 
nonbelievers criticize such devotion, querying why something that is not 
what it purports to be should be revered.10 

These three approaches assume that God, supernatural forces, and 
spiritual experiences exist but are of no interest to the psychobiographer. 
William W. Meissner, a Catholic psychoanalyst and psychobiographer of 
Ignatius of Loyola, founder of the Society of Jesus (Jesuits), elaborates: 

The psychoanalyst is concerned with only those aspects of his subject that 
reflect basically human motivation and the connections of psychic 
meaning-whether pr. not the patterns of behavior have religious or spiritual 
meaning . . . .  

His method and his perspective do not include the theological nor the 
spiritual. If he is wise he will leave those considerations to theologians and 
spiritual writers. The psychoanalyst is in no position to deny or exclude any 
actions, effects, or purposes of God. He is simply not interested in them since 
his approach has nothing to say about them.l1 
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At first, this approach may seem hair-splitting, but Meissner identifies 
a significant difference: assuming that God and the supernatural exist 
(while ignoring them) is not the same as refusing either to assume or deny 
such sources for visionary, prophetic, inspired translations, statements, 
and acts. The existence of God lies not only beyond the psychoanalyst's 
professional interest but, as a scientist, beyond his or her knowledge. This 
position does not deny the possibility that God could exist and 
could/would intervene; it simply insists that, given the assumptions of sci
ence and history, miracles have not been established as fact and cannot be 
used as automatic explanations for events. One can acknowledge that the 
scientist or historian-or anyone, for that matter-may miss vital elements 
by refusing to acknowledge the spiritual. Perhaps such subjective experi
ences will forever be outside scientific replication, and science and history 
may forever miss ultimate causality. Nevertheless, this form of agnosticism 
is the theoretical position of science and academic history. As a result and 
on a practical level, science and academic history must not only passively 
ignore but also actively exclude the supernatural. Michael T. Walton, a his
torian of science, explains: 

The reason for this aspect of academic history is both clear and 
persuasive. What sense data exist to reveal God's hand? If such data existed, 
whose God would it reveal? Because God is not sensible, data dealing with 
him is nonsense and speculative. Were historians to admit such nonsense 
data, they would lose much of their shared universe of discourse which 
allows them to evaluate theories. Personal, inspired speculation with no data 
would become as valid as hard documents, and chaos would replace orderly 
criticism . 

. . .  Academic history, like science, has limited its universe of discourse to 
sense data. God and his action, in history, being non-sensible, therefore, do 
not fall within the bounds of that universe of discourse . . . .  Behind this limita
tion of subject matter was an attempt to facilitate communication among his
torians . . . . Were historians to accept revelations and other metaphysical data, 
communication would be greatly hindered because individuals from differ
ent religious traditions could not agree on which revelations were to be ac
cepted or rejected . 

. . .  Should [the believer] seek evidence of God's action in history, let him 
turn to his faith, for academic history can never provide proof for something 
which its methodology excludes.12 

Walton's explanation presents two reasons for excluding the super
natural from consideration. The first, explicated by Pearl of Great Price 
scholar Edward H. Ashment, is that historians and scientists must be able 
to communicate despite differences in their individual belief systems. Oth
erwise, Mormon historians would be required to accept only 

Mormon Truth claims. In like manner, historians of Catholicism must accept 
Catholic Truth claims and the Catholic Holy Spirit as a reliable indicator of 
those claims, which of course would automatically nullify Mormon Truth 
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claims. The same must obtain of historians of eastern Orthodoxy, Luther
anism, and the remainder of the almost 21,000 Christian denominations. 
Since it would not be possible for historians of religion to write about other 
religions or denominations without accepting their Truth claims, no historian 
of one perspective could critically analyze another perspective with any va
lidity because he or she would have to accept the latter's Truth perspective.13 

Requiring Mormon scholars not only to include but to give priority to 
Mormon truth claims results in a circular argument: Not only must the 
scholar accept God and the supernatural, but he or she must also accept 
Mormon truth claims about them. The conclusion leads back to the as
sumptions-accepting the claims of the religion under discussion. There 
can be no discussion across lines of faith, for different assumptions disal
low it. 

The second reason for excluding supernatural claims is that they can
not be established as historical fact or replicated scientifically. W hat is the 
proof of a spiritual experience? Only another spiritual experience. In all 
other areas of our lives, we have learned to review critically strong emo
tional experiences (such as feelings about the "right" marriage partner, the 
"right" profession, or the "right" investment), looking outside the experi
ence itself for objective correlating evidence. In some fundamentalist relig
ions, this internal assurance is interpreted as evidence--replacing 
"knowledge" -that the earth is 6,000 years old or, within Mormonism, 
reading the Book of Mormon as a record of what actually happened in pre
Columbian America. We will not find objective evidence for the visions of 
Joseph Smith, but his translation of ancient records is another matter. His
torians have largely ignored the Book of Mormon because American ar
chaeologists have not found any supporting objective evidence for it. 

CURRENT LDS APOLOGETICS 

There is a vast and rapidly enlarging literature by the faithful on the 
Book of Mormon. Many books are written for rank-and-file members of the 
church in periodicals and newspapers, while more scholarly articles can be 
found in books and journals published in association with Brigham Young 
University. These include many papers and journals from the Foundation 
for Ancient Research and Mormon Studies (FARMS) in Provo, Utah, which 
has an official connection to the university. In addition to many articles in 
BYU Studies, the Journal of Book of Mormon Studies, published by FARMS, 
contains many releva:t;1t <!.rticles. Useful on both sides of the question of the 
origin of the Book of Mormon is FARMS's recent publication of sixteen es
says, Noel B. Reynolds, ed., Book of Mormon Authorship Revisited: The Evi
dence for Ancient Origins (Provo, UT: FARMS, 1997). Some scholarly studies 
by doubters or nonbelievers, demonstrating problems and inconsistencies 
and suggesting a naturalistic origin for the Book of Mormon, may be found 
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in the ten articles in Brent Lee Metcalfe, ed., New Approaches to the Book of 
Mormon (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1993), hostilely reviewed in 
FARMS's Review of Books on the Book of Mormon 6, nos. 1-2 (Provo, UT: 
FARMS, 1994). 

Of special interest in the context of this discussion are studies on 
American archaeology and the geography of the Book of Mormon. Book of 
Mormon geography has long been a thorny problem with unsatisfactory 
answers, despite many attempts at developing an internally consistent pic
ture. The most notable of these attempts is John L. Sorenson, The Geography 
of Book of Mormon Events: A Source Book (Provo, UT: FARMS, 1992), 5-206. 
Mormons in Joseph Smith's day assumed that the Book of Mormon "land 
northward" and "land southward," connected by a "narrow neck of land," 
were the North and South American continents connected by the Isthmus 
of Panama. Thus, locating the Hill Cumorah, site of the final Nephite/La
manite battle and burying site of the gold plates, two or three miles from 
Joseph Smith's home was not unreasonable. In 1887 Baptist minister M. T. 
Lamb in The Golden Bible (New York: Ward and Drummond, 1887), 96-101, 
emphasized internal inconsistencies in Book of Mormon geography, dis
tances, and migrations. Although Book of Mormon editions to 1920 listed 
the supposed geographic parallels (and others) in footnotes, the passing 
decades brought no archaeological or anthropological support for a Book 
of Mormon culture but rather increasing evidence that the pre-Columbian 
Native Americans had never developed past a smooth stone culture. In 
1973 non-Mormon American archaeologist Michael D. Coe stated bluntly, 
"The bare facts of the matter are that nothing, absolutely nothing, has 
shown up in any New World excavation which would suggest to a dispas
sionate observer that the Book of Mormon, as claimed by Joseph Smith, is a 
historical document relating to the history of early migrants to our hemi
sphere."14 

The continued absence of archaeological evidences resulted in a two
pronged defensive response by the faithful. To replace archaeological evi
dence, believing Mormons have looked for literary evidence within the 
Book of Mormon. They have found Old Testament styles of writing/ speak
ing (chiasmus), and "wordprints," complex statistical studies demonstrat
ing that there were different writers, not just Joseph Smith, behind the 
book's sermons and dialogues.15 Critics of these approaches have demon
strated possible chiasmus in other writings which do not claim to be an
cient Hebrew texts and have challenged the successful use of wordprints 
with the Book of Mormon.16 

As my work suggests, Joseph Smith identified with various people, in
cluding revivalist ministers, local and traveling, in his area; I argue that, 
through his fantasy alter egos, they spoke in their own manner and style in 
Book of Mormon episodes. I also suggest that, to whatever extent chiasmus 
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does or does not exist in the Book of Mormon, Smith may have picked up 
the style from the ministers who may, in turn, have picked it up as a style 
learned from their Bible memorizations and training. Naturally, the Bible is 
also a direct influence on Smith himself. 

The second approach by the faithful has been to adjust the geographic 
and archaeological assumptions about the Book of Mormon. Following the 
publication of Lamb's book in 1887, certainty in Book of Mormon geogra
phy shifted to recommendations by Mormon authorities that it was a mys
tery best left alone, and then to compromises that crystallized in the 
1960s.17 Orthodox Mormon academicians proposed a restricted site in 
southern Mexico of less than 400 miles in diameter for the Book of Mormon 
that may yet prove to contain Nephite artifacts when it is found and prop
erly explored; the theory also includes two Cumorahs, with the New York 
hill being named by Moroni for the original in Mesoamerica.18 It is not 
clear, in this case, why Moroni, in the nine meetings or more that Joseph 
Smith claimed to have with him, did not inform him of this renaming and 
spatial shift. 

Additional hypotheses suggest that some time before, during, or after 
Book of Mormon times, Asiatic peoples crossed the Siberian-Alaskan land
bridge and intermingled with the surviving Lamanites until no language 
or Middle Eastern characteristics remain. Unlike the assumptions of Joseph 
Smith and friends, these theories propose that only a small fraction of Na
tive Americans are remnants of the Book of Mormon peoples. The Book of 
Mormon does not mention any other peoples in the Americas, although ar
chaeological evidence dates their presence 10,000 years before the 
Nephites/Lamanites or the Jaredites.19 Many of these proposals run into 
difficulties with Book of Mormon statements and contradict the first offi
cial account written by Oliver Cowdery with Joseph Smith's help.20 

John Sorenson suggests the hill Cerro Vigia in Veracruz, Mexico, for the 
original Hill Cumorah, and Santa Rosa, Chiapas, Mexico, as the site for 
Zarahemla, the Book of Mormon's major city The Grijalva and upper Usu
macinta rivers in Guatemala and part of Mexico are both candidates for the 
river Sidon. Sorenson suggests that Joseph Smith may have mistranslated a 
number of words in the Book of Mormon and that the animals in the text 
called cattle and oxen are really deer and bison, that horses are tapir or deer, 
that swine refers to the wild pig, that asses are tapir, and that a curelom may 
refer to bison or mastodon.21 This flexible interpretation of the transla
tion/ dictation period of the Book of Mormon does not seem to fit the de
scribed process and dareful evidence from the remaining handwritten 
manuscript of the Book of Mormon dictation, as I will discuss in chapter 3. I 
read these proposals as attempts to surmount the absence of hard historical 
or scientific evidence to support the Book of Mormon and as a search for a 
workable compromise by believing Mormons with one foot in belief and 
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the other in rationalism. In contrast to these ideas, I will propose a natural
istic explanation for the geography of the Book of Mormon taken from 
Joseph Smith's life. (See chapter 4.) 

HISTORIANS AND THE SUPERNATURAL 
The historian or scientist may personally believe in miracles but must 

exclude them from his or her professional products. This is the reason his
torian Michael Grant, in his biography of Jesus, wrote, "It is true that words 
ascribed to the risen Christ are beyond the purview of the historian since 
the resurrection belongs to a different order of thinking . . . . Accordingly, 
therefore, to the cold standard of humdrum fact, the standard to which the 
student of history is obliged to limit himself, these nature-reversing mir
acles did not happen."22 

In contrast to Meissner, who saw the will of God expressed partly 
through the way in which Ignatius solved internal conflict, or the many 
Mormon writers on Joseph Smith who separate Smith's problems from his 
supernatural claims, a writer who takes his or her stance within the per
spective of science or academic history cannot simply ignore or exclude su
pernatural claims. He or she must attempt to explain them by naturalistic 
methods. With Joseph Smith, this task has been fraught with problems. 

Recently, Lawrence Foster, a careful non-Mormon historian, proposed 
that Smith may have suffered from an unusual form of bipolar affective 
disorder.23 While this suggestion has problems, it is worthy of considera
tion. Yet it is at best a half step, for nothing in the spectrum of manic-de
pressive illness explains Smith's claims to receive revelations and translate 
ancient records. Other friendly non-Mormon historians examine wide va
rieties of Mormon history but avoid explaining Smith's claims.24 Perhaps 
any attempt would threaten their friendly status, for Joseph Smith, unlike 
many other religious figures, presents a special problem in efforts to under
stand him psychologically, whether these naturalistic forces are under
stood as separate or as fused with spiritual ones. 

A comparison with sixteenth-century Ignatius of Loyola, founder of 
the Catholic Jesuit order, may clarify the problem. Ignatius was born to a 
wealthy family His mother died when he was a child. To outward appear
ances, he seemed psychologically unaffected by the loss, becoming a heroic 
soldier in his late twenties. A courageous and aggressive military leader, he 
was brave to the point of foolhardiness until a cannonball shattered his 
legs. Without anesthesia, the surgeons' attempts to set the broken bones in 
a usable manner failed; later they rebroke the bones in an effort to set them 
properly, but he walked with leg deformities and an obvious limp until his 
death in 1556, twenty-six years later. The deformity struck him as hard as 
the surgical trauma, for he had been a wiry, vain courtier, a sword-swing
ing Spanish hildago, ready to pull a knife in defense of honor. Leg surgery 
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was also Joseph Smith's most traumatic physical experience in childhood. 
Similarly, Loyola's traumatic physical experience, though occurring in 
adulthood, was a turning point. During his convalescence, he experienced 
a beatific vision of the Virgin Mary and the Christ Child, redefined himself 
as a "soldier" of faith on the battlefield of religion, had repeated visions 
and supernatural "mystical" experiences, faced the Inquisition and prison 
in 1526, 1530, and 1536 for possible heresy (the Reformation had begun) 
and preaching without adequate education. He defended himself ade
quately, gained his master 's degree in Paris in 1535, and gathered a core of 
loyal followers. With them he wrote his "Spiritual Exercises" and "Consti
tution" for the Society of Jesus (founded 1540). These "Jesuits" would 
spearhead the Counter-Reformation. 

If we strip away the claims of supernatural guidance, Ignatius' behav
ior can be adequately explained as the result of childhood loss, psycho
pathological response to adult trauma, upper-class training and education, 
and, possibly, mborn genetic superiority. His later life was characterized by 
priestly vows of chastity and poverty When the wealthy came to him, they 
found him in a simple house, furnished only with a bed, chair, and desk. He 
was nearly worshipped by attractive women from all strata of society, yet 
his comportment was ultra-proper. Funds flowed to his organization. His 
priest-followers were willing to give their lives to him and his cause in obe
dience to the pope and church. Only after his death were the Jesuits linked 
with political intrigue and maneuvering. Today we would despair at his 
physical self-mortification and vigorously oppose his demand for obedi
ence over reason or anything else/5 but if we concentrate primarily on his 
behavior, it is easy to admire many aspects of the man without believing in 
the supernatural, whether one is a believing Catholic or not. 

In contrast, if we strip away Joseph Smith's claims of supernatural 
guidance, how might his behavior be evaluated? He contracted polyga
mous marriages, including some with adolescent girls and already-mar
ried women.26 He took the position that all civil marriages were invalid in 
God's eyes and could therefore be disregarded. He engaged in secret politi
cal maneuverings using the Danites and Council of Fifty. He failed to sepa
rate his personal finances from those of the church. He made strenuous 
efforts to create a theocracy that fused church and state. He showed 
marked aversion to democratic justice systems-although it must be con
ceded that this aversion was grounded in considerable legal maneuvering 
on the part of oppon�nts that can be fairly described as harassment. A 
number of his dealings with others give marked evidence of expediency, 
deceit, coercion, and manipulation.27 

If commanded by God, each of these acts could perhaps be justi
fied. But were any of these acts the result of Smith's personality, not 
God's commands? If we set aside the possibility of supernatural inter-
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vention, the image of Joseph Smith is less than morally satisfactory and 
may actually be part of the reason why his followers so strongly de
fended and .idealized him . (See chapter 7.) Yet, to the faithful, any 
naturalistic explanation is unacceptable. Any interpretation, whether 
traditional or innovative, must be drawn from the basic historical 
documents. Yet control of these documents has become a hotly con
tested area in Mormon group life. Church officials have taken the ex
plicit position that any criticism of "the Lord's anointed" -usually 
interpreted to mean the church presidents and/ or apostles-will not be 
tolerated.28 Such a stance censors nontraditional historical scholarship 
and seems to include the assumption that the faithful are incapable of 
recognizing the difference between "office" and "personality." 

The task of trying to develop accurate history against this prejudice 
has somewhat fallen to the so-called "New Mormon Historians" who 
have, over the past three decades, been attacked by other devout schol
ars and sometimes officially condemned by their church for presenting 
evidence of the limitations and failings of church leaders since Joseph 
Smith. Shortly before his excommunication in September 1993 for not 
following church counsel in his research and writing, D. Michael 
Quinn defined his position against "rancorous, paranoid, and deliber
ately slanderous" personal attacks: 

Even my revisionist examination of the esoteric and occult dimensions 
on Mormonism's origins affirmed the reality of the metaphysical events in 
Joseph Smith's experience . 

. . .  New Mormon Historians have criticized instances where Traditional 
Mormon History ... posits that "the hand of God" is the only needful expla
nation for any event in the Mormon experience . . . .  

[But) I have always opposed those who present the Mormon past from a 
perspective that excludes the possibility that there is objective reality to 
divine revelation, visions, and angelic manifestations.29 

Attempting to blend the supernatural with the natural leads to a large, 
poorly defined gray area. Quinn, a believing Mormon both before and after 
his excommunication, has focused on Joseph Smith and the "metaphysi
cal" world of magic, using hazel rods and seer stones to find buried treas
ure, etc. Were these experiences "spiritual," "spiritual preparation," deceit 
of self and others within a context of a dying subculture, or a blend of all 
three? If the latter, how much of each? Although I respect Quinn's research, 
I think it also demonstrates the difficulty in finding solutions that merge 
the supernatural and natural. Even considering the possibility of a mixture 
raises difficult questions which the church shows no inclination to answer. 

Whereas Quinn sometimes finds fault with traditionalists who be
lieve that "the hand of God" is enough explanation for Joseph Smith, 
he would probably also see my work as limited because it occupies the 
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other end of the spectrum. By using the framework of traditional sci
ence and that of the academic historian in this work, I therefore ex
clude "the hand of God " from consideration. I assume that Joseph 
Smith composed the Book of Mormon and I read it to understand 
Smith psychologically. Some may find this approach unacceptable; oth
ers might allow it as an hypothesis to be explored. 

I wish to be very plain about what I am saying. This book is not about 
"Did Joseph Smith create the Book of Mormon?" but "How did Joseph 
Smith create the Book of Mormon."  In this case, fortunately, the episto
mological position of science and academic history in excluding the super
natural is supported by the evidence of science and academic history. 

To summarize: Belief in the Book of Mormon relies on personal, inter
nal, spiritual experiences, supported by wishes, cohesive group pressure, 
and family/authoritarian demands. In contrast, there is no "hard" evi
dence from archaeology to support the book, and the vacuum has grown so 
large that Mormon archaeologists have rewritten Mormon history in a way 
that would have probably surprised Joseph Smith and his friends. TI1e 
"soft" literary evidence is questionable and, to whatever extent it exists, 
can be explained by naturalistic means. In contrast to this "negative" evi
dence, history of the last fifty years provides some "positive" evidence 
about Joseph Smith. We can document intentional deceit from courtroom 
records before the development of the Book of Mormon, and repeated coer
cion, manipulation, and misrepresentation after the Book of Mormon was 

published. Every believing Mormon must ignore, rationalize, or justity his 
or her founding prophet's behavior. With this documentation, all state
ments by Joseph SmHh are suspect, and I will pay increased attention to 
outside documentation and the voices of others, including antagonists. 
These will include the townspeople in the Palmyra/Manchester area and 
his wife's relatives and friends in Pennsylvania. Generally, these voices 
paint what I see as a consistent picture of a progressively fabricated history, 
moving from the world of magic to Christianity. 

It may be understandable why authorities in the Mormon church 
place limitations on historical research and have engaged actively in 
censoring and altering church history, but it is not excusable. They not 
only remain uncooperative today but also punish those who have not 
been obedient to their insistence in writing "faith-based" history. Given 
the resulting level of documentary unreliability, I will sometimes use 
Brigham Young University historians (who must follow the directions 
from the Mormon hierarchy}, but will, of necessity, pay increased atten
tion to others, nonbelievers included. 

The strict naturalistic assumptions that form the basic approach of this 
book have further consequences. If to a neutral observer I am successful in 
demonstrating an internally consistent chronological pattern and repeti-
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tive psychological style that probably is a reflection of Joseph Smith's per
sonal life, then this work can help fill in gaps and provide depth and consis
tency to the historical picture. In areas of incomplete history or even 
controversy, the fantasies in the Book of Mormon may help us evaluate 
such historical questions, for which answers based on contemporary docu
mentation are currently unavailable. These include: (1) Did Joseph Smith 
behave inappropriately with a woman during his stay in Pennsylvania 
with his wife's family? (2) Did his father have alcohol problems? and (3) 
Were there other problems in the childhood home of young Joseph? I will 
occasionally use the Book of Mormon to suggest such possibilities. But 
these evidences, in the reverse direction from the Book of Mormon to 
Joseph Smith's life, will always be only clues or suggestions. They will 
never provide historical fact or documentation. No matter what happened 
factually, we will be looking through the eyes of a child who is constructing 
a compensatory fantasy. In the final diagnostic chapter, I will propose a 
theoretical formulation of Joseph Smith's personality, using his mother's 
biography of her son, Joseph's statements, outside testimony by others (in
cluding antagonists), and by reading from within the Book of Mormon back 
into his life. 

If, as Mormon general authority B. H. Roberts wondered in the 1920s, 
Joseph Smith used Ethan Smith's A View of the Hebrews in composing the 
Book of Mormon, it provided only an outline and a concept. Its contribu
tion to the Book of Mormon may be summarized in perhaps half a dozen 
pages. But the Book of Mormon is not an outline-it is an ongoing narra
tive covering a thousand years and including detailed personal experi
ences, religious interactions, conversions, and miracles. Heroes and 
villains abound, many with distinct personalities. The narrative includes 
extensive military and governmental activities, some economic and agri
cultural descriptions, and even an excursion into currencies. As I will dis
cuss later, Smith had the opportunity to prepare these stories by thinking 
about them and relating them to his family for years. However, when the 
time was ripe, he apparently dictated virtually the entire book in less than 
thirteen weeks, a prodigious feat. In my professional opinion, such speed is 
a characteristic, not of translation, but rather of spontaneous free associa
tion; the book's size, from a psychodynamic point of view, thus provides an 
excellent opportunity to use the techniques of applied psychoanalysis, in
cluding simile, allegory, and metaphor. 

In this book, I will argue that Joseph Smith, both knowingly and un
knowingly, injected his own personality, conflicts, and solutions into the 
book he was dictating. Thus I hypothesize that the Book of Mormon can be 
understood as Smith's autobiography, that we can discern repeated psy
chological patterns in Smith's transformation of his childhood and youth 
before 1829 into Book of Mormon stories, and that these observations can 
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contribute to a psychological understanding of Smith. With this informa
tion, supplemented by his mother 's biography and other sources, we can 
develop a reasonably complete psychoanalytic profile of Joseph Smith. 

T he M e t h o d o l o g y o f  P s y c h o a n a l y s i s  

Psychoanalytic psychotherapy enhances patients' experience of their 
feelings and fantasies and can help their therapists better understand their 
patients and their psychological defenses. There is little external stimulus 
to stir the conversation; the therapist says little but listens much. Over time 
and often indirectly, the patient articulates feelings and fantasies that both 
approach and avoid areas of potential psychological conflict in endless cy
cles. Many of these come from childhood; the patient's discourse-such as 
talking about work or spouse-takes on stronger and stronger coloring 
from childhood. Fantasies spring from nowhere and may become elabo
rate yet disturbing to their creator. These fantasies may contain childlike 
conquering compensations and solutions, grand and impossible in scope. 
Interestingly, some of the physical arrangements employed during the dic
tation/translation of the Book of Mormon mirror psychotherapeutic set
tings. (See chapter 5.) 

Psychiatry is a branch of medicine dealing with the diagnosis and 
treatment of mental dysfunction; psychiatry is a medical specialty. Psychol
ogy is not a medical field or specialty, even though its areas of interest over
lap significantly with those of psychiatry. The area of psychiatry (and 
psychology) that focuses on a person's mental forces, _such as sexual and 
aggressive impulses, drives toward self-fulfillment, achievement of core 
identity and self-esteem, etc., and his or her conscious or unconscious ef
forts to modify these forces to permit successful social adaptation, is a sub
specialty generally referred to as "(psycho)dynamic psychiatry." Its most 
intense form is psychoanalysis, or the process of collecting knowledge and 
a body of theory, as well as a specific form of treatment for some patients. 

Classical psychoanalysis began with Sigmund Freud around 1900 and, 
for sixty years, dominated psychiatry. In the absence of other theories or 
knowledge, it overextended itself into the treatment of severe psychotic 
mental illnesses now known to be partly, or largely, genetically deter
mined. In the last thirty years, psychoanalysis has yielded leadership in the 
field to technical laboratory methods and their results in the burgeoning 
fields of neurophysiology and psychopharmacology. This development 
has allowed psychiatri?ts to modify, but not cure, the most severe forms of 
mental illness by adi\inistering medications. The next fifty years hold 
promise that the study of the mental drives will unite with technical stud
ies of brain chemistry, and we will be able to give reasons, in neurophysi
ologic terms, why a mother's death when a child is two may result in 
certain types of adult mental disturbance. This goal is one of the presently 
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stated objectives of research at the National Institutes of Mental Health. 
Freud foresaw this development,30 and today some "psychoanalysts" are 
active in laboratory research. 

The term psychoanalyst is not legally regulated in most states, with the 
result that anyone in those areas may claim the title, including the unedu· 
cated and charlatans. Technically, however, in the United States, it is usu
ally reserved for the 10 percent of psychiatrists and, more recently, 
psychologists and social workers, who have completed a minimum of four 
to six years of advanced training at the various psychoanalytic institutes 
recognized by the American Psychoanalytic Association. Others who use 
the title are expected (but not required) to explain that their use of the term 
is not the usual or standard definition. 

The American Psychoanalytic Association, founded in 1911, and its 
member psychoanalysts exercise a major influence on all areas of the 
knowledge and treatment of the mentally ill. The body of knowledge they 
have accumulated over the last ninety years has filtered beyond the 
boundaries of mental health professionals into the lives of ordinary citi
zens. Every modern government has "think tanks" of professionals who 
use psychoanalytic knowledge to understand the actions of other govern
ments and to evaluate their leaders. Psychoanalytic knowledge is imparted 
in our high schools; both Hollywood and Madison Avenue have people 
knowledgeable in psychodynamic understanding and manipulation who 
use these techniques successfully and without moral compunction. Some 
of its techniques, modified over decades of practice, appear in the treat
ment of all mentally disturbed patients. Its classic treatment, using a couch 
and free association in frequent sessions extending over years, continues to 
be the treatment of choice for a small percentage of patients. 

One division of psychoanalytic thinking, applied psychoanalysis, does 
not deal with theory or the treatment of patients but instead focuses on cul
ture, art, history, politics, and literature. Attempts to enhance our under
standing of individuals by their writings or personal histories is termed 
psychobiography. Freud's first attempts to apply psychoanalytic concepts 
outside of the psychoanalytic treatment of patients began as early as 1897. 
He made additions to these studies in 1900, 1907, 1910, and 1911, attempt
ing to understand unconscious conflicts and processes in artists and writ
ers hidden in their works.31 Others also realized the potential fruitfulness 
of such applications. Artistic creativity has been studied, although most of 
the focus has been on the personalities of artists, including Jonathan Swift, 
Lewis Carroll, Ludwig Van Beethoven, and William Shakespeare.32 Ernst 
Jones in 1951 adapted applied psychoanalysis to studying mass cultural 
movements, arguing that the historical belief in witches and vampires re
flected sexual frustration, a topic that was something of a preoccupation 
with Freudian thought.33 Two religious figures who have received atten-
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tion are Martin Luther and Gandhi.34 The analysis of fairy tales is helpful to 
every parent. 35 Applied psychoanalytic literature is now vast. 

The greatest contributions of psychobiography have been to expand 
our ideas about the personality of writers. Besides the contributions of psy
chiatrists, important contributions have also been made by psychologists, 
sociologists, political scientists, and historians.36 Difficulties and potential 
pitfalls in such endeavors have been carefully reviewed,37 and two of 
Freud's works are now considered unfortunate setbacks.38 However, care
fully done psychoanalytical studies open the door to understanding the 
unconscious processes and motivations among fictional characters, such as 
Hamlet and his stepfather, or in the Book of Mormon between Moroni and 
his archenemy Amalickiah. (See chapter 5.) They fit into the object-relations 
theory of development which presently dominates psychoanalytic discus
sions.39 It is a general truism that the first artistic creation of an artist or 
writer is usually most revealing of his personality, for it is hoped that the 
artist's work will also be psychotherapeutic work and contribute to resolv
ing original conflicts and problems. When this happens, the artist not only 
improves in technical quality, but his or her work demonstrates matura
tion.40 I spoke with four psychoanalysts who write psychobiography and 
in applied psychoanalysis, asking for their views. All four agreed with the 
statement but noted that artists may continue to reflect their stresses in 
their work throughout their lives. If the creative work of the artist or author 
is psychotherapeutic (as one hopes it will be and does sometimes seem to 
occur), then subsequent work will become more and more removed from 
the original conflicts and struggles. I believe that this same phenomenon 
applies to the Book of Mormon and will help us understand Joseph Smith. 

The interface between psychoanalysis and history is often controver
sial. In 1958 William Langer, president of the American Historical Associa
tion, challenged colleagues to seek deeper psychological meaning in their 
studies.41 The response varied from mixed to hostile. Historians emphasize 
that there is no such thing as completely objective history, but the facts of 
documented historical events mean that the foundations of their analyses 
are not subjective. In contrast, psychodynamic psychiatry is a world of feel
ings, thoughts, misrememberings, forgettings, fantasy, analogy; allegory, 
and metaphor. No wonder some historians give little credence to attempts 
to make sense out of ephemeral mental material which does not seem to be 
connected.42 In 1930 Freud himself warned that, in applied psychoanalysis, 
"we should have to b� very cautious and not forget that, after all, we are 
only dealing with ana:Ibgies and that it is dangerous, not only with men but 
also with concepts, to tear them from the sphere in which they have origi
nated and been evolved."43 Analogy is not a good way to establish histori
cal fact, and history cannot be reduced to psychological explanation. 
Western historian Bernard DeVoto pointed out: "Psycho-analysis has no 
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value whatever as a method of arriving at facts in biography. "  Rather, he 
asserted, the first condition of biography must be "absolute, unvarying, 
unremitted accuracy. "44 Still, psychoanalytic application and attention to 
factual detail are compatible; psychoanalytic interpretation and under
standing may add texture to the historical picture, fill in aspects of personal 
meaning and motive, and provide continuity to a history that has gaps 
even though the distinction between "fact" and conjecture drawn from 
those facts must be clear to both the writer and the reader. DeVoto found lit
tle value in applied psychoanalysis except in the "consulting room, where 
it belongs, and to the literary speakeasy." As a result of this refusal to con
sider psychological implications in coming to terms with Joseph Smith, he 
dismissed the Book of Mormon as "a yeasty fermentation, formless, aim
less and inconceivably absurd . . .  a disintegration." He later added that the 
book had "neither form nor structure of any kind, its imagination is worse 
than commonplace, it is squalid, and the prose is lethal."45 In my opinion, 
he seriously misunderstands the work. 

The psychiatrist enters the world of history without a historian's tools. 
He or she is trained to interact with a live and reactive patient, not someone 
distant or dead for 150 years. The interaction between therapist and patient 
is the central focus and will be the means of, if not curing, then improving 
the patient's condition. The work of repeated clarification, confrontation, 
and interpretation describes the observable process. It is speculative work, 
gaining assurance only over time and during the interaction itself. Every 
therapist with psychodynamic experience has had the experience of pro
posing a painful interpretation, only to have the patient exclaim, "No!", 
break into sobs, and correct the therapist with even a more painful truth, 
newly discovered by the therapist's near-miss. It is this interplay that we 
cannot have in applied psychoanalysis of a dead writer. It is not possible to 
explore the Book of Mormon as Joseph Smith's autobiography without 
making errors. Smith is not here to correct or modify our interpretations, 
and, if he were, we might doubt his cooperation. No live patient fits into 
any mold, and sooner or later will bristle if he or she senses that the thera
pist is attempting to fit the full richness of his or her life into a particular 
psychodynamic model. Such an approach always fails to explain impor
tant parts of that life. Because the historical subject cannot challenge, cor
rect, and change this tendency to simplify, it is inevitable that 
psychobiography will lack some of the complexity and development avail
able to a live interaction. 

Furthermore, the psychiatrist must not only understand the patient's 
personal and familial development, but also the influences of time, place, 
ethnicity, religion, and culture. A psychiatrist working with a historical per
sonage but not an expert in that person's historical milieu will inevitably 
make contextual errors of interpretation. Granted, no author has direct 
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first-hand experience with a culture from the past, but a historian's training 
is designed to compensate, at least partially, for this deficiency while a psy
chiatrist's is not. 

Furthermore, human nature in general, and the inner wellsprings of a 
particular person's emotions and thought, always contain mysteries. Time 
veils memories and reshapes interpretations; even with a patient's full co
operation, some aspects of his or her life will never be understood. These 
difficulties tempt a psychohistorian to become reductionistic, drawing fi
nal conclusions where only incomplete information and partial solutions 
are available. There is a necessary tension and balance between the histori
cal view and the psychological view. If this latter view becomes too strong, 
then "psychopathology becomes a substitute for the psychohistorical inter
face . . . .  The psychopathological idiom for individual development . . .  [re
places] the idiom for history, or psychohistory. When this happens there is, 
once more, no history."46 

And, finally, psychoanalysis as a treatment is not universally success
ful. Freud affirmed that all patients appropriate for psychoanalysis used 
"neurotic" psychological defenses such as repression (pushing conflicts be
hind a screen where they do not seem to exist), obsessive-compulsive styles 
of thinking (binding conflict and emotion into structured and rigid mental 
organization), and sublimation (turning conflict into socially productive 
behavior). However, some patients went beyond these "ordinary" de
fenses to denial (a more vigorous repudiation of fact or emotion), splitting 
(seeing the world in polarized opposites of good/bad, right/wrong, 
us/them), and projection (ignoring troubling qualities in oneself while 
imagining, observing, and criticizing similar qualities in other people).47 In 
contrast, healthier defenses would be altruism (vicarious and constructive 
service to others) and sublimation (gratification of an impulse by changing 
the method and goal from a socially objectionable one to a socially valued 
one). 

I have been candid about the dangers of a psychoanalytical approach 
both to educate the reader and also to assure the reader that I myself am 
aware of those risks. The potential achievement is still worth the risk, how
ever, for if a balance is maintained, then looking at symptomatic or general 
behaviors can be productive. The psychodynamic perspective gives valid 
reasons for believing that all of us derive part of our motives and unique
ness from psychologically meaningful events in our past, most strongly 
and enduringly from, our childhoods. I believe that it is also true for a 
prophet and that such' .considerations add depth to our understanding. 

If the absence of a live patient is the weakness of psychobiography, its 
strengths are two areas of collective knowledge and known experience. 
First, the patterns of style, and, second, overdetermination. "Style" means 
that we can expect that the mental maneuvers, styles, and defenses of a 
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writer will be represented in his work. As I have already noted, this charac
teristic is truest if the work was his first or earliest work, for we suspect that 
the artist has begun an attempt to resolve his conflicts through his work. If 
successful with this "therapy;" his artistry will take on a life of its own, far
ther and farther removed from the conflict. His personality style will be 
more apparent if the work was "spontaneous," and if the circumstances 
surrounding its creation were close to the therapeutic process of free asso
ciation, as was the case I believe with Smith's creation of the Book of Mor
mon. The techniques used in applied psychoanalytic investigation are 
adapted from the techniques of psychoanalytic treatment. If Smith were in 
dynamic psychotherapy, he could begin the sessions anywhere, under the 
guide of free association-that is, say anything and everything that carne to 
mind with no editing-while the therapist's job would be to follow, under
stand, decipher, confront, and clarify. Patients tell their life story, repeatedly 
emphasizing problem areas in treatment. But some areas of conflict are too 
painful to discuss and feel directly, so patients use a number of methods, 
both conscious and unconscious, to modify their pain. They rna y talk about 
a friend with similar problems or discuss a movie or book that contains 
problems similar to their own. They may divide their history into two or 
more parts, discussing some segments one day and filling in the remaining 
segments on other days. The more painful the segment, the more repeti
tious they will be in "working through" the problem. If the pain of sadness 
is too much on one day; they may reverse it into an inappropriate euphoria 
that breaks down in the next days or weeks. Their dreams will repeat their 
life stories and conflicts, disguised by exaggeration, displacement, rever
sal, projection onto others, condensation, combining of stories, and so 
forth. Their mental fantasies repeat their problems and frequently show 
dramatic wished-for solutions and compensations, some reasonable and 
some impossible. 

Over time the psychotherapist begins to know the life story very well, 
and becomes acquainted with the patient's psychological defenses. What 
becomes increasingly important is not the life story but its modifications
exaggerations, similarities, aversions, combinings, reversals, eliminations, 
projections, forgettings, denials, imagined compensations, division of the 
story into two or more parts, etc. These patterns help the psychiatrist un
derstand the patient and help him face his pain and make a more successful 
adaptation to life. "No single fact or connection will validate the hypothe
sis," observed Meissner, "but it begins to take on meaning and consistency 
in the light of the total complex of facts, data, and their integrating interpre
tations. "48 

The second principle is overdeterrnination. Bruce Mazlish explains: 
"The problem of determinism in psycho-analysis is a point that bothers un
sympathetic critics of psycho-analysis. Freud insisted that strict determi-
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nism prevailed in respect of psychic acts; there are no 'accidents.' For exam
ple, 'free association,' the basis of dream analysis and of therapy, is 'free' 
only in the sense that it is not hampered by the censorship of 'logical,' 'ra
tional' thought and mores. It is not, however, undetermined."49 

Overdetermination comes in two forms: (1) The same word or symbol 
usually refers to many elements in the unconscious thought process. (2) A 
single unconscious drive or pattern of behavior will manifest itself in innu
merable different conscious manifestations. These multiple manifestations 
make the evidence abundant and self-confirming. If we are able to rein
force this information with observations from others who know the indi
vidual, it seems both reasonable and possible to complete the historian's 
tasks of reconciling, interpreting, and confirming evidence, as well as the 
psychohistorian' s task of psychological explaining. 

After the review of the Book of Mormon described above, I will discuss 
Joseph Smith's personality by using five elements of psychodynamic the
ory: the narcissistic personality, the antisocial personality, pseudological 
phantastica, the act of imposturing, and his enhancement by his followers 
through the mechanism of projective identification. However, the last four 
elements are variations on or additions and modifications to the first. 

The concept of the narcissistic personality has developed by a histori
cally complicated process, for it entailed understanding new types of psy
chological defenses, necessitated a rewriting of theory, and required 
identifying constellations of personality symptoms ("syndromes").50 

In 1900 Freud borrowed the Oedipal "complex" from various poets, 
playwrights, and philosophers dating back to the classic Greeks and put it 
into a framework of mental health. The name is taken from the drama Oedi
pus Rex by the ancient Greek playright Sophocles, in which a fatally proud 
king kills his father and marries the queen, only to discover later that he has 
committed both patricide and incest. According to Freud, this period, 
which lasts from about age three to six, is crucial in the healthy develop
ment of male children. The son becomes aware of his own sexual anatomy, 
feels sexual attractions for his mother, but fears bodily injury by his 
stronger and frightening father, with whom he must establish a male-to
male relationship. Basic to Freud's thinking of psychological development 
was the "libido theory," a concept of sexual instinct found in children as 
well as adults and emphasized during the Oedipal period. Each child had 
to find some resolution to the unacceptable, impossible, and threatening 
sexual wishes. The rnajqrity of children, he believed, found resolution in a 
psychological identification with the parent of the same sex, and part of 
that identification would have profound influences on personality and 
character, including the major imprint for his future moral values: the 
child's future conscience. Freud believed that each individual had a fixed 
quantity of libido which, in healthy individuals, was balanced between be-
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ing attached to oneself, thus providing self-love and self-esteem, and being 
attached to others, thus providing friendships and romantic love. 

In addition, following his early experiences with hypnosis, Freud be
lieved that a very large part of our mental and emotional processes go on 
outside of our awareness-in our unconscious-into which are pushed 
some forbidden impulses as a way of mentally refusing to admit that they 
exist. The process of keeping them in the unconscious was termed repres
sion, and successful repression was important for healthy living. During 
stress, or because the impulses or conflicts were too large, evidence of the 
impulse might break through into conscious awareness in such things as 
disturbing dreams or slips of the tongue and pen, producing anxiety and 
depression. 

Despite this contribution, Freud's Oedipal theory suffers from incom
pleteness in two ways that prevented it from fully articulating the concept 
of the narcissistic personality. First, he defined Oedipal conflicts as existing 
only in children ages three to six, hypothesizing that human beings were 
largely a product of genetically determined sexual and aggressive drives. 
According to this view, human beings relate to other people only when 
driven by the necessity of satisfying these drives. Such a closed psychologi
cal system may be true of adults, and (less likely) even of children ages three 
to six, but it does not explain the infant-mother dyad, in which the child is 
"fused" with the mother who fills both physical and psychological needs 
for the child. 

Second, as Freud considered libido to be something of a fixed quantity, 
the logical consequences of this theory of libido were unsatisfactory. He hy
pothesized that if an individual did not form an attachment to another per
son, then his libinal attachment was to himself. Such "narcissistic" 
personalities were "richer" in libido because none of it was attached to any
one else. While Freud's theory is logically consistent, few of us would ar
gue that a person incapable of loving anyone but himself is healthier or has 
"more" love than someone who can form attachments to others. 51 

Increasing dissatisfaction with the flaws in Freud's articulation of the 
narcissistic personality prompted the formation of the "object-relations" 
theory of human development in Great Britain, beginning in the 1940s.52 
According to this theory, human beings have an inborn primary drive to re
late.53 Thus the healthy infant begins in almost total "fusion" with the 
mother, internalizes that relationship, next establishes a relationship with 
the father and internalizes the more complex triangular relationship, and 
continues to internalize other relationships, even in healthy adulthood, 
though to a much smaller degree. Children who are deprived of healthy 
caring relationships or whose needs are repeatedly frustrated very early in 
life (for example, through neglect, abuse, the death of a parent-particu
larly a mother-or other traumatic events) frequently have stronger de-
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fenses than the "ordinary" neurotic patient, including denial, splitting, and 
projection. 

Another interesting development in the history of psychoanalytic de
velopment was the concept of the "false self," developed during the 1940s 
and 1950s, also in Great Britain.54 Some patients, whose initial appearance 
suggested smooth and effective social functioning, revealed during ther
apy that this apparently successful personality had been artificially cre
ated. It was disconnected from core feelings and limited in style. It hid 
difficult problems. Titis superficial personality could not be analyzed. The 
"deeper" personality was a poorly developed self with immature feelings 
and mental styles, easily threatened self-esteem, no long-range goals, and a 
weak sense of purpose. Despite the usual smooth functioning, at times the 
immature shadow became evident. Acquaintances might view such a per
son in two different ways, depending on which "personality" they saw. 

Some very self-centered (narcissistic) patients had the characteristics of 
a false self. They were frustrating to treat. They did not see the therapist as a 
person in his or her own right, but only as an agent to serve the patient. 
These individuals were different from more ordinary "neurotic" patients 
who wanted the therapist to be different or more fulfilling in some way. 
Rather, narcissistic patients typically employed conscious and unconscious 
coercion and manipulation, as if the patient owned the therapist. It was a 
baffling paradox: the patient, who appeared self-sufficient and even so
cially successful, would treat the therapist as useless, demanding that the 
therapist fill a vital psychological function which the patient could not do 
for himself. If the therapist was unwittingly coerced into this function, then 
he or she was supporting the patient's "false self." If the therapist refused 
to act as an extension of the patient's psyche, confronted the manipulation, 
and attempted to. clarify what was happening, the patient would fre
quently terminate therapy and seek a more compliant therapist. If the pa
tient stayed, however, the poorly defined personality eventually began to 
reveal itself, along with a profound vulnerability and low self-esteem. 

Some of the most historically interesting cases lasted for years. Over 
time, these patients could go through a period of rage approaching para
noia, then depression as they realized their need for the therapist. As their 
shadow self expressed itself and matured in therapy, the person became 
more appreciative of their friends and acquaintances, could deal more 
quickly with the therapeutic tasks, and could achieve resolution and termi
nation of therapy. ,. ,, 

In the larger society' these patients used and manipulated other people: 
spouses, families, acquaintances, followers, congregations. They were sen
sitive to minor slights and rebuffs from others and could not deal with 
shame and humiliation. While they might appear unaffected, they seethed 
in fury. They compensated by fantasies of themselves as conquerors. Some 
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could not stand routine or boredom; while others found situations com
fortable, they purposely created dramas and crises. Some patients who 
functioned by the use of a "false self" had a particular and remarkable de
gree of artificial self-inflation. The false self of these individuals was given 
the name "grandiose self." These "grandiose" personalities attracted oth
ers who felt their own esteem and importance elevated by the contact and 
who supported the "charisma" of such individuals. For personal emo
tional gain, whether consciously or unconsciously, they supported the 
grandiose false self of the narcissist. 

These personality types received a great deal of attention during this 
period; the study of narcissicism resulted in the identification of new types 
of defenses, new personality constellations, and new refinements to psy
choanalytic theory. The two most important books dealing with psycho
analytic theory during the 1970s were Heinz Kohut's The Analysis of the Self 
(New York: International Universities Press, 1971) and Otto Kernberg's 
Borderline Conditions and Pathological Narcissism (New York: Jason Aronson, 
1975). Each described slightly different patient populations, and each pro
posed different theories and treatment strategies.55 The vigorous debate 
that resulted was not acrimonious, for most parties understood the pur
pose of theory and used the debate to enhance knowledge and the effective 
treatment of patients. The narcissistic personality became a formal classifi
cation in the American Psychiatric Association's taxonomy of mental pa
thology in 1980: 

A pervasive pattern of grandiosity (in fantasy or behavior), need for 
admiration, and lack of empathy, beginning by early adulthood and present 
in a variety of contexts, as indicated by five (or more) of the following: 

(1) has a grandiose sense of self-importance (e.g., exaggerates achieve
ments and talents, expects to be recognized as superior without commensu
rate achievements) 

(2) is preoccupied with fantasies of unlimited success, power, brilliance, 
beauty, or ideal love 

(3) believes that he or she is "special" and unique and can only be un
derstood by, or should associate with, other special or high-status people (or 
institutions) 

(4) requires excessive admiration 
(5) has a sense of entitlement, i.e., unreasonable expectations of espe

cially favorable treatment or automatic compliance with his or her expecta
tions 

(6) is interpersonally exploitative, i.e., takes advantage of others to 
achieve his or her own ends 

(7) lacks empathy: is Lmwilling to recognize or identify with the feelings 
and needs of others 

(8) is often envious of others or believes that others are envious of him 
or her 

(9) shows arrogant, haughty behavior or attitudes.56 
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There is nothing criminal in the APA description of narcissism. Such a 
person would not end up in jail, although his or her chances of being in
volved in civil suits or divorce are high. 57 But if such a person also had ele
ments of the antisocial personality-had moral lapses, made fraudulent 
claims, and deceived others-then he or she would impose a falsely cre
ated image on society and would attempt to manipulate it to his or her per
sonal, financial, and/ or social advantage. 

J o s e p h  S m i t h  a n d  N a r c i s s i s m  

It is in the light of these criteria that I would like to examine Joseph 
Smith as a narcissistic personality and how he used the Book of Mormon to 
express those tendencies. As I read the Book of Mormon, Smith tells his life 
story in allegorical form at least four times in its pages. The first version
broad, sweeping, and expansive with many diversions and variations
commences at the start and continues to p. 370 in the first edition (1 Ne. 
1 -Alma 51) .  Almost one-third of the Book of Mormon is an expanded fan
tasy of the years 1 824-28, ending with the point at which Smith begins dic
tating the Book of Mormon. He then begins his life story again-pp. 
375-451 of the first edition (Alma 53-Hel. 16). The third version covers 
pages 457-518 (3 Ne. 3-4 Ne.). His fourth and final variation occurs within 
the single book of Mormon (pp. 518-38). This version corresponds to events 
in his life when he was ten and a half, rapidly becomes fragmentary, and 
disintegrates in the carnage and devastation of the Nephite people. All of 
these variations end at the point where he begins dictating the Book of 
Mormon. One purpose of the book of Ether is to tell us, yet avoid telling us, 
about the period of actually dictating the Book of Mormon. 

I will not follow the four versions sequentially but will first concentrate 
on clarifying the story. (See chapter 1 .) Chapter 2 reviews Smith's life to 
about age seventeen, followed by the reasonably clear parallel in 1 and 2 
Nephi through chapter 5 or, in the first edition, to p. 73. Chapter 3 com
pletes the life story of Smith to age twenty-four when he begins dictating 
the Book of Mormon. I then turn to the parallels in 3 and 4 Nephi, which 
briskly review his life but focus mainly on Smith's life from age ten through 
his twenties. I then return to 2 Nephi and, in chapters 4 and 5, discuss the 
autobiographical parallels in the rest of the Book of Mormon except for 
Mormon, Ether, and Moroni. Chapter 6 summarizes these final three 
books, with particular attention to Ether. 

For example, this book discusses Smith's traumatic leg surgery when 
he was five or seven: <;:omprising agonizing suffering before surgery and 
two surgeries without anesthetic, it was certainly the most physically pain
ful experience of his youth. We could reasonably expect to see post-trau
matic stress symptoms, for a time in his childhood, but later in his life such 
symptoms were not apparent. His surgical experience, instead of being dis-
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tressing with attempts to avoid the memory, was actively being used for 
personal reasons. (See chapter 5.) 

As another example, at age twenty, Smith experienced shame and hu
miliation when he was put on trial for being a "disorderly person and im
postor."58 He does not mention this trial in any of his historical or 
autobiographical writings, but I argue that it appears in the Book of Mor
mon in the trial of Alma and Amulek, while Smith's intense emotions of 
humiliation and rejection take the form of devastating cataclysms at the 
time of Christ's crucifixion. 

My technique in dealing with the Book of Mormon as Smith's autobi
ography is to metaphorically "listen," as I would literally listen to a living 
patient, until it becomes clear to me that I am hearing major life incidents 
told allegorically, metaphorically, and in fantasy. After numerous reitera
tions, an internally consistent chronological pattern and repetitive psycho
logical style emerges. However, of greater interest is how Smith transforms 
his real-life events into Book of Mormon narratives, for when we start to 
discern such patterns we begin to better understand him and his motives. 

What might the reader expect as Smith alters his personal life into fan
tasy? Forty years ago, the eminent psychoanalyst Phyllis Greenacre took a 
personal interest in the study of artists: 

In using the term artist I designate the creative individual . . .  whose 
work-product shows . . .  unusual capacity for imaginative creation, original 
thought, invention or discovery [and] would . . .  include those prophets, 
religious leaders and scientists whose philosophies and discoveries have 
influenced the course of their times and left an imprint on history. 

After reading a great many accounts of artists, I was struck with the 
prominence of the family romance in their lives. The germ of the family 

. romance is ubiquitous in the hankering of growing children for a return to 
the real or fancied conditions at or before the dawn of conscious memory 
when adults were Olympians.59 

The reader should be prepared to see Smith's personal life not only 
turned to fantasy, but to a fantastic fantasy where the heroes and villains 
are larger than life. Greenacre's comment is particularly relevant in the 
analysis of Ether and the final diagnostic assessment in chapter 7. 

There are currently dozens of works on Joseph Smith and early Mor
monism that demonstrate extensive research, with references numbering 
into the hundreds and even thousands. I rely on these works for the histori
cal facts of Joseph Smith's life.60 The contribution of my own work is not 
new facts per se, but rather new ways of seeing the available documentary 
information. 

C o n c l u s i o n  

My assessment argues the advantages of giving psychoanalysis seri
ous weight because of its rationality and explanatory power. The only basis 
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for believing that the Book of Mormon has supernatural origins lies in the 
individual, personal, internal experience of the believer; yet this reason is 
the same one cited by every believer regardless of the particular faith. As a 
matter of logic, the faith claims of the LDS or RLDS believer in the Book of 
Mormon cannot be placed ahead of the spiritual experiences of all other re
ligious beliefs, especially because they all contradict each other. Little evi
dence acceptable to scientific or historical scholars supports the historical 
claims within the Book of Mormon. Ever since Galil�o demonstrated that a 
literal interpretation of the Bible conflicted with the actual functioning of 
astronomical bodies in the seventeenth century, those in Western civiliza
tion have gradually but decisively given priority to naturalistic explana
tions instead of supernatural ones. An open mind not only allows 
naturalistic argument, it gives it serious consideration. 
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C H A P T E R  1 

Prolegomenon to a 
Biography of the Child Joseph 

One challenge in approaching Joseph Smith's childhood and adoles
cence is the scarcity of primary sources for his early life. A little over 

six years before his murder in mid-1844, Smith began "writing a history of 
this Church from the earliest period of its exist[e]nce up to this date"1 of 
April 1838. That manuscript, copied in 1839, is known as the Manuscript 
History of the Church, Book A-1 .  This is Smith's official version of his 
story. It was first printed in the church newspaper in Nauvoo, Illinois, in 
18422 and, after his death, excerpted in the 1851 booklet The Pearl of Great 
Price, which contained other material as well. This history was canonized 
as scripture by the LDS church's general conference of October 1880. 

In it Smith documents his birth date (23 December 1805) and place 
(Sharon, Vermont), then goes directly to his family's move from Vermont to 
Palmyra in upstate New York when "I was in my tenth year." About four 
years later, the family moved two miles south into Manchester township 
"in the same county." He lists eleven family members. Elsewhere he notes a 
childhood surgery and briefly describes the move to New York.3 In short, it 
is nearly impossible to form an image of Smith's childhood based solely on 
his own writings. Even if one adds all of the known statements by Smith's 
siblings, official census records, and comments by neighbors, this compila
tion leaves the period before Smith turned about fourteen comparatively 
blank and makes any effort to evaluate his adult life and accomplishments 
in the light of his childhood tenuous. 

Fortunately, Joseph's mother, Lucy Mack Smith, dictated a biography 
of her famous son in 1844-45, within a year after his death. She explained to 
her only surviving son, William, on 23 June 1845, almost exactly a year after 
the double murder of Joseph and his older brother Hyrum: 

People are often inquiring of me the particulars of Joseph's getting the plates, 
seeing the angels at first, and many other things which Joseph never wrote 
or published. I have told over many things pertaining to these matters to dif
ferent persons to gratify their curiosity, indeed have almost destroyed my 
lungs giving these recitals to those who felt anxious to hear them. I have now 
concluded to write down every particular as far as possible.4 
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Apparently she had already begun the task during the previous 
autumn by dictating her reminiscences to Martha Jane Knowlton Coray, a 
Nauvoo schoolteacher who described herself as a good note-taker. Coray 
was aided by her husband Howard, who at one time assisted in compiling 
the official church history. "I wrote the book and my statements were faith
ful and true as far as I could learn at that time," Martha later stated.5 

The first draft was apparently finished by early 1845, then edited and 
polished between March and July 1845, probably by the Corays who added 
about 25 percent and deleted 10 percent.6 It is not clear to what degree Lucy 
assisted in these silent modifications. A copy of this enlarged modified his
tory was made. At a church conference on 8 October 1845, Lucy " gave no
tice that she had written her history, and wished it printed."7 Lucy was then 
seventy years old, in mourning from a series of family deaths, in frail 
health, and, sometimes of faulty memory. 

One of two final copies, a "beautifully written, leather-bound" vol
ume, was taken to Salt Lake City with the Mormon pioneer trek that began 
in 1847 and remains in the church's archives. The other, which Lucy re
tained, came into possession of her son-in-law, passed through two other 
sets of hands, and was finally purchased by Mormon apostle Orson Pratt 
who, with Lucy's permission, published it in Liverpool, England, in 1853.8 
The present location of this manuscript is unknown and it may have been 
destroyed. From England the published book was transported to Utah 
where it was used as a school textbook. By 1865 Brigham Young, in fre
quent disagreement with Pratt and dissatisfied with "inaccuracies" in the 
biography that tended to favor Joseph's younger brother William (who 
was making claim to church authority), suppressed it. Various versions 
have been published subsequently by both Mormon and non-Mormon 
groups and individuals. 

The original unmodified preliminary draft was uncovered in the 
church archives in the late 1960s. Excerpts, sometimes lengthy, have since 
appeared in print, and Dan Vogel published the New York and Ohio por
tions of this memoir in 1996, side-by-side with the corresponding 1853 pub
lished version, with careful editing and annotations.9 This published 
comparison is my main reference for Joseph Smith's early life. 

In this book, I examine Lucy's biography of her son, the Book of Mor
mon, and Joseph Smith's life to age twenty-four, raising questions, examin
ing discrepancies, and offering interpretations. This chapter summarizes 
the traditional account of Joseph's early life. The first part condenses his 
mother's history, 10 and .then, beginning with the age of fourteen, Smith's 
own story. 

J o s e p h  S m i t h ' s  C h i l d h o o d  a n d  Y o u t h  

Joseph Smith was born into a poor family living in Vermont on 23 De-
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cember 1805. He was the fourth living child, and his mother delivered six 
more children after him, one of whom died shortly after birth. Both parents 
came from good New England stock and were clearly religious, but dissat
isfied and troubled. Joseph's mother had been raised in a family with some 
religious dissension. Her mother was a staunch Congregationalist, but her 
father, although raised by a Congregational minister, believed in a more 
kindly "Universalism" which taught about a God of love and grace "who 
will finally restore the whole family of mankind to holiness and happi
ness."11 Solomon Mack, Joseph's maternal grandfather, converted to a 
more orthodox form of Protestantism shortly before his death. In a per
sonal history, published and distributed at his own expense, he described 
his conversion.12 He saw a bright light he could not account for and heard 
someone call his name. He imagined Jesus weeping for Jerusalem. This 
conversion probably decreased religious tension in the home. 

Lucy was the last-born of his eight children. In 1796 at age twenty-one, 
she married Joseph Smith, Sr., then twenty-four. Joseph's father, Asael 
Smith, had refused to join any church "because he could not reconcile their 
teachings with the scriptures and his reason." Asael otherwise encouraged 
his children to "S[ e]arch the Sciptures. "13 Thus both of the future prophet's 
parents grew up in families with unanswered religious questions. Both 
parents had been stirred by the idea that the early "primitive'' Christian 
church had been lost, and they were now "seeking" after it. Some seekers 
expected only "the restoration of God's spirit and power among the true 
believers"; or, in other words, an idealized group of people who lived with 
Christian charity and the Holy Spirit in their lives. Others looked for a res
toration of a literal ecclesiastic organization, doctrinal accuracy that agreed 
with the New Testament, and perhaps even apostles bearing the authority 
of Christ. How such a church might be found was never clear.14 

Despite Joseph Sr.'s years of religious wandering, he did not subscribe 
to any particular church or faith. Within the family; his nighttime dreams 
were seen as irlspired by God, and he looked to God to direct his life. Lucy 
attended various Protestant meetirlgs but ended up believing that "there 
was not then upon the earth the religion which I sought." The family was 
hardworking but plagued by misfortune and economic setbacks, not un
common ir1 those days for New England.15 Because of such financial woes, 
the family lost early possessions including a farm and had to move fre
quently. 

Sometime between 1811 and 1813, while they were living ir1 New 
Hampshire, misfortune struck again, this time when all of the children be
came ill with typhoid.16 One daughter nearly died; but the dedication and 
perseverance of the family pulled them through, even when the doctor 
abandoned hope. Apparently no one suffered permanent effects except 
Joseph, then between five and seven years old. (Lucy does not date the epi-
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demic.) He developed a severe typhoid infection in his leg bones, a condi
tion which often required amputation. Providentially, his family was near 
the fledgling Dartmouth Medical School, whose founder, Nathan Smith, 
was preeminent in the surgical treatment of typhoid osteomyelitis.17 

The strength of both the family and young Joseph was demonstrated 
during this awful surgery, for Joseph reportedly refused alcohol as an anes
thetic and also refused to be tied to the bed. Instead he resolved to bear the 
operation if his father would hold him during the procedure. The surgeon 
cut open his bone, to expose the trapped infection and allow the area to 
heal from within. The operation was a success and amputation was 
avoided.18 Joseph healed successfully at home for some time, then spent 
several months in Salem, Massachusetts, at the home of a paternal uncle, in 
hopes that the sea air would be ameliorative. While Joseph, as a youth and 
an adult, became a strong wrestler, could run without difficulty, and en
gaged in the hard physical labor of farming, clearing land, etc., he retained 
a slight limp. 

When crop failures occurred for the following two years, the family's 
economic situation slipped to what must have been day-to-day hunger. 
Joseph Sr. determined to leave New England for more promising farm 
country in upstate New York if the crops failed again. On the other side of 
the world in 1815, a volcanic explosion, Tambora in Indonesia, sent a cloud 
of ash circling the globe, affecting solar radiation for over a year.19 That 
year, 1816, is now remembered in New England history as the "year with
out a summer." Joseph Sr. moved to the small town of Palmyra (pop. 3,500) 
in upstate New York in late 1816, sending for the family when he had lo
cated a residence. Joseph Jr., then about ten and a half years old, was still 
lame from his surgery although he was able to walk for hours as they made 
their way west. 

In Palmyra, Joseph Sr. and his two older sons, Alvin and Hyrum, im
mediately hired out as farm laborers, while Lucy painted oilcloth and, with 
her daughters, made and sold pies, cakes, and rootbeer at public events.20 
They lived in the village itself for a few years, then moved a few miles 
south where they rented or squatted in a small log cabin. As things im
proved, they moved again only some yards away, but over the line into 
Manchester township, began the purchase of land, probably built another 
log cabin, and started to build a farm house.21 During Joseph's early ado
lescence, his mother describes him as a child of few words who "always 
seemed to reflect more deeply than common persons of his age upon 
everything of a religid'U_�:nature."22 

Although Lucy does not comment on religion, the family had moved 
into an area of religious turbulence. Beginning around 1800 and extending 
through this period, the country was aflame with the peculiar religious re
vivalism referred to as "the Second Great Awakening." Religious enthusi-
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asms swept back and forth across upper New York, centered around 
Palmyra, until the area was called "the Burned-over District."23 The revi
valism reached its zenith during the period of our interest, 1820-30, and 
continued to 1850. 

Joseph states, "Sometime in the second year after our removal to Man
chester, there was in the place where we lived an unusual excitement on the 
subject of religion," adding that he was " at this time in my fifteenth year."24 
The "unusual excitement" began with the Methodists, then involved other 
sects, notably Baptists and Presbyterians. Four members of Joseph's family; 
including his mother, joined the Presbyterian church, while Joseph was 
partial to Methodism. He tells us that as converts filed off to different 
churches, bad feelings and confusion resulted among the denominations 
and religious leaders, destroying "good feelings one for another, (if they 
ever had any)." Because of feelings of "great uneasiness . . .  confusion [from 
this] . . .  strife [and] . . .  tumult of opinions," he was laboring under extreme 
difficulties. "Who of all these parties are right?" He read in the Bible that if 
anyone lacked wisdom, "let him ask of God, that giveth to all men liberally; 
and upbraideth not; and it shall be given him." Joseph was struck by the 

. importance of this invitation from God, for "how to act I did not know and 
unless I could get more wisdom than I then had would never know, for the 
teachers of religion of the different sects understood the same passage of 
scripture so differently as I to /25 destroy all confidence in settling the ques
tion by an appeal to the Bible." He decided to ask God which church to join. 

Visible from the porch of the restored Smith farm house is a grove of 
trees on the far side of a small field. Tradition identifies this grove as the site 
of Joseph's prayer, which he tells us in his official history took place "on the 
morning of a beautiful clear day early in the spring of Eighteen hundred 
and twenty." When he began to pray; he was seized by a dark power 
"which entirely overcame me, and had such an astonishing influence over 
me as to bind my tongue so that I could not speak." He believed he was 

doomed to sudden destruction. But, exerting all my powers to call upon God 
to deliver me out of the power of this enemy which had seized upon me . . .  
not to an imaginary ruin, but to the power of some actual being from the un
seen world . . . .  Just at this moment of great alarm, I saw a pillar /of/ light ex
actly over my head, above the brightness of the sun, which descended 
gradually until it fell upon me. It no sooner appeared than I found myself 
delivered from the enemy which held me bound. When the light rested upon 
me, I saw two Personages (whose brightness and glory defy all description) 
standing above me in the air. One of /them/ spake unto me calling me by 
name and said (pointing to the other) "This is my beloved Son. Hear him." 

Joseph asked 

which sect was right, (for at this time it had never entered into my heart that 
all were wrong) and which I should join. I was answered that I must join 
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none of them, for they were all wrong, and the Personage who addressed me 
said that all their Creeds were an abomination in his sight; that those profes
sors were all corrupt. . . .  He again forbade me to join with any of them . . . .  
When I came to myself again, I found myself lying on /my/ back, looking 
up into heaven. 

Relating this experience to a Methodist minister, Joseph was surprised 
to receive a disdainful response: 

It has often caused me serious reflection both then and since, how very 
strange it was that an obscure boy of a little over fourteen years of age and 
one who was doomed to the necessity of obtaining a scanty maintenance by 
his daily labor, should be thought a character of sufficient importance to at
tract the attention of the great ones of the most popular sects of the day, and 
in a manner to create in them a spirit of the most bitter persecution and revil
ing. But strange or not, so it was, and was often the cause of great sorrow to 
myself. 

Joseph compared himself to the apostle Paul who had also seen a vi
sion and was ridiculed. 

So it was with me, I had actually seen a light, and in the midst of that light I 
saw two Personages, and they did in reality speak /un/to me, or one of 
them did. And though I was hated and persecuted for saying that I had seen 
a vision, yet it was true . . . .  "(W]ho am I that I can withstand God" or why 
does the world think to make me deny what I have actually seen, for I had 
seen a vision, I knew it, and I knew that God knew it, and I could not deny it, 
neither dare I do it, at least I knew that by so doing /I/ would offend God 
and come under condemnation. 

Devout Mormons believe that this singular event was the most impor
tant moment in the history of humanity since the Resurrection, for it in
augurated the restoration of God's only true church to the earth before the 
Second Coming. Joseph would be the man, under divine command and 
authority, to found the church his parents had been seeking. He would 
hardly be able to understand his calling at this young age, but his accom
plishments before his death would, in the eyes of his followers, make him 
the third most important man who ever walked the earth, after Jesus and, 
perhaps, father Adam. The LDS church after his martyrdom would make 
the official declaration: "Joseph Smith, the Prophet and Seer of the Lord, 
has done more, save Jesus only, for the salvation of men in this world, than 
any other man that ever lived in it" (LDS D&C 135:3). 

However, at this ym . .JJhful moment Joseph knew only that he should 
not join any church but must await further heavenly instruction. He contin
ued the "common avocations in life" for the next three years, acknow
ledging his susceptibility to "temptations . . .  many foolish errors . . .  
weakness o f  youth, and the [ corruption]26 I foibles/ o f  human nature." "In 
making this confession," he later clarified, 
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no one need suppose me guilty of any great or malignant sins: a disposition 
to commit such was never in my nature; but I was guilty of Levity, & some
times associated with Jovial company, &c, not consistent with that character 
which ought to be maintained by one who was called of God as I had been; 
but this will not seem very strange to any one who recollects my youth, & is 
acqu/aint/ed with my native cheery Temperament. In consequence of these 
things I often felt condemned for my weakness and imperfections. 

On 21 September 1823, about three and a half years after his first vision, 
Joseph knelt in prayer in his room to ask "forgiveness of all my sins and fol
lies" with full confidence that God would respond. "While I was thus in the 
act of calling upon God, I discovered a light appearing in my room which 
continued to increase until the room was lighter than at noonday /when/ 
immediately a personage I appeared/ at my bedside standing in the air for 
his feet did not touch the floor." Joseph described this figure with precision, 
including the exquisite whiteness of his loose robe and his naked hands, 
arms, and bosom. " [H]is whole person was glorious beyond description, 
and his countenance truly like lightning." The heavenly being told Joseph 
that he was Nephi,27 a messenger from God, and that God had work for 
Joseph to do. Nearby was "deposited" a book written on golden plates that 
told of the "former inhabitants of this continent and the source from 
whence they sprang." The messenger also said that the book contained 
"the fullness of the everlasting Gospel . . .  as delivered by the Savior to the 
ancient inhabitants." Buried with the book were two (transparent) "stones 
in silver bows . . .  I fastened/ to a breast plate" so that the book could be 
translated when Joseph looked through them. "The possession of these 
stones" made one a "seer" in ancient times. The angel quoted Bible verses 
from Joel, Isaiah, the Acts of the Apostles, and, with minor variations, 
Malachi. He warned Joseph of punishment if he did not keep these things 
hidden from others. "While he was conversing with me about the plates 
the vision was opened to my mind that I could see the place where the 
plates were deposited and that so clearly and distinctly that I knew the 
place again when I visited it." 

The angel disappeared, then reappeared twice more, each time repeat
ing his message "without the least variation," warned Joseph to be pre
pared for temptations, and specifically warned him against using this 
information for wealth. Joseph must have no "other object in view in get
ting the plates but to glorify God, and must not be influenced by any other 
motive than that of building his kingdom." These visitations took the 
whole night. When the exhausted Joseph tried to work in the field the next 
day, his strength failed him and he fell unconscious while climbing a fence 
to go home. "The first thing that I can recollect was a voice speaking unto 
me calling me by name." The angel had reappeared and told Joseph to tell 
his father about this visitation. Joseph Sr. immediately believed his son's re-
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port and declared that his experience was of God. Joseph left the field to go 
where "the plates were deposited, and owing to the distinctness of the vi
sion which I had had concerning it, I knew the place the instant that I ar
rived there." 

Joseph met the angel at a hill two to three miles from his home. "On the 
west side of this hill, not far from the top, under a stone of considerable 
size, lay the plates, deposited in a stone box." In this stone box were also 
"other things," which included the two "seer" stones attached by silver 
bows to the breastplate. He was not allowed to take the plates but was com
manded to meet the angel in precisely one year and each year thereafter 
"until four years from that time." 

During these four years, Joseph worked as a common farm laborer, but 
rumors spread that he had found something valuable through the means of 
folk magic. Employed by a wealthy farmer, he left Manchester and traveled 
120 miles southeast to the border of Pennsylvania where he tried to help his 
employer find a lost Spanish treasure reportedly buried in the earth. He fi
nally "prevailed with the old gentleman to cease digging after it. Hence 
arose the very prevalent story of my having been a money-digger." While 
in that area he met his future wife, Emma Hale, and asked her father for her 
hand in marriage. Isaac Hale refused, believing that Joseph deceived peo
ple in his activities as a money-digger. As both young people were of age, 
Joseph, who did have his parents' blessing, and Emma eloped and were 
married on 27 January 1827. They moved into his family home in Manches
ter. On the night of 22 September 1827, the angel let him take the plates, 
again warning him that he would be held responsible for their care until 
this angel/ messenger "should call for them." Immediately 

the most strenuous exertions were used to get them from me. Every strata
gem that could be invented was resorted to for that purpose. The persecu
tion became more bitter and severe than before . . .  but by the wisdom of God 
they remained safe in my hands until I had accomplished by them what was 
required at my hand, when according to arrangements the messenger called 
for them, I delivered them up to him and he has them in his charge until this 
day [1838]. 

Because of this "persecution," Joseph had to leave the family home and 
with his wife traveled back to her home in Pennsylvania. While he was 
there, his family in Manchester took in as a boarder a young schoolteacher 
named Oliver Cowdery. When the Smith family told this young man about 
Joseph's discovery, he became intrigued. As soon as school ended in late 
March 1829, Oliver walked the 120 miles to Joseph's residence and within 
two days began to act a� scribe while Joseph dictated the Book of M01mon, 
using the miraculous means that God had provided. The majority of the 
translation took place between April and July 1829, a prodigious accom
plishment. 
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Joseph tells us little about this period. Two years later his older brother 
Hyrum suggested he tell a group of Mormons about the "corning forth" of 
the Book of Mormon. Joseph responded that "it was not intended to tell the 
world all the particulars of the corning forth of the Book of Mormon; and 
[he] also said that it was not expedient for him to relate these things."28 The 
printing of the book in Palmyra took about eight months, and was adver
tised for sale on 26 March 1830. The Book of Mormon was to be a "second 
witness" (after the New Testament) that "Jesus is the CHRIST, the ETER
NAL GOD, manifesting Himself unto all nations. "29 

To believing Mormons, the book represents the most objective evi
dence for Joseph's divine mission and remains a major force in their lives, 
resisting attacks intended to diminish the "work of God." Those who have 
tried to demonstrate the book as human-made run into the issue of 
Joseph's semi-illiteracy and simple background in contrast to the size and 
complexity of the book. Joseph's new Church of Christ, quickly nicknamed 
Mormon, was founded on 6 April 1830, less than two weeks after the Book 
of Mormon appeared. 

Joseph tells this detailed and dramatic story of his early life with cer
tainty. But despite this assurance, its details are not internally consistent. In 
this 1838 canonized version, Joseph said that he moved to Palmyra in his 
"tenth year," which would be 1815, but in the 1842 version, he says he was 
"ten years old," which would make it 1816. He adds that they moved from 
Palmyra to Manchester "about four years" later and that the revival con
nected with his first vision occurred "in the second year" after moving. 
These years add up to 1821 or 1822 at the earliest, and he would have been 
in his sixteenth or seventeenth year. Yet he announces without ambiguity 
that the revival and first vision were "early in the spring of Eighteen hun
dred and twenty" when he was in his " fifteenth year."30 

This problem was recognized as early as 1842, and Willard Richards 
added the qualifying phrase "or thereabouts" to these dates.31 But we can 
date the Smith family move to Palmyra and then to Manchester with some 
precision from road tax rolls, his mother's biography, and other evidences. 
They probably arrived in Palmyra in late 1816 and appear on the road tax 
rolls for the first time in early 1817. These rolls and other evidences confirm 
their move to Manchester in 1822.32 The revival "in the second year" after 
this move would then have occurred in 1824, not 1820. There was no sig
nificant revival in or around Palmyra in 1820, nor in any year between 1818 
and 1823.33 

A S y n o p s i s  o f  t h e  B o o k  o f  M o r m o n  

The Book of Mormon claims to be a divinely written historical docu
ment that begins during the Old Testament period when Jeremiah was 
prophesying in Jerusalem about 600 B.C.E. There another prophet named 
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Lehi (never mentioned in the Old Testament, although the word appears as 
a place name in Judges 15:19) is warned by God of the impending Babylo
nian captivity of the Jews (around 600 B.C.E.) and is commanded to leave 
Jerusalem with his family of four sons and an unspecified number (prob
ably two) of daughters, taking along another family with five marriageable 
daughters and two sons. Lehi's family is also commanded to take with 
them the "brass plates," or scriptures containing what Joseph Smith appar
ently viewed as the Old Testament up to 600 B.C.E. plus a family genealogy. 

For eight years this tribal group wandered in the "wilderness" near the 
Red Sea, experiencing numerous miracles, then settled on the shores of a 
"sea [of] many waters." Here they built a boat in which they sailed across 
the Pacific to the Americas. But Lehi had a troubled family. His oldest two 
sons, Laman and Lemuel, were hostile, rebellious, and disobedient. His 
younger two sons, Sam and Nephi, were righteous. Even at this point, 
Nephi was becoming a great prophet, superseding his father. It is Nephi 
who narrates this first part of the Book of Mormon. After their arrival in 
America, the family tenuously remained together until the aged Lehi's 
death, then the smoldering sibling rivalry broke out into murderous ha
tred. Nephi took his group away into the wilderness and founded a higher, 
complex civilization with metallurgy, art, culture, and true Christian wor
ship. Laman and Lemuel established the opposing "Lamanite" nation that 
degenerated quickly into barbaric savagery . . God cursed this group with a 
"skin of blackness," thus explaining the origin of the Native Americans, 
and told Nephi that they would be a "scourge" to his descendants when
ever these "Nephites" fell into sin. Furthermore, if the Nephites became too 
evil, the Lamanites would be allowed to destroy them. 

After this detailed beginning, the generations pass more quickly. As 
these two nations expand over the next 600 years, the historical account is 
filled with wars, heroism, miracles, prophets, visions, martyrdoms, and so 
forth. This "Old Testament" section of the Book of Mormon differs from the 
Bible in an important way; during this time, the prophets preached an ex
plicit belief in the yet-to-be-born Jesus, a Christology similar to the salva
tionist Christianity of Joseph Smith's day.34 The Nephites formed Christian 
communities, were baptized, received the "Holy Spirit," and undertook 
extensive missionary work among the infidel Lamanites. The wars, during 
one period, became extreme, then miraculously stopped; then the Nephite 
nation became corrupt, thanks to an evil secret brotherhood of robbers and 
murderers. . : 

As the time of Jes'us' birth in Bethlehem approached, yet another 
prophet, warning the Nephites to repent, promised them dramatic signs: 
At Jesus' birth, they would see a new star; the sun would set one night but 
there would be no darkness. This prophet also told them that, at Jesus' cru
cifixion, they would be punished for their sins with natural catastrophes. 
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The Book of Mormon describes both the night without darkness at the birth 
and a gigantic geophysical holocaust at the death which convulses the land 
with earthquakes, fire, tidal waves, and lightnings. Many cities and "great 
cities" with their inhabitants were destroyed, leaving only a small percent
age of the "more righteous." A few days later, Jesus, now resurrected, ap
peared in the sky, cataloged the destruction, acknowledged that he had 
caused it, then descended to preach his gospel of love and kindness, in
cluding his Sermon on the Mount. He visited the survivors repeatedly over 
the next three days and established his church with twelve disciples. 

For the next two centuries, these severely chastened people lived in 
complete harmony and happiness, integrated into one people (rather than 
Nephites/Lamanites). Then envy and unrighteousness returned, the peo
ple again divided into white Nephites and dark Lamanites, the Nephites 
refused to repent, and the next two centuries passed in fighting off, with in
creasingly less success, repeated short and sharp destructive attacks from 
the Lamanites. Hatred reigned supreme. God commanded the last great 
righteous prophet, Mormon, also an army general, to review the records of 
this 1,000-year civilization and summarize it into a single book. He obeyed, 
inscribing his summary on metal plates. Then Mormon, along with 240,000 
Nephite soldiers and their families, fought and lost a last genocidal battle at 
a hill called "Cumorah." All were killed except for Mormon's son, Moroni, 
who recorded this terrible scene and spent the next twenty years in hiding 
to avoid being killed. Completing his father's record, he buried the "gold 
plates" in the hill Cumorah in what is now upstate New York, around 421 
C.E. Fourteen centuries later, he reappeared as the angelic messenger who 
announced to Joseph Smith that he had been chosen to unearth and trans
late this record. 

Joseph was then a seventeen-year-old uneducated and inexperienced 
farm boy living two or three miles from this hill. As already narrated, the 
angel met Joseph yearly for four years, then gave him the book in Septem
ber 1827. Various impediments delayed work on the book until the spring 
of 1829, but it was printed by March 1830 and the Mormon church was 
founded less than two weeks later. 

Naturally, this overview has omitted some elements important for this 
psychoanalytic study. While the history of the Nephites and Lamanites 
takes up 95 percent of the Book of Mormon, the book actually recounts 
three migrations from the Middle East to the New World, not just one. 
Around 200 B .C .E., the Nephites, migrating to avoid warfare with the La
manites, encountered a second group (the Mulekites) who had also come 
from Jerusalem around 600 B.C.E. These people had failed to bring a copy 
of their scriptures with them and, as a result, were sliding into illiteracy, 
atheism, and savagery. The good king Mosiah of the Nephites taught these 
people to read, told them their sacred history, became their king, and 
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merged them with his own Nephites. As a separate group, they disap
peared, and their story takes up only a few verses. However, they reported 
to the Nephites that, only a few months earlier, they had taken in a wan
derer who was the last king of a gigantic civilization (the Jaredites) .  He had 
died "nine moons" later. This earlier civilization had left a record on its fi
nal battlefield where its two final factions had exterminated each other. A 
group of Nephite explorers soon discovered this record, described as 
twenty-four gold plates. Translated miraculously by King Mosiah, it re
vealed the history of a group who had come to the promised land of Amer
ica at the time of the Tower of Babel, prospered and grew, passed through 
cycles of righteousness and sin, and utterly destroyed each other in hand
to-hand combat. Their final battle, in which 2 million soldiers died, ended a 
2,000-year-old civilization (ca. 2500-600 B.C.E.) of probably 10-15 million 
people.35 It also occurred at Curnorah. Moroni abridged this already 
abridged record as the book of Ether (Ether was their last surviving 
prophet). It takes up about 5 percent of the current Book of Mormon. These 
two "extra" migrations provide tantalizing clues to the psychological 
makeup of Joseph Smith. 
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Joseph and the Sword of Laban 

Using psychoanalytic perspectives and tools, I argue that certain 
themes and incidents from the childhood of Joseph Smith, Jr., re

peat themselves in disguise within the Book of Mormon narrative. All 
scholars who accept naturalistic premises expect that the vocabulary, in
cidents, and stories within the Book of Mormon are circumscribed by 
Smith's personal experience, events in his town and environs, ideas from 
his readings, and political issues of moment in the United States, but few 
have looked for the sources of his main themes within his personal and 
family life.l Often these events are reworked within the text with a re
markably strict chronological ordering. For this reason, I will begin with 
an examination of Smith's childhood that emphasizes incidents and 
themes that will repeat themselves within the confines of his first artistic 
creation, the Book of Mormon. The creative artist may reveal aspects of 
his life throughout his works, but it is hoped that the artistic work will be 
therapeutic and maturational for the artist. When this is so, the first work 
of the artist is usually most revealing of his personality, and the problems 
or conflicts most transparent. With resolution of conflicts and problems 
by his "art therapy," the artist's work becomes more and more removed 
from the original life problems.2 I will later use this Book of Mormon ma
terial in forming a psychological profile of Joseph Smith, an approach 
that also requires a review of the observations and opinions of those 
around Smith and his family For the first decade of his life, his mother 's 
manuscript biography is almost our sole reference. 

The portrait of Smith's childhood in the Book of Mormon emphasizes 
its difficulties and traumas, and also events and attitudes within both his 
extended and immediate families.  Like all of us, he was greatly influenced 
by the cultural and psychological inheritance of his family One important 
historical incident occurred over 120 years before his birth. During the 
Salem witch trials, his great-great-grandfather, Samuel! Smith, and Sa
muel! Smith's father-in-law, John Gould, accused two women of acts of 
witchcraft. Both women were hanged on the basis of those accusations. In 
the annals of witchcraft, the 1692 Salem trials were tmlike the many trials 
occurring in Europe, for these American trials were quickly recognized as 
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the result of a group and cultural delusion, and both official and unofficial 
amends began within four years. 

Our psychoanalysis of Joseph Smith as a member of this family can 
properly include the question, "Did an unusually strong belief in su
pernatural evil, in the form of magic and witchcraft, pass down 
through the generations in the Smith family partly as a defense against 
the guilt Samuell and his father-in-law felt in causing the deaths of 
these two innocent women?" We do not know the answer to this ques
tion. No known document created by the Smith family dating from 
Joseph Smith's time refers to Samuell or to the Salem witch trials. We 
do not know if it was a guilty and shameful secret that Joseph Sr. tried 
to keep from his wife and children, whether it was a half-fantastical 
piece of family lore related at the comfortable fireside, or even whether 
the knowledge had already died out of the Smith family's conscious 
knowledge in the four generations before Joseph Jr. was born. Still, 
Joseph Smith, Sr., believed in witchcraft and taught magic to his chil
dren, and both magic and witchcraft would appear in the Book of 
Mormon, while his brother Jesse was contemptuous of the practice and 
belief.3 

As we shall see, however, a constellation of family problems may very 
well have contributed to a world view in which evil forces played an active 
role. As I read the scanty records describing the early years of Joseph Sr.'s 
and Lucy's marriage, I see an almost-dysfunctional family, overwhelmed 
by the threat of economic failure, a tendency toward drink on the part of 
Joseph Smith, Sr., that, in my opinion, approached or reached actual alco
holism,4 episodes of short rations that almost certainly produced times of 
hunger, and two episodes of depression on Lucy's part-one before her 
marriage in association with the deaths of her sisters and one afterward fol
lowing the birth of her third child. This suggests a possible pattern of peri
odic depression and emotional withdrawal. Belief in magic was both a 
cause and result of this family devastation. 

D y s f u n c t i o n  i n  t h e  S m i t h  F a m i l y  

The marriage between Joseph Smith, Sr., and Lucy Mack on 24 January 
1796 had begun on an economically sound footing, for Joseph's father, 
Asael Smith, gave them a farm valued at $1,500 as a wedding gift.5 Lucy's 
elder brother, Stephen, and his business partner gave Lucy a thousand dol
lars as a wedding present. Furthermore, Lucy tells us that she had enough 
money of her own, witr\6ut touching this gift, to purchase furniture. 6 

Lucy also brought' 
with her a psychological inheritance of visions in 

her family and an important family record. Her father, Solomon Mack 
(1735-1820), had published his autobiography in a forty-eight-page chap
book when he was seventy-six. He related his participation in the French 
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and Indian wars and the American Revolution, his long history of poverty 
and physical accidents, and a striking religious conversion experienced in 
the year he wrote his autobiography. Previously, he declared that he would 
not "hearken" to God, but "had practically said unto God, depart from me. 
It seemed to me that I saw a bright light in a dark night when contemplat
ing on my bed, which I could not account for-" he wrote, "but I thought I 
heard a voice calling to me again . . . .  Sleep departed from my eyes; and I lit
erally watered by pillow with tears." He prayed to have his eyes opened, 
and Christ's lamentations over the future of Jerusalem came forcefully to 
his mind. "[G]od did appear for me and took me out of the horrible pit and 
mirey clay, and set my feet on the rock of Christ Jesus."7 This chapbook set 
the Mack family apart from others and gave them a quiet prestige, accord
ing to biographer Fawn M. Brodie.8 I hypothesize that this chapbook ap
pears in the Book of Mormon as the brass plates, a critical family record 
whose possession is a matter of life and death-even justifying murder. 

As Lucy reports her own childhood, she seems to have had a tendency 
to depression and other psychological and physical complaints. Lucy, the 
last of eight children, had become grief-stricken after the deaths of two 
older sisters from tuberculosis, and "for months after this I did not feel as 
though life was worth seeking after." This language suggests a depression 
that had approached suicidal proportions. Depression is a recurring illness, 
sometimes with symptoms of exhaustion, physical complaints, and relig
ious preoccupation. Stephen, in an attempt to distract her, brought her to 
his home eighty miles away in Tunbridge, Vermont; here, at age nineteen, 
she first met Joseph Smith and his family. 

After several months, she returned to her parents' home; but Stephen 
again returned and made an "urgent request" that she return to Tunbridge 
with him. She did. On 24 January 1796, she and Joseph, ages twenty-one 
and twenty-four respectively, were married.9 Her account is not suffi
ciently precise to let us determine the dates of her visit, but there is at least a 
possibility that she was pregnant when they married. About fifty years 
later on 9 December 1834, Joseph Sr., who became terminally ill in 1839 and 
died in 1842, recorded in introductory remarks for his five volumes of pa
triarchal blessings: "The Lord, in his just providence has taken from me at 
an untimely birth, a son: this has been a matter of affliction; but the Lord's 
ways are just. ... My next son, Alvin . . .  was taken . . .  " His youngest son, Don 
Carlos, wrote in his family record at some point before his own death in 
1841 that Joseph and Lucy's "first Born died soon after it was Born and was 
not named amongst the living." This information is not conclusive. Lucy 
never mentioned the birth and death of a first son;10 however, in her 1853 
published biography, she gives Alvin's birthdate as 1799, three years after 
the marriage, while the town records date his birth at 11 February 1798, two 
years after the marriage.U From a psychoanalytic perspective, we may ask 
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if there had been another birth date she was unconsciously trying to 
change. Alvin's birth was followed by those of ten more children, all but 
one of whom survived to adulthood. 

The next child was Hyrum, born 9 February 1800. Between 1796 and 
1802, Joseph and Lucy farmed the land Asael Smith had given them in Tun
bridge.12 In 1802 they rented the farm and moved to Randolph, population 
1,800, where Joseph opened a general store, but moved back to Tunbridge 
where Sophronia was born 17 May 1803.B During the pregnancy or imme
diately after the birth, Lucy developed a cold and cough with heavy fever, 
which was diagnosed as "confirmed consumption." Tuberculosis is un
likely, since no one else, including the children, seems to have been in
fected, and her unlikely recovery would have taken many years. 
Pneumonia seems much more likely. This illness brought Lucy close to 
death and left her debilitated. Attended by her mother, she became so nerv
ous that she could not tolerate any noise above a whisper. She covenanted 
with God that if he would let her live, she would seek the true religion. A 
voice spoke to her, saying, "Seek and ye shall find . . .  " 

Naturally concerned for her two toddlers and her newborn, Lucy 
would have been very anxious about her health, especially as she had seen 
two sisters die of the disease that she was now diagnosed with, whether 
correctly or not. It seems likely that her earlier depression returned, per
haps masked by religious zeal, somatic concerns, and exhaustion, and per
haps exacerbated by post-partum depression. Although she regained her 
health, she became preoccupied with Bible reading and concerns about her 
salvation that continued through the next two crucial decades. She ex
pressed disappointment in the various ministers she heard preach, return
ing from one sermon in "total despair and with a greaved and troubled 
spirit . . .  saying in my heart there is not on Earth the religion which I seek."14 

This period of stress on Lucy's mental and physical health coincided 
with stress on the family's economic well-being. Her husband's quest for 

· wealth or "treasure" had already begun to take its toll on the family's fi
nances, and the financial disaster which now occurred explains their return 
to their farm. Joseph Sr. had been selling mercantile goods at their store on 
credit, accepting promises of commodities at harvest; as a result, he was in 
debt to his Boston suppliers. Presumably already over-extended, he de
cided to process ginseng root, which grew wild in Vermont, and export it to 
China, where it was prized for curing plague, increasing virility, and pro
longing life. The enterprise required getting the root from farmers, crystal
lizing it, and then shippihg it. 

Another merchant, whom Lucy identifies as Stevens of Royalton, of
fered Smith $3,000 for his considerable store, but Smith turned down the 
offer and made arrangements in New York City to ship the root, expecting 
to earn $4,500. According to Lucy, Stevens sent his son on the same ship 
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with another small store of ginseng; once in China, young Stevens, rather 
than the ship's captain, sold the ginseng, then told Smith the trip had been 
a failure. However, he set up to process more ginseng and, while drunk, 
showed a trunk full of gold and silver to Stephen Mack, bragging that it 
was the money he had cheated Joseph Smith out of. Stephen immediately 
came to Randolph to tell Joseph; but by the time Joseph reached Randolph, 
Stevens had fled to Canada with the money.15 Joseph, his mercantile debt 
compounded by the ginseng failure, was financially ruined. The family 
would not be in comfortable circumstances for the next twenty-seven 
years. 

Joseph and Lucy moved back to the farm, sold it for half its value, ac
cording to Lucy, and used Lucy's wedding gift of a thousand dollars to pay 
off the last of their debts. Including their original move to the Tunbridge 
farm as newlyweds, they moved at least ten times in sixteen years. After 
selling the Tunbridge farm, they moved to nearby Royalton for a few 
months, and relocated in Sharon, Vermont, where Joseph Smith, Jr., was 
born on 23 December 1805. Three years later, the fifth child, Samuel Harri
son, was born on 13 March 1808. By this time, the family had moved back to 
Tunbridge. 

Joseph Smith Sr.'s lost trunk of gold and silver, viewed by Stephen 
Mack, must have taken on increasing meaning during these stressful years. 
According to a later unfriendly account, by 1808 Joseph Smith, Sr., had be
gun searching for buried treasure or "money digging," using magic rituals 
to guide him, and would continue this practice for over thirty years 16 The 
search for buried treasure and the use of magic is now considered merely a 
cultural delusion by most educated Americans, with the exception of Wic
cans who have revived white witchcraft as an alternative religion. How
ever, it is so important in the creation of the Book of Mormon and 
subsequent Mormon beliefs that some background is necessary. 

N i n e t e e n t h - c e n t u r y M a g i c a l P r a c t i c e s  

Much of what we would now call magic was integrated into or mani
fested as part of religious practices, apparently from Babylonian times at 
over two millennia B.C.E. The Old Testament condemns magic, thus pro
viding evidence that it coexisted at the same time. In fact, at least some Old 
Testament practices would probably be considered magical if they were in 
current use. The New Testament also records and condemns specific magi
cal incidents. In Western culture, the legend of King Arthur embodies the 
splitting off from pagan to Christian magic; before Merlin were the Celtic 
curses of Modred and Morgan le Fay, and after Merlin came the search for 
the Holy Grail. The Catholic church incorporated enough similarities to 
magic in the miraculous relics of the saints and in its rituals (the Mass) and 
talisman (the rosary) to satisfy the common folk. The church provided both 
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umbrella for and boundary between magic and miracle. From a magical 
perspective, the priest was a magician whose incantation, "Hoc ist Corpus 
Meum," literally-magically-transubstantiated the sacrament wafer and 
wine to the body and blood of Christ. 

The Reformation made a deliberate attempt to exclude Catholic "pa
ganistic" relics with supernatural powers from Protestantism, thus having 
the effect, during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, of splitting 
magic and Christianity once more. But in those centuries of wider literacy; 
magic developed its own voluminous literatureY 

Magic came with the pilgrims to the colonies. In England it may have 
reached its zenith around the time Reginald Scott published his works of 
Devils and Spirits (1665) and the Discoveries of Witchcraft (five editions 1584-
1665). Queen Elizabeth had her own magician, John Dee.l8 In the Salem 
witch trials of 1692, Tituba, a black Caribbean servant, played a key role. 
During the Enlightenment in Europe and America, the importance of 
magic withered under the glare of rationalism as education spread farther. 
While belief in magic continued to exist through all socio-economic strata 
during the 1800-30 period, it was most often found and performed by the 
uneducated. Rather than being a high art or a complex discipline, it had de
teriorated into a passion that focused on the here and now, was frequently 
motivated by a get-rich-quick mentality, and required both credulity and 
superstition. 

For example, folk-magic practitioners of Joseph Smith's time and place 
believed that the divining rod, when taken from certain "magical" trees 
such as the witch hazel, and held in the right way, with the question whis
pered to it, would bend in the direction of lost animals or a desired object 
such as water or a lost needle. But sometimes, when the goal was more mo
mentous-the quest for a gold mine or for buried treasure, for instance
the rituals grew complex, required precise performance, and included 
astrological dements such as a reading of the stars, working at the correct 
phase of the moon, or attention to the seasons of the sun. Sometimes these 
rituals demanded working at night with a lantern, always in a group of 
two, three, or more, drawing circles on the ground with a ceremonial knife, 
burying sticks, repeating incantory phrases while one participant walked 
three times in a circle, sacrificing a sheep or other animal, and so forth. 
Numbers were important, especially the number three or three repetitions. 
Such ventures contained an element of danger, for each treasure was 
guarded by a spirit who}would move the treasure in the earth, even while 
one dug. Silence and precise performance of the ritual were imperative to 
"chain" this spirit. Believers in magic imagined that fabulous treasures in 
large numbers approached the surface of the earth and descended again in 
regular cycles. These treasures could be a vein of gold but were more com-
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monly conceived of as chests of gold coin buried by sea pirates, left behind 
by traveling Spaniards, or abandoned by a lost Indian tribe. 19 

During this period, magic belief existed in islands: in New England, 
especially Vermont, in some sections of New York, and in some parts of 
Ohio.20 By 1850 this subculture was gone, except in parts of African Ameri
can culture, the Mormons, the Pennsylvania Dutch and in such fragmen
tary forms as New Age crystals and psychic readings. Not only gone, but 
forgotten. Comments in American diaries seemed puzzling until re
searchers began to revive the history in the early 1970s.21 

During its heyday, however, belief in buried treasure accessible only 
through magic was a vigorous delusion. In the 1820s a sympathetic Ver
mont paper stated that at least 500 respectable citizens were involved in 
digging for money.22 Most articles deplored the wasted energy and credu
lity. It was not a reputable occupation, although some respected citizens 
might quietly hire a known money-digger. 

Other aspects of folk magic practiced in Joseph Smith's area during the 
first third of the nineteenth century of particular relevance to this story are 
necromancy (communication with the dead called up by ritual) and the use 
of a stone with which to locate desired objects. These natural stones might 
be found anywhere. Sometimes the stone had some special quality-trans
parency or translucence, a special design, remarkable colors or shapes, etc. 
The stone would be placed in a hat, and the seer would bury his face in the 
hat, pulling up the sides to exclude all light. He could then see the location 
of the desired object. The process was called scrying and the worker was a 
scryer, a seer, or, more commonly; a peeper using a peep stone.23 

Using magic placed one outside of, and frequently in opposition to, 
mainstream Protestantism, which defined attendant spirits or guardians as 
evil spirits. This attitude is still much the same on the part of today' s funda
mental Protestants explaining magic and spiritualism. In rural areas and 
with spontaneous churches or groups, as in Joseph Smith's day, religion 
frequently included visions and trances, but attempted to keep itself apart 
from magic. 

A P e r i o d  o f  P o v e r t y  

With this brief review, we can now return to the story of the Smith fam
ily, for Joseph Smith's father, almost certainly spurred on by hopes of im
proving the family finances, began working in magic around the time he 
was born or very shortly thereafter. Even if Joseph Sr.'s claim to have been a 
money-digger for thirty years was a slightly exaggerated boast, he was cer
tainly involved in this practice by 1819, according to many reports from his 
Palmyra neighbors, even after making due allowances for bias.24 Thus 
Joseph Jr.'s parents were spiritually divided in significant ways. Lucy was 
seeking for a Protestant church that had New Testament characteristics and 
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considered magical practices evil, while Joseph Sr. was not only a practitio
ner of these arts but also trained at least two sons in their practice.25 Yet it is 
not accurate to see a sharp and absolute boundary, for Joseph Sr. attended 
Protestant meetings with Lucy at least a few times, and Lucy did not seem 
to be alarmed by magical practices in her family.26 Mormonism combined 
these two opposing worlds; and even though it steadily diminished the 
magical elements, magic practices continued in Utah with the first genera
tion of Mormons and is retained in the title of the church president as 
prophet, seer, and revelator.27 Joseph Smith, Jr., became a user of divining 
rods by about age thirteen, and then, around age sixteen, began using a 
seer stone to seek buried treasure.28 

On a psychoanalytical note, involvement in such non-rational systems 
is not a good way to solve financial family distress. While the hope embod
ied in magic rituals no doubt relieved their immediate feelings of despair, 
the practice almost certainly contributed to the cycle of impoverishment 
and despair, as delusional practice replaced productive work and drained 
off such resources as time, energy, and creative thought that could have 
been devoted to profitable entrepreneurship. Further, the practice requires 
self-deception and training in deceiving both the self and others within the 
believing family or group of practitioners. 

About a year before Joseph's birth, the family rented a farm in Sharon, 
Vermont, from Lucy's father where Joseph Sr. farmed in the summer and 
taught school in "the winter," which helped the family financially. He ap
parently continued this practice for a few years until the family became 
"quite comfortable."29 

· 

This period of time is crucial to our thinking about the psychology of 
the young prophet. The family history shows two serious financial losses 
and moves, a mother's apparent depression, and five pregnancies. We 
must contemplate his mother 's psychological strength, question her emo
tional availability to her children, and ponder the possibility of irritabil
ity-a common symptom in depressed people. She has numerous children 
to feed, warm, and clothe; possibly her husband was indulging himself in 
drink during this period. The coming years will almost certainly add more 
burdens. She will participate in the cultural delusion of "digging for 
money." The major psychological defenses Joseph will articulate by the 
shape he gives Book of Mormon narratives suggest unresolved conflict 
throughout these very early years, which he may have dealt with by the 
childish devices of magi� and omnipotence, beliefs which Joseph Sr., to the 
extent that he participat,�d in magic, must have reinforced. 

The family moved back to Royalton, where the sixth child, Ephraim, 
was born on 13 March 1810. He died eleven days later, and unlike the living 
children does not have a representative in the Book of Mormon stories (dis
cussed below).30 Exactly one year later William was born. The family then 
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moved to Lebanon, New Hampshire, and the children attended school on a 
street still remembered as "poverty lane."31 Hyrum, now around twelve, 
began school at Moore's Charity Academy in nearby Hanover, perhaps as 
one of their charity students. During this time, family conditions im
proved. Lucy's preliminary manuscript documents that they lacked noth
ing to make the children "perfectly comfortable both for food and raiment 
... and respectable appearance in society." They planned for the long-term 
future and old age, and "met with success on every hand."32 Another child, 
Catherine, was born to Lucy and Joseph Sr. on 8 July 1812. 

At the time of this birth, Joseph Jr. was about six and a half, and the next 
family catastrophe would fall upon him-the typhus (typhoid) that settled 
in the bone of his leg. Lucy does not date the typhiod epidemic that af
flicted all of the children, and Joseph later recalled his age as "five years old 
or thereabouts."33 This typhoid epidemic raged throughout 1812 and 1813, 
killing 5 percent of the people living in nearby Hanover.34 I accept as prob
able that Joseph was seven years old because Nathan Smith, the doctor 
who operated on his diseased leg, had been in Hanover, Vermont, since 
1798 where he headed the medical school at Dartmouth. He had accepted 
direction of the Yale Medical School in New Haven, Connecticut, and 
should have been there in January 1813; however, his own family had con
tracted typhus and he was detained in Hanover until at least March 1813. 
We do not know the exact date for the surgery. Cyrus Perkins had treated 
fifty cases in the fall of 1812, but the epidemic in 1813 was larger. Using 
metaphor, allegory, and simile, and reading from the Book of Mormon back 
into Joseph's life, Joseph "remembers" his age during this event as five. 
The precise chronology within the Book of Mormon of the cataclysm at the 
time of Christ's resurrection provides extremely suggestive support for 
Joseph's memory (See chapter 3.) From a psychoanalytic perspective, this 
cosmic cataclysm is one of the manifestations of young Joseph's personal 
cataclysm-the barely-averted amputation of his leg and ensuing bloody 
operation at the hands of a group of surgeons-that replays itself obses
sively within the Book of Mormon. 

If my reconstruction of the chronology is correct, the epidemic struck 
the Smith family during the fall and winter of 1812. Joseph turned seven in 
late December. All of the Smith children became ill. Sophronia, aged nine, 
was infected first, probably in the early fall, and lay dangerously ill for over 
three months. After eighty-nine days of constant attendance, the physician 
admitted that his medicine was useless. Sophronia seemed to be in a final 
coma, eyes open and fixed and apparently not breathing. After her parents' 
fervent prayers at her bedside, Lucy picked her up, wrapped her in a blan
ket, and began pacing the floor, continuing her prayers. Eventually 
Sophronia caught her breath, sobbed, and began breathing normally. 

All of the Smith children recovered uneventfully; except Joseph. He de-
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vel oped a pain in his shoulder, which the local physician misdiagnosed as a 
sprain even though young Joseph insisted he had not injured himself. The 
physician anointed the shoulder with bone liniment. Called back two 
weeks later, he made the proper diagnosis: a large "fever sore" (abscess) be
tween his breast and shoulder. Joseph states it was under the shoulder, 
making it an abscess in the axilla or armpit. But in lancing or squeezing the 
abscess to remove the large quantity of pus, the physician apparently 
seeded the bacteria into the bloodstream. Joseph recalled that the wound 
"discharged freely, after which the disease removed and descended into 
my left leg and ancle and terminated in a fever sore of the worst kind." Ac
cording to his mother, "As soon as this sore had discharged itself the pain 
left it shooting like lightning as he said down his side into the marrow of his 
leg on the same side, the boy almost in total despair."35 Typhoid 
osteomyelitis frequently settled in the long leg bones of younger people.36 

Young Joseph had now developed a severe illness, which was possibly 
physician-caused ("iatrogenic"). Surely both Joseph and the family viewed 
the physician with suspicion. The pain was excruciating and relentless. 
Lucy carried him in her arms, the motion soothing his pain, for two weeks 
until she collapsed; ten-year-old Hyrum took over the task of comforting 
the suffering Joseph. 

The doctor returned a week later and made an eight-inch incision in 
the front of the tibia between Joseph's knee and ankle. This procedure was 
done without anesthesia, before bacterial contamination was understood, 
and probably with little concern for sterility or even cleanliness. The opera
tion opened the infection to the outside,' relieved the pressure, and brought 
immediate, but temporary, relief. As the wound healed, the infection was 
again sealed inside, and the pain and swelling returned. Two weeks later 
the doctor returned and again cut down to Joseph's bone. Immediate relief 
was followed by the wound's healing which again sealed the infection in
side his bone, and the terrible pain returned. 

At this point, SOJl1e time between January and March 1813, a council of 
surgeons was called-the mother remembers seven, Joseph eleven. The 
only physician whom Lucy identifies by name is a "Dr. Stone"; however, 
the chief surgical consultant was Nathan Smith (1762-1828), and the coinci
dence that he shared a surname (though not kinship) with the family may 
be reflected in the story of Nephi and Laban. Nathan Smith was Harvard 
Medical School's fifth graduate in. 1790, then trained in Edinburgh and 
London, returning to Dartmouth College in Hanover where he, in 1798, 
singlehandedly founde'il ,partmouth Medical School. In 1812 he was joined 
by Dr. Cyrus Perkins who collaborated in the Joseph Smith consultation 
along with medical students from Dartmouth Medical School.37 This coun
cil of surgeons decided amputation was necessary to save his life, the 
standard treatment of the day. 
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After typhoid infected the bone, pressure from the infection on the out
side of the shaft (under the periosteum) as well as inside the shaft cut off 
the blood supply, necrotizing the bone. New bone attempted to grow over 
this infected dead bone, sealing in the infection and continuing the prob
lem. In 1798 Nathan Smith innovated the surgical procedure of operating 
directly on osteomyelitis to drain the wound. He would drill four holes in 
the bone shaft, then cut a large window out from between these four cor
ners by chipping or sawing. He could then begin pulling out the internal 
infected dead bone (the sequestrum); this procedure might extend over 
days to weeks while the bone healed from inside. Lucy mentions a drill and 
"forceps or pincers." She does not describe the knife, but the image of to
day's small scalpel is probably inadequate. Nathan Smith, despite his 
European training, was a frontier surgeon, for whom speed-being able to 
amputate a man's leg in one or two minutes-was a sign of excellence. Wil
liam D. Morain, a plastic surgeon writing about Joseph's surgery, describes 
the frontier surgeon's instrument as an "amputation knife, that foot-long, 
sword-like instrument whose design had not appreciably changed in the 
hundreds of years since the primitive barber-surgeons."38 Nathan Smith's 
surviving papers provide no record of this incident. We do know that his 
usual charge for osteomyelitis surgery was $11.39 

From a psychoanalytic perspective, so critical is this terrible incident in 
the life of little Joseph that its variations begin and end the Book of Mor
mon, and shadings of it are found throughout its stories. In preparation for 
understanding Joseph's experience, later altered into fantasy and then con
quering miracle, we must understand the story in as much detail as possi
ble. I accept Lucy's detailed account as authentic. She 

invited them [the doctors] into another room apart from where Joseph lay[.] 
Now said I gentlemen (for there were seven of them) What can you do to 
save my boys leg[.] They answered we can do nothing we have cut it open to 
the bone 2 [times] and find the bone so affected that it is incurable but this 
was like a thunderbolt to me. I appealed to the principle Surgeon present. 
Said I Doctor Stone, can you not try once more by cutting round the bone 
and taking out the affected part there may be a part of the bone that is sound 
which will heal over and thus you may save the leg you will [not] take off 
the leg till you try once more. I will [not] consent to your entering his room 
till you promise this. 

They agreed to this after a short consultation; then we went to the inva
lid:-the Doctor said, my poor boy, we have come again. "Yes," said Joseph, 
"I see you have; but you have not come to take off my leg, have you sir?" 
No, said the surgeon, "it is your mothers request, that we should make one 
more effort; and that is what we have now come for.["] My husband, who 
was constantly with the child, seemed for a moment to contemplate my 
countenance; then turning his eyes upon his boy, at once all his sufferings, 
together with my intense anxiety rushed upon his mind; and he burst into a 
flood of tears, and sobbed like a child. 
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The surgeons irrunediately ordered cords to be brought to bind the pa
tient fast to the bedstead; but Uoseph) objected and when the doctor insisted 
that he must be confined he said decidedly, "No, Doctor I will not be bound. 
I can bear the process better unconfined." "Then," said Dr. Stone, "will you 
drink some brandy." 

''No," said the child, "not one drop." 
Then said the Dr., "will you take some wine? You must take something, 

or you never can endure the severe operation to which you must be sub
jected. "No, answered the boy, "I will not touch one particle of liquor; nei
ther will I be tied down: but I will tell you what I will do, I will have my 
Father sit on the bed close by me; and then I will do whatever is necessary to 
be done, in order to have the bone taken out. But Mother, I want you to leave 
the room, I know that you cannot endure to see me suffer so. Father can bear 
it. But you have carr[i]ed me so much, and watched over me so long, you are 
almost worn out. Then looking up into my face his eyes swimming with 
tears, he said beseechingly; Now Mother, promise me you will not stay, will 
you? The Lord will help me so that I shall get through with it; so do you 
leave me and go away off till they get through with it. 

To this I consented; so, after bringing a number of folded sheets to lay 
under his leg, I left him, going some hundred yards from the house. 

The surgeons began by boring into the bone, first on one side of the af
fected part, theh on the othe[r) after which, they broke it loose with a pair of 
forceps or pincers: thus, they took away, 3 large pieces of the bone. When 
they broke off the first piece, he screamed so loud with the pain of his leg, 
that I could not repress my desire of going to him but as soon as I entered the 
room he cried out Oh! Mother! go back! go back' I do not want you to come 
in I will tough it if you will go. When the 3[rd] fracture [third piece] was 
taken away I burst into the room again and Oh! my God what a spectacle for 
a Mothers eye[.) the wound torn open to view[,) My boy and the bed on 
which he [lay) covered with the blood which that was still gushing from the 
wound[.] He was pale as a corpse and the big drops of sweat were rolling 
down his face every feature of which depicted agony that cannot be de
scribed. 

I was forced from the room and detained till they finished the operation 
and after placing him upon a clean bed with fresh clothing clearing the room 
from every appearance of blood and any apparatus used in the extraction I 
was permitte[d] to enter.40 

As a psychiatrist, I find something troubling in this description of the 
surgery and the interactions between little Joseph and his parents. The fa
ther, overwhelmed with anxiety; burst into tears and "sobbed like a child." 
This was not a helpful response at a time of crisis. What the child needed at 
this moment was not childlike instability in his father, but stability and ef
fectiveness; Joseph se�rn.ed to be taking care of his father. Child psycho
therapists know this p�ttern well-"a reversal of generations"-when 
parents are emotional labile or dysfunctional. Joseph does the same thing 
with his mother: "Go back!" Mormon writers have used this story to sug
gest how good this future prophet was even as a child, and how much his 
parents cared. In therapeutic terms, this incident is not a commendable 
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one. Joseph was a young child, possibly five, no more than seven, desper
ately protecting the emotional state of his parents even while he was un
dergoing a life-threatening crisis and extreme physical pain. The implic
ation is that they were unstable and that, even at this early age, he has 
learned that his security depends on providing security for them. 

Lucy has emphasized three themes in telling this awful event. She has 
told of her own role in forcing the doctors to the better of two terrible 
choices (either attempts for curative surgery or amputation); the encour
agement of alcohol as an anesthetic, in the form of wine or brandy; which 
Joseph refuses; and then the vivid glimpses of the agonizing, bloody opera
tion. I will show how Joseph, like Lucy, emphasizes the same themes in the 
Book of Mormon, as he unsuccessfully attempts to overcome this deter
mining episode in his life. 

Almost certainly our human reaction is pity and horror as this young, 
already suffering child is subjected to such a tortuous procedure. Our natu
ral sympathy for the weeping father, the courageous child, and the heart
stricken mother are our strongest emotional reactions. Yet the psychiatric 
task is something like the surgeon's, requiring that we proceed despite our 
natural feelings. The surgeon's goal is the patient's physical health; the 
psychiatrist's is understanding the mental and emotional processes. It re
quires us to analyze even painful aspects of this incident and bring to bear 
upon it psychiatric and psychological knowledge. 

Such an ordeal would have been traumatic for anyone. I argue that it 
was one of the determining events in Joseph's life for two reasons. First, it 
came at a stressful point in an already stressful family history. Second, 
about age seven is a crucial point in the developmental history of growing 
boys. 

As for the first reason, even though the move to Lebanon apparently 
signalled relief from the most pressing financial burdens and Lucy de
scribes them as having, by their "exertions," achieved "prosperity," it is 
easy to identify a number of stressors. After having been reduced to pov
erty once, Lucy and Joseph would have been on the alert to avoid a recur
rence; apparently they were united in this goal but possibly not in the 
means for achieving it. If Joseph Sr.'s statement about money-digging for 
thirty years is correct, then he had begun his explorations into magic about 
four years earlier. Furthermore, I would suggest that he had drunk to ex
cess on at least enough occasions by this point that it had become a source 
of conflict between Lucy and Joseph. Where else but in family arguments 
would seven-year-old Joseph have learned to avoid alcohol, even as an 
emergency medication, so adamantly? The family was still dealing with 
the major stress caused by the near-simultaneous illness of all seven chil
dren, during which Sophronia had nearly died. Lucy was nursing a new 
baby. The death of Ephraim was not quite three years in the past. She had 
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moved six times and had experienced eight, possibly nine, pregnancies. 
She must have been chronically exhausted-physically and mentally. She 
was certainly physically exhausted during this time period since she had 
been nursing her sick children for so long that she had become ill herself. 
Did she resent her husband? Was she continuing to deal with recurring or 
chronic depression? How available was she to her children? 

As for the second reason, Joseph's developmental stage, he was in the 
late Oedipal period. In contrast to the younger child's total involvement 
with the mother-which had probably been abbreviated by the births of 
three children after himself-Joseph had the developmental task of dealing 
consciously with the "triangular" relationship of his mother, hither, and 
himself. At this stage, the young boy becomes aware of his body, including 
his sexual resemblances to his powerful father; he fears that his body will 
be damaged or injured, especially by an angry father; and he dreads his fa
ther's punishment because he also desires total ownership of his mother. 
Successful passage through this period of triangular relationships requires 
abandoning extreme childhood fantasies of power and developing in
creased respect for the wishes and thinking of others. Resolution of these 
struggles is believed to occur with most children by identification with 
both parents, but especially with the parent of the same sex. Such identifi
cation includes accepting their values and results in the final major imprint 
for his future conscience. This stage prepares the boy for the world outside 
the family. When boys have completed this task, we feel free to send them 
to school to learn to master the environment and begin the relationships 
with others that will eventually lead to their own families. 

But successful passage requires that infancy and young childhood 
have been secure and safe, so that a solid, stable core identity had already 
begun. If this environment is unstable and conflicted, as I argue was the 
case for the Smith famil)" if only some of the time, then the boy's core iden
tity remains undeveloped and immature even if the Oedipal period is not 
environmentally turbulent. But Joseph, at this vulnerable stage, was also 
experiencing the trauma of prolonged physical suffering, threats of ampu
tation/mutilation, and a three-times-repeated operation that inflicted pur
poseful suffering on him. From a psychoanalytic perspective, a boy in these 
circumstances simply cannot handle the complexities of the Oedipal trian
gle and nightmare fears which have now become reality. He regresses back
ward to the defenses of infancy. I argue that Joseph used the Book of 
Mormon as a narrative,st�ge on which he obsessively replayed his surgery 
in various forms; pres�nfpsychodynarnic thought suggests that his failure 
to resolve and settle the trauma of surgery occurred because the family's 
unstable background left him not fully capable of dealing with such a harsh 
crisis.41 

We are turning a page in the history of the Smith family, and it may be 
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useful to reflect on what we know and do not know. The diagnosis of a nar
cissistic personality is made from symptomatic behavior manifest in the 
adult. Joseph Smith will manifest at least some of those characteristics. The 
psychoanalytic theoretical explanation for the adult personality, gathered from 
long-term intensive treatment of adults, is of significant disturbance and 
deprivation in the child's very early home environment. Such evidence 
comes from the controlled emotional regression that occurs during treat
ment and consists of the reexperiencing of early childhood feelings by the 
patient, mixed with memories. I know of no statistics that correlate early 
childhood deprivation and later adult pathological narcissism. I doubt 
such studies can be done, for it would require following a large number of 
individuals over twenty or more years. (The prevalence of adult pathologi
cal narcissism in general society is estimated at less than 1 percent, with 
males being overrepresented.42) Further, the presence of an observer dur
ing infancy and childhood would alter parent/ child interactions; and if the 
observer saw depriving behavior, medical ethics would require interven
tion. Sometimes there is outside confirmation of such disturbance; most of 
the time there is not, and the family history just reviewed does not provide 
the kind of information that can be considered conclusive. The evidence, as 
it is in any family or individual case study of early childhood, is incom
plete, and, in this case, contradictory. The mother has emphasized that the 
family had recovered from financial loss, was comfortable in life, that the 
needs of the children were provided for, and that the parents were making 
long-range and clearly prudent plans. The father had worked at farming in 
the summer and taught school in the winter. 

However, sources of negative impact include Joseph Sr. 's business 
misjudgments and loss of their farm, the death of the baby Ephraim, 
and six moves throughout New England over a brief span. We know 
the mother had at least one, and probably two, bouts of what I con
sider mental illness-probably depression-by the birth of the third 
child. If, over the years, problems expand and are more observable by 
outsiders, then it seems probable that the father 's drinking may have 
begun, and we may wonder if he had already begun experimenting 
with magical practices by way of compensation for personal inadequa
cies. If not, we might contemplate what kind of self-deceptive think
ing-"modes of thought and background assumptions"-at the back of 
his mind and possibly manifest in family discussions-would later al
low him to accept such a cultural delusion. 

In writing this summary, I recall certain teenagers admitted to a psychi
atric unit under my care. Interviews with the parents revealed little to ac
count for their child's destructive behavior or mental illness. Under such 
circumstances, I would give more weight to the possible genetics of the 
problem. However, in a number of cases, I would receive a telephone call 
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from an older sibling, saying, "My brother and I want to talk with you and 
tell you what it was like growing up in this family." This conversation 
would make the reason for the problem clearer. "They didn't tell you about 
the drinking and the physical fights, did they?" The Smith family records 
do not provide complete information on the family dynamic, leaving us 
with unanswered questions: What were the emotional interactions be
tween the parents at times of stress? How did they discipline the children? 
What were the attitudes, thinking, and feeling that governed the atmos
phere in the home? How did the mother relate to her children when they 
were infants and small toddlers, especially during her depression? 

I believe we are justified in questioning Lucy Mack Smith's continued 
positive descriptions of her family. She dictated her history forty years after 
these events to followers who wanted a heroic view of their martyred 
prophet. Further, already in this chapter, and again in the next, we have 
seen her distort reality to a significant degree. Note how she changes the or
dinary dreams of her husband into "visions," and how she supports the 
delusional belief that her husband and sons-before the advent of Mar
monism-have supernatural, magical abilities. She is saved from the se
vere psychiatric label of psychosis (or its legal counterpart, insanity) 
because her beliefs are part of group belief, albeit a dying subculture. 
Nietzsche's well-known dictum applies here: "With individuals, insanity is 
the exception; with groups, it is the rule." We must ask if Lucy is capable of 
seeing or describing serious dysfuntion within her own family. 

As a psychiatrist I would describe the movement of the Smith family as 
being downhill for the next four to five years. The surgery; by itself, would 
be enough to regress any child for a period of time, perhaps for life; but I 
am proposing, in addition, that Joseph remained fixated at this earlier pe
riod characterized by magical thinking and powerful images because of 
the difficulties the family had before and after the surgery in providing a 
supportive environment. Further, the Book of Mormon provides episodes 
that strongly suggest physical hunger and psychological inconsistency 
within the family. The testimony of their later neighbors in Palmyra, whose 
objectivity is quite naturally challenged by the Mormon faithful, was of a 
deplorable family but it cannot be dismissed out of hand. I will examine it 
in this and the next chapter. What were the antecedents to these negative 
comments? Before the production of the Book of Mormon, we can docu
ment deceit by Joseph Smith, Jr., from courtroom documents (see chapter 3) 
and in personal intera,cttons later in his life. Perhaps the most important 
question is how little Joseph experienced his family history. I see provoca
tive, though inconclusive, suggestions in the Book of Mormon that all was 
not well in the Smith household. 

Many orthodox Mormons believe that by the sheer force and right
eousness of his personality, Joseph remained unscarred by these events. 
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I think it is more profitable in understanding Joseph Smith to weigh 
the potential damage from his surgery, combined with a family back
ground that contained multiple moves, past financial loss, and emo
tional distress. Some astute Mormons will recognize occasional 
reflections of these events in Joseph's later personal life,43 but this 
study is restricted to the Book of Mormon as a manifestation of how 
he handled these events psychologically. 

The Book of Mormon is dyadic in its tensions, focused on struggles be
tween two men, two nations, or two sides of moral conflict within a man, 
men, or nations. With one possible exception,44 it makes no use of the 
equally timeless triangle relationship. Psychoanalytic theory would pro
pose that young Joseph had "regressed to" and/ or remained "fixated at" a 
pre-Oedipal emotional stage of development. 

The illness of all of the children, requiring the parents' care, medical at
tention, and perhaps even hired nurses (Lucy mentions the presence of 
other adults during Sophronia's crisis), and capped by Joseph's illness and 
repeated operations obviously had a depleting effect on the family's emo
tional and financial status. According to Lucy, "sickness with all its atten
dant expenses . . .  reduced us so that we were now compelled to make 
arrangements for going into some kind of business to provide for present 
wants rather than future prospects as we had previously contemplated."45 
If they were able to pay their debts, which seems doubtful, although Lucy 
does not discuss this point, there was certainly nothing left over. Joseph's 
perception, as captured in Book of Mormon narratives, was that the family 
was virtually bankrupt. 

In an act of mixed benefit, Joseph Sr. and Lucy sent Joseph to live with 
his uncle Jesse Smith in Salem, Massachusetts, probably during the sum
mer of 1813, in hopes that the "sea breezes" would restore his health. We 
know nothing of Jesse's home arrangements, whether his wife was kindly 
and welcoming to this young invalid, or how Joseph fit into Jesse's family. 
Presumably they treated him well, but Jesse certainly seemed to have had 
no hesitancy in causing turmoil among his brothers and sisters if his open 
quarreling and fits of temper when brothers Joseph and John visited him 
later with the Book of Mormon are any indication.46 It seems plausible that 
he would have expected Joseph Jr. to conform to the household rather than 
being accommodated by it and that Joseph would have been afraid of his 
uncle's temper; furthermore, a normal seven-year-old living apart from his 
family for several months would quite naturally experience intense loneli
ness, feelings of abandonment, and insecurity. We do not, in fact, know that 
he had such feelings. He never comments on that time at Uncle Jesse's and 
neither does Lucy. But if Joseph experienced such feelings, he may have 
coped with them by private and comforting fantasies of power and a sense 
that he should not become too attached or dependent on anyone lest simi-
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lar abandonment occur. And if so, the separation would have added to the 
"fixation" of his regressed state. Joseph apparently returned home in a 
matter of months, for the mother states that " after one whole year of afflic
tion we were able once more to look upon our children and each other in 
health."47 

D i f f i c u l t  T i m e s  i n  V e r m o n t  

The Smith family's partial solution to its financial difficulties was to 
move to Norwich, Vermont, probably in early 1814. Were they fleeing 
creditors? Lucy does not comment which, in itself, is in striking contrast to 
her detailed description of her strenuous (and successful) efforts to pay off 
all creditors, even double-paying some, when the family moved from Ver
mont to Palmyra, New York. They rented a farm and planted crops, but 
what followed brought their already precarious finances even lower in a 
period that Joseph, I will argue, recreated repeatedly in the Book of Mor
mon as a time of privation and repeated hunger. 

The first year the Smiths' crops failed. "We bought our bread with 
the proceeds of the orchard and our own industry," Lucy summarized. 
Surely there were days of actual scarcity, especially during the wiitter 
of 1814-15, followed by hope in the spring as they planted again. The 
season must have already contained disturbing signs, for Joseph Sr. de
termined to move to New York state "where the farmers raise wheat in 
abundance" if the crops failed again.48 In April 1815, however, the vol
cano Tambora in Indonesia erupted. If the Smith family read of the 
event a year later, I doubt they realized its effect on their lives. It killed 
50,000 and displaced 35,000 more. Its plume was 150 times the size of 
the Mount St. Helen's explosion in 1980, and its aerosol of sulfuric acid 
and other materials began to circle the globe. This veil over the earth 
caused a European famine and actual starvation in New England, 
where 1816 was "the year without summer." The Norwich Courier, 19 
June 1816, reported: "We hear of severe frosts from almost every quar
ters. In some places north considerable snow has fallen. Vegetation has 
suffered very much . . . .  (W]e have seen the streams frozen and the hills 
white with snow, when . . .  summer should have been in its flower and 
prime."  Prices for food soared, and "there was great destitution among 
the [New England] people the next winter and spring. The farmers in 
some instances were reduced to the last extremity, and many cattle 
died. The poorer m�n . could not buy com at the exorbitant prices." 
There were unconfirmed reports of people hanging themselves after 
they had slaughtered their flocks. At Plymouth, Connecticut, it snowed 
for an hour on 10 June.49 

This experience confirmed Joseph Sr.'s decision to move. Lucy, preg
nant that winter, gave birth to Don Carlos, her youngest son and eighth liv-
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ing child on 25 March 1816. Joseph Sr. left, apparently in late spring or early 
summer; and reached Palmyra, a town of 3,500, in upstate New York. If his 
antagonistic brother Jesse can be believed, he claimed that he chose 
Palmyra through magical direction. 5° Lucy explains that Joseph Sr. had set
tled all of his debts before leaving Norwich; however, when he sent for his 
family, creditors reportedly descended on Lucy and her eight children and 
took $150, leaving her with $60 to $80 for the wagon trip to New York. 

The family reached New York, probably in the late fall of 1816 and 
through some snow of that volcanic "winter." This move was another trau
matic and humiliating experience for Joseph Jr., who would turn eleven 
just before Christmas. I argue that versions of this journey also appear, 
imaginatively reworked into narratives, in the Book of Mormon. (See be
low.) Caleb Howard, Joseph Sr.'s agent to help the family move, was, ac
cording to Lucy, an "unprincipled unfeeling wretch by the manner he 
handled my goods and money as well as his treatment of my children, es
pecially Joseph who was still somewhat lame. This child was compelled by 
Mr. Howard to travel for miles [at a] time on foot."51 Twenty-two years 
later, Joseph recorded this account of the journey: 

After he [Howard] had started on the journey with my mother and family 
spent the money he had received of my father by drinking and gambling, 
etc.-We fell in with a family by the name of Gates who were traveling West 
and Howard drove me from the wagon and made me travel in my weak 
state through the snow forty miles per day for several days, during which 
time I suffered the most excruciating weariness and pain, and all this that 
Mr. Howard might enjoy the society of two of Mr. Gates daughters which he 
took on the wagon where I should h[a]ve rode, and thus he continued to do 
day after day through the Journey and when my brothers remonstrated with 
Mr. Howard for his treatment of me, he would knock them down with the 
butt of his whipp.52 

By this time, the Smith family was so destitute that they were renting 
sleeping rooms in taverns with articles of clothing.53 Near Utica, New York, 
Howard dumped the goods off the wagon, claimed that all the money was 
gone, and started to drive away. Lucy confronted Howard at a tavern, fired 
him, and repossessed horses and wagon-"her property." Joseph Jr. was 
assigned to ride in one of the sleighs of the accompanying Gates family but 
was "knocked down by the driver, one of Gate's sons, and left to wallow in 
my blood until a stranger came along, picked me up, and carried me to the 
town of Palmyra."54 After traveling some three or four weeks, the family fi
nally arrived in Palmyra with only a few pennies. The reunion scene with 
the father was moving and tender. 

S e t t l i n g  i n  P a l m y r a  

In Palmyra life began to improve, and the seven to eight years of abso
lute desolation that began with the death of the baby Ephraim in March 
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1810 were almost over. Neighbors recalled that the family rented a small 
house on Main Street near the edge of Palmyra village for about three 
years. 55 Lucy painted and sold oilcloth coverings for tables, while Joseph 
Sr. and the older boys hired out for farming, gardening, and well-digging. 
According to Pomeroy Tucker, a young newspaperman who later turned 
historian, Joseph Sr. also opened a "cake and [root]beer shop," selling gin
gerbread, pies, boiled eggs, and such, and peddling them from a hand-cart 
during civic celebrations. The family lived as common laborers by "the 
chopping and retailing of cordwood, the raising and bartering of small 
crops of agricultural products and garden vegetables, the manufacture and 
sale of black-ash baskets and birch brooms, the making of maple sugar and 
molasses in the season for that work, and in the continued business of ped
dling cake and beer."56 

By their united exertions, the Smiths climbed above destitution. By 
April 1819, they had moved two miles south of the village, renting or 
squatting on land owned by one Samuel Jennings, and barely within 
the Palmyra "township." Here their last child, Lucy, was born 18 July 
1821. Joseph Jr. was fifteen and a half. The description of this first 
Smith family dwelling is brief: "a rude log house, with but a small spot 
underbrushed around it."57 They lived here, probably, until the sum
mer of 1822. Lucy summarized that "in two years from the time we en
tered Palmyra . . .  we were able to settle ourselves upon our own land 
in a snug comfortable though humble habitation built and neatly fur
nished by our own industry."58 

Lucy tells us little about young Joseph's early adolescence. Nothing 
unusual happened until he was fourteen. Joseph "reflect[ed] more deeply 
than common persons . . .  upon everything of a religious nature," and was a 
"remarkably quiet, well-disposed child."59 Despite this inoffensive presen
tation, someone fired two bullets at him one evening at dusk as he crossed 
the yard toward the house, returning home from an unspecified errand.60 
Lucy professes herself baffled, but we might note that about this time he 
had begun his practice of magic.61 

During this period, Lucy describes none ofJoseph Jr.'s activities except 
for work on the family farm and hired labor for others. He had recovered 
from his surgery except for a slight permanent limp. Physically he grew tall 
(over six feet) and muscular (over 200 pounds), and became a strong wres
tler-but on at least one later occasion, he teased Howard Coray, who 
weighed 130 pounds to Joseph's 212, into a wrestling match so strenuous 
that he broke Coray's leg. Although he seemed remorseful and personally 
nursed Coray, it was not enough to keep him from doing it again when he 
walked into his Nauvoo store, where "the diminutive [James] Monroe was 
clerking. Joseph put his large leg on Monroe's shoulder, and commented, 
'You are stouter than I thought."' He then wrestled him and broke his leg 
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also. As a psychiatrist, I consider these incidents a clue that Joseph may 
have never completely resolved his leg surgery and that he could find reas
surance from his surgical experience by reversing his "passive helpless
ness" into "active conquest" at the expense of his followers.62 This theme 
will reappear in the first story in the Book of Mormon. 

While still living in this rude cabin, probably in the late summer of 
1820, the Smiths purchased 100 acres sixty feet south of their cabin, a loca
tion which was across the boundary in Farmington township. (In March 
1821 it was renamed Manchester township; the village of Manchester was 
five miles farther south.) Their financial arrangement required beginning, 
middle, and end payments, two years of hard work in clearing and culti
vating the land, and the loss of everything if they defaulted at any time.63 

On this property they eventually constructed a "small, one story, smoky 
log-house," then moved into it. They had also cleared thirty acres. "This 
house was divided into two rooms, on the ground-floor, and had a low gar
ret, in two apartments."64 The date of this move was not earlier than July 
1821 and probably not until after the last half of 1 822.65 Later a bedroom 
wing of sawed slabs was added to accommodate the eleven-member fam
ily. The dearing of the 100 acres was done by burning.66 But by August 
1821, only a month after daughter Lucy's birth, family finances were al
ready so precarious that the Smiths were about to lose their land. Lucy re
corded, "But the second payment was now coming due and no means as 
yet of meeting it." To make the second payment (and the remainder of the 
first), the oldest "serious and industrious" son, Alvin, left home, worked 
elsewhere, and by "persevering industry [and] after much labor Suffering 
and fatigue" returned with enough money for the second of three pay
ments.67 At this moment of financial crisis, Alvin is clearly the hero. What 
would have happened to this ill-prepared family without their industrious 
son? Pomeroy Tucker noted the problem when he described the daytime 
activities of the Smiths: 

The larger proportion of the time of the Smiths, however, was spent in hw1t
ing and fishing, trapping muskrats ("mushrats" was the word they used), 
digging out woodchucks from their holes, and idly lounging aroW1d the 
stores and shops in the village. Joseph generally took the leading direction of 
the rural enterprises mentioned, instead of going to school iike other boys
though he was seldom known personalll to participate in the practical work 
involved in these or any other pursuits.6 

This cabin would be used as home, barn, and then home again over an 
eight-year period between about 1822 and 1830. The most complete de
scription by Tucker is not complimentary. Looking back forty years later, he 
said, "But little improvement was made upon this land by the Smith family 
in the way of clearing, fencing, or tillage. Their farm-work was done in a 
slovenly half-way, profitless manner."69 
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According to Tucker, nighttime thefts were occurring in the neighbor
hood and with "inadequate visible means or habits of profitable industry 
[of the Smith family] the suspicions of some good people in the community 
were apt to be turned toward them." People watched their "hencoops, 
smoke-houses, and pork-barrels" more carefully; but no conclusive evi
dence was found.7° Tucker 's reports, which he admits were unsupported 
by facts, seem like malicious gossip. Furthermore, they are inconsistent 
with Lucy's, for, in addition to Alvin's energy; Lucy reports that they made 
a thousand pounds of "Mapel sugar" each year, and cultivated thirty acres 
of crops. One neighbor stated that the Smiths were known for their sugar 
production.71 Reading with caution from the Book of Mormon back into 
the Smith family; we might wonder if the inconsistency of the Book of Mor
mon peoples was a characteristic of the Smith family. The negative view of 
some neighbors was probably intensified by the family's involvement in 
money-digging instead of usual work. 

I have used a number of these specific testimonies about the Smith 
family and their involvement in magic. Traditional Mormonism usually 
discredits these testimonies on the basis of bias in collection methods and 
intent by a disgruntled disfellowshipped Mormon; a frequent and plausi
ble opinion holds that Joseph's spirituality stirred the kind of antagonism 
received by ancient prophets. Yet while it is not impossible that some of 
these reports were, in fact, prompted by malice or a desire to impress the 
listener or even to have retrospective "reasons" for disliking the Smiths 
who had certainly disrupted the community, others were willing to sign 
sworn statements about similar views of the Smith family.72 

The last payment was due about the time the Smiths moved onto the 
property in late 1822; but they received a type of temporary reprieve when 
the land agent died in July. This family, so child-like in their magic beliefs 
and money-digging, either did not have the money or did not save it for the 
eventual payment. Tucker explains: "Shortly before quitting the premises 
they erected a small frame-house thereon, partly enclosed, and never fin
ished by them, in which they lived for the remainder of their time there, us
ing their original log hut for a barn. This property, finally vacated by the 
Smiths in 1831, is now included in the well-organized farm of Mr. Seth T. 
Chapman."73 

In the fall of 1823, according to Lucy, "we . . .  began to make prepara
tions for building a house[.] We also planted a large orchard and made 
every possible preparation for ease as when advanced age should deprive 
us of the ability to makE(those physical exertions which we were then capa
ble of."74 Two years later, the house was still not complete; and then, even 
with the extra year for saving, they were not prepared when payment was 
finally demanded, and lost it. Lucy tells a complicated story about the 
house's carpenter who, with at least two other men, told the new land 
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agent lies about the family's care of  the property, made the final payment to 
him, received title to the land, but were shamed into selling it to a Quaker 
friend who allowed the family to live in the house for another two years. In 
contrast, William Smith, Joseph's last surviving brother, made a statement 
fifty years later about the expense of building the two houses that suggests 
the Smiths had used the money for the final land payment to build the 
house?5 By the time Seth T. Chapman bought and completed the frame 
house in 1860, "it had changed hands many times, and had also been con
siderably enlarged."76 this farm house is now a Mormon shrine, seen as 
evidence of the Smith family's industry. Even in its incomplete form, it was 
the highest aspiration and achievement of this sad family and the loss of 
house and farm was undoubtedly the single largest material setback to the 
family during the life of young Joseph. 

Tucker describes the Smith family as "an illiterate, whiskey-drinking, 
shiftless, irreligious race of people," with the adolescent Joseph 

being unanimously voted the laziest and most worthless of the generation. 
From the age of twelve to twenty years he is distinctly remembered as a dull
eyed, flaxen-haired, prevaricating boy-noted only for his indolent and 
vagabondish character, and his habits of exaggeration and untruthfulness . . . .  
He could utter the most palpable exaggeration or marvelous absurdity with 
the utmost apparent gravity . . . .  He was, however, proverbially good-na
tured, very rarely if ever indulging in any combative spirit toward any one, 
whatever might be the provocation, and yet was never known to laugh. Al
beit, he seemed to be the pride of his indulgent father, who has been heard to 
boast of him as the "genus of the family," quoting his own expression?7 

Such extreme statements need to be taken cautiously, but Tucker 's per
haps malicious comments are supported by another historian, Orsamus 
Turner (discussed below). I wish Tucker had provided specific examples, 
but after the Smith family had left the area, over fifty townspeople signed 
affidavits accusing them of laziness, low morals, and shiftlessness?8 Deter
mining the degree of dysfunction in a family is problematic. We have later 
reports of the father 's drinking, reports that are contradictory or revealing 
of inconsistency in the work habits of the family, their increasing involve
ment in the subculture of mag�c, the mother's apparent depressions, and 
increasing economic and religious contentions. Mormon psychiatrist C. 
Jess Groesbeck believed the family was "stressed."79 Dan Vogel, a historian, 
argues that the Smith family was dysfunctional and that the parents were 
stressed because of Lucy's periodic depressions and Joseph Sr.'s alcohol
ism, as well as by conflict over religion and economic conditions. I believe 
that Vogel's historical evidence for both Lucy's depression and Joseph Sr.'s 
alcoholism, though not conclusive, is persuasive. Although not a psycholo
gist, Vogel uses "family systems" thinking to suggest that the children were 
drawn into the conflict, with the oldest son, Alvin-as assigned in family 
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systems-designated to manage the family's productivity and emulate the 
family's dominant values and themes. It seems indisputably clear that the 
family would have lost the farm earlier except for Alvin's industry. With 
Alvin's death, Vogel proposes, the family experienced psychological dise
quilibrium which lasted a number of years. Within thirty months of his 
death, the family experienced an economic crisis with the loss of their farm, 
a religious crisis with the division of the family during the 1824-25 Palmyra 
revival, and a legal crisis with Joseph Jr.'s public humiliation at an 1826 trial 
for "glass-looking." Joseph Jr. then picked up the assignment of saving the 
family. (The fourth child in family systems theory often carries the assign
ment of catching and collecting unresolved family tensions). Joseph Jr. 
stated as much in an 1835 angry response to his brother, William: ''I 
brought salvation to my father 's house, as an instrument in the hands of 
God when they were in a miserable situation."80 

The economic difficulties of the Smith family did not end with the pub
lication of the Book of Mormon. Joseph Smith, Sr., went to jail for thirty 
days for nonpayment of a debt in late 1830, and his son Hyrum escaped jail 
time when the whole family left the Palmyra/Manchester area. 

As a psychiatrist, I observe these descriptions of idleness and indo
lence. I wonder if it is possible that Joseph Jr. suffered from "identity diffu
sion" -problems with identity and an absence of life direction. I 
hypothesize that he may have developed a narcissistic "false self" to meet 
the public, behind which remained an undeveloped true self. Joseph's 
aversion to direct competition may have resulted from his surgery. If he felt 
handicapped, it is possible that he used indirect, more subtle methods to 
achieve his ends, thus reducing the threat of another physical attack. 

From a professional perspective, the overall impact of this dysfunc
tional family on young Joseph remains suspect. Psychologically speaking, 
Joseph's self-esteem must have been low; he had to deal with a lifestyle of 
moves, intermittent failures, and the amiable contempt of others. If Tucker 
is accurately reporting Joseph's exaggerations and palpable absurdities
and for the purposes of my diagnosis I am assuming that he is-then 
Joseph was probably engaging in a fantasy compensation for personal infe
riority, for his family's low social importance, and his own unpromising fu
ture. Such a possibility is compatible with a developing narcissistic 
personality. 

Joseph read avidly and assiduously, according to Tucker, far in advance 
of others in the family, including a book about an imposter.81 He also read 
the Bible and could discuss its teachings with assurance. According to 
Tucker, "The Prophed.es and Revelations were his special forte. His inter
pretations of scriptural passages were always original and unique, and his 
deductions and conclusions often disgustingly blasphemous, according to 
the common apprehensions of Christian people."82 The Book of Mormon 
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would later manifest Joseph's firm grasp of Old and New Testament lan
guage and events; but he expands and embellishes biblical miracles. 

Joseph also decided against affiliating himself with more orthodox re
ligion. Tucker states that young Joseph "joined the probationary class of the 
Methodist church in Palmyra and made some active demonstrations of en
gagedness" but withdrew, announcing that both churches and the Bible 
were fables. In 1832, shortly after the Book of Mormon was published, 
Joseph himself stated: " At about the age of twelve years my mind became 
seriously imp rest with regard to the all important concerns for the wellfare 
of my immortal Soul which led me to searching the Scriptures believeing as 
I was taught, that they contained the word of God."83 

At least some of Tucker's negative statements have one sophisticated 
supporter. Another newspaperman-turned-historian, Orsamus Turner, 
lived in Palmyra until Joseph was sixteen and a half. Thirty-five years later 
he described Joseph Sr. as "a great babbler, credulous, not especially indus
trious, a money-digger, prone to the marvelous; and withal, a little given to 
difficulties with neighbors, and petty law suits." Lucy Smith impressed 
him as "a woman of strong uncultivated intellect; artful and cunning; im
bued with an illy regulated religious enthusiasm." Notably missing from 
this portrait is any suggestion of the depression that I have hypothesized 
afflicted Lucy at least periodically. In this portrait she comes across as 
sharp, perhaps unpredictable, and wily.84 

Turner describes the future creator of the Book of Mormon as without 
direction but much involved in religion and political debate: 

Joseph Smith Jr . . . .  was lounging, idle; . . .  and possessed of less than ordinary 
intellect. The author's own recollections of him are distinct ones. He used to 
come into the village of Palmyra with little jags of wood from his backwoods 
home; sometimes patronizing a village grocery too freely; sometimes find an 
odd job to do about the store of Seymour Scovall; and once a week he would 
stroll into the office of the old Palmyra Register, for his father's paper. How 
impious, in us young "dare Devils" to once in a while blacken the face of the 
then meddling inquisitive lounger-but afterwards Prophet, with the old 
fashioned [ink] balls, when he used to put himself in the way of the working 
of the old fashioned ramage press! . . .  

But Joseph had a little ambition; and some very laudable aspirations; the 
mother's intellect occasionally shone out in him feebly, especially when he 
used to help us solve some portentous questions of moral or political ethics, 
in our juvenile debating club, which we moved down to the old red school 
house on Durfee street, to get rid of the annoyance of critics that used to 
drop in upon us in the village; and subsequently, [when he was between 
fifteen and a half and sixteen and a half]85 after catching a spark of 
Methodism in the camp meeting, away down in the woods, on the Vienna 
road, he was a very passable exhorter in the evening meetings. 

This description invites three clarifying remarks. The blackening of his 
face by printer 's balls would not, in my opinion, have been friendly boy-
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hood teasing between peers but a humiliating insult, since Joseph knew his 
family had a poor reputation. The term "exhorter" in the evening meetings 
was a formal designation of a young man with some ability at speaking 
who was urged to "exercise his gifts." At that time Methodist preachers 
traveled in circuits, meeting at convenient temporary places such as in the 
woods, or at a tavern, and established local "classes" under a "class 
leader." Both Orsamus Turner and Pomeroy Tucker have described 
Joseph's idleness and aversion to school. Here is Joseph's description of his 
education: 

and being in indigent circumstances were obliged to labour hard for the sup
port of a large Family having nine children. As it required the exertions of all 
that were able to render any assistance for the support of the Family there
fore we were deprived of the bennifit of an education Suffice it to say I was 
mearly instructid in reading and writing and the ground /rules/ of Arith
matic which constuted my whole literary acquirements.86 

It is not surprising that a family with so little material success would 
place their hopes elsewhere-in the supernatural and the occult, a gener
ally ineffective 'way to improve their material circumstances. Lucy's ac
count, by recounting dreams of her husband and referring to them as 
"visions," decades after they occurred, makes it clear that the family val
ued dreams as a channel to supernatural power. 

D. Michael Quinn summarizes evidence suggesting that, during 
Joseph's mid-teens, he began to follow his father into occult practices, tak
ing up the use of the divining rod, then seer stones, as aids in his money
digging projects. The evidence of these activities comes from both 
Palmyra/Manchester and near Harmony, Pennsylvania, and is extensive.87 
As the Smiths became involved in Palmyra's religious revivals of 1824-25, 
their language of dreams and magic became progressively embellished by 
the language of Christianity. The beginnings of the Mormon story, Joseph's 
encounter with the angel, and his possession of the golden plates take place 
mostly contemporaneously with his heaviest emphasis on dreams and 
magic. He first tells the story of the gold book and its guardian within this 
context. Over time, however, his story becomes more in keeping with bibli
cal angels and messengers, and the story takes on a Christian refinement. 
The strict guardian of the book becomes a firm, warning angel. 

In her history Lucy Mack Smith reported one of her own dreams dat
ing from 1803. She had remembered this dream for more than forty years, 
suggesting the imm:en�e significance she attached to it. She also reported 
five dreams that JosepH Sr. had between 1811 and 1819 and mentioned two 
more that she did not remember in enough detail to recount.88 In the first, 
Joseph Sr. is traveling in a barren wasteland, accompanied by a guide-an 
"attendant spirit"-who tells him that the desolation is because the world 
is without the true religion. The spirit promises Joseph that he will find a 
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box on a log, the contents of which will bring him wisdom. When he forces 
open the box, terrifying animals rise up around him. He drops the box and 
flees in terror, awaking trembling but happy. 

The second dream reappears as a Book of Mormon narrative. Joseph Sr. 
is again traveling in a barren and desolate land, urged on by his spiritual 
guide. He follows a narrow path to a beautiful stream of water with a rope 
along the bank, and a handsome tree adorned with dazzlingly white fruit. 
This tree excites his wonder and admiration, and its fruit tasted "delicious 
beyond description." He brought his wife and seven children to join him at 
the tree, and all were inexpressibly happy as they ate the delicious fruit. 
Then he saw a large building, its doors and windows filled with well
dressed people who were mocking the family and pointing fingers at them 
while they continued to partake of the fruit. Observing their scorn and con
tempt, Joseph Sr. asks the guide for an explanation. The building represents 
"Babylon . . .  and the inhabitants thereof, who scorn and despise the Saints 
of God, because of their humility." The fruit represents "the pure love of 
God, shed abroad in the hearts of all those who love him." The guide also 
draws his attention to his "other" children, two small youngsters whom he 
also brings to the tree and feeds with the fruit. Psychologically speaking, 
these children may represent the dead firstborn son and infant Ephraim. 
Again Joseph Sr. awoke, so filled with happiness that he clapped his hands. 

In the third dream, he is again walking despite severe lameness. His 
guide directs him to a garden where twelve wooden images, lined up on 
either side of the walkway, bow to him as he passes. He is then made well. 
In the fourth dream, unaccompanied by a guide, he is making his way to
ward a meetinghouse where the Judgement will occur. To his distress, he 
arrives too late and is locked out; his body wastes away until the porter re
minds him to call on Jesus. He does so and is made whole. In the last re
corded dream, a peddlar recognizes his honesty but informs him that he 
lacks one thing for salvation. The peddler will write down the necessary 
item; but in his anxiety, Joseph Sr. wakes prematurely. 

Lucy recorded these dreams in detail twenty-five years after they oc
curred. But to her and the family, they had the status of visions. He had a 
"vision," she said of the 1811 dream, "which I shall relate in his own 
words." He had another "singular dream," followed by "another vision," 
"one more," "two more visions," "a sixth," and finally "the seventh and 
last vision my husband had was in 1819." Almost certainly, Joseph or Lucy 
or both would have told these supernatural visions repeatedly to their chil
dren and discussed them during Joseph's youth, ages six to fourteen and 
beyond. The interchangeablity of dreaming and visions is also an element 
of Book of Mormon narratives. (See below.) 

This biographical outline of Joseph Smith Jr. 's life brings us to about 
age seventeen, immediately before the appearance of the gold treasure 
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book with its guardian spirit, and probably, I hypothesize, just after he ad
vanced from using a divining rod to being a seer.89 I have naturally focused 
on biographical elements that will help us understand his disguised auto
biography in the Book of Mormon. My goal is not just to parallel these sto
ries of fact and fantasy to see how he transforms his life story into religious 
narrative, but also to fit the Book of Mormon into a more comprehensive 
psychological evaluation of him. 

Although we need to examine the crucial events surrounding the com
ing forth of the Book of Mormon itself, it will be helpful, I feel, to interrupt 
this historical narrative to compare Joseph's historical autobiography to 
what I call the "first story" in the Book of Mormon-the flight from Jerusa
lem, obtaining possession of the brass plates, wanderings in the wilder
ness, and arriving in the promised land. As background, however, I wish to 
emphasize the importance of this initial Nephi story. I compare it to the first 
hour of a patient who has just started intensive psychotherapy. Like other 
psychotherapists, I try to make detailed notes during that first hour, for my 
experience tells me that it contains in condensed, symbolic form the main 
problems to be discussed in the next months. 

The Nephi�Laban conflict is the first creative story in Joseph's first 
creation. It is perhaps more precise to say that this story is the first surviving 
creative story, since we know that he told his family numerous stories from 
the Book of Mormon before he received it and also because the first dicta
tion of 116 pages was destroyed. The first dictated version would have 
made a fascinating and significant comparison with the account in 1 Nephi, 
but the retelling keeps within the first version's story frame. 

As we follow the progressive change of the guardian of the treasure 
with his ritualistic behavior to a firm biblical angel warning of the dangers 
of disobedience, it is reasonable to suppose that the first dictated version 
had less Christianity and more magic in it. It is also reasonable to hypothe
size that when he again started dictation with his new scribe, Oliver Cow
dery, something had changed and that the emphasis shifted toward 
Christianity. There is good evidence that Smith did not immediately restart 
his dictation at the beginning of the Book of Mormon but continued on to
ward the end. (See chapter 3.) I believe he completed his dictation through 
the small book of Mormon within the Book of Mormon, then returned to 
the beginning and redid the destroyed 116 pages. Then he dictated the 
book of Ether, for I will propose that the book of Ether was dictated to tell 
us (and not tell us) aqou� the period of dictation of the majority of the Book 
of Mormon. He then dktated the book of Moroni which contains material 
suggesting that he is getting ready to start a church. 

This sequence, if correct, makes this first story nearly the last in his dic
tation, but the story is so central to the rest of the book, so dramatic and 
concise, and reflected so thoroughly throughout the rest of the stories,. that 
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I think we are looking at a refined story that had been repeated numerous 
times and that he had told for the first time in the lost 116 pages. The major 
differences are that the second version is probably more spiritual and per
sonal in nature, since it is Nephi's private autobiography, rather than being 
a third-person abridgement of official records made by Mormon, the last 
great prophet-general. From a psychological and naturalistic viewpoint, I 
think we gained more than we lost. 

From that same perspective, it is important for us to pay attention to 
one more item. After the guardian spirit showed him the book in its buried 
stone box, Joseph told his family and a number of other people that the box 
contained not only the gold plates and spectacle-shaped objects that would 
enable him to translate the plates, but also a sword. I argue that the sword 
represents Nathan Smith's scalpel, and serves as a signal that this narrative 
is about the surgery, and, in fact, was created to deal with the surgery.90 

C o n q u e s t  o f  S u r g e r y :  
1 N e p h i  a n d  t h e  S w o r d  o f  L a b a n  

Early frustrations . . .  lead to reparative attempts to maintain omnipotent fan
tasies, despite the helpless rage experienced by the infant in the course of or
dinary failures of maternal care. One of these defensive efforts involves the 
attempt to master feelings of rage, frustration, and helplessness by the in
trapsychic shift from pride in providing one's self with satisfactions to pride 
in the fantasy of control over . . .  one who is responsible for the frustrations 91 

Individuals with this disorder [of narcissistic personality] have a 
grandiose sense of self-importance. . . .  They routinely overestimate their 
abilities and inflate their accomplishments, often appearing boastful and 
pretentious. They may blithely assume that others attribute the same value 
to their efforts and may be surprised when the praise they expect and feel 
they deserve is not forthcoming. Often implicit in the inflated judgments of 
their own accomplishments is an underestimation (devaluation) of the 
contributions of others. They are often preoccupied with fantasies of 
unlimited success, power, brilliance, beauty, or ideal love. ... They may 
ruminate about "long overdue" admiration and privilege and compare 
themselves favorably with famous or privileged people. 

Individuals with Narcissistic Personality Disorder believe that they are 
superior, special, or unique and expect others to recognize them as such . . . .  
They may feel that they can only be understood by, and should only 
associate with, other people who are special or of high status and may 
attribute "unique," "perfect," or "gifted" qualities to those with whom they 
associate. Individuals with this disorder believe that their needs are special 
and beyond the ken of ordinary people. Their own self-esteem is enhanced 
(i.e., "mirrored") by the idealized value that they assign to those with whom 
they associate. They are likely to insist on having only the "top" person 
(doctor, lawyer, hairdresser, instructor) or being affiliated with the "best" 
institutions, but may devalue the credentials of those who disappoint 
them.92 
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Joseph Smith's associates are none other than the prophets and apos
tles of the Bible. He brings this fantasy of importance and power into being 
through his alter ego, Nephi, in the Book of Mormon. The first story in the 
Book of Mormon is a narrative told by the fourth child of a father with su
pernatural powers. Joseph Smith, Jr., was also the fourth child of such a fa
ther; in both families this child is following in his father's supernatural 
footsteps. Not surprisingly; given the Smith family's history; Lehi's family's 
major task is to change locales. The Book of Mormon father, Lehi, a prophet 
during the time of Jeremiah, receives divine instructions to remove his 
family from Jerusalem. Jeremiah, Lehi's contemporary; was warning the 
Jews about their impending captivity by the Babylonians shortly before 600 
B.C.E. They reject his message and persecute him; Lehi preaches a similar 
message of repentance and his life is in danger. 

The tale of the fourth son parallels Joseph Smith's autobiography; pre
senting in disguised form but remarkably precise chronological order the 
story of Joseph Smith's early years, his traumatic surgery; his family's los
ing struggles in New England, their difficult journey to New York, and the 
relative peace and prosperity of their early years in Palmyra. The shared 
patterns between Smith's story and Nephi's story also preview major pat
terns repeated four times as the Book of Mormon continues. 

In Nephi's story the three older siblings are all brothers-Laman, Le
muel, and Sam. I argue that they correspond to Joseph's three older sib
lings: Alvin, Hyrum, and Sophronia. Despite the shift in gender, an obvious 
disguise, Sophronia and Sam share the qualities of being cooperative and 
quiet, and their names begin with the same letter. (For other examples of 
Joseph/Book of Mormon characters with similar first letters in names, see 
chapter 5.) The Book of Mormon siblings are symmetrical opponents: La
man and Lemuel consistently oppose Sam and Nephi. Almost nothing is 
known about the relationships among the brothers and sisters in the Smith 
family as children; while Joseph's account mentions both Alvin and 
Hyrum in glowing terms and Hyrum was inseparable from him as an 
adult, Joseph barely mentions Sophronia. Is this paired configuration 
wholly fictional? Perhaps, but it is also possible to hypothesize that the 
children formed alliances to deal with the family poverty; possible epi
sodes of hunger while they were living "day to day;" the stress of repeated 
moves, and Lucy's frequent pregnancies, perhaps accompanied by depres
sion. The Book of Mormon from the beginning presents a picture of family 
rivalries and power' s�tuggles which will become increasingly difficult to 
ignore. 

In the Book of Mormon, if this hypothesis is accurate, Joseph experi
enced the headiness of fantasy's power by changing a hard-working 
brother (Alvin) into an unbelieving reprobate, hostile and defiant (Laman); 
and he quickly expanded this method by changing a decent, caring human 
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being-his surgeon-into a drunken thieving murderer. Within this con
text, a passage such as the following in the early pages of the book seems 
suggestive. The Lord confirms to Nephi a message which had earlier been 
given to his father: " And inasmuch as thy brethren shall rebel against thee 
they shall be cut off from the presence of the Lord. And inasmuch as thou 
shalt keep my commandments, thou shalt be made a ruler and a teacher 
over thy brethren. For behold, in that day that they shall rebel against me, I 
will curse them even with a sore curse and they shall have no power over 
thy seed except they shall rebel against me also. And . . .  if so . . .  [the seed of 
Laman and Lemuel] shall be a scourge unto thy seed, to stir them up in the 
ways of remembrance" (BM 9; 1 Ne. 2:20-24). Such a passage seems to sug
gest that Joseph's (Nephi's) parents used the older children to discipline 
the younger ones. Further, such action by God is at cross-purposes with 
himself, for he will use extreme physical punishment to teach obedience 
but at the same time create psychological conflict in his Nephite children. 
The parents' aggression pressures the child toward conscious submission 
out of fear and simultaneously toward an unconscious identification with 
the parents' aggressive behavior. Children of violence often become violent 
parents. Is this a report of Joseph's experiences with his parents? While no 
evidence has survived of Joseph Sr.'s and Lucy's parenting practices with 
Joseph before age seven, such a hypothesis would partially account for 
what I will argue are Joseph Jr.'s persistent fantasies of power. 

Nephi's first independent action-taking the plates from the Jerusalem 
ruler who holds them (1 Ne. 3-4)-presents a version of what must have 
been Joseph's most traumatic memory-the bloody surgery on his leg. The 
Book of Mormon version exaggerates, intensifies, and also reverses the 
autobiography, a pattern that I will also argue is typical of how Joseph used 
the Book of Mormon. When Nephi takes the plates by trickery, killing their 
guardian, he completes a pattern of reversal and compensation; thus a hu
miliating occasion in real life becomes one of domination in the Book of 
Mormon, an occasion of sadness becomes one of elation, and so on. 

Soon after Lehi removes his family from Jerusalem, God orders him to 
send his four sons back to the city to obtain the "brass plates" from a 
wealthy and powerful Jew named Laban. These plates contain two records, 
"the history of the Jews" (the Bible) and a family genealogy (which may 
correspond psychologically to Solomon Mack's autobiography).  Laban, 
the possessor of the family history, is thus identified as a relative.93 I see La
ban as the earliest version of surgeon Nathan Smith in the Book of Mor
mon, a prototype of the killing physician who will make several 
reappearances in the narrative.  Laban shares a number of characteristics 
with Nathan Smith. Laban is a relative; although Nathan Smith was not, 
the shared surname would easily lead a child aged five to seven to believe 
that he was. Nathan Smith has killing power, thanks to his profession, and 
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took the leadership in the council of surgeons. Laban is a man who can 
"slay fifty ... or command fifty" and then (exaggeratedly) "or even . . .  tens of 
thousands." He takes the family's wealth, is associated with alcohol, and 
carries a sword. Nathan Smith charges a high fee for his services, offers 
young Joseph alcohol, and carries his surgeon's knife. 

The four sons collectively make their first visit to Laban, without suc
cess. They then choose Laman to make a second attempt, but Laban calls 
him a robber and orders his servants to kill him. Nathan Smith, a decent 
and honorable man as far as is known, has, in ] oseph' s fantasy of power, be
come a dishonest drunken would-be murderer. For the third attempt, the 
four brothers gather the family treasure and offer it in exchange for the 
plates. Laban takes their possessions but orders his servants to kill them. 
They flee into the wilderness for safety. Alvin/Laman and Hyrum/Lemuel 
beat Joseph/Nephi for endangering them; an angel not only stops them 
but tells them Joseph/Nephi will be a ruler over them. Joseph/Nep�, still 
determined to carry out the commandments of God despite Laman's and 
Lemuel's hostility and Sam's passivity, returns to Jerusalem after dark to 
face his "relative" again as Joseph did in real life. He finds Laban/Nathan 
Smith "fallen to earth before me, for he was drunken with wine." The sur
geon, who offered Joseph brandy or wine is now inebriated. In fantasy, 
Smith has turned the tables on him by the psychiatric process of " changing 
passive helplessness into active conquest." He describes the "foot-long" 
surgeon's knife as it might have seemed to a child: "And I beheld his 
sword, and I drew it forth from the sheath thereof; and the hilt thereof was 
of pure gold, and the workmanship was exceedingly fine, and I saw the 
blade thereof was of the most precious steel ." 

Joseph/Nephi is commanded "by the spirit" to kill Laban. At first he 
shrinks but then comes up with four reasons for killing him: "Behold the 
Lord hath delivered him into my hands. Yea, and I also knew that he had 
sought to take away mine own life; yea, and he would not harken unto the 
commandments of the Lord; and he had also taken away our property." 
This list is a classic presentation of rationalization. If a patient gave such 
reasons, a therapist's response might be, "You give me one reason after an
other. I wonder which one is the real one? Or perhaps none of them is? Per
haps there is a reason behind all of them that is the real one, and you 
haven't told it to me-or, perhaps, even to yourself." What might this 
"real" reason be? I suggest that it is simple revenge. Laban/Nathan Smith 
has caused Joseph/Nephi more fear and pain than he had ever before 
known in his life, iri'"a ·i'rianner that emphasized his smallness and helpless
ness; Joseph/Nephi wants to kill him. 

And he does: "Therefore I did obey the voice of the spirit and took La
ban by the hair of the head, and I smote off his head with his own sword" 
(BM 13; 1 Ne. 4:18). The retaliation against the surgeon is complete. I see in 
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this early use of rationalization the beginning of a pattern that Joseph 
Smith will use when he performs other deeds of questionable morality 
when the "commandments" of God become his reason for later breaking 
the laws in the United States.94 Joseph/Nephi's next action is striking: "I 
took the garments of Laban and put them upon my own body; yea, every 
whit; and I did gird on his armour about my loins" (BM 13; 1 Ne. 4:19). 
From a psychoanalytic perspective, this statement may be among the most 
important in the Book of Mormon. Joseph announces that he will assume 
someone else's personality and authority (develop an alter ego), and that 
the process either began or was intensified by the surgery. 

As a psychiatrist, I also observe that the real Nathan Smith was a de
cent man performing a painful but life-saving duty for Joseph Smith. In 
Smith's later life, when decent men attempt to accomplish tasks which 
threaten Joseph Smith, he likewise defines them as evil and attacks to avoid 
the helplessness he felt before Laban/the surgeon.95 This story establishes 
a crucial pattern which repeats itself again and again in the Book of Mor
mon. Joseph Smith compensates for a terrible real-life experience by dis
placing it with a conquering fantasy. 

In this and chapter 3, I will continue to review the misfortunes and 
tragedies in Joseph Smith's life. In each case, he resolves these issues by a 
fantasy conquest, the solution he "learned" from his surgical experience. I 
argue that it set the pattern by which he deals with problems. In the Book of 
Mormon, I will h·y to demonstrate, Joseph conquers and solves each real
life dilemma. His next humiliation will be on the wagon journey from Ver
mont to New York, when mean-spirited Caleb Howard purposely ignores 
and increases Joseph's exhaustion and pain. How does he compensate for 
this humiliation? 

The Book of Mormon episodes which follow Laban's death confirm the 
power of disguise. Dressed as Laban, Nephi/Joseph goes to Laban's treas
ury, mimics Laban's voice, obtains possession of the records, and tricks 
Zoram, Laban's servant, into following him outside the city where La
man/ Alvin, Lemuel/Hyrum, and Sam/Sophronia are waiting. They are 
also fooled by the disguise and flee nntil Nephi calls them back in his own 
voice. Taking alarm, Zoram tries to flee: "And now I, Nephi, being a man 
large in stature, and also having received much strength of the Lord, there
fore I did seize upon the servant of Laban" (BM 13-14; 1 Ne. 4:20-38). This 
·scene can be read psychologically as a fantasy reversal of Joseph's helpless
ness during the surgery, introducing the theme of Joseph's search for 
power over others.96 Zoram is only the first person in the Book of Mormon 
who comes nnder Nephi/Joseph's control; psychologically, the first person 
the child Joseph could control would be his next younger sibling, Samuel 
Harrison, born in 1808. According to the scenario I am proposing, the Book 
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of Mormon narrative now contains representations of Joseph's parents and 
the first five living children. 

Lehi's family then sojourns "in the wilderness for the space of . . .  eight 
years" (BM 42; 1 Ne. 17:1-4), ending with their arrival in the promised land. 
In Joseph's autobiography, this period begins after the surgery and ends 
when the family reaches Palmyra, a period that lasted somewhere between 
three and one-half and five years. In two additional retellings of this story 
as a Book of Mormon narrative, Joseph makes this period last both seven 
and four years. Perhaps expanding their duration emphasizes how terrible 
those years were. My own belief is that, in this version, he dates the Smith 
family desolation from Ephraim's death in March 1810 to settling in the 
cabin in Palmyra in comfort around 1818. 

Joseph Smith also modifies these early childhood experiences from the 
age of five-the age he gives himself for his surgery-to eleven or so by in
terweaving a section of his later life-his marriage-into the story. God 
commands tehi to send his sons back to Jerusalem once more to bring out 
Ishmael, his wife, five daughters, and two sons, so they can marry. They 
succeed with relative ease. Two of the daughters immediately pair up with 
Alvin/ Laman arid Hyrum/Lemuel and become rebellious, desiring to re
turn to Jerusalem. This story contains parallels of Joseph's marriage to 
Emma Hale (see chapter 3); and the first time Joseph dictated this story, he 
was living near his in-laws. Isaac Hale, a hardworking and prosperous 
farmer, refused Joseph's first request for Emma's hand, was distraught 
when they eloped, and testified against his new son-in-law in a sworn 
newspaper affidavit six years after their marriage. 

Smith apparently did not handle this antagonism well. Several years of 
confrontation and conflict, interspersed with periods of peace, ended with 
a breach so irrevocable that Emma never saw her parents again. In fantasy, 
Joseph eliminates Isaac by having Ishmael die in the wilderness, the only 
casualty in the party in the Old World. In real life Smith originally brought 
Emma first to live with his own family in Manchester. Lorenzo Saunders 
reported, "Joseph's wife was a pretty woman, just as pretty a woman as I 
ever saw. When she came to the Smith's she was disappointed and used to 
come down to our house and sit down and cry. Said she was deceived and 
got into a hard place. "97 Perhaps her bitterness at being separated from her 
family and her disappointment at her situation (I read Saunders's state
ment to mean that Joseph had misrepresented the comforts of his parental 
home) can be heard in the cries of the daughters of Ishmael who "did 
mourn exceedingly, he,tause of the loss of their father . . .  saying: Our father 
is dead . . .  and they did murmur against me" (BM 41; 1 Ne. 16:35). 

As Lucy considered Joseph Sr.'s dreams to be visions, so does the Book 
of Mormon. Lehi states: "I have dreamed a dream; or, in other words, I have 
seen a vision." Joseph Sr.'s dream of the first tree, which occurred in 1811 
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when Joseph was five, reemerges in the Book of Mormon, motivating 
Nephi to heroic faithfulness. Significantly, Nephi had prayed to have the 
same dream as his father. In the Book of Mormon version of this dream, a 
guide " dressed in a white robe" leads Lehi through a dreary wasteland to a 
tree standing by a river with an iron rod running along the bank. The fruit, 
which represents the "pure love of God," is "most sweet . . .  and white" and 
it "filled my soul with exceeding great joy." Lehi persuades most of the 
family to join him, but Laman and Lemuel refuse. A spacious building is 
filled with worldly people who scorn the family eating from the tree repre
senting the "pure love of God" (BM 19-26; 1 Ne. 8-11) .  

The parallels between Lehi's and Joseph Sr.'s dreams were discovered 
by non-Mormons as early as 1902.98 The orthodox Mormon explanation is 
that Lucy, grief-stricken and then seventy; was influenced by the Book of 
Mormon and included details from Lehi's dream in her record.99 Fawn 
Brodie had earlier countered this argument by pointing out that such re
verse borrowing was unlikely since Lucy also remembered and recounted 
four other dreams in great detail. In my proposal, this dream/vision takes 
its proper place in the chronology of Joseph Smith's life.100 

In the wilderness, Lehi and his family turn, as did the Smith family, to 
magic. Though interpreted as miraculous by the orthodox, the compass 
called the "Liahona" is best interpreted, in my opinion, as a divining rod, 
and functions as a magic tool which, under the influence of faithfulness, 
guides Lehi's family to the "more fertile parts of the wilderness." This in
strument appears quite magically on the ground in the front of the tent one 
morning, "a ball of curious workmanship . . .  Within the ball were two spin
dles; and the one pointed the way whither we should go into the wilder
ness" (BM 39; 1 Ne. 16:10). Other improbable aspects of the story; in which 
gaps in logic are made up for by magical qualities, are that Nephi/Joseph 
breaks his "steel" bow and replaces it with a child's bow made of a straight 
stick. In the Book of Mormon, the families are fatigued and beginning to 
starve. The story reminds us that in the middle of those years of hardship 
(1810-18) the Smith family was living day-to-day; this fantasy supports the 
idea that he experienced hunger. But the fantasy is an exaggeration, and we 
cannot tell how much the hunger is exaggerated.  Using the magical com
pass, Joseph/Nephi finds food and saves his family. From a psychoanalytic 
perspective, Joseph is dealing with a real-life misfortune by a compensat
ing fantasy. Now the Book of Mormon provides some evidence of sibling 
squabbles in the Smith home and envy over Joseph's ascendancy as the de
veloping supernatural seer. (See chapter 3.) The ascension of Nephi as an 
even greater prophet than his father will be paralleled by Joseph Smith's 
ascension over his own father as a magician. "And Laman said . . .  let us slay 
our father, and also our brother Nephi who has taken it upon himself to be 
our ruler and our teacher . . . .  We know he lies ... and he worketh many 
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things by his cunning arts . . .  to make himself a king and a ruler over us, that 
he may do with us according to his will and pleasure" (BM 1 Ne. 16:38.) 

I hypothesize that the Smiths experienced almost a decade of desola
tion (1810-18), during which two more sons were born: William in 1811 and 
Don Carlos in 1816. Similarly Lehi "begat two sons in the wilderness; the 
elder was called Jacob and the younger Joseph." In the Smith home the 
crops were failing for the third year when young Don Carlos was born. In 
the Book of Mormon this situation is also described: "While we did live 
upon raw meat in the wilderness, our women did give plenty of suck for 
their children, and were strong yea, even like unto men" (BM 42; 1 Ne. 
17:1.) Again this description can be seen as a compensating fantasy for the 
Smith family's situation and supports the hypothesis that they experienced 
episodes of hunger. 

In the Book of Mormon, after wandering in the "wilderness," Lehi's 
family reaches the seashore at a place they name "Bountiful" near a sea "of 
many waters" where they build a boat in which to travel to their promised 
land. Food is available in abundance. However, Laman's and Lemuel's re
belliousness hinders the construction of the ship. In this struggle the narra
tive focuses clearly on what I think we must understand as Joseph's 
ultimate goal: power. Nephi/Joseph has been arguing with his brothers 
over ship-building. When the brothers become so angry at Nephi's lectur
ing that they attack him, he responds impressively, "In the name of the Al
mighty God, I command you that ye touch me not, for I am filled with the 
power of God . . .  and whoso shall lay his hands upon me shall wither even 
as a dry reed." This power lasts a number of days. God commands 
Nephi/Joseph to demonstrate this power by touching. The shock makes 
them "[fall] down before me." 

As I have noted, I interpret the Smiths' "promised land" to be Palmyra, 
New York. I think this ship-building episode is best explained as the con
struction of the rough log cabins, first on the Jennings property and then on 
their own. If we accept as accurate the descriptions by Orsamus Turner and 
Pomeroy Tucker concerning Joseph's indolent nature and recognize 
through Lucy's biography the "serious and industrious" nature of the old
est son, Alvin/Laman, then Joseph has simply reversed the sequence, just 
as he reversed the family's disadvantages. 

In the description of the sea voyage itself can be seen the Smith family's 
struggle with the harsh and selfish driver, Caleb Howard, and his flirta
tions with the Gate� dp.ughters: "My brethren and the Sons of Ishmael and 
also their wives begah to make themselves merry, insomuch that they be
gan to dance, and to sing, and speak with much rudeness . . .  yea . . .  exceed
ing rudeness" (BM 48: 1 Ne. 18:1-9). Howard had spent the family money 
on drinking and gambling, had made a little lame boy walk through the 
snow, and had allowed another driver to knock him down in the mud. This 
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traumatic experience, I suggest, emerges as Laman's and Lemuel's attack 
on Nephi. They " did bind me with cords, and they did treat me with much 
harshness."  His wrists and ankles "had swollen exceedingly" from the 
tight cords, "and great was the soreness thereof" (BM 48: 1 Ne. 18:10-13). 
They repent only when God frightens them with a terrible storm. Nephi, 
who has remained firmly faithful during the days of ill treatment, guides 
the ship using the magic compass, and the ship reaches the promised land 
safely. Again Smith has reversed his helpless humiliation and pain on that 
trip of his childhood and has become the one in control. 

After this difficult crossing, Lehi and his extended family arrive in the 
promised land, a rich wilderness supporting a dense population of cows, 
"oxen," asses, "horses," and wild goats (BM 49-50; 1 Ne. 18:25). Joseph Sr. 
had chosen Palmyra as the site for his next move because it was rich: farm
ers there raised "wheat in abundance." The Book of Mormon land was im
mediately fertile: "We did begin to till the earth, and we began to plant 
seeds; yea, we did put all our seeds into the earth, which we had brought 
from the land of Jerusalem. And it came to pass that they did grow abun
dantly" (BM 49-50; 1 Ne. 18:25). The promised land can thus be seen as the 
first version of the Smith family's early years of relative peace and prosper
ity after arriving in New York. 

In the Book of Mormon, Joseph/Nephi gives a lengthy series of ser
mons and transcribes Isaiah's prophecies for a number of chapters. Lehi 
dies after pronouncing his last exhortations, blessings, and prophecies. Im
mediately sibling rivalry flares into murderous hatred, and God warns 
Joseph/Nephi to move away from them. After this time Laman, Lemuel, 
and their descendants ("Lamanites") "were cut off from [God's] presence . . .  
[and he] did cause a skin of blackness [redness] to come upon them . . . .  They 
shall be loathsome . . .  idle, full of mischief and subtlety, and did seek in the 
wilderness for beasts of prey."  These Lamanites, the ancestors of the 
American Indians, were assigned by God (without knowing it) to be a 
scourge to Nephi's followers ("Nephites"), and to whip them to repentance 
whenever they fall into sin, and, if the Nephites become too evil, to destroy 
them completely. The family is now split into two opposing national fac
tions as God had warned, setting the stage for the dyadic physical and 
moral contention in the rest of the book. 

By now I propose that we have identified the following Smith family 
members in the Book of Mormon: Joseph Sr./Lehi, Lucy /Sariah, Alvin/La
man, Hyrum/Lemuel, Sophronia/ Sam, Joseph/Nephi, Samuel Harri
son/Zoram, William/Jacob, and Don Carlos/Joseph. Women are 
significantly unrepresented throughout the Book of Mormon, but I suggest 
that Joseph's two younger sisters, Catherine (b. 1812) and Lucy (b. 1821) 
crop up in Nephi's almost parenthetical statement that, when he moved his 
people into the wilderness away from the Lamanites, the group included 
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"also my sisters" (BM 71; 2 Ne. 5:6). It is the only mention of sisters, but I 
suggest they are there because Joseph wanted to assure Catherine and 
Lucy a place with his family in the promised land. Although Nephi does 
not specify a number, I believe that Joseph had two sisters in mind because 
Ishmael's family included two sons, obviously to make symmetrical 
matches.l01 After Lehi's family's eight years in the wilderness, Book of 
Mormon scholar John Sorenson estimates that forty-three may have en
tered the boat. After the division, B. H. Roberts estimated that the original 
Nephite group numbered under 100, and many of these would have been 
children.102 

The accomplishments of Lehi's family during these first years in the 
promised land are, even in fantasy, exaggerated. Nephi's group includes 
two elderly widows, three young married couples (probably with chil
dren), two young men, and two young women. It is hard to imagine that 
this group numbered over thirty. He gives a report twenty-two years later 
when "thirty years had passed away since from the time we left Jerusa
lem." By this time, the group cannot number many more than a hundred, 
and probably a majority would be young children; but they have created a 
major civilization. Instead of dealing with the normal frontier concerns 
about growing crops, building homes, fighting illness, adapting to the 
country, defending themselves against predators, and hunting meat, while 
maintaining a lookout for the Lamanites, the record recounts that they 
have developed a foundry in which Nephi forges steel swords based on the 
model of Laban's sword. He has also taught them "to build buildings, and 
to work in all manner of wood, and of iron, and of copper, and of brass, and 
of steel, and of gold, and of silver, and of precious ores, which were in great 
abundance" (BM 72; 2 Ne. 5:7-15). Even more impressively, this small 
group has built a temple "after the manner of the Temple of Solomon save 
it were not built of so many precious things; for they were not to be found 
upon the land . . . .  But the manner of construction was like unto the temple 
of Solomon and the workmanship was exceeding fine" (BM 72; 2 Ne. 5:16). 

This description is more like a frontier tall tale than a plausible history. 
The temple of Solomon in Jerusalem was the glory of tWo nations, built by 
more than 150,000 workers over a period of seven years. Anti-Mormon E. 
D. Howe, writing four years after the Book of Mormon was published, was 
the first to point out the inconsistency of Nephi's temple. B. H. Roberts, an 
early twentieth-century Mormon general authority, also elaborated on 
these implausibilities :i,n his review of Book of Mormon problems.103 

However, questions of plausibility are relevant to this analysis only as 
they shed light on Joseph Smith's underlying psychological state. When 
the Book of Mormon is seen as a repetitive tale of wish fulfillment and com
pensation, then the exaggerations only underscore the intensity of Joseph's 
need to succeed. When Nephi makes swords using the model of Laban's 
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dreaded sword, Joseph is again controlling and reversing the meaning of 
the surgeon's feared knife. When the Nephite temple replicates Solomon's, 
I see it as a fantasy structure compensating for the one building that the 
Smiths could contemplate with some measure of pride-the "small frame 
house" on their farm in Manchester. This building's existence psychologi
cally wipes out the series of rented cabins they have lived in for the past 
decade, corresponding to Lehi's tent. Again the Book of Mormon fantasy 
compensates for real-life incompleteness and loss. 

To summarize: I argue that these chapters of the Book of Mormon take 
us through Joseph Smith's disguised autobiography from birth to about 
seventeen-his surgery, moves, years of desolation, the births of his broth
ers, the painful and humiliating trip to Palmyra, the building of the cabin, 
and the construction of the farmhouse. He has modified the statistics of his 
real wanderings by exaggerating the number of years in the wilderness, in
serting his marriage out of order, and finding some relief from hunger be
fore the trip to the promised land/Palmyra. The outline of the story 
paralleling his life is reasonably clear, and the major revelation is his tech
nique of fantasy compensation. However, I have here presented only an 
outline of complex stories with all sorts of overdetermined connections to 
episodes in the life ofJoseph Smith. For example, in these chapters Nephi is 
bound with cords, or beaten, or threatened with beating by his brothers 
and others at least three times, only to be rescued by God. How helpless 
Joseph must have felt when the surgeons proposed binding him to the bed
stead. Another unexplored possibility is that Nephi's discovery of gold, sil
ver, steel, copper, iron, and brass is the lavish wish-fulfillment of at least 
eighteen unproductive attempts to find buried treasure.104 

When Nephi dies, the eulogy recorded in the Book of Mormon states 
that the people loved him "exceedingly, he having been a great protector 
for them, having wielded the sword of Laban in their defense" (BM 124; Ja
cob 1 :9-10). We might think it strange that this sword would become a sym
bol of righteous strength in a book meant to be another witness of Jesus 
Christ, for it was a tool of war and death, still known by the name of its 
original possessor, who is otherwise remembered for his wealth, greed, 
corruption, and being murdered while drunk. Furthermore, Nephi took it 
from him in a morally ambiguous episode that combines heroism, coward
ice, and rationalization. 

The sword is mentioned twice more in the Book of Mormon. Four hun
dred years after Nephi's death, righteous King Benjamin wielded it against 
an invading Lamanite army: "he did fight with the strength of his own arm, 
with the sword of Laban" (BM 152; Words of Mormon 13). It is last men
tioned when Benjamin turns the kingdom over to his son: "And moreover, 
he also gave him charge concerning the records which were engraven on 
the plates of brass; and also the plates of Nephi; and also, the sword of La-
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ban, and the ball or director, which led our fathers through the wilderness" 
(BM 155; Mosiah 1:15-16). At this point, Nathan Smith's "foot-long" scal
pel, now a symbol of compensatory power, disappears from the Book of 
Mormon. However, it reemerges in Mormon legend. For the fiftieth anni- . 
versary of Smith's receiving the gold plates and thirteen years after his 
murder, Brigham Young told a group of Saints in Farmington, Utah: 

I believe I will take the liberty to tell you of another circumstance that will be 
as marvelous as anything can be. This is an incident in the life of Uoseph 
Smith's scribe] Oliver Cowdery, but he did not take the liberty of telling such 
things in meeting as I take. I tell these things to you, and I have a motive for 
doing so. I want to carry them to the ears of my brethren and sisters, and to 
the children also, that they may grow to an understanding of some things 
that seem to be entirely hidden from the human family. Oliver Cowdery 
went with the Prophet Joseph when he deposited these plates. Joseph did 
not translate all of the plates; there was a portion of them sealed, which you 
can learn from the Book of Doctrine and Covenants. When Joseph got the 
plates, the angel instructed him to carry them back to the hill Cumorah, 
which he did. Oliver says that when Joseph and Oliver went there, the hill 
opened, and they walked into a cave, in which there was a large and spa
cious room. He says he did not think, at the time, whether they had the light 
of the sun or artificial light; but that it was just as light as day. They laid the 
plates on a table; it was a large table that stood in the room. Under this table 
there was a pile of plates as much as two feet high, and there were altogether 
in this room more plates than probably many wagon loads; they were piled 
up in the comer and along the walls. The first time they went there the 
sword of Laban hung upon the wall; but when they went again it had been 
taken down and laid upon the table across the gold plates; it was un
sheathed, and on it was written these words; "This sword will never be 
sheathed again until the kingdoms of this world become the kingdom of our 
God and his Christ."lOS 
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Magician (New York: Barnes and Noble, 1978), vii, 69, also 83-84, 91-92. 
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C H A P T E R  3 

Joseph Grows Up: Nephi and Jesus 

From a psychoanalytic perspective, Joseph Smith's "first story" in 1-2 
Nephi establishes the themes that dominate his psychological task of 

dealing with real-life misfortunes through fantasies of reversal and exag
gerated compensation. From them, as a psychiatrist, I can anticipate hear
ing repeated versions of four brothers, one a leader (or four brothers and 
a leader), wine and swords that will introduce us to various disguised 
versions of his surgery, and an arduous and disruptive relocation. I can 
also begin looking for these same psychological coping mechanisms 
throughout his life as he deals with his socially inferior and disadvan
taged family. In these Book of Mormon stories, the heroes are Joseph 
Smith's alter egos; other people from his real life are diminished or pre
sented as evil. I hypothesize that Smith's motive is to gain power over 
people and reverse his childhood helplessness, particularly during his 
surgery. Later narratives in the Book of Mormon will provide reasons for 
embellishing, reinforcing, diminishing, modifying, or retracting these in
itial views. 

I believe that the application of psychoanalytical theory to Smith's 
autobiography and to the Book of Mormon narratives in chapter 2 pro
vides persuasive reasons for seeing the Book of Mormon as a disguised 
version of Smith's life. This conclusion is what we should expect, according 
to the general experience of applied psychoanalysis. But the narrative's 
secondary themes also merit attention. For example, the story of Lehi's 
family wandering in the wilderness echoes the exodus from Egypt of the 
children of Israel and their wandering, under Moses' guidance, in the Sinai 
desert for forty years.1  Biblical motifs and events recur throughout the 
Book of Mormon. But I argue that Smith also braids into his book concepts 
from his readings and from local and national current events. This ability to 
integrate past, present, personal, local, national, and global events will be a 
major aspect of his religious genius. 

I have tried to show how, in the first story in the Book of Mormon, 
Smith relates an abbreviated story of his life until his mid-teens, with em
phasis on his childhood-his surgery when he was between five and 
seven, and the humiliating family migration from Vermont to New York 
when he was about ten. He mentions only briefly later events such as his 
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marriage and the construction of the family homes. Throughout the Book 
of Mormon he tells and retells various events from his life, but the clearest, 
most concise, and chronologically exact review of his adolescence and 
early adulthood to age twenty-four (when he began dictating the present 
version of the Book of Mormon to Oliver Cowdery) is 3 Nephi. Believers 
consider this book the most important and sacred of the Book of Mormon 
narratives, for it recounts the spectacular visit of the resurrected Jesus to 
the American continent. 

This chapter first describes Smith's life to age twenty-four. Then it 
summarizes the story of Nephi, a descendent and namesake of the first 
Nephi, with emphasis on the psychological parallels between the two ac
counts that will help build a cohesive assessment of Joseph Smith. 

S p l i t t i n g  a s  J o s e p h  S m i t h ' s  P r i m a r y  
P s y c h o l o g i c a l  D e f e n s e  i n  t h e  B o o k  o f  M o r m o n  

The world of the Book of Mormon is dyadic: good/bad; white/black. 
Most psychologists agree that such polarization characterizes the child's 
earliest forms of thinking: 

This division of internalized object relations [i.e., people and things) into 
"good" and "bad" happens at first simply because of the lack of integrative 
capacity of the early ego . . .  [and later] is used defensively by the emerging 
ego in order to prevent the generalization of anxiety . . .  by [the] . . .  
maintaining apart of mental images of these important people which contain 
conflicted feelings and ideas. 

This defensive division of the ego, in which what was at first a simple 
defect in integration is then used actively for other purposes [and] is in es
sence the mechanism of splitting. This mechanism is normally used only in 
an early stage of ego development during the first year of life and rapidly is 
replaced by higher defensive operations of the ego which center around re
pression and related mechanisms such as reaction formation, isolation, and 
undoing . .. . In contrast, in pathological conditions . . .  this mechanism .. .  per
sists . . . .  

Under these pathological circumstances, contradictory ego states are 
alternately activated; and so long as these contradictory ego states can be 
kept separate from each other, anxiety is prevented. Such a state of affairs is, 
of course, very detrimental . . .  and underlies the syndrome of identity 
diffusion.2 

Judging people and events in these simple polarized opposites is a 
stage we all pass through; in attenuated form, it exists even in normal 
healthy adults. Usual�y �t is relegated to the artistic part of life or emerges in 
creative regression. It is found in comic strips, some plays, paintings, op
era, and especially movies. It is found in adult narcissistic personalities and 
also in fundamentalistic religions which divide the world into 
"us" /"them," good/bad, saved/unsaved. The Book of Mormon presents 
this polarized world with its division of people into "righteous" and " evil." 
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Nephites are white and Lamanites black (red); the Nephites tend to slip 
rapidly from unusually good to unusually bad. It is instructive, I believe, 
that Joseph Smith about fifteen years later manifested more complex think
ing and articulated a view of heaven with multiple gradations (D&C 76). 

For example, Nephi the son of Lehi described his vision of Joseph 
Smith's world. In it, Roman Catholicism, as seen through the eyes of nine
teenth-century Protestantism, was a completely evil organization: 

I saw among the nations of the Gentiles, the foundation of a great church . . . .  
which is most abominable above all other churches, which slayeth the Saints 
of God . . . .  and I saw the devil, that he was the founder of it. And I also saw 
gold, and silver, and silks, and scarlets, and fine twined linen, and all man
ner of precious clothing; and I saw many harlots . ... and also for the praise of 
the world do they destroy the Saints of God, and also bring them down into 
captivity. (BM 28-29; 1 Ne. 13:4-9) 

This "abominable" church corrupted the Bible, according to the Book of 
Mormon, censoring and altering the scriptures until "an exceeding great 
many [people] do stumble, yea insomuch that Satan hath great power over 
them" (BM 30; 1 Ne. 13:20-29). The Book of Mormon text makes it clear that 
there are only two churches: 

And [the angel] saith unto me, Look. . . .  Behold, there is save it be, two 
churches: the one is the church of the Devil; wherefore, whoso belongeth not 
to the church of the Lamb of God, belongeth to that great church, which is 
the mother of abominations; and she is the whore of all the earth . . . .  

And . . . I beheld the church of the lamb of God, and its numbers were 
few, because of the wickedness and aborriinations of the whore. (BM 33; 1 
Ne. 14:9-12) 

Smith canonized this polarity into a religious philosophy. Lehi, in a ser
mon to his son Jacob, described how all would come before God to be 
judged, receiving the punishment affixed to their sinfulness: 

which punishment that is affixed is in opposition to that of the happiness 
which is affixed, to answer the ends of the atonement; for it must needs be, 
that there is an opposition in all things . . . .  [wherefore) . . .  even the forbidden 
fruit in opposition to the tree of life; the one being sweet and the other bitter; 
wherefore, the Lord God gave unto man, that he should act for himself. 
Wherefore, man could not act for himself, save it should be that he were en
ticed by the one or the other. (BM 63-64; 2 Ne. 2:10-16) 

From a psychoanalytic perspective, seeing an "opposition in all things" re
quires wrenching the world into polarized images. Only occasionally do 
healthy people feel such tension. 

I believe that splitting-or actively keeping apart identifications, inter
nal mental images, conflicted feelings, and memories that are part of the 
child's personality-underlies all other psychological defenses for Joseph 
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Smith .. When splitting becomes a permanent, major defense past early 
childhood, it is 

a fundamental cause of ego weakness . . . .  The direct clinical manifestation of 
splitting may be the alternative expression of complementary sides of a con
flict in certain character disorders, combined with a bland denial and lack of 
concern over the contradiction in his behavior and internal experience . . . .  
[But] probably the best known manifestation of splitting is the division of ex
ternal objects [such as individuals or churches] into "all good" ones and "all 
bad" ones, with the concomitant possibility of complete, abrupt shifts of an 
object from one extreme compartment to the other; that is, sudden and com
plete reversals of all feelings and conceptualizations about a particular per
son.3 

D e l u s i o n  a n d  D e c e p t i o n  
i n  J o s e p h  S m i t h ' s  A d o l e s c e n c e  

As we have seen, Joseph Smith grew up in a family that experienced 
significant relationship problems and financial difficulties. He accepted his 
father's dreams as religious visions and participated with his father, broth
ers Alvin and sometimes Hyrum, and neighbors in money-digging and 
other magic practices. He himself used both a divining rod and seer stone. 
To deal with the inevitable failure, the participant must fuse self-deception 
with deception of others. In other words, convincing others reinforces 
one's own belief and substitutes for objective evidence. Group belief is nec
essary.4 According to contemporary accounts, Joseph Jr. began using a di
vining rod for money-digging at about age thirteen or fourteen; before age 
seventeen, he became a seer searching for treasure.5 (See chapter 2.) I take 
the position that the line between "magic" and "miracle" was a blurred one 
for the adolescent Joseph. His account of a visit from the angel and his dis
covery of the buried gold records have elements of both: it is a semi-magi
cal and also semi-Christian miracle. This event is disguised in a Book of 
Mormon narrative. 

ABSENCE OF THE FIRST VISION IN THE BOOK OF MORMON 

Significantly, the Book of Mormon does not contain a version of 
Smith's first vision of God and Jesus, except, perhaps, in an embryonic and 
undifferentiated form (BM 519; Mormon 1 :15) that I will discuss in chapter 
7 as an example of follower enhancement. The reason, I argue, is that the 
story, as we have it, at least, did not exist until after the publication of the 
Book of Mormon. In .th� now-canonized version of that first vision, written 
in 1838 when he was thirty-three, Smith describes his turmoil during a local 
revival because of competition among the various religions. When he 
prayed to know which church to join, God and Jesus appeared to him, con
demned all Christianity, told him to join "none of them," and implied he 
would be the means of restoring the original Church of Christ as it had ex-
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isted in the days of the apostles. Although Smith dates this revival in the 
spring of 1820 when he was fourteen, no known revival occurred in 
Palmyra between 1818 and 1823, especially not one that caused the kind of 
furor Smith describes. The revival which matches his description occurred 
in 1824-25 (he turned nineteen in December 1824) and is confirmed in the 
Protestant church records, town newspapers, and personal memoirs. Thus 
Joseph moved the revival back in time four years.6 Until Smith wrote about 
this experience in his late twenties, the story apparently did not exist. The 
most vigorous search by the most devout Mormon historians produces the 
same conclusion. No one-not family, friends, or enemies-knew this 
story. In personal writings and conversations, Smith began to develop his 
first vision story which makes its first written appearance in 1832, again in 
1835, and finally in 1838. All three surviving versions give him a different 
age at the time of the vision, assign different purposes in praying, and at 
least partially disagree on the preliminary supernatural experiences lead
ing up to the vision, the number of heavenly visitors, and their identity. 7 

ROLE OF THE ANGEL/GUARDIAN SPIRIT 

The first official first vision account was a rambling and lengthy ver
sion written by Oliver Cowdery in association with Joseph Smith and pub
lished in the first church newspaper, the Messenger and Advocate in 1834.8 
Smith prayed in 1823 "for . . .  the all important information, if a Supreme be
ing did exist, [and] to have an assurance that he was accepted of him." In 
response, the angelic guardian of the buried gold book visited him. Earlier 
unofficial versions (both friendly and unfriendly) place this story in the 
context of money-digging and magic. Lucy Smith also introduces the story 
of the angel in the context of magic, a context that was silently edited from 
all published versions until 1996: 

I shall change my theme for the present but let not my reader suppose that 
because I shall pursue another topic for a season that we stopt our labor and 
went at trying to win the faculty of Abrac drawing Magic circles or sooth 
saying to the neglect of all kinds of business we never during lives suffered 
one important interest to swallow up every other obligation but whilst we 
worked with our hands we endeavored to remember the service of & the 
welfare of our souls.9 

Lucy thus defends her family against accusations of laziness but shows no 
discomfort in revealing the family's ongoing involvement with magic 
practices. 

Mormon historian D. Michael Quinn and others have reconstructed 
the earliest contours of the story about the angel and the buried gold re
cords within a magical context.10 Seeking forgiveness for his sins, Smith 
prayed at about 11:00 p.m. on Sunday, 21 September 1823, the night of the 
autumn equinox and a full moon. Although he does not quote his prayer or 
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suggest accompanying rituals, I argue that the act of praying on that date 
was itself ritualistic. In addition to the significance of the full moon and the 
equinox, Sunday was the only night of the week ruled by Jupiter, Smith's 
ruling planet. In response a dead man, guardian of a treasure book which 
he had buried, appeared to Smith and repeated his instructions three times, 
a number with magic significance, without the least variation. The first 
published newspaper references and early Mormon leaders equated these 
events to a thrice-repeated dream.11 A close Mormon friend who became 
Smith's financial backer said Smith had, earlier that evening, been seer to a 
group of money-diggers.12 

According to his canonized account, Smith reported in 1838 that, when 
he went to the hill on Monday, "owing to the distinctness of vision which I 
had concerning it, I knew the place the instant I arrived there." However, 
contemporary witnesses, both Mormon and non-Mormon, remembered 
that Smith said he used his seer stone to find the gold plates.13 

Smith's earliest version of this encounter with the angel was recorded 
in 1832 (but not published until the late 1960s): 

It was on the 22nd day of September AD 1 822 [1823]. Thus [the angel] 
appeared to me three times in one night and once on the next day. Then I 
immediately went to the place and found where the plates was deposited as 
the angel of the Lord had commanded me and straightway made three 
attempts to get them. Then being exceedingly frightened I suppose it had 
been a dreem of Vision, but when I consid[e]red I knew that it was not. 
Therefore I cried unto the Lord in the angony of my soul, "Why can I not 
obtain them?" 

Behold the angel appeared unto me again and said unto me, "You have 
not kept the commandments of the Lord which I gave unto you. Therefore 
you cannot now obtain them for the time is not yet fulfilled. Therefore thou 
wast left unto temptation that thou mightest be made acquainted with the 
power of the Lord [and] thou shalt be forgiven. And in his own due time 
thou shalt obtain them." 

For now I had been tempted of the advisary and saught the Plates to 
obtain riches and kept not the commandment that I should have an eye 
single to the glory of God. Therefore I was chastened.l4 

In the 1835 and 1838 accounts, Quinn summarizes that Smith removed 
four elements from this 1832 version suggesting a magic context. (1)  Smith 
made three attempts to pull the book out of the box but could not. (2) He 
was " exceedingly frightened," not just "afraid" (1838 version) .15 (3) The an
gel rebuked him for disobedience without specifying how he was disobe
dient. (4) He acknowledged that he could see the plates as a source of 
income. In comparison, the canonized 1838 version dropped these details 
and any sense of his dialogue with the angel: 

On the west side of this hill [Cumorah] not far from the top, under a 
stone of considerable size, lay the plates deposited in a stone box[.] This 
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stone was thick and rounding in the middle on the upper side, and thinner 
toward the edges, so that the middle part of it was visible above the ground . 
... Having removed the earth and obtained a lever which I got fixed under 
the edge of the stone . . . I looked in, and there indeed did I behold the plates, 
the Urim and Thummin, and the Breastplate as stated by the messenger[.] 
The box in which they lay was formed by laying stones together in some 
kind of cement . . . .  I made an attempt to take them out, but was forbidden by 
the messenger, and was again informed that the time [for] bringing them 
forth had not yet arrived, neither would it, until four years from that time, 
but he told me that I should come to that place precisely in one year from 
that time, and that he would there meet with me, and that I should continue 
to do so until the time should come for obtaining the plates 16 

Two non-Mormon neighbors, one friendly and one unfriendly; left ac
counts many years later that explain why Smith described himself in the 
early draft of his experience as "exceedingly frightened" of the angel. Both 
men say that, along with the plates in the box, Smith saw something "like a 
toad," which then transformed itself into the angel. According to one of the 
accounts, this being struck Smith on the side of the head. Such stories were 
a common part of the magic tradition.l7 

Both Lucy Mack Smith and Joseph Knight, a devoted friend in his late 
fifties and later a Mormon himself, also give versions of the angel story. 
Both leave in details which Smith later removed. They also suggest why he 
was unable to get the plates. He had been commanded not to let the plates 
out of his hands; when he set them down to look for "something else" in 
the box, thus violating the precise instructions, the plates vanished. Lucy 
described the problem: 

He vis[i]ted the place where the plates were laid and thinking he could keep 
every commandment given him supposed that it would be possible for him 
to take them from their place and carry them home. But said the divine mes
senger you must take them into your hands and go straight to the house 
without delay . . . .  Accordingly . . .  he went to the place appointed . . . .  He put 
forth his hand and took them up but when he lifted them from their place 
the thought flashed across his mind that there might be something more in 
the box that would be a benefit to him in a pecuniary point of view . . . .  He 
laid the record down in order to cover up the box least some one should 
come along . . . .  When he turned again to take up the record it was gone . . . .  He 
was much alarmed at this. He asked the Lord why . . . .  The angel appeared to 
him and told him that he had not done as he was commanded in that he laid 
down the record in order to secure some imaginary treasure that remained. 
' · ·  After some further conversation Joseph was permitted to raise the stone 
again and there he beheld the plates the same as before. He reached forth his 
hand to take them but was thrown to the ground . . . .  He arose and went to 
the house 18 

Joseph Knight adds a critical detail: 

He oncovered it [the box in the ground] and found the Book and took it out 
and laid [it] Down By his side and thot he would Cover the place over again 
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thinkin[g] there might be something else here. But he was told to take the 
Book and go right away. And after he had Covered the place he turned 
round to take the Book and it was not there and he was astonished that the 
Book was gone. He thot he would look in the place again and see if it had not 
got Back again. He had heard people tell of such things. And he opened the 
Box and Behold the Book was there. He took hold of it to take it out again 
and Behold he Could not stur the Book any more then he Could the 
mountin. He exclaimed "why Cant I stur this Book?" And he was answerd, 
"you have not Done rite; you should have took the Book and a gone right 
away. You cant have it now." Joseph says, "when can I have it?" The answer 
was the 22nd Date of September next if you Bring the right person with you. 
Joseph says, "who is the right person?" The answer was "your oldest 
Brother."19 

This ritual struggle is a familiar theme in other stories from Smith's pe
riod about obtaining buried treasures by magical means. Other unfriendly 
accounts agree with Knight. Smith was to return in one year with his "seri
ous and industrious" brother Alvin.Z0 

A couple of observations are important at this point. First, it is my pro
fessional opinion that the story of a guardian angel protecting a gold record 
began as a fantasy in Smith's mind but, reinforced by the belief of his family 
and followers, it increasingly became a psychological reality to him. Sec
ond, in the 1838 canonized account the angel is different from the 1832 
crafty guardian spirit who made such strange exactions. Even the first offi
cial printed version of this story, written by Oliver Cowdery and published 
in 1834, describes a brilliant angel circled in nonconsuming fire who quotes 
Old Testament scripture and tells Smith about the record of ancient Amer
ica.21 Earlier versions of the angel / guardian, many from unfriendly and 
retrospective sources, are less biblical. The angel/ guardian is described 
variously as a "little old man with a long beard," a "large, tall man dressed 
in an ancient suit of clothes covered with blood," a "Spaniard . . .  with his 
throat cut," a plainly dressed Quaker, "the spirit of one of the Saints that 
was on this continent . . .  previous to Columbus, and finally an angel."22 

The traditional orthodox position is that the speakers were probably 
motivated by malice or were passing on much-changed hearsay. This ex
planation may be true or partially true; however, Smith himself, as we have 
seen, also gave various versions of the story and gave the angel/ guardian 
spirit two different identities. In the manuscript of his otficial history (1838) 
and printed version (1842, published under his review) and again in 1851 
(after his death), th� .rlame of the angel was Nephi-the first major prophet 
in the Book of Mormon. That is what his mother said in 1844 as well; so did 
Mary Musser Whitmer, mother of five of the Book of Mormon's eleven offi
cial witnesses. Meanwhile, in 1832, and also in 1838 (in the Elder's Journal), 
Smith called the angel Moroni, the last prophet in the book. The official ver
sion now names only Moroni; it is Moroni, not Nephi, who trumpets from 
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atop Mormon temples around the world, and the book he holds is pre
sumed to be the Book of Mormon.23 Not only did Smith relate various ver
sions of the angel story, but they progressively reduce the magic context for 
the angel's first interactions with him. 

THE DEATH OF ALVIN SMITH 

The guardian spirit assigned an important role to Alvin Smith as a nec
essary companion before Joseph could receive the book. Only two months 
afterwards, however, Alvin became ill. The family's usual physician was 
away and the physician from the next town gave Alvin calomel (mercurous 
chloride), a toxin frequently used as a purgative. Alvin died after four ago
nizing days. An autopsy discovered the calomel untouched in the upper 
bowel, surrounded by gangrene. The doctors performing the autopsy were 
distressed at the medical misjudgment of a "careless quack. "24 This episode 
was the second negative experience with physicians. A doctor had been un
able to help Sophronia during the typhoid epidemic and then may have 
caused Joseph's leg infection; in three successive operations, he and others 
inflicted excruciating pain on Joseph. Now another doctor had killed 
Alvin, and still others had mutilated his body. During the funeral service, 
Presbyterian minister Benjamin Stockton implied that Alvin would go to 
hell because he had not joined the church. This sermon distressed all of the 
family and irrevocably alienated Joseph Sr. from the Presbyterians.25 

Even given the tendency to glorify the dead, Alvin seems to have been 
remarkably responsible and decent. Singlehanded, he made the second 
payment on their land and home. Now a third payment was coming due, 
and the guardian angel had designated him as Joseph's companion to re
ceive the records, yet he had died-suddenly and unnecessarily. It was a 
heavy blow for the family.26 

Psychologically speaking, it is probable that Alvin's death at the hands 
of a physician stirred feelings and memories of Joseph's earlier surgery. 
These two episodes are, in my opinion, combined, expressed, and narrated 
in a variety of ways in the Book of Mormon. Alvin's death altered Joseph's 
position within the family. I see his parents passing over Hyrum to give 
him a central place. Unlike Alvin, he had survived the attack by physicians 
and he was now emerging as a seer. Both factors together suggested that he 
had unusual powers or that God was taking a personal interest in him. 
Lucy's history shows that it was Joseph Jr., not Joseph Sr., who took the 
dominant place in family evenings at the fireside: 

From this time forth Joseph continued to receive instructions from time to 
time and every evening we gathered our children together[.) I think that we 
presented the most peculiar aspect of any family that ever lived upon the 
Earth all seated in a circle[,] father[,] Mother[,] sons and Daughters listening 
in breathless anxiety to the religious teachings of a boy 16 y[e]ars of age who 
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had never read the Bible through by course in his life for Joseph was less 
inclined to the study of books than any child we had but much more given to 
reflection and deep study[.] 

In the course of our evening conversations Joseph would give us some 
of the most amusing recitals which could be immagined[.] he would describe 
the ancient inhabitants of this continent[,] their dress[,] their maner of 
traveling[,] the animals which they rode[,] The cities that were built by 
them[,] the structure of their warfare[,] their religious worship as particularly 
as though he had spent his life with them[.j27 

Thus the Smith family was nurturing young Joseph's claims to be a person 
with supernatural powers, and Joseph had opportunity to develop the sto
ries later to be found in the Book of Mormon. 

THE PALMYRA REVIVALS OF 1824-25 

After Alvin's death in November 1823, the religious revivals began 
that Smith would later date to 1820. Lucy's manuscript biography confirms 
that the revivals came after, not before, Alvin's death and provides some in
formation concerning the Smith family's participation: 

when Joseph spoke of the [buried gold] record it would immediately bring 
Alvin to our minds . . .  [and] we all wept . . .  and we could not be comforted[.] 

About this time their was a great revival in religion and the whole 
neighborhood was very much aroused to the subject and we among the rest 
flocked to the meeting house to see if their was a word of comfort for us that 
might relieve our overcharged feelings but as there was at this time a man 
there laboring in that place to effect a .union of all the churches that all 
denominations might be agreed to worship god with one mind and one 
heart.28 

Again and again in the Book of Mormon, disguised versions of the re
vival follow immediately after a good man meets an untimely end at the 
hands of evildoers. It becomes an important motif to add to those already 
established in the Book of Mormon stories. 

The revival commenced near Palmyra in the early spring of 1824, four 
or five months after Alvin's death, and continued with moderate enthusi
asm until September under the direction of Presbyterian minister Benjamin 
Stockton, who had so offended Joseph Sr. at Alvin's funeral. Methodist re
vivalist George Lane had the reputation for being a man of good "gifts," 
much "grace," and "usefulness."29 He arrived on 25 September 1824, and 
the intensity of the revival picked up dramatically. Lane left the area on 22 
December (by whiCh'time 150 had converted), but the revival continued 
into the first three mO'nths of 1825, and by March nearly 400 had been con
verted. It was truly a local phenomenon, for over 400 people converted to 
the Baptists, Methodists, or Presbyterians by September 1825 from a town 
of 3,500.30 Apparently the contrast in Lane's and Stockton's preaching 
styles made them an effective team. Book of Mormon revivals will feature 



T a b l e  1 
J o s e p h  S m i t h ' s  E a r l y  Y e a r s :  A C h r o n o l o g y  

Economic Social/Religious Year Family Complications 

Working farm Lucy receives $1,000 gift 1796 january, marriage of Lucy /Joseph 

Working farm 1797 (Possible premature birth/ death) 

Working farm 1798 February, Alvin born 

Working farm 1799 
Working farm 1800 February, Hyrum born 

Working farm 1801 
Working farm Lucy depressed, ?1802 or 1803 1802 
Move to Randolph Move to Randolph, bankruptcy 1803 May, Sophronia born 

Ginsing bankruptcy Move to/sell farm, then Tunbridge 1804 
Move to Sharon 1805 December, joseph born 

1806 
?Father begins magic 
digging 1807 
Father's drinking 1808 March, Samuel Harrison born 
begins Move to Tunbridge 1809 

Move to Royalton 1810 March, Ephraim is born, dies 

Typhoid epidemic joseph's memory date for leg surgery 1811 March, William born 

Typhoid epidemic Move to Lebanon; all children ill 1812 July, Catherine born 

Typhoid epidemic ?january, probable date for surgery 1813 joseph recovers in Salem, Mass. 

Episodes of hunger, 
bankrupt 1814 
Episodes of hunger Tambora volcano begins long winter 1815 
Episodes of hunger, 
bankrupt Fall, emigration to Palmyra 1816 March, Don Carlos born 

Above hunger Common laborers in Palmyra village 1817 
Becoming 
established Built first log cabin in Palmyra 1818 
joseph uses magic rod 1819 
Joseph's date for 
revival No revivals in or around Palmyra 1820 
Joseph uses seer Building second log cabin 
stone in Manchester 1821 july, Lucy born 

joseph is Methodist exorter 1822 
October, began 
farmhouse September, angel appears 1823 November, Alvin dies 

March, revival Grieving family seeks solace 
begins :in revival 1824 
Revival converts 
400-450 Fall, Joseph goes to Josiah Stowell's 1825 joseph meets Emma Hale 

March, joseph 
charged with 
"glass-looking" Family loses farm 1826 

September, receives gold plates 1827 january, joseph marries Emma 
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two styles of preachers-one harsh and threatening, the other preaching 
the love and grace of Jesus. 

According to William Smith, Joseph Sr. boycotted the revivals, 
while Lucy, Sophronia, Hyrum, and Samuel joined the Presbyterians 
under Stockton. William adds that Joseph was "one of several hopeful 
converts" to the Methodists, but Joseph's version is only that he had 
been "partial" to the Methodists. Significantly, William remembered 
that Lane "preached a sermon on 'what church shall I join?' And the 
burden of his discourse was to ask God, using as a text, 'If any man 
lack wisdom let him ask of God who giveth to all men liberally, (James 
1 :5]."'31 Lane's direction appears as an important though unattributed 
motivation in Joseph's first vision story, and I assume from this and 
other evidence within the Book of Mormon (discussed below) that 
Smith took a keen interest in these preaching services. 

P u b l i c  H u m i l i a t i o n  a n d  t h e  A b a n d o n m e n t  o f  M a g i c  

Thus the five yearly visits of the angel between 1823 and 1827 over
lapped significantly with the period of most intense religious revivals in 
and around Palmyra. Smith was seventeen at the beginning of this period, 
twenty-two at its close. Yet the townspeople do not remember his stories 
about the angel/messenger or the record in the context of Christianity or 
the revivals. To them, he was a youthful seer seeking treasure by magical 
means. Over twenty-seven testimonies survive about the Smith family's 
involvement in magic money-digging; half describe Joseph's involve
ment.32 It seems clear that Joseph had one foot in Christian revivalism and 
the other in magic. However, according to Michael Quinn, after 1826 Smith 
minimized his involvement in magic in favor of Christianity.33 

Quinn argues,34 and I agree, that one crucial event was Smith's mar
riage, significant in itself but also because it solved the problem of taking 
Alvin to the yearly encounter with the guardian spirit. According to Joseph 
Knight, the angel told Smith at the 1826 meeting to bring someone else in
stead of Alvin. "Joseph says, 'who is the right Person?' The answer was you 
will know. Then he looked in his glass [seer stone] and found it was Emma 
Hale, Daughter of old Mr. Hail of Pensyl vany, a girl that he had seen Before, 
for he had Bin Down there Before with me."35 

THE SOUTH BAINBRIDGE TRIAL, 1826 
Another event ifi 1826, however, was far more important than his mar

riage in shifting his attention away from magic. In fact, in psychological 
terms, I see his marriage as hardly more than a side issue in this larger con
text. In March 1826 Peter Bridgeman brought charges against Smith for 
magic and money-digging. Smith's version of the trial in South Bainbridge, 
New York; written by Oliver Cowdery, was that "some very officious per-
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son complained of him as a disorderly person, and brought him before the 
authorities of the country; but there being no cause of action he was honor
ably acquitted."36 This version is considerably more positive than the ac
tual happening. 

About 120 miles from Palmyra lived a wealthy, strong-minded, indus
trious Dutch farmer named Josiah/Isaiah Stowell/Stoal. He was fifty-six 
years old, a Presbyterian deacon with grown children, who lived near 
South Bainbridge (now Afton), Chenango County, New York, about twenty 
miles from the Pennsylvania border. He believed in magic treasure seeking 
and believed there was a silver mine near Harmony (later Lanesboro, now 
Oakland), Pennsylvania, just over the state line. This supposed silver mine 
had been operated by the Spaniards, then lost to history along with a cache 
of coins and bullion. Stowell had hired diggers in the summer of 1825 but 
had failed to find the mine. Through his son, Simpson Stowell, who lived in 
the Palmyra-Manchester area, he heard of Joseph Smith and traveled to 
Manchester to meet him. Using his magic stone in a white stove-pipe hat, 
Smith described specific details about Stowell's farm, convincing Stowell 
of his supernatural talents. Stowell hired Smith to help find the Spanish 
cave and paid him $14 a month plus room and board. For the first few 
weeks Joseph Jr. and Joseph Sr. boarded at the nearby home of Isaac Hale. 
Here Joseph Jr. met Emma. A group of nine money-diggers, including the 
two Smiths, Stowell, Isaac Hale, and one of his sons signed an agreement 
on 1 November 1825 specifying how the mine's treasure would be divided 
when it was found.37 Isaac Hale quickly became disillusioned and con
temptuous of the treasure-seeking effort. 

Meanwhile, in Manchester, panic ensued when the new owners of the 
Smith property arrived in Lucy's frame house with a signed deed. The new 
land agent had heard rumors from a neighbor who wanted the farm that 
the Smiths had burned sugar maple trees, torn down the fences, and were 
otherwise damaging the property. Hyrum sent an urgent message after his 
father, Joseph Sr. dashed home, and the entire family mounted a strenuous 
effort to reverse the sale. The land agent retrieved the deed; because the 
Smiths could not make the payment, they compromised on selling the land 
to Lemuel Durfee, a Quaker, who charitably allowed the Smiths to remain 
as tenants in their unfinished farmhouse for a year. One of the Smith boys 
would work for Durfee as rent. 38 

Joseph Jr., arguably the hope of the family, did not return home to cope 
with this financial crisis. I suggest that, perhaps on an unconscious level, 
Joseph Sr. and Lucy both saw Joseph's financial contribution as either find
ing the treasure through his supernatural talents or by manipulating Josiah 
Stowell. After his father 's departure, Joseph moved to the Stowell home 
where Stowell's children became concerned that their father was squan
dering his fortune. Finally Stowell's nephew, Peter Bridgeman,39 acted for 
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the children and had Smith arrested as a "disorderly person and an impos
ter," jailed overnight, and brought up the next morning before Judge Albert 
Neeley for a pre-trial examination. 

Two accounts of his trial have survived: one by W. D. Purple, a re
spected local physician and clerk, and the account from the court docket. 
Neither is friendly to Joseph Smith, and both differ in style and content, 
with Purple emphasizing the dramatic and narrative elements, while the 
court reporter focused on evidence that would justify (or not) a full trial.40 
Purple described the events leading to the trial: 

Mr. Stowell was a man of much force of character, of indomitable will, and 
well fitted as a pioneer in the unbroken wilderness that this country 
possessed at the close of the last century . . . .  He was a very industrious, 
exemplary man, and by severe labor and frugality had acquired 
surroundings that excited the envy of many of his less fortunate neighbors. 
He had at this time grown up sons and daughters to share his property and 
the honors of his name. 

About this time he took upon himself a monomaniacal impression to 
seek for hidden treasures which he believed were buried in the earth. He 
hired help and repaired to Northern Pennsylvania, in the vicinity of Lanes
boro [previously named Harmony], to prosecute his search for untold wealth 
which he believed to be buried there . . .  and camped out on the black hills of 
that region for weeks at a time, [as] was freely admitted by himself and fam
ily . . . .  

There had lived a few years previous to this date, in the vicinity of Great 
Bend, a poor man named Joseph Smith, who, with his family, had removed 
to the western part of the State, and lived in squalid poverty near Palmyra, 
in Ontario County. Mr. Stowell, �hile at Lanesboro, heard of the fame of one 
of his sons, named Joseph, who by the aid of a magic stone had become a fa
mous seer of lost or hidden treasures . . . . In due time he arrived at the humble 
log-cabin, midway between Canandaigua and Palmyra, and found the 
sought for treasure in the person of Joseph Smith, Jr. a lad of some eighteen 
years of age. He, with the magic stone, was at once transferred from his 
humble abode to a more pretentious mansion of Deacon Stowell. Here, in the 
estimation of the Deacon, he confirmed his conceded powers as a seer, by 
means of the stone which he placed in his hat, and by excluding the light 
from all other terrestrial things, could see whatever he wished, even in the 
depths of the earth. This omniscient attribute he firmly claimed. Deacon 
Stowell and others as firmly believed it . . . .  

In February, 1826, the sons of Mr. Stowell, who lived with their father, 
were greatly incensed against Smith, as they plainly saw their father 
squandering his property in the fruitless search for hidden treasures, and 
saw that the youthful seer had unlimited control over the illusions of their 
sire. They made up their mind that "patience had ceased to be a virtue," and 
. . .  caused the arrest of Smith as a vagrant, without visible means of 
livelihood. The trial came on in the above mentioned month, before Albert 
Neeley, Esquire, the father of Bishop Neeley of the State of Maine. I was an 
intimate friend of the Justice, and was invited to take notes of the trial which 
I did.41 
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Smith, called as the first witness, confirmed but tried to downplay his 
money-digging activities. The docket reads: 

Prisoner examined. Says that he came from town of Palmyra, and had been 
at the house of Josiah Stowell in Bainbridge most of time since; had small 
part of time been employed in looking for mines, but the major part had 
been employed by said Stowell on his farm, and going to school; that he had 
a certain stone, which he had occasionally looked at to determine where hid
den treasures in the bowels of the earth were; that he professed to tell in this 
manner where gold-mines were a distance under ground, and had looked 
for Mr. Stowell several times, and informed him where he could find those 
treasures, and Mr. Stowell had been engaged in digging for them; that at 
Palmyra he pretended to tell, by looking at this stone, where coined money 
was buried in Pennsylvania, and while at Palmyra he had frequently ascer
tained in that way where lost property was, of various kinds; that he had oc
casionally been in the habit of looking through this stone to find lost 
property for three years, but of late had pretty much given it up on account 
its injuring his health, especially his eyes-made them sore; that he did not 
solicit business of this kind, and had always rather declined having anything 
to do with this business.42 

Purple's account relates how Smith says he discovered his seer stone: 

He said when he was a lad, he heard of a neighboring girl some three miles 
from him, who could look into a glass and see anything however hidden 
from others; that he was seized with a strong desire to see her and her glass; 
that after much effort he induced his parents to let him visit her. He did so, 
and was permitted to look in the glass, which was placed in a hat to exclude 
the light. He was greatly surprised to see but one thing, which was a small 
stone, a great way off. It soon became luminous, and dazzled his eyes, and 
after a short time it became as intense as the mid-day sun. He said that the 
stone was under the roots of a tree or shrub as large as his arm, situated 
about a mile up a stream that puts in on the South side of Lake Erie, not far 
from the New York and Pennsylvania line. He often had an opportunity to 
look in the glass, and with the same result. The luminous stone alone 
attracted his attention. This singular circumstance occupied his mind for 
some years, when he left his father's house, and with his youthful zeal 
traveled west in search of this luminous stone. 

He took a few shillings in money and some provisions with him. He 
stopped on the road with a farmer, and worked three days, and replenished 
his means of support. After traveling some one hundred and fifty miles he 
found himself at the mouth of the creek. He did not have the glass with him, 
but he knew its exact location. He borrowed an old ax and a hoe, and re
paired to the tree. With some labor and exertion he found the stone, carried 
it to the creek, washed and wiped it dry, sat down on the bank, placed it in 
his hat, and discovered that time, place and distance were annihilated; that 
all the intervening obstacles were removed, and that he possessed one of the 
attributes of Deity, an All-Seeing-Eye. He arose with a thankful heart, carried 
his tools to their owner, turned his feet towards the rising sun, and sought 
with weary limbs his long deserted home. 

On the request of the Court, he exhibited the stone. It was about the size 
of a small hen's egg, in the shape of a high-instepped shoe 43 It was 
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composed of layers of different colors passing diagonally through it. It was 
very hard and smooth, perhaps by being carried in the pocket. 

Stowell himself testified, offering unwavering support for Smith. Ac
cording to the docket, he admitted that they had never discovered treasure 
but attributed the cause to the treasure's mobility (again a quality of treas
ure in the Book of Mormon): 

Josiah Stowell sworn. Says that prisoner had been at his house something 
like five months. Had been employed by him to work on farm part of time; 
that he pretended to have skill of telling where hidden treasures in the earth 
were, by means of looking through a certain stone; that prisoner had looked 
for him sometimes-once to tell him about money . . .  once for gold . . .  and 
once for a salt-spring-and that he positively knew that the prisoner could 
tell, and professed the art of seeing those valuable treasures through the me
dium of said stone: that he found the digging part . . .  as prisoner represented 
it; that prisoner had looked through said stone for Deacon Attelon, for a 
mine-did not exactly find it, but got a piece of ore, which resembled gold, · 

he thinks; that prisoner had told by means of this stone where a Mr. Bacon 
had buried money; that he and prisoner had been in search of it; the prisoner 
said that it was in a certain root of a stump five feet from surface of the earth, 
and with it would be found a tail-feather; that said Stowell and prisoner 
there upon commenced digging, found a tail-feather, but money was gone; 
that he supposed that money moved down; that prisoner did offer his serv
ices; that he never deceived him; that prisoner looked through stone, and de
scribed Josiah's Stowell's house and out-houses while at Palmyra, at 
Simpson Stowell's, correctly; that he had told about a painted tree with a 
man's hand painted upon it, by means of said stone; that he had been in 
company with prisoner digging for gold, and had the most implicit faith in 
prisoner's skill. 

Purple's account confirms Stowell's steadfast defense of Smith: 

He [Stowell] confirmed all that is said above in relation to himself, and de
lineated many other circumstances not necessary to record. He swore that 
the prisoner possessed all the power he claimed, and declared he could see 
things fifty feet below the surface of the earth, as plain as the witness could 
see what was on the Justice's table, and described very many circumstances 
to confirm his words. Justice Neeley soberly looked at the witness and in a 
solemn, dignified voice, said, "Deacon Stowell, do I understand you as 
swearing before God, under the solemn oath you have taken, that you be
lieve the prisoner can see by the aid of the stone fifty feet below the surface 
of the earth, as plainly as you can see what is on my table?" "Do I believe it?" 
says Deacon St():w�ll, "do I believe it? No, it is not a matter of belief. I posi
tively know it to b,� true." 

Jonathan Thompson, who dug with Smith and Stowell, testified 
that charmed and guarded treasures were difficult and frightening to 
obtain. Again such stories find suggestive echoes in the earliest ver
sions of Smith's series of "encounters" with the angel/guardian figure 
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which would have been occurring during this same period of time. Ac
cording to the docket: 

Jonathan Thompson says that prisoner was requested to look [on] Yeomans 
[property] for chest of money; did look, and pretended to know where it 
was, and that prisoner, Thompson, and Yeomans went in search of it; that 
Smith arrived at spot first (was in night); that Smith looked in hat while 
there, and when very dark, and told how the chest was situated. After dig
ging several feet, struck upon something sounding like a board or plank. 
Prisoner could not look again, pretending that he was alarmed the last time 
that he looked, on account of the circumstances relating to the trunk being 
buried came all fresh to his mind; that the last time that he looked, he discov
ered distinctly the two Indians who buried the trunk that a quarrel ensued 
between them, and that one of said Indians was killed by the other, and 
thrown into the hole beside the trunk, to guard it, as he supposed. 
Thompson says that he believes in the prisoner's professed skill; that the 
board which he struck his spade upon was probably the chest, but, on ac
count of an enchantment, the trunk kept settling away from under them 
while digging; that, notwithstanding they continued constantly removing 
the dirt, yet the trunk kept about the same distance from them. 

Purple's summary of Thompson's testimony is very similar: 

Smith had told the Deacon that very many years before a band of robbers 
had buried on his flat a box of treasure, and as it was very valuable they had 
by a sacrifice placed a charm over it to protect it, so that it could not be ob
tained except by faith, accompanied by certain talismanic influences. So, af
ter arming themselves with fasting and prayer, they sallied forth to the spot 
designated by Smith. Digging was commenced with fear and trembling, in 
the presence of this imaginary charm. In a few feet from the surface the box 
of treasure was struck by the shovel, on which they redoubled their energies, 
but it gradually receded from their grasp. One of the men placed his hand 
upon the box, but it gradually sunk from his reach. After some five feet in 
depth had been attained without success, a council of war against this spirit 
of darkness was called, and they resolved that the lack of faith, or some unto
ward mental emotion, was the cause of their failure. 

As we have seen, Smith, in the earliest versions of the story about 
the gold records of the Book of Mormon, disobeyed the guardian's! an
gel's command and promptly lost possession of the book. Purple's 
summary of Thompson's testimony continues with a somewhat differ
ent version of Smith's strategy for satisfying the guardian spirit and 
obtaining the treasure: 

In this emergency the fruitful mind of Smith was called on to devise a way to 
obtain the prize. Mr. Stowell went to his flock and selected a fine vigorous 
lamb, and resolved to sacrifice it to the demon spirit who guarded the cov
eted treasure. Shortly after the venerable Deacon might be seen on his knees 
at prayer near the pit, while Smith, with a lantern in one hand to dispel the 
midnight darkness might be seen making a circuit around the spot, sprin
kling the flowing blood from the lamb upon the ground, as a propitiation to 
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the spirit that thwarted them. They then descended the excavation, but the 
treasure still receded from their grasp, and it was never obtained. 

The docket book report by Judge Albert Neeley concludes, "And there
upon the Court finds the defendent guilty/' which, in context, probably 
meant guilty enough to go to a full trial, with the conclusion fairly obvious. 
In 1971 two pieces of paper-original holographs from this legal examina
tion-were found in the basement of the county jail in Norwich, New 
York.44 These were bills for the cost of the trial from Judge Albert Neeley 
and his constable, Philip DeZeng. These charges confirm the trial, but also 
include charges for notifying two more justices of the peace so that a full 
trial-a "Court of Special Sessions" -could be held. In apparent contradic
tion, Purple recorded his memory that: "As the testimony of Deacon Stow
ell could not be impeached, the prisoner was discharged, and in a few 
weeks left town." Further, the bills of all four justices of the peace in Bain
bridge have been found, and there are no charges for a "Court of Special 
Sessions." Apparently, a full trial was never held. 

These historical contradictions were largely resolved with the discov
ery of two more pieces of evidence. In the Library of Congress, a Protestant 
newspaper, the Evangelical Magazine and Gospel Advocate, published at 
Utica, New York, on 9 April 1831, contained a letter written by Dr. Abram 
W. Benton entitled "Mormonites."45 Benton's letter referred to this trial, 
quoted some of the testimony of Deacon Stowell, then commented that the 
people had become tired of this imposition. They "had him (Joseph Smith] 
arrested as a disorderly person, tried and condemned before a court of Jus
tice. But, considering his youth, (he then being a minor,) and thinking he 
might reform his conduct, he was designedly allowed to escape. This was 
four or five years ago." 

Final clarification of the conclusion of this examination came in a letter 
found in the Illinois State Historical Library in Springfield, lllinois.46 This 
letter had been written by Judge Joel .King Noble in 1842. Judge Noble had 
presided at an 1830 trial of Joseph Smith in Colesville that was dismissed 
on a technicality, but Noble also knew about this earlier 1826 trial. He re
ferred to some magical practices of Joseph Smith, including the sacrifice of 
a black dog while magically searching for a chest of money. Referring to the 
1826 trial, Noble said that "Jo[seph Smith] was condemned," then added 
the comment that the "whisper came to Jo., 'Off, Off!"' and so Joseph "took 
Leg Bail." These were early slang expressions meaning "to escape from 
custody." Noble,. then commented that "Jo. was not seen in our town for 2 
Years or more (ex�ept in dark corners)." The most likely explanation be
hind these comments "is that the three justices discussed the case, and con
sidering that since this was Joseph Smith's first offence, privately made a 

deal with him" to leave town and avoid punishment.47 Purple, not aware ol 
these "behind the scenes" arrangements, believed that Smith had been dis· 
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charged. In this charitable act, the three judges also avoided embarrassing 
their friend and prominent citizen, Josiah Stowell. Joseph apparently hid 
out "in dark corners" in Bainbridge if Purple was correct that he didn't 
leave for a "few weeks." 

Smith was humiliated by the trial. According to Purple, Joseph Sr., who 
had apparently returned to Bainbridge some time after Durfee bought the 
farm on 20 December 1835, had testified that both he and his son 

were mortified that this wonderful power which God had so miraculously 
given him should be used only in search of filthy lucre, or its equivalent in 
earthly treasures and with a longfaced, "sanctimonious seemin," he said his 
constant prayer to his Heavenly Father was to manifest His will concerning 
this marvelous power. He trusted that the Son of Righteousness would some 
day illumine the heart of the boy, and enable him to see His will concerning 
Him. 

Purple, respected and decent, reflects the community opinions of 
Smith and his father at the trial: 

These words have ever had a strong impression on my mind. They seemed 
to contain a prophetic vision of the future history of that mighty delusion of 
the present century, Mormonism. The "old man eloquent" with his lank and 
haggard visage--his form very poorly clad-indicating a wandering vaga
bond rather than an oracle of future events, has, in view of those events, ex
cited my wonder . . . .  What a picture for the pencil of a Hogarth! How difficult 
to believe it could have been enacted in the nineteenth century of the Chris
tian era! . . .  But as it was declared under oath, in a Court of Justice . . .  it is wor
thy of recital as evincing the spirit of delusion. 

Other than humiliation, what did Joseph Smith learn from this trial? By 
now, I believe, he was seeing that magic was a dead end. He had already 
observed how Christian revivalists could enthuse and maneuver believers. 
His trial had proved that it was fairly easy to prosecute for fraud within a 
framework of magic belief. But who would dare bring Christian miracles to 
trial? He also learned that, while the majority of the world would think of 
him with contempt, he could draw from a small percentage a loyal belief 
that exceeded common sense or reason and crossed over the line into delu
sion. It is my opinion that, with this episode, Smith turns a corner; his direc
tion increasingly leads away from magic and toward Christianity. 
However, a few observations may be useful: 

This pretrial examination stands as a memorial against the integrity of 
Joseph Smith. The hearing establishes that either Smith had non-Chris
tian-magical-supernatural powers of discernment and vision (which 
never produced treasures), or he was deceptive.48 We do not know, from 
court records, the precise final outcome of the pretrial examination; but 
Dale L. Morgan, a nonbelieving Mormon historian who discovered one of 
the five evidences for the hearing, commented: "From the point of view of 
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Mormon history, it is immaterial what the finding of the court was on the 
technical charge of being 'a disorderly person and an imposter'; what is im
portant is the evidence adduced, and its bearing on the life of Joseph Smith 
before he announced his claim to be a prophet of God. "49 

When this pretrial examination was rediscovered, many Mormons de
clared it to be a fabrication by evil men against a true prophet of God, and 
the document itself remains largely unknown to the rank and ftle members 
of the church. As evidence mounted, it and especiaUy its implications were 
simply ignored. Those who acknowledge it minimi..zed its importance. 
Mormon attorney Gordon A. Madsen declared the trial a mere "blip" in the 
life of Joseph Smith, while Mormon historian Richard L. Anderson, with 
rather more sophistication, suggested that Smith's spirituality was imma
ture and that he progressed to a more mature form of supernatural "Chris
tian" claims. 50 

But the issue for a psychiatrist is not the personality per se or 
spiritual development, but misrepresentation, even deceit; and the his
torical record documents the same general pattern for the rest of 
Smith's life.51 The pretrial examination suggests that delusion had be
come a way of life for young Joseph. I have now presented evidence 
from many testimonies-and there will be more-that he originally cre
ated multiple versions of his story, progressing to a final, canonized 
version. The "unfriendly" testimonies form a consistent corrective to 
this progressive, ultimately deceptive story. For example, was the angel 
Moroni or Nephi? Was he a magical guardian of a treasure or a biblical 
angel of the gospel? Was the Palmyra revival in 1820 or 1824-25? At 
this point, Smith had not developed his "first vision" story of God and 
Jesus. I see it going through a contradictory development. Was Joseph's 
deception conscious or unconscious? Did he deceive himself along with 
others? The Book of Mormon, to the extent that it can accurately be 
read back into Smith's biography, makes such a suggestion plausible. 
Irritated by the first Nephi, his antagonistic brother, Laman, proposed 
to his other antagonistic brother, Lemuel, "Let us slay our father, and 
also our brother Nephi who has taken it upon himself to be our ruler 
and our teacher . ... We know he lies . . .  and he worketh many things by 
his cunning arts . . . to make himself a king and a ruler over us, that he 
may do with us according to his wiU and pleasure" (BM 41; 1 e. 
16:37-38). Is it possible that even the Smith children tired of Joseph's 
machinations? 

Joseph Smith never referred to this humiliating pretrial examination in 
any of his writings, but a characteristic of the narcissistic personality is that 
it does not handle shame or humiliation well. Using allegory, simile, and 
metaphor, Smith reviews this pretrial examination twice in the Book of 
Mormon (discussed below). In both versions, his psychological upheavals 
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are represented by geophysical upheavals, suggesting the extent to which 
he was psychologically shaken. In the second version, again using allegory, 
metaphor, and simile, and reading from the Book of Mormon back into 
Jo eph's life, Josiah Stowell reappears as the sole supporter of a holy 
prophet beleaguered by enemies. 

After the trial, Smith apparently worked in nearby Colesville and qui
etly boarded at Stowell's home. He also apparently used this time to court 
Emma Hale. Joseph had announced that the angel had instructed him to 
bring Alvin to the next meeting, but Alvin had died two months later. 
Emma Hale now became important in Joseph's readjustment of the story, 
and his courtship of her had a meaning beyond romance. Joseph's friend, 
Joseph Knight, who was in his mid-fifties, explained that, at the yearly 
meeting with the angel in 1826, he was told to bring someone else in place 
of his dead brother: "Joseph says, 'who is the right Person?' The answer 
was you will know. Then he looked in his glass [stone) and found it was 
Emma Hale, Daughter of old Mr. Hail of Pensylvany, a girl that he had seen 
Before, for he had Bin Down there Before with me. "52 

Joseph had told his parents that he continued to be lonely for his dead 
brother, wished to marry, and preferred Emma to any woman he had met. 53 
He and Emma were married on 18 January 1827, in plenty of time for meet
ing the angel in September of that year. They were married, probably, by 
the one justice of the peace in Bainbridge who was not one of the three noti
fied for the "Court of Special Sessions." The couple eloped because of the 
objections of Emma's family. Joseph was twenty-one, Emma twenty-two. 
From a psychological perspective, Joseph's decision to marry is extremely 
important, as was his relationship to Emma. 

Joseph immediately took Emma to the Smith home to Manchester. 
Emma Hale, whose family was respected and financially comfortable, now 
found herself a member of a family who was little respected by at least a 
portion of the community, who engaged in nighttime rituals and money
digging, and whose financial circumstances were so reduced that they 
were tenants in their own house. 

About six months later in July or August 1827, Emma wrote her father 
that she wanted to collect her belongings, including clothes, furniture, and 
cows. Her father agreed, and she and Smith accomplished this errand with 
a Manchester neighbor, Peter Ingersoll, whom Smith hired to drive them to 
Harmony in his wagon in August. On the night of 21 September, she and 
Joseph borrowed Joseph Knight's horse and carriage and drove to Cu
morah to get the gold plates. Her exact role at that point is not clear. Ac
cording to Emma's cousins, Joseph and Hiel Lewis, both local leaders in the 
Methodist Episcopal church who were writing fifty years later in illinois, 
Emma turned her back while Joseph retrieved the gold plates from their 
vault in the ground, then hid them in a trunk of a dead tree. According to 
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Martin Harris, interviewed by a reporter in 1859, Emma knelt and prayed. 
And according to Lucy Mack Smith, she simply stayed in the wagon at the 
foot of the hill.54 Emma never tried to see the plates because she was not 
authorized to do so by God, even though the temptation must have been 
overwhelming, given her father 's scorn and her husband's negative repu
tation. She certainly had opportunity, since she believed that the plates 
were at times in a box underneath her bed or sitting on the furniture 
wrapped in cloth as she cleaned. 55 From a psychoanalytic perspective, it is 
possible to see Emma's great self-restraint as her assumption of what will 
become a full-time job-looking away from possible evidence of deception 
by her husband. Her behavior is the physical manifestation of the psycho
logical defense of denial. If deceived in anything, she might be deceived in 
everything. It is probable that she has been caught in the web of Joseph's 
charisma and that her own self-esteem is becoming dependent on his 
claims and the reflection from his self-importance. 

Six years later Ingersoll, no longer accommodating, made a sworn 
affidavit about driving Joseph and Emma to Harmony. From a psycho
analytic perspective, his observations are among the most important 
psychologicat evidences about Smith's motives for claiming supernatu
ral powers. He describes Smith's conflicts as Isaac Hale pressed him to 
settle into conventional living, while Joseph's parents pressed him to
ward the supernatural. 

His father-in-law (Mr. Hale) addressed Joseph, in a flood of tears: "You have 
stolen my daughter and married her. I had much rather have followed her to 
her grave. You spend your time in digging for money-pretend to see in a 
stone, and thus try to deceive people." Joseph wept, and acknowledged he 
could not see in a stone now, nor never could; and that his former preten
sions in that respect, were all false. He then promised to give up his old hab
its of digging for money and looking into stones. Mr. Hale told Joseph, if he 
would move to Pennsylvania and work for a living, he would assist him in 
getting into business. Joseph acceded to this proposition. I then returned 
with Joseph and his wife to Manchester . . . .  Joseph told me on his return, that 
he intended to keep the promise which he had made to his father-in-law; 
but, said he, it will be hard for me, for they will all oppose, as they want me 
to look in the stone for them to dig money: and in fact it was as he predicted. 
They urged him, day after day, to resume his old practice of lookin� in the 
stone. He seemed much perplexed as to the course he should pursue. 6 

As a psychiatrist, I hear the ring of truth in Ingersoll's description. 
Joseph's view of pil(lself has been largely determined by what his family 
wanted to believe about him. When he is removed from their influence and 
confronted by his decent father-in-law, the shell of his false self temporarily 
cracked; but as he returned to his family, the grandiose personality with its 
supernatural claims reasserted itself. This tension helps explain the perpet
ual dyadic conflicts in the Book of Mormon that end in moral failure and 
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destruction. In contrast to Isaac Hale stands the encouragement of his own 
parents and Deacon Josiah Stowell's unwavering certainty that Smith 
could see fifty feet into the earth. Both extremes deal with known mental 
forces and behavior, which develop from the elements of a person's psy
chological make-up. Given Joseph Smith's background of deprivation and 
trauma, I interpret his inner self to be struggling with inferiority, fear, and 
insecurity; he masks these feelings with competence, power, and "special
ness." But only an audience who believes the mask provides evidence that 
he is succeeding. In psychological terms, Smith makes a contract: "I will be
come the person you want me to convince you that I am." The narcissist is 
permanently caught between mask and mirror: he exists as a reflection 
from his audience. Who he is-who he becomes to himself as well as to oth
ers-results from this combination. In therapeutic terms, if it had been pos
sible to take Smith away-and keep him away-from people who wanted 
him to have supernatural powers, then he might have developed into a 
normal adult. But unless that happened, he would continue to victimize his 
believers even as their desire that he possess supernatural powers trapped 
him in turn. He is both victim and victimizer. 

DICTATING THE FIRST 116 PAGES 

In any case, Joseph Smith came to a crossroads in August 1827. In Har
mony, he could see a vision of his life if he abandoned his supernatural 
claims and vowed to choose normalcy. Would his life be like his father 's? 
But by late September back in Palmyra, he had made a different decision. 
He took Emma with him to the hill; he returned to tell his family and sup
porters that he had obtained the treasured book. And from that point on, he 
was committed to producing a translation of it. Apparently he first began 
dictating using the "breast plate with the seer stones." According to Lucy, 
who felt the seer stones through a "silk handkerchief," they consisted of "2 
smooth 3 cornered diamonds set in glass and the glass was set in silver 
bows ... [like] old fashioned spectacles." The 1853 published version of her 
history contains a description, not in her 1844 manuscript, that the breast
plate was "concave on one side and convex on the other, and extended 
from the neck downwards as far as the center of the stomach of a man of ex
traordinary size." It had four straps-two to go over the shoulders and two 
around the hips-the width of two of her fingers with "holes in the end" 
for easy fastening. Then she added, "The whole plate was worth at least 
five hundred dollars,"57 a comment suggesting that the plates and artifacts 
were still associated with a money-digging context in her mind. Martin 
Harris and David Whitmer, who later claimed to have seen the gold plates 
under miraculous conditions, described the same "spectacles" in some
what contradictory terms. Harris remembered them as "white, like pol
ished marble, with a few grey streaks two inches in diameter, perfectly 
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round, and about five-eighths of an inch thick at the centre," while Whit
mer recalled them as "transparent stones set in a bow-shaped frame and 
very much resembled a pair of spectacles."58 Interviewed in 1891, Joseph's 
younger brother, William, said the "two stones were placed literally be
tween the two rims of a [double silver] bow. "  William claimed, with 
Joseph's approval, to have looked through the two stones, but "could see 
nothing, as he did not have the gift of Seer."59 

Smith had agreed to share any discovered treasures not only with 
Stowell's money-diggers in Pennsylvania but also with his colleagues in 
the Palmyra/Manchester area.60 When they heard about gold plates, they 
believed he was breaking his contract. Smith reports being attacked three 
times in the woods as he carried the plates home; he reports dislocating his 
thumb in fighting off one man. Treasure-seekers broke into the Smith home 
and repeatedly searched their property. 

Two months later, in December 1827, he and Emma moved to Har
mony, Pennsylvania, where the skeptical Isaac Hale let them live in a 
two-room shed where Emma's brother tanned deer skins.61 While it 
was being readied for their habitation, they temporarily lived in a gar
ret of the Hale house. Here the first known dictation of the Book of 
Mormon occurred with Emma and her brother Reuben serving as 
scribes.62 Apparently Smith had covered the departure of Lehi's family 
from Jerusalem, Nephi's murder of Laban and possession of the brass 
plates, and Ishmael's death in the wilderness by February 1828 when 
Martin Harris arrived from Palmyra.63 

From a psychoanalytic perspective, Harris was the first of three men 
who turned the Book of Mormon into reality by the simple and effective 
means of becoming Smith's financial backer. Psychologically speaking, he 
was an enabler. A forty-five-year-old moderately wealthy farmer, married 
with probably three children at or near adulthood, he was also a money
digger, an abusive husband,64 and a religious addict who had already 
joined five different religious sects, would later be excommunicated from 
Mormonism, return to Mormonism, become a missionary for a Mormon 
splinter group, return to Mormonism, leave again, then return, and die in 
Utah, poor and debilitated.65 Harris apparently never lost his belief in 
Smith's miraculous power to translate the Book of Mormon but found the 
later revelations spurious. Harris's motives were probably mixed, for oth
ers recall his plans for the book to make him rich.66 Thirty years later Harris 
recalled the incide-nt

. 
that convinced him of Smith's supernatural powers: 

I was at the hou�� of his father in Manchester, two miles south of Palmyra 
village, and was picking my teeth with a pin while sitting on the bars. The 
pin caught in my teeth, and dropped from my fingers into shavings and 
straw. I jumped from the bars and looked for it. Joseph . . .  did the same. We 
could not find it. I then took Joseph on surprise, and said to him-I said, 
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"take your stone." I had never seen it and did not know that he had it with 
him. He had it in his pocket. He took it and placed it in his hat-the old 
white [stove-pipe] hat-and placed his face in the hat. I watched him closely 
see that he did not look on one side; he reached out his hand beyond me on 
the right, and moved a little stick, and there I saw the pin, which he picked 
up and gave to me. I knew he did not look out of the hat until after he had 
picked up the pin.67 

According to Peter Ingersoll, Smith spotted Harris in Palmyra and an
nounced to him, "I have a commandment from God to ask the first man I 
meet in the street to give me fifty dollars to assist me in doing the work of 
the Lord by translating the Golden Bible." Harris gave him the money.68 
Joseph used it to move to Pennsylvania. Harris's wife was strongly op
posed to Harris's interest. They separated before the Book of Mormon was 
published, and she wrote an affidavit, accusing him of beating her repeat
edly, mad fits, and possible infidelity.69 Lucy Harris's accusations were sup
ported by neighbor G. W. Stoddard. Reading from the Book of Mormon 
back into Joseph's life and in a story I will later review, a reflection of Mar
tin Harris will appear in the book as a woman-beating man of "much . . .  an
gry . . .  passion" (Alma 50:31-32). 

When Harris reached Harmony in February 1828, he took some " carac
tors" Smith copied off the gold plates to New York City to confirm their 
authenticity. He showed them to Charles Anthon, a scholar of antiquities at 
Columbia University, and returned to Pennsylvania convinced of the di
vinity of the work. Anthon later wrote that the characters were "perfectly 
false" and "all a trick, perhaps a hoax."70 Smith took Harris's version of the 
interview and worked it into the Book of Mormon as a prophecy (BM 110-
11; 2 Ne. 27:14-21) .  In the glow of growing importance, Harris returned to 
Palmyra, but soon returned to Pennsylvania, accompanied by his wife. A 
feisty woman, convinced that Smith was trying to get her husband's 
money, Mrs. Harris searched the house trying to find the gold plates. She 
eventually returned to New York, while Harris acted as scribe for the next 
two months. During that time Smith finished dictating 116 foolscap pages, 
about one-fourth of the Book of Mormon, allegedly using the breastplate 
with the spectacles behind a curtain.71 

It was apparently important to Harris to convince his wife that he was 
not being deluded. He repeatedly urged Smith to let him show his wife the 
completed pages of the manuscript. Three times Smith inquired of God, us
ing his seer stone. After two refusals came consent, and Harris rushed to 
Palmyra with the dictation on 14 June 1828. 

THE BIRTH OF A DEFORMED SON 

The next day, 15 June 1828, Emma gave birth to a stillborn son whom 
they named Alvin after Smith's older (now dead) brother.72 Midwife Rhoda 
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quoting Martin Harris, Sophia Lewis of Harmony, and Joshua M'Kune 
(also McKune), the Methodist Episcopal minister, also from Harmony, tes
tified under oath that Smith had announced that his male child "would be 
able when two years old to translate the Gold Bible," that this "first-born 
child was to translate the characters, and hieroglyphics, upon the Plates 
into our language at the age of thre years," and that the "Book of Plates 
could not be opened under penalty of death by any other person but his 
(Smith's) first-born, which was to be male." In addition, Smith told his fa
ther-in-law that a smaU child would be the first to see the plates.76 These 
boastful predictions meant that Smith had set himself up for special devas
tation. Using metaphor, allegory, and simile, and reading from the Book of 
Mormon back into Joseph's life, he will handJe this humiliation by tech
niques we have already s en: he will reverse it into a wonderful miracle. 

Smith turned to religio�ither for consolation or possibly to placate a 
vengeful God. He "presented himself in a very serious and humble man
ner" to the circuit-riding minister of Emma's faith and to the Methodist 
Episcopal class in Harmony. The minister, who arrived on a Wednesday in 
June, put his name on the class roll. Emma's first cousin, Joseph Lewis, an 
official in the church, heard about the new member on Saturday. On Sun
day before meeting began, he and Rev. McKune puUed Smith aside and 
candidly told him that it would be a "disgrace to the church to have a prac
ticing necromancer, a dealer in enchantments and bleeding ghosts, in it." 
Furthermore, his "habits, and moral character were at variance with the 
[church] discipline" and there would have to be "recantation, confession, 
and at least promised reformation." Smith could either remove his name 
from the rolls or submit to an investigation. Smith resigned although, 
through a clerical error, his name was not removed for six months. 77 

I consider the Bainbridge trial of 1826 to be a first blow, the de
formed and stillborn child a second. Hard on its heels came a third. 
Anxious because he had not heard from Harris for over two weeks, 
Emma encouraged Joseph to leave her in her mother's care and inves
tigate. Smith traveled most of the way by tagecoach, then walked the 
final twenty miles in the night. Harris confessed that his wife had let 
him lock the manuscript in her dresser after reading it; then in her ab
sence, he had forced the lock and showed th manuscript to unauthor
ized p ople. Harris and other Palmyrans believed that his wife had 
burned the pages of dictation. These pages have never reappeared.78 
We have only Joseph's word on the content of the lost 116 pages 
which, reportedly, dealt with government, war, and society. Neverthe
less, again, based on Joseph's word (see note 62), this history also con
tained more personal mat rial. It is my opinion that Joseph' final 
version is more refined and contains much more Christianity, while the 
earlier version had more magic in it. The rising level of Christianity 
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was enhanced by the arrival (discussed below) of his major scribe, 
Oliver Cowdery. 

Smith implies that these lost pages contained magical elements when 
he tells us that the redictation of this section was more "spiritual" in nature 
(BM 16, 21; 1 Ne. 6; 9:4). But perhaps the best clue is how much the guardian 
of the treasure was still from the world of magic. Emma's cousins, Joseph 
and Hiel Lewis, make it clear that, during the period of this first dictation, 
Joseph did not talk about a visitation or about an angelic messenger. 
Rather, he described a "dream" in which he saw the ghost of a man with "a 
long beard . . .  down . . .  to the pit of his stomach . . .  with his throat cut from ear 
to ear, and the blood streaming down." They believed that the "vision" and 
"angels" were later additions-" afterthoughts, revised to order. "79 In retro
spect, I suggest that Smith had a rather well-formed idea about a pre-Co
lumbian magical American story but only a poorly developed concept for 
an ancient American Christian history. Even at this late date, he needed 
something more for a cohesive narrative. 

The loss of the 116 pages left Smith in a difficult situation. Lucy remem
bered Martin's cry, "Oh, I have lost my soul!" and Joseph's response, "Oh, 
my God! All is lost! . . .  Must I return to my wife with such a tale as this I dare 
not do it least I should kill her at once."80 The narcissistic personality in its 
varied forms and mixtures with other personality issues can be capable of 
different degrees of concern and worry. Smith may indeed be troubled by 
his wife's condition, but I believe that he is also worried that his false self is 
at risk. Maintaining my premise that he was drawing the Book of Mormon 
narrative from his own experiences, I hypothesize that he thought of and 
discarded the most obvious alternative-redictating the story as he re
membered it. There was no way he could get all the details correct; further
more, almost certainly the manuscript still existed and would be produced 
for public comparison if he tried again. 

On 3 July 1828 he received a revelation chastising him for delivering 
the sacred dictation "into the hands of a wicked man and this is the reason 
that thou has lost thy privileges for a season." But ironically this reminder 
of lost power in fact reveals a new one. This revelation is, as far as I know, 
the first revelation written down by the prophet. Thus it holds a unique posi
tion in Smith's development. Until this point, he has claimed only to be the 
translator of an ancient record. Now, in this moment of urgent crisis, he 
takes the step of e,p.hf!ncing his identify from translator to prophet-a man 
who speaks the words of God for today's problems. From this point on, he 
gives revelations that deal with new pressing issues, not just translations. 
Psychologically, he must rely on only his own powers. At this moment all 
other powers and promises have failed him, including Harris, his wife, and 
his promised son. The paradox of such a personality is that it truly trusts no 
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one, yet must constantly have a sympathetic audience. For the moment, 
Smith had no one. 

He then returned to the convalescing Emma. I see this particular time 
period as having intense psychological significance. If I am correct that he 
was motivated by a desire to control others, then this quest was temporar
ily blocked because of fear and criticism. He was 120 miles from his family, 
the chief source of expectations that he possessed and would exercise su
pernatural powers. If he tried, the missing manuscript might be produced 
at any moment to make him look like a fool. He was twenty miles from 
South Bainbridge where, a year and a half earlier, he had spent a night in 
jail, had been tried for fraudulent activities, and been found guilty. Every
one in the area knew about this episode and was still watching. And he was 
only 150 yards away from his in-laws and their extended family. Although 
some may have been supportive, he does not mention it; instead, they seem 
to have taken their tone from Isaac Hale who found his claims outrageous, 
barely tolerated him for Emma's sake, and obviously wanted him to begin 
living a stable and hard-working life. 

SEVEN MONTHS OF NORMALCY 

For the next seven months, from the chastening revelation on 3 July 
1828 to February 1829, Smith yielded, retreated from his supernatural 
claims, and came as close to a conventional life as he ever would. He later 
explained this gap as punishment for losing the 116 pages: the angel had 
taken away the gold plates and translating spectacles; however, in late 1828 
he told Lucy a different story-that these items had been returned to him 
22 September 1828, on the night of the equinox.81 He later recalled, "I did 
not go immediately to translating, but went to laboring with my hands 
upon a small farm which I had purchased of my wife's father, in order to 
provide for my family."82 

During these months, Smith's parents came to visit, staying with Isaac 
and Elizabeth Hale for perhaps two months. Lucy remembered Joseph as 
so "hurried with his secular affairs, that he could not proceed with his spiri
tual concerns as fast as was necessary . . .  [and] his wife had so much of her 
time taken up with the care of her house, that she could write for him but a 
small portion of the time."83 The traditional perspective is to see this period 
as a dark one, a time of spiritual loss and suffering. But from a psychologi
cal point of view, I see it as one of the healthiest periods of Smith's adult life. 
Smith's deception was contained by fright, sorrow, and humiliation. 
Fright, sorrow, and humiliation can be important positive outside forces in 
the treatment of narcissistic personalities. Such experiences may provide 
some added motivation for the patient to struggle toward change by giving 
up grand claims that have gotten him in trouble and to move toward ordi
nary commonness. 
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But two factors encouraged his return to the supernatural. The first 
was poverty. In early winter he and Emma were so poor that they paid a 
begging visit to Joseph's older friend, Joseph Knight, asking for help. He 
gave Smith food, a pair of shoes, and $3.00.84 Only if we understand the 
desperateness of their economic plight can we begin to appreciate the ex
tremity of Smith's solutions. Perhaps he looked into the future during that 
winter and saw himself becoming his father. Perhaps he saw a future of 
poverty and contempt from his neighbors. But these factors are minor com
pared to the enormous underlying problem of identity. Take away the 
fa�ade that was now crystallizing, and what remained was a small, incom
plete, and helpless shadow of a man. But for narcissists, seeing themselves 
as ordinary and common is to feel weak and perpetually threatened that 
emotional deprivation, even physical hunger, might occur at any time. Per
haps even more powerful is feeling that they simply do not know who they 
are. Smith's need to be important and in control was strong; he returned to 
the compensating personality. 

I see his parents' visit as the second factor. They obviously encouraged 
his supernatural claims, perhaps reporting their own belief that, since the 
original manuscript had not resurfaced in Palmyra, it must have been de
stroyed. Smith could begin again. 

In February 1829 Smith received a revelation for his father. From a psy
chological view, this revelation (Book of Commandments [BC] Ill; D&C 4) 
reveals his past Bible readings, his attendance at religious services or reviv
als, and his ability to weave fragments into a new creation. In two sen
tences-two verses-he smoothly combines segments from Isaiah,. Mark, 
Luke, John, Peter, James, and Pau!.85 I argue that his ability to create this 
revelatory literature demonstrates that he is ready to weave stories to
gether, also suggesting that his creation of personality is adequate to create 
the Book of Mormon. 

From a psychoanalytic perspective, this moment of return to claims of 
supernatural power was a decisive turning point for Joseph Smith, one that 
closed the door on the possibility of developing a healthy self. This mo
ment is, in therapeutic terms, the saddest for Smith-not three years later 
when he is tarred, beaten, and nearly castrated in Ohio; or ten years later 
when he is incarcerated for months in Missouri; or fifteen years later when 
he is jailed and shot by a mob in Illinois. At this point, on a farm in Pennsyl
vania, his power over others is minimal; he has not had sexual relations 
with dozens of wo:rne,n and girls; three brothers and hundreds of followers 
have not yet died,.fot him, given him their properties, their lives, their 
wives, their time, and their finest loyalty. 

Every dynamic psychiatrist or psychoanalyst I know believes that we 
have a say over our own destiny, but here are some of the forces Joseph 
Smith had to contend with: being raised in a family of poverty and inferior-
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ity by parents generally incapable of assuring their economic well-being; a 
mother who experienced at least two depressive episodes, one before and 
one after marriage, and who was, arguably, emotionally unavailable to her 
children when she was under intense economic stress; a father who com
pensated for reality by a belief in magic as a means of controlling natural 
forces and getting rich; the father 's drinking-severe enough to have 
frightened five-year-old Joseph; poverty that may have included episodes 
of actual hunger; increasing numbers of mouths to feed; many moves and 
instability of environment in childhood; repeated episodes of medical in
competence that resulted in a permanent limp, while another resulted in 
the death of a beloved brother; being raised to believe that, instead of being 
like their neighbors, one's family and oneself had supernatural powers; 
and that the morality taught by his father was pride in how successful one 
was in one's "supernatural" pursuits. 

From a psychoanalytic perspective, a genuine acknowledgement that 
one comes from a dysfunctional, inferior family is a beginning step toward 
health. With such an admission, one can begin working toward authentic 
accomplishment. But to replace an honest awareness of dysfunction with 
the delusion that a man's dreams are divine visions and that he can do 
magical ("spiritual?") acts diverts energies from potential progress and 
mires him more deeply in fantasy. 

D i c t a t i n g  t h e  B o o k o f  M o r m o n  

The revelation to his father was the first of a number of similar revela
tions to men who were beginning to gather around Smith, each one, I sug
gest, hungry for something extraordinary to give his life purpose and 
distinction. This revelation predicted that "a marvelous work is about to 
come forth among the children of men," a statement of capitulation on 
Smith's part to the pressures to reconstruct the Book of Mormon. Smith be
gan dictating again, this time to Emma and her brother Reuben, Smith's 
own brother, Samuel Harrison, and Martin Harris.86 

However, because the angel refused to return the breastplate and seer 
stones set in spectacles, Smith produced the entire Book of Mormon, as it 
now exists, using his old instrument of magic: a single seer stone in a hat.87 
Martin Harris called this method more "convenient," and it had its advan
tages. Smith did not need the gold plates in front of him; they could be 
safely hidden, in any locale he chose. Now other people could watch the 
translation process; and at least eight people described Smith's "new" 
method of dictation.88 David Whitmer commented: 

Joseph would put the seer stone into a hat, and put his face in the hat, draw
ing it closely around his face to exclude the light; and in the darkness the 
spiritual light would shine. A piece of something resembling parchment 
would appear, and on that appeared the writing. One character at a time 
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would appear, and under it was the interpretation in English. Brother Joseph 
would read off the English to . . .  his . . .  scribe, and when it was written down 
and repeated to Brother Joseph to see if it was correct, then it would disap
pear, and another character with the interpretation would appear.89 

Joseph Knight, then in his late fifties, whose black carriage had been bor
rowed without his knowledge to retrieve the gold plates in September 
1827, also described the process: 

Now the way he translated was he put the urim and thurnmim [seer stone] 
into his hat and Darkened his Eyes then he would take a sentance and it 
would apper in Brite Roman Letters. Then he would tell the writer and he 
would write it. Then that would go away the next sentance would Come and 
so on. But if it was not Spelt rite it would not go away till it was rite. so we 
see it was marvelous. Thus was the hol translated.90 

Emma Smith described the process on more than one occasion to her 
son: "Now the first that my husband translated, was translated by use of 
Urim and Thummim [breastplate and seer stones], and that was the part 
that Martin Harris lost, after that [my husband] used a small stone, not ex
actly black, but was rather a dark color." She later added: "In writing for 
your father I frequently wrote day after day, sitting by the table close to 
him, he sitting with his face buried in his hat, with the stone in it, and dictat
ing hour after hour with nothing between us. "91 

Comparatively few pages of text had been dictated when around 5:00 
on Sunday evening, 5 April 1829, Oliver Cowdery came to the door.92 Cow
dery, accompanied by Smith's twenty-one-year-old brother Samuel, had 
walked the 120 miles from Manchester where he had been teaching school 
and boarding with Joseph Sr. and Lucy. Joseph Sr. had, over the course of 
the winter, told him about his son's special calling from God; and fired by 
religious zeal and personal experiences in prayer that confirmed to him the 
truth of what Joseph Sr. had told him, Cowdery was presenting himself to 
assist Joseph Jr. If Harris was the enabler, Cowdery was the facilitator. 

OLIVER COWDERY'S BACKGROUND 

It is my opinion that Cowdery brought with him the over-arching con
ceptual plans and some of the important details that made it possible for 
Smith to complete the Book of Mormon. Cowdery's qualifications for 
teaching were minimal; in fact, Hyrum Smith as school trustee had actually 
hired Lyman Cowdery, who accepted the job, then urged them to accept his 
brother Oliver as his replacement. Oliver had worked as a blacksmith, 
farmhand, and store clerk; according to John Gilbert, the Book of Mor
mon's typesetter, he was not capable of correcting the grammar in the dic
tation.93 In the next nine to thirteen weeks, twenty-three-year-old Joseph 
Smith dictated to twenty-two-year-old Oliver Cowdery a book of 275,000 
words; the printer, John H. Gilbert, who set its 588 pages, also corrected the 
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gramrnar.94 It reached an estimated less than .1 percent of the population, 
but the effect was so profound that it changed American history. 

Critical in understanding this process is understanding Oliver 
Cowdery. Like Joseph Smith, he approached the world with a dual per
spective, one of which was magic. Cowdery had been born in Middle
ton, Vermont, only fifty miles from Smith. They may not have known 
they were related; Cowdery was a third cousin to Lucy Mack Smith 
and was also related by marriage.95 His father, William Cowdery, had 
been enmeshed in a scandal involving magic about 1800 near their 
home and had used divining rods in seeking treasure.96 Within two 
days of their meeting, Cowdery was writing full time as Smith's scribe; 
and within the month Smith gave Cowdery a series of revelations. In 
the first, God told Cowdery that he had the divine gift of revelation 
and in the second that he had the gift "of working with the rod: be
hold it has told you things: behold there is no power save God, that 
can cause this rod of nature, to work in your hands, for it is the work 
of God; and therefore whatsoever you shall ask me to tell you by that 
means, that will I grant unto you, that you shall know."97 In psycho
logical terms, the narcissist had found an absolutely necessary figure: 
an awestruck, encouraging, and supportive individual who responded 
fully to his charisma. For her part, I see Emma as caught in Joseph's 
narcissism, as well. If this is true (and the documentation is absent to 
decide the case conclusively one way or the other), then she gained her 
importance from association or reflection of the narcissist. Thus, when 
someone attempted to comfort her on the day of Joseph's murder by 
assuring her that this sorrow would be the crown of her life, she re
sponded, "My husband was my crown. "98 Though uttered in grief, it 
does not suggest successful individual maturation. 

Cowdery's second perspective was the Hebrew origins of the Native 
Americans. This interest, like the interest in magic, he also shared with 
Smith. In 1803 the Cowdery family, including seven-year-old Oliver, 
moved to Poultney. Vermont, in Rutland County. which shares a border 
with Windsor County. where Smith was born and lived for ten years. In 
Poultney. Oliver 's stepmother joined the Congregational church in 1810 
followed by his stepsisters in 1818. In 1821 Ethan Smith (no relation to the 
Joseph Smith family) became their pastor.99 Although there is no documen
tation that Ethan Smith and Oliver Cowdery had any kind of relationship, I 
argue that it requires more effort to believe they did not than that they did. 
As a consequence, I see Ethan Smith as the unwitting third man to help 
Joseph Smith produce the Book of Mormon by acting as an absent but nec
essary theologian. 

In 1823 Ethan Smith published A View of the Hebrews; or The Tribes of Is
rael in America,100 which brought together writings by authors as far back as 
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the sixteenth century promoting a popular belief of the day-that the Na
tive Americans were the descendants of the lost ten tribes of Israel. Because 
of widespread interest, a second enlarged edition was printed in 1825. 
Ethan Smith visited Palmyra, perhaps in 1827, for the Wayne Sentinel 
printed notices that he should call at the post office for letters.l01 The year 
after Ethan Smith's first edition appeared, Josiah Priest, whose works were 
a compilation of curious, dramatic, and historical items, printed fifty-six 
pages from Ethan Smith's book word for word in his own Wonders of Nature 
and Providence Displayed (Rochester, NY: n.p., 1824), only twenty miles from 
Palmyra, with a second edition following the next year.102 The Manchester 
library, five miles from the Smith home, owned a copy; and according to 
Robert Paul, it was repeatedly checked out in 1826-27.1°3 Hence it is highly 
likely-B. H. Roberts called it a "  close certainty" -that Joseph Smith knew 
Ethan Smith's book, especially given the family's interest in pre-Colum
bian America.104 From a naturalistic perspective, I argue that Ethan Smith's 
book provided the concept and outline for much of the Book of Mormon. 
Although Ethan Smith was a distinguished theologian and successful 
author of the. most influential book of the period promoting a Hebrew
Christian ancestry for the Native American, as well as being pastor to Cow
dery's family, neither Cowdery nor Joseph Smith ever mention him. As a 
psychiatrist, I find this silence telling. 

In the early 1920s, B. H. Roberts, the leading intellectual Mormon gen
eral authority and historian, wrote a 284-page manuscript comparing these 
two books and finding multiple similarities. Some of Ethan Smith's slight 
misquotations from the Bible appear in the Book of Mormon with similar 
near-quotations from Josiah Priest's book.105 Joseph Smith undoubtedly 
knew the common view about Indian origins; with specific details from 
Ethan Smith's views provided by Oliver Cowdery, Smith was in a position 
to unify Christian magic and Christian miracle, pre-Columbian fantasy 
and Bible myth. 

As I read the Book of Mormon, I see Joseph Smith and Oliver Cowdery 
constructing narratives of Joseph's personal life within Ethan Smith's con
ceptual framework, if not following the outline of his book. I also hypothe
size that, dictating to Oliver Cowdery, who was ignorant of the similarities 
between Joseph's life and the narratives he was writing down, Joseph 
could be less restrained in fantasy than he had been with his wife or Martin 
Harris. 

According to m.ost devout and nonbelieving students of the Book of 
Mormon alike, Smith began the dictation where he had left off (Mosiah). I 
feel that he was waiting for time to pass and his confidence to increase that 
the 116 pages would not resurface. After dictating from Mosiah through 
(probably) the short book individually named "Book of Mormon" almost 
at its end by the end of May, he returned to the beginning, retelling the 
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story of the departure from Jerusalem, Laban, the sword, the plates, and 
the arrival in the promised land. For reasons I discuss in chapter 6, he dic
tated the book of Ether next, then finished off with the book of Moroni, a 
clear announcement that he was ready to start a church.106 

Preparing for the possibility that the lost 116 pages might reappear, 
he created an explanation: God had foreseen this loss of the 116 pages 
over 2,000 years earlier and knew that evil men would alter the record 
to diminish Smith's credibility as a translator. So God inspired Nephi 
and several generations of his descendants to write a similar, but not 
identical, history on "small plates" which were added to the record 
without being edited and condensed. Smith translated this second 
"more spiritual and personal" version. 

From a psychoanalytic perspective, this story provided a reason for 
belief to those who desperately wanted proof that God, in an eternal 
world of omnipotent perfection, had touched one spot-one person
on earth. But among men and women who approached life in a more 
common sense way, the complexities of this scenario create difficulties. 
Some of them might also have sensed, without knowing the term, that 
Smith was using the defense mechanism of projection in accusing his 
enemies of forgery. Such projection appears in the interactions between 
Nephi and Laban, who first threatens Nephi and his brothers with his 
sword but then turns up, literally, at Nephi's feet, still armed but help
less to use his sword. Joseph Smith/Nephi had projected his anger and 
deception onto the surgeon Nathan Smith/Laban, and turned him into 
a drunk thieving murderer. 

R e v e n g e  a n d  C o m p e n s a t i o n  f o r  H u m i l i a t i o n :  
T h e  S e c o n d  N e p h i  

Vulnerability in self-esteem makes individuals with Narcissistic Personality 
Disorder very sensitive to "injury" from criticism or defeat. Although they 
may not show it outwardly, criticism may haunt these individuals and may 
leave them feeling humiliated, degraded, hollow, and empty. They may react 
with disdain, rage, or defiant counterattack. Such experiences often lead to 
social withdrawal or an appearance of humility that may mask and protect 
the grandiosity. Interpersonal relations are typically impaired due to prob
lems derived from entitlement, the need for admiration, and the relative dis
regard for the sensitivities of others. Though overweening ambition and 
confidence may lead to high achievement, performance may be disrupted 
due to intolerance of criticism or defeat. Sometimes vocational functioning 
can be very low, reflecting an unwillingness to take a risk in competitive or 
other situations in which defeat is possible.107 

Although the specific form of the environmental trauma may vary, we sug
gest that there is a common denominator in that these environmental trau
mata induce the formation of a precocious and premature sense of 
self-which retains its fragility and must be supported by omnipotent and 
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grandiose fantasies . . . .  [and this creates] a state of illusionary self-sufficiency . 
. . .  By means of the illusion of self-sufficiency the individual is removed from 
the fear of closeness to objects [people], for he denies any instinctual demand 
made upon the object. lOS 

[The child] escapes the painful feeling of nothingness by molding himself in 
fancy into something outstanding-the more he is alienated, not only from 
others but also from himself, the more easily such notions acquire a psychic 
reality. His notions of himself become a substitute for his undermined self
esteem; they become his "real me" . . . .  In rather simplified terms, a person 
clings to illusions about himself because, and as far as, he has lost himsel£.109 

Nephi, the son of Nephi, the son of Helarnan, in 3 Nephi may be an-
other major alter ego for Smith. (To distinguish clearly between them, I call 
them Nephi Sr. [son of Helarnan] and Nephi Jr. [son of Nephi].) This narra
tive again demonstrates how key events from Joseph Smith's early adult
hood appear in the Book of Mormon text. It is striking that, of all Smith's 
possible alter egos in the Book of Mormon, the two most important are 
named Nephi, a psychological clue that they are mirrors of each other and 
serve the sa�e psychological function. 

Nephi Jr., namesake of the first Nephi, lived some 500 years later, just 
before the corning of Jesus Christ to the Americas. The narrative of the first 
Nephi, as I have argued, told in disguised form the story of Joseph Smith's 
childhood and early adolescence. In the 3 Nephi account, Smith may refer 
briefly to his surgery, the years of intermittent hunger, the religious revival, 
Alvin's death, the Bainbridge trial, the death of his firstborn son, loss of the 
manuscript, and seven months of normal living before he again began dic
tating the Book of Mormon. The account in 3 Nephi thus focused on the 
second and third decade of Smith's life but used many of the same psycho
logical patterns of relation demonstrated by the first retelling and that will 
be demonstrated throughout the book. Strikingly, the chronology for a dis
guised reliving of Smith's story matches the chronology of Smith's life vir
tually year for year. 

The summary of the Book of Mormon narrative in chapter 2 brought us 
to the point where Lehi and the heroic Nephi had died, the latter about age 
seventy around 540 B.C.E. The period from around 500 B.C.E. to 200 
B.C.E.-30 percent of Nephite history-is covered in only five to seven 
pages, a little over 1 percent of the whole Book of Mormon. Each king or 
keeper of the record commented on his own degree of righteousness and 
personal religioup experience, then passed the record on. Around 200 
B.C. E .  this rapid pace slowed and the story unfolded in greater detail for 
the next century. Extended wars began between the Nephites and the La
rnanites. The Nephites moved to new territory and established various 
"Christian" communities (see chapter 4), complete with baptism, a king's 
statesmanlike sermon, a prophet's martyrdom, marvelous conversions, 
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and dedicated missionary work by five young men. Around 92 B.C.E. a 
peaceful revolution transformed the Nephite government from a monar
chy to a monarchy I democracy; followed by thirty-two years of virulent 
warfare between the Nephites and Lamanites. Temporarily; reversing the 
usual pattern, the Larnanites, largely converted by a miracle, became right
eous. War between the two major races was then replaced by internal con
flict between the legitimate government and a secret evil brotherhood (the 
Gadianton band) that corrupted individuals and infiltrated the administra
tive and judicial branches of the government, as if Masonry and the Mafia 
had joined forces. This band of secret robbers and murderers expanded 
with the tolerance and collusion of the Nephite people as they slowly slid 
into iniquity. The government was in danger of collapsing. 

Around 6 B.C.E. a Lamanite prophet, Samuel, foretold Jesus Christ's 
birth. He predicted two confirming signs: the star of Bethlehem and a dra
matic night without darkness. He warned the people to repent or suffer ter
rible destruction at the time of Jesus' crucifixion. During this time the 
keepers of the sacred plates of brass as well as their own were a righteous 
father-son dyad, Nephi Sr. and Nephi Jr. 

Nephi Jr. received the plates of brass from his father, who then "de
parted" from the land, disappearing forever.110 Unbelievers insisted that 
the time for Samuel's prophecies had passed, and designated a day for kill
ing the believers. Nephi Jr., sorrowful and distraught, engaged in lengthy 
prayer far into the night and was comforted when the Lord spoke: "This 
night shall the sign be given and on the morrow come I into the world" (BM 
453; 3 Ne. 1 : 13). The signs appeared, the wicked repented, and there was a 
"great remission of sins." However, the next thirty-three years, while 
Christ was fulfilling his mission in Palestine, were given over to resistance 
against the thriving Gadianton band, which began with flattery and deceit 
and ended with robbery; murder, and rebellion against the government. 

The Nephites in the Book of Mormon are characterized by the con
stancy of their inconstancy. By 3 C.E.-three years after the "great remis
sion of sins"-they were beginning "to wax strong in wickedness and 
abominations." This trend continued for the next ten years, despite preach
ing and prophesying by the shrinking number of the righteous. Meanwhile 
the Gadianton robbers steadily enlarged their power base (BM 452-456; 3 
Ne. 1, 2).  

Converted Lamanites joined with Nephites in defense against these 
robbers; and, once again, reading from the Book of Mormon back into 
Smith's life provides a sort of "evidence" of periods of hunger for the fam
ily. The Gadianton band threatened the destruction of the country in 13 
C.E.; the Nephites gained the upper hand one year later, only to suffer an
other attack in 15 C.E. In 16 C.E. Giddianhi, the robber chief, sent a written 
ultimatum to Lachoneus, the Nephite chief executive: capitulation or exter-
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ruination. The Latin name is startling in a book of supposedly Hebrew and 
Egyptian origins; when a patient says something contradictory to facts and 
his level of knowledge, the therapist becomes alerted to possible strong 
psychological factors at play. This raising of consciousness is now justified 
by the following event; for, more significantly, the letter is a simplistic, al
most boyish one, of bluster and threats. It alerts us to pay close attention. 
The robber praised Lachoneus for his firmness in maintaining "defense of 
your liberty, and your property, and your country . . . .  And it seemeth a pity 
unto me, most noble Lachoneus that ye should be so foolish and vain to 
suppose that ye can stand against so many brave men, which are at my 
command. 0 0 0  and do await. . . .  for the word, Go down . . . .  and destroy." Gid
dianhi gave Lachoneus a month to make up his mind. If he capitulated, he 
may join the band of robbers on an equal footing. If not, "on the morrow 
month, I will command that my armies shall come down . . .  and shall let fall 
the sword upon you" (BM 457-58; 3 Ne. 3). 

From a psychoanalytic perspective, the message is familiar: "You are 
very brave, but I am giving you two terrible choices." I think the source of 
the story lies in this event from Lucy's history: 

Said I, "Doctor 0 0 0  can you not try once more by cutting round the bone . . . .  
and thus you may save the leg. You will [not] take off the leg until you try 
once more. o o · "  The Doctor said, my poor boy, we have come again. "Yes," 
said Joseph, "I see you have; but you have not come to take off my leg, have 
you sir?" "No," said the surgeon, "it is your mothers request, that we should 
make one more effort."lll 

In this retelling of Joseph Smith's autobiography, Lachoneus is. Lucy, 
negotiating with the robbers with swords (the surgeons), who are giving 
her the two choices of amputation or operation. It is Lucy; not Joseph Sr., 
who negotiates; Joseph Sr. is weeping at Joseph Jr. 's bedside, in what is cer
tainly a demonstration of unhelpful emotional lability in a time of crisis. 
Joseph Jr. demonstrates his bravery by refusing to be bound with cords or 
drugged with alcohol. He chooses to face the surgery with his father, not 
his mother. His bravery did not keep him from pain. 

In the Book of Mormon, the Nephites made a drastic choice. They gath
ered by the tens of thousands to a fortified place and prepared to withstand 
a seven-year siege, bringing with them their horses, chariots, cattle, flocks, 
and grain. Because they had stripped the land of food, the robbers also had 
only two choices: attack or starve (BM 459-460; 3 Ne. 3-4:7). The seven years 
in 3 Nephi corre�pbnds to eight years in the wilderness in the 1-2 Nephi 
version. 

In this, our second reading, the bloody private event is transformed by 
the Book of Mormon into a national war which occurred in "the sixth 
month" of 19 C.E. and corresponds to the year 1811 C.E. in Smith's mem
ory:112 "great and terrible was the slaughter thereof, insomuch that there 
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never was known so great a slaughter among the people of Lehi since he 
left Jerusalem." The Gadianton band attacked with lamb skins around their 
loins, heads shorn and bodies dyed in blood and "great and terrible was 
the appearance of the armies" (BM 460-61;  3 Ne. 4:7). This description cor
responds both to Joseph's living memory of the surgery and also to Lucy's 
description: "Oh! My God what a spectacle for a mother's eye. The wound 
torn open to view and my boy and the bed on which he covered with the 
blood which was still gushing from the wound. He was pale as a corpse 
and . . .  his face every feature of which depicted agony that cannot be de
scribed. "113 

In short, surgery has been transformed imaginatively into a major bat
tle. The Nephites fought off this attack, pursuing the robbers to the borders 
of the wilderness. Giddianhi, "weary because of his much fighting," was 
"overtaken and slain" (BM 461; 3 Ne. 4:14). Like Laban, Giddianhi is a rob
ber who is cut down by the sword. Joseph has, in fantasy, taken his venge
ance on the pain-inflicting surgeon. 

The Nephites then returned to their fortification. The next two and a 
half years of the siege were eventless and correspond historically, in my 
opinion, to the first years of recovery after Joseph's surgery. Then the La
manites besieged the Nephite fortress under the command of another 
leader, Zemnarihah (21 C.E.) This event corresponds, I believe, to the be
ginning of the three years of crop failure and economic desperation for the 
Smiths (1813-16). In a fantasy reversal, the Nephites (the Smith family) 
have ample stores while the robbers (the surgeons) subsist on a dwindling 
supply of wilderness game, "insomuch that the robbers were about to per
ish with hunger" (BM 462-63; 3 Ne. 4:15-21) .  In this case, the hunger sug
gested by Lucy's history of three years of crop failures has been projected 
onto the enemy.114 In an example of expansiveness, both the family and the 
surgeons have become the equivalent of national groups. In the decisive 
battle, the Nephites decimate the robbers, require them to repent, and hang 
Zernnarihah. Again, a representative of the surgeon has been killed. 

Lucy summarizes the family's gratitude when it is clear that they have 
all survived typhoid and that Joseph will recover from the surgery: "We re
alized the blessing for I believe we felt more to acknowledge the hand of 
God in preserving our lives through such a desperate siege. "115 This family 
thanksgiving is exaggerated in the Book of Mormon: the people " did break 
forth, all as one, in singing and praising their God, for the great thing which 
he had done for them, in preserving them from falling into the hands of 
their enemies; yea, they did cry Hosanna to the Most High God" (BM 463; 
Ne. 4:29-33). 

From a psychoanalytic perspective, the drive and fantasies for om
nipotence that began before the surgery and were enhanced by the surgery 
and following events are now temporarily contained and reversed. Fright-
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ened by the surgery and periods of hunger, Smith's fantasies of omnipo
tence are briefly squelched and reversed into humility. In the Book of Mor
mon, God is praised for saving them: 

They knew it was because of their repentance and their humility that they 
had been delivered from everlasting destruction. And now behold there wa> 
not a living soul among all the people of the Nephites which did doubt in thE 
least thing in the words of all the holy prophets which had spoken . . . .  [they 
forsook] all their sins .. .  abominations .. . and whoredoms, and did serve God. 
(BM 463; 3 Ne. 5:1) 

This beatific state occurred in 21 or 22 C.E. (1813-14). But Joseph 
Smith did not have enough ego strength to renounce narcissism. ThE 
desperate need for compensating fantasies of power slowly returned aE 
he felt increasingly safe during his recovery. Three years passed with
out incident-the length of time that the Nephites' faith and repen
tance endured. At that point (26 C.E./ / 1818), seven years after thE 
great battle, the people "did return to their own lands" from their for
tress encampment, taking with them their animals, treasures, remaining 
food, and other goods. This episode corresponds with the Smith fam
ily's move to Palmyra in 1817 and settling in their own cabin in 1818, 
seven years after the surgery (BM 465; 3 Ne. 6:1-3). 

The next three years comprise a period of relative tranquility in botr 
the life of the family and in the Book of Mormon narrative: 

There was great order in the land; and they had formed their laws accordin� 
to equity and justice. And now there was nothing in all the land to hinder thE 
people from prospering continually . . . .  There were many cities built anew. 
and . . .  many highways cast up, and many roads made, which led from city tc 
city, and from land to land, and from place to place. And thus passed twent) 
and eighth year [1820], and the people had continued peace. (BM 465; 3 Ne 
6:1-10) 

The period of relative tranquility for the Smith family paralleled thE 
historical "era of good feeling" during the first of U.S. president Jame� 
Monroe's two terms (1816-24). In 1818 the Cumberland Road (the "Na· 
tional Road") reached Ohio and opened up Kentucky, Tennessee, and land� 
westward.116 Thus the larger social context also found its way in disguise( 
form into the Book of Mormon. Supporting evidence is Orsamus Turner '' 
memory that Joseph came into the printer 's shop weekly to get his father '' 
paper, participated in the debating club, and read extensively.l17 

In 29 C .E. (1821) the Nephites' prosperity is disrupted by " disputings .. 
pride and boast�gs, because of . . .  riches." "Lawyers," "merchants," an( 
"officers" began forming social "ranks, according to their riches, and thei1 
chances for learning; yea, some were ignorant because of their poverty, anc 
others did receive great learning because of their riches" (BM 466; 3 Ne 
6:11-14). This hierarchical view of social privilege, from a psychologica 
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perspective, is consistent with how an ill-educated and poor fifteen-year
old could view his own lack of privilege (encouraged perhaps by his so
cially aware mother). Smith had written that because of "indigent 
circumstances . . . .  we were deprived of the bennifit of an education."118 

In 30 C.E. Book of Mormon society degenerated into "awful wicked
ness." The 30-33 C. E. era in Nephite history corresponds roughly to 1823-26 
for the Smiths. In September 1826 New York was rocked by the disappear
ance and presumed murder of William Morgan, a brick-and-stone mason 
of Batavia, New York, and also a member of the Masonic order. He was in 
jail in Canandaigua, New York, nine miles from the Smith farmhouse for a 
debt of $2.69, but the real reason for his imprisonment was his determina
tion to publish a book revealing the secrets of Masonry. Someone paid his 
debt, and Morgan was released from jail; but as he stepped into the street, 
he was seized, gagged, and thrust into a carriage. A wild drive followed, 
with relays of horses to the Canadian border where all traces of Morgan 
disappeared.119 This event fed into a widespread belief that Masons were 
secretly controlling the government, courts, and elections; the resulting na
tional paranoia lasted for over a decade.12° Five Masons were tried for Mor
gan's murder. Three were acquitted, and two received sentences of less 
than a year. I argue that this story appears in the Book of Mormon as the 
Gadianton band's corruption of the Nephite judges, who were bought off 
"to deliver those which were guilty of murder from the grasp of justice" 
(BM 467; 3 Ne. 6:28-30). The band also murdered "the Chief Judge of the 
land" in the thirtieth year, a period of violence during which the Nephite 
government actually collapsed. The church "began to be broken up," and 
the people "were divided one against another . . .  into tribes, every man ac
cording to his family, and his kindred and friends; and thus they did de
stroy the government of the land" (BM 467-68; 3 Ne. 6: 15-7:2). 

Monroe's second term (1820-24), rather than continuing the "era of 
good feeling," was characterized by sectional hostility, individual political 
rivalries, bitter conflict over slavery (Maine, no; Missouri, yes), and the 
one-party election of 1824 with four candidates. Andrew Jackson won a 
plurality of votes, but the electoral college was split with 99 votes for Jack
son, 84 for John Quincy Adams, 41 for W. H. Crawford, and 37 for Henry 
Clay. No one had a constitutional majority; although the will of the people 
was reasonably clear. By law the election was decided in the U.S. House of 
Representatives, where, according to common belief, Henry Clay, in a se
cret agreement, gave his votes to John Quincy Adams in exchange for an 
appointment as Secretary of State. Cries of corruption erupted. One news
paper editorialized: "Expired at Washington on the ninth of February, of 
poison administered by the assassin hands of John Quincy Adams, the 
usurper, and Henry Clay[:] the virtue, liberty and independence of the 
United States."121 
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In Palmyra the years 1823-24 (31-32 C .E.) also commenced, as we have 
seen, a period of competitive religious revivalism. Smith later stigmatized 
the "great love" professed by converts of various sects as "more pretended 
than real; for a feeling of great confusion and bad feeling ensued-priest 
contending against priest, and convert against convert; so that all their 
good feelings for one another, if they ever had any, were entirely lost in a 
strife of words.''122 Similarly, in the Book of Mormon, "six years had not 
passed away, since the more part of the people had turned from their right
eousness, like the dog to his vomit, or the sow to her wallowing in the 
mire" (BM 468; 3 Ne. 7:8). 

In 31 C .E. (1823) the tribal division resulted in "strict laws" so that "in 
some degree they had peace in the land." The faithless Nephites actively 
persecuted the prophets; they stoned Nephi's brother near the end of that 
year. Significantly, Smith here compensated strikingly for Alvin's death, 
which coincided with the first visits of the.angel/ guardian spirit. Similarly, 
Joseph Smith's alter ego Nephi Jr. heard the voice of the Lord, saw angels, 
and began to "minister with power and great authority, . . .  and even his 
brother did he raise from the dead" (BM 469; 3 Ne. 7: 19). Psychologically, 
Smith was ranking himself with Elijah and Elisha, who had raised one 
dead person apiece, and Jesus who had restored Lazarus and the daughter 
of Jairus to life (1 Kgs. 17:17-24; 2 Kgs. 4:14-37; Matt. 9:18-26; John 11 :32-45). 
But who had also repaired a broken body, perhaps with a crushed skull? 
Those who had stoned Nephi's brother witnessed this miracle but "were 
angry with him [Nephi], because of his power: and he did also many more 
miracles, in the sight of the people, in the name of Jesus" (BM 469; 3 Ne. 
7:20). Smith conquered the tragedy of Alvin's death by a reversed fantasy 
that also, incidentally, showed his power and authority over an older 
brother. 

Nephi's preaching began a revival of religious activity among the peo
ple: "the thirty and first year [1823] did pass away, and there were but few 
which were converted unto the Lord," a historically accurate statement. 
The next year, 1824, was similar. However, by the "thirty and third year 
[1825]," there were "many in the commencement of this year, that were 
baptized unto repentance; and thus the more part of the year did pass 
away" (BM 467-70; 3 Ne. 7:20-26). The parallels between Nephi's revival 
and the Palmyra revival are striking, not only the description of the slow 
beginning and the sudden jump in conversions when George Lane arrived 
to work with Benjamin Stockton, but also in its chronology. The revival 
commenced in the spring of 1824, a few months after Alvin's death in No
vember 1823 and continued moderately for almost a year. About 150 were 
baptized in late 1824, and another 250 were added in the first three months 
of 1825. Or, as Nephi recorded, "there were many in the commencement of 
this year [33 C.E./ /1825] . . .  that were baptized . . .  and the year did pass 
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away." By September 1825, when the Palmyra churches looked back over 
the previous twelve months, over 400 had been baptized; of these 208 were 
Methodists, 94 Baptists, and 99 PresbyteriansY3 Apparently the effects of 
Rev. George Lane continued after his departure. The revival was over in 
both the Book of Mormon and Palmyra one and a half to two years after the 
brother 's death. As a psychiatrist, I would expect the revival to be trans
formed in fantasy to become a sign of Smith's own emerging religious 
power and authority. In real life he almost returned to the Methodist 
church; in the Book of Mormon fantasy, he has replaced Stockton and Lane 
as the religious leader. 

The next event was Christ's crucifixion, which occurred in the Book of 
Mormon "in the thirty and fourth year, in the first month, in the fourth day 
of the month" (BM 470; 3 Ne. 8:5). Nephi's brother had been stoned in the 
latter part of the thirty-first year-more than twenty-four months earlier 
but probably less than thirty. Significantly, the space between Alvin's death 
and early 1826 was twenty-seven months. The New Testament records that 
the "earth did quake and rocks rent"; there were three hours of darkness, 
and the temple veil was rent (Mark 15:33-38; Luke 23:55-56; Matt. 27:51). 
The Book of Mormon exaggerates these events into a geophysical holo
caust, as, throughout the book, it exaggerates biblical miracles. This three
hour cataclysm began with a terrible storm; tidal waves, fire, and 
earthquakes destroyed sixteen cities and changed the "whole face" of the 
northern land, breaking up highways and roads. Thousands died, presum
ably including children, infants, and pregnant mothers. 

Next came a darkness so thick that the survivors could feel it, and 
no fire or candle could be lit for the next three days. The survivors 
wept and mourned: "0 that we had repented . . .  and not stoned the 
prophets. 0 0 0  Then would our mothers, and our fair daughters, and our 
children have been spared." This selective miracle spared the "more 
righteous" but slew those guilty of "iniquity and abominations." Then 
the survivors heard a voice, twice without comprehending it, but the 
third time understanding as it said: 

Wo, wo, wo unto this people; wo unto the inhabitants of the whole earth, ex
cept they shall repent . . . .  Behold, that great. city Zarahemla have I burned 
with fire . . . .  and the great city Moroni have I caused to be sunk in the depths 
of the sea . . . .  and . . . .  the great city Moronihah have I covered with earth . . . .  
And .. .  the city of Gilgal . . .  sunk . . .  and city of  Onihah . . .  and o o •  Mocumi . . .  
Gadiandi . . .  Gadiomnah . . .  Jacob . . .  and . . .  Gimgimno 0 0 0  to  be sunk. 0 0 0  and 
made hills and valleys in the places thereof . . . .  and [the cities of] Laman . . .  
and Josh . . .  Gad . . .  and Kishkumen have I caused to  be burned with fire. (BM 
470-472; 3 Ne. 8:1 9-9:19) 

Who has destroyed lands, cities, men and women who were perhaps 
"wicked," but also innocent children and infants? "Behold I am Jesus 
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Christ, the Son of God . . . . I am the light and the life of the world" (BM 473; 3 
Ne. 9:11-22) . The resurrected Christ then descended and preached his gos
pel of love and compassion, including the Sermon on the Mount. As a psy
chiatrist, I see a contradiction between behavior and words that the author 
does not appreciate. Such failure to recognize paradox is typical of the nar
cissistic personality. 

Today Mormon geologists look for evidence of this geophysical holo
caust in the oceans off Chile and Peru,l24 while Mormon archaeologists 
search for evidence of a Middle Eastern culture or language throughout the 
Americas. With no historical or scientific findings anywhere for this story, I 
believe we are justified in looking to the personal story of Joseph Smith. 

A more fruitful source for this geophysical holocaust is Smith's inner 
life. The catastrophe in the Book of Mormon comes as a judgment from 
God-mirroring, I argue, the time when Smith stood before a literal judg
ment bar in South Bainbridge and was declared guilty. Psychologically, this 
fantasy of external destruction reveals how shattered he was by his trial for 
magic and money-digging, and his difficulty in handling the resulting 
shame and humiliation is proportional to the magnitude of the devasta
tion.125 He combines his internal devastation with a fantasy act of revenge 
on those who killed his brother and humiliated him. Every psychiatrist has 
heard patients present dreams and fantasies of volcanos and earthquakes, 
suggesting intensity of emotional upheaval. The narcissistic personality 
cannot handle shame or humiliation; it feels even ordinary slights, rebuffs, 
or insults with frightening emotional intensity. The narcissist's defenses in
clude surrounding himself or herself with compliant people who buffer the 
narcissist from the outside world. But if these buffers are inadequate or un

available, as was the case for Smith during his trial, then the narcissist's 
personality is terribly shaken. This story makes a contribution to the diag
nostic profile of Joseph Smith. 126 

Up to this point, Smith has followed both the chronological order and 
timing of his autobiography in creating the Book of Mormon narrative. He 
continues the order, but not the close time parallels. As already discussed, 
the five events following Smith's humiliating trial are the death of Smith's 
deformed and stillborn son, his rejection by Emma's church, his loss of the 
manuscript, a period of conventional living, then a return to dictation. All 
five events in this same chronological order can be found in the Book of �ormon story in the book of 3 Nephi, but these incidents are more highly 
d1sgmsed than th�:; <autobiographical parallels with the story of the first 
Nephi and Lehi. These events happened within two years of the time when 
Smith dictated them to Cowdery, sufficient reason, in my opinion, to take 
special pains with disguising them. 

From a psychoanalytic perspective, we would expect the "very much 
deformed" stillborn son to be transformed by compensatory exaggerated 
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fantasy into a child of unearthly beauty. Therefore, I see the Book of Mor
mon story of Christ blessing the children as the transformation of this pain
ful and frightening loss: 

Uesus] commanded that their little children should be brought. So they 
brought their little children and sat them down upon the ground round 
about him, and Jesus stood in their midst . . .  and . . .  groaned . . .  and prayed . . .  
and he took their little children one by one, and blessed them, and prayed 
unto the Father for them . . .  and spoke unto the multitude . . . .  Behold your lit� 
tle ones. And as they looked to behold, they cast their eyes toward heaven, 
and they saw the Heavens open, and they saw angels descending out of 
Heaven as it were, in the midst of fire; and they came down and encircled 
those little ones about; and they were encircled about with fire; and the an
gels did minister unto them, and the multitude did see and hear, and bear re
cord. (BM 490; 3 Ne. 17:21-24) 

Rather than one horribly deformed child, we here have a multitude of chil
dren encircled by the glory of God and ministered to by angels. No scene 
could have more completely erased the sorrowful memory of the dead 
child and the humiliating memory of how Smith had boasted of this child's 
ability to his skeptical in-laws. 

Chronologically, the disguised version of Smith's application to 
Emma's church should follow this scene of the children and precede the 
lost manuscript. In fact, we find Jesus counseling the people against the 
kind of behavior that humiliated the grieving Joseph. 

And now behold, this is the commandment which I give unto you, that ye 
shall not suffer any one, knowingly, to partake of my flesh, and blood un
worthily . . .  For whoso eateth and drinketh my flesh and blood unworthily 
eateth and drinketh damnation to his soul. . . .  Nevertheless ye shall not cast 
him out from among you, but ye shall minister tmto him and shall pray for 
him unto the Father, in my name and if it so be that he repenteth, and is bap
tized in my name, then shall ye receive him, and shall minister unto him of 
my flesh and blood . . . .  Nevertheless, ye shall not cast him out of your . . .  
places of worship . . .  for ye know not but what they will return and repent. 
(BM 492; 3 Ne. 18:28-32) 

This statement of tolerance and compassion thus becomes a condemna
tion, put in God's mouth, against the Methodist Episcopal church of Har
mony. In fact, Smith never forgave the Methodist Episcopals and later the 
Methodists, whom he said God had singled out as especially unworthy.127 
The quotation from Jesus about the sacrament paraphrases 1 Corinthians 
11:24-30, and the rest of the passage can be read as Smith's complaint that, 
even if his in-laws felt he was unworthy of the sacrament, they should have 
let him attend church. 

The stillbirth occurred only eighteen days before Smith discovered the 
loss of the manuscript, and the application to the Methodist Episcopal 
church came in between. One would expect the disguised representations 



T a b l e  2 
P a r a l l e l s  b e t w e e n  3 - 4  N e p h i  

a n d  t h e  T e e n a g e  J o s e p h  S m i t h  

3 Nq;hi 

(C.E. 1) Nephi Sr. disappears, leaving Nephi 
Jr. with the plates. 

(C.E. 1-2) Signs of Christ's birth; people in 
"great remission of sins"; evil Gadianton 
band in the mountains. 
(C. E. 3-15) Robbers grow in number and at
tack; people ignore miracles and become 
wicked; preliminary defensive wars of 
Nephites. 
(C.E. 16) Gadianton band sends letter to 
Lachoneus demanding that the Nephites ca
pitulate or be destroyed; describes 
Lachoneus as brave but foolish. 

(C.E. 19, early) Nephites all move to one for
tified area, taking all possessions and food. 

(C.E. 19, June) Robbers attack in lambskins, 
heads shorn, bodies in blood. Nephites win, 
retaliate by killing the lead robber. Nephites 
praise God, repent. 

(C.E. 21-22) Robbers are starving; the 
Nephites have left no food outside their forti
fication. Nephites win, hang leader of rob
bers, kill others. 

(C. E. 23-25) Continuing conquest of robbers 
and peace. 

(C. E. 26) Nephites return home with flocks, 
cattle, and possessions. Warfare is over. 

(C.E. 26-28) Prosperity: new roads, new cit
ies, expansion and cooperation. 

(C.E. 29) Beginning of pride, social class 
ranks, difficulty in getting "learning," iniq
uity, secret murders. 

(C.E. 30-34) Composite: collapse of govern
ment because of conflict and sectional divi
sions; "awful wickedness/'secret 
combinations," wickedness of most people. 

Josq;h Smith, Jr. 

Joseph Smith Sr. presents a disappointing 
figure and is being replaced by Joseph Smith 
Jr. 

(Early C.E. 1811) Joseph's memory date for 
his surgery: "five years old or thereabouts." 
Surgeons tell Lucy she must choose between 
leg amputation or surgery. Joseph demon
strates bravery in surgery. 

(C.E. 1811) Joseph's surgery with blood all 
over bed linen. Actual date probably early 
1813. Smith family praises God for help 
through such a "desperate siege." 

(C.E. 1813-15) Hunger time of Smiths while 
Joseph recovers. Hunger psychologically 
projected onto the enemy. 

(C.E. 1815-16) Continued failure in crops 
and day-to-day living with probable hunger. 

(C.E. 1816-18) Smith family immigrates to 
Palmyra, New York, improves, and moves to 
their own farm. 

(C.E. 1816-20) James Monroe "era of good 
feelings," Cumberland road, U.S. expansion. 

(C.E. 1821) Smith family endures amiable 
contempt; Joseph is without "bennifit of edu
cation." 

(C.E. 1822-26) Composite: U.S. sectional hos
tilities; end of ''era of good feelings." Cor
rupt election (1824); people believe in 
Masonic conspiracies; Masonic uproar; be
ginning of religious revivals and competi
tion. 



T a b l e  2 ( c o n t i n u e d )  
P a r a l l e l s  b e t w e e n  3 - 4  N e p h i  

a n d  t h e  T e e n a g e  J o s e p h  S m i t h 

3 Nephi 

(C.E. 31). Nephi sees angels daily, ministers 
with "great authority," performs miracles 
though few believe, and (end of year) stone 
his brother to death. Nephi raises brother 
from the dead. People angry, but a few are 
converted. 

(C.E. 32) Nephi cries repentance and remis
sion of sins, followed by baptism. 

(C.E. 33). Many converted in the first part of 
year. 

(C. E. 34, 4 Jan.) Death ofJesus and geophysi
cal holocaust, people destroyed, about 
twenty-seven months after death/ resurrec
tion of Nephi's brother. 

(C.E. 34) Destruction of children and Jesus 
visits, blesses surviving children miracu
lously. 

(C. E. 34) Jesus encourages all, including sin
ners, to attend church but avoid communion. 

(C.E. 34) Jesus chastises Nephi for not writ
ing Samuel's words. 

(C.E. 34) Children speak miraculous things 
without Jesus present. 

(C.E. 34-194) Period of peace (C.E. 194-201). 
Social class replaces Christian communism 
(C. E. 201-31). Division into Lamanites and 

Nephites marks beginning of extreme evil. 
197 years of declining righteousness. 

Joseph Smith, Jr. 

(C.E. 1823) Story of angel and gold plates. 
Few believe story. Prerevival period. (End 
of year) Alvin Smith killed by medical in
competence, November 1823. 

(C.E. 1824) Revival begins in March, acceler
ates in last quarter of the year. 

(C.E. 1825). Revival continues; last two
thirds of converts are baptised in first part of 
year. 

(C. E. 1826, Mar.). Joseph charged with 
"glass-looking," endures humiliation, one 
night in jail, about twenty-seven months af
ter death of his brother Alvin. 

(C.E. 1828, 15 June) Stillborn birth of 
Joseph's malformed son. 

(C.E. 1828, late June) Joseph rejected by 
Methodist Episcopal class in Harmony, 
Pennsylvania. 

(C.E. 1828, June/July) Joseph in despair for 
not making a copy of the manuscript of the 
Book of Mormon translation, for not writing 
it down twice. 

(C. E. 1828, June/July) Son was to "translate 
gold plates." 

(C.E. 1828, 3 July-Feb. 1829) Joseph forced by 
outside factors into a nonsupernatural, nor
mal life of farming. After seven months (per
haps one day for each of the 197 Nephite 
years), he returns to supernatural claims. 
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of these events in the Book of Mormon to follow each other in quick succe 
sion. Smith's self-chastisement for not making a copy of the manuscript a1 
pears as Jesus chastising Smith's alter ego Nephi Jr. for not recording even 
at all: 

I commanded my servant Samuel, the Lamanite, that he should testify unl 
this people . . .  that there were many saints which should arise from the dea< 
. . .  Were it not so? And his disciples answered him and said, Yea, Lord, S; 
muel did prophesy according to thy words, and they were all fulfilled. An 
Jesus saith unto them, How be it that ye have not written this thing? . . . An 
. . . Nephi remembered that this thing had not been written. And it came t 
pass that Jesus commanded that it should be written; therefore it was writte 
according as he commanded. (BM 503; 3 Ne. 23:6-14) 

Psychiatrists agree that major psychological conflicts and emotion< 
trauma cannot be totally suppressed in our communications, even wit 
conscious intent. This event involving the record makes an important pat 
tern between events in Smith's life and events in the Book of Mormor 
Smith projects his self-chastisement onto God. 

Interestingly; at this point in the Book of Mormon narrative there is an 
other episode of Jesus and the children. This repetition of compensator: 
fantasy underscores how traumatized Smith was by the malformed still 
birth, especially since the fantasy is even more miraculous: 

Uesus] did teach and minister unto the children of the multitude . . .  and h< 
did loose their tongues, and they did speak unto their fathers great and mar 
vellous things . . .  and . . .  after he had ascended into Heaven the second time . .  
behold, it  came to pass on the morrow, that the multitude gathered them 
selves together, and they both saw and heard these children; yea, even babe: 
did open their mouths, and utter marvellous things; and the things whid 
they did utter were forbidden, that there should not any man write them 
(BM 506-507; 3 Ne. 26:16) 

Smith's child, who, he boasted, would translate the golden plates, is hen 
transformed into a multitude of children speaking the secrets of God. 

After Christ departed from the Nephites, they experienced approxi· 
mately two generations (160 years, 34-194 C.E.) of peace, a period that cor· 
responded to Smith's relatively normal life between 3 July 1828 and 
February 1829. Nephi's son, Amos, "kept [the record] eighty and four year� 
and there was still peace in the land, save it were for a small part of the peo· 
ple, which had revolted from the church, and took upon them the name oJ 
Lamanites" (BM516; 4 Ne. 19-21). During this time the people repaired the 
destruction and "spread upon all the face of the land." The church pros
pered, and 

there was no contention in the land, because of the love of God which did 
dwell in the hearts of the people. And there were no envyings, nor strifes, 
nor tumults, nor whoredoms, nor lyings, nor murders, nor any manner of 
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lasciviousness: and surely there could not be a happier people among all the 
people of God: There were no robbers, nor no murderers, neither were there 
Lamanites, nor no manner of Ites; but they were in one, the children of 
Christ, and heirs to the kingdom of God: And how blessed were they. (BM 
515-16; 4 Ne. 12-18) 

From a psychoanalytic perspective, this passage strongly suggests that 
Smith, temporarily controlled by outside pressures, found peace from his 
internal conflicts for a time. This ideal peace deteriorated in 201 C. E. when 
social classes replaced Christian communalism; thirty years later (231 
C.E.), a "great division" into Lamanites, Nephites, and other subdivisions 
recurred. The peace from Jesus' visit in 33 C. E. to this division lasted 197 
years. The seven months of Smith's retreat into conventional living lasted, 
in round months of thirty days each, 210 days. The two figures are so close 
that, as a psychiatrist, I suspect a simple mental substitution of days for 
years. In seventy more years, all righteousness had evaporated from 
among the people. Tellingly, in Smith's real life, after giving his father a 
revelation some time in February, he began dictating the Book of Mormon 
to Oliver Cowdery in early April-a little more than sixty days. As Smith 
intensified his supernatural claims, the Book of Mormon peoples intensi
fied their evil. These parallels are very suggestive. 

In his final addition to the Book of Mormon, Ether, I argue that Smith 
will disclose important information about his dictation of the Book of Mor
mon. (See chapter 6.) This self-disclosure is one of three reasons for the ad
dition of this otherwise puzzling book. 
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A Book of Intricate Complexity: 
Mosiah and Alma 

I believe that the first major attempt to understand Joseph Smith was 
that of his antagonist, Eber D. Howe, in Mormonism Unvailed. 1 Howe 

proposed that the Book of Mormon had been adapted from a romance 
written by a poverty-stricken Presbyterian minister, Solomon Spaulding, 
fifteen years earlier. This proposal, supported in his book by many testi
monies from individuals, lasted until the original Spaulding manuscript 
was rediscovered in 1884, when no meaningful connection between it and 
the Book of Mormon could be found. This theory, however, had success
fully blocked more sophisticated inquiry into the source(s) of the Book of 
Mormon for fifty years. From that point, further examination explored 
other hypotheses besides that accepted by devout Mormons. Evidence be
gan to accumulate suggesting that the book reflected the early nineteenth
century American frontier.2 Further, travel, geographic, and population 
claims in the book seemed implausible.3 While no Mormon acknow
ledgment has been forthcoming, M. T. Lamb's 1887 book was probably the 
impetus for the "new geographic theory" of the Book of Mormon which 
put Cumorah in Central America and limited the whole Book of Mormon 
history to a geographic diameter of 400 miles. 

The first attempt to understand Joseph Smith psychologically occurred 
in 1902 and relied on what was by then the canonized version of his "first 
vision" of God and Jesus. In his doctoral dissertation, I. Woodbridge Riley 
proposed that Smith suffered from a migraine-type of epilepsy, a possibil
ity that no longer fits medical knowledge.4 Riley believed that the Book of 
Mormon was a product of the American environment, discarded the 
Spaulding theory, and mentioned a few items that suggested the autobio
graphical possibilities of Smith in the Book of Mormon. He was the first to 
notice the parallels between the dreams of Joseph Smith, Sr., and Lehi in the 
Book of Mormon.5 Walter F. Prince in 1917 found evidence that was satisfy
ing to him that Smith was the sole author of the Book of Mormon. Prince's 
views were challenged by Theodore Schroeder, who, however, began his 
argument by insisting on the outdated hypothesis that Solomon Spaulding 
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wrote the Book of Mormon. Some of his conclusions will be reviewed in 
chapter 5.6 

During the first part of the twentieth century, various diagnoses were 
given to Joseph Smith. Harry M. Beardsley offered "demential Praecox," a 
"voluntarily induced schizophrenia," and "dissociation," while Bernard 
DeVoto hypothesized that Smith was a "paranoid" who heard "auditory 
hallucinations." Most recently, William D. Morain, a plastic surgeon with 
ties to the RLDS church, has proposed that Smith "dissociated," and dic
tated the Book of Mormon in a "trance."7 

The problem with these proposals is that they see Smith dictating the 
Book of Mormon without full mental functioning. He is "not all there," but 
rather is limited by or under the influence of a severe mental illness that de
creases function. In contrast, if not in response to the earlier chapters, I 
hope readers will appreciate what every devout student of the Book of 
Mormon knows-its complexity. This complexity initially hid the popula
tion and travel improbabilities in the text. Dates, places, and stories inter
lock in confusing, but internally consistent patterns, with almost no errors. 
(I will mention one, perhaps two, clear errors in chapter 6.) Such a feat re
quired clear, sharp calculations during the dictation. In my professional 
opinion, such an achievement was not possible for someone of even tem
porarily limited mental functioning. Yet even with such integration of cog
nitive function, the book required some framework. I am proposing that 
the theology, stories, and geography came from Joseph's life, expanded 
into "greater than life" episodes, and being modified as required to allow 
him to conquer in fantastic fantasy. 

The previous two chapters have reviewed the personal story of Smith 
to the point where he began dictating the Book of Mormon as it currently 
exists, each one focusing on a story of one of the two important Nephis in 
the book. The activities of these Smith alter egos show a clear, compact, and 
close chronological fit between events in the Book of Mormon and events 
in Smith's own life. Even though 3 Nephi was written before the current 
version of 1-2 Nephi, it is my belief that Smith had, in the lost 116 pages, ba
sically covered the same material that he revisited in 1-2 Nephi. Thus the 
story of the first Nephi emphasized the first decade of Smith's life, the story 
of the second Nephi the second and third decades. Events in their life sto
ries, I have argued, present a pattern of distinctive themes and figures from 
key events in Smith's life. 

As the Book of Mormon proceeds, elements of Smith's autobiography 
repeatedly recur, though seldom in such crystalline form and precise 
chronological order. This chapter will confirm the motifs previously identi
fied and add two or three more: a revival that follows a good man's death 
(see also chapter 2), the appearance of an angel, and the mention of a gold 
record that needed translation. This chapter will not only attempt to con-
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firm how Smith used reversal and compensation as fantasy techniques for 
dealing with his misfortunes, but also document his use of a second psy
chological technique-exaggerating biblical stories to tell and " correct" his 
life.8 • '· 

As a psychiatrist, I argue that the formula to understanding the Book of 
Mormon is that, beneath its exaggeration and reversal of misfortune, lies 
the original episode from Joseph Smith's life-or, in parallel fashion, adds 
to his life story exaggeration and reversal to find the Book of Mormon ver
sion. Familiar motifs will continue to be groups of four or five men, often 
brothers; the mention of wine with swords; travel following an armed con
flict with robbers; and revivals following the death of a good man, often oc
curring at the same time that an angel appears. Other characters from his 
life reappear in disguise as Smith becomes one alter-ego hero after another 
within the plots of the Book of Mormon. 

In the previous two chapters, Smith's life has been the central theme, 
the Book of Mormon stories their mirror. In this chapter and the next, I re
verse the order, summarizing Book of Mormon stories and briefly present
ing their correlation with Smith's life. Although it would certainly be 
rewarding to analyze in detail literally hundreds of Book of Mormon epi
sodes, space precludes such an approach. I wish to present the most impor
tant parallels and let the reader fill in the details through additional study. 
From a psychoanalytic perspective, the book's heros and despots stir the 
deepest and most primitive childhood fantasies of magic and power. The 
theology has real content and conflict, for it distills four centuries of prob
lems in Protestant thought.9 The next section is an example. 

P o l y g a m y  a n d  D o u b t  

[The] emotional life [of narcissists] is shallow. They experience little empathy 
for the feelings of others, they obtain very little enjoyment from life other 
than from the tributes they receive from others or from their own grandiose 
fantasies, and they feel restless and bored when external glitter wears off and 
no new sources feed their self-regard . . . .  In general, their relationships with 
other people are clearly exploitative and sometimes parasitic. It is as if they 
feel they have the right to control and possess others and to exploit them 
without guilt feelings-and behind a surface which very often is charming 
and engaging, one senses coldness and ruthlessness.10 

The first Nephi's death is recorded in the short book kept by Jacob, his 
younger brother, who replaced him as religious and political leader. Jacob 
then chastised the entire assembled Nephite nation for materialism and for 
the sin of polygamy; which Jacob calls the "abominable" sin of "whore
dams." Jacob condemns David's and Solomon's polygamy, for the Lord 
has 

seen the sorrow, and heard the mourning of the daughters of my people . . . .  
Ye have broken the hearts of your tender wives . . .  and the sobbing of their 
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hearts ascendeth up to God against you . . . .  Behold, the Larnanites . . .  are more 
righteous than you; for they have not forgotten the commandments of the 
Lord . . . .  that they should have save it were one wife; and concubines they 
should have none . . . .  Their husbands love their wives, and their wives love 
their husbands, and their husbands and their wives love their children. 

The sole exception is: "For if I will, saith the Lord of Hosts, raise up seed 
unto me, I will command my people; otherwise they shall hearken unto 
these things" (BM 124-28; Jacob 1 :15-3:7). 

Smith would have known that polygamy was a Protestant problem. 
Polygamy was apparently practiced during Jesus' ministry without a word 
of condemnation (see Matt. 25:1-12). Some Christians during apostolic 
times would have been converted Jewish men with multiple wives, for 
Paul had advised Timothy that bishops and deacons should be the hus
bands of only one wife (1 Tim. 3:2). Polygamy continued among the Euro
pean Jews until around 1000 C.E. In 1531 Luther advocated its practice to 
Henry VIII and, in 1539, gave permission to Prince Philip of Hesse to take a 
second wife. The Anabaptists in Germany in the sixteenth century prac
ticed polygamy, and others in Protestantism continued to press for its re
turn.11 Smith, under "command" from God, married more than thirty 
women before his death in 1844, including already married women and 
pubescent girls. The historical record confirms my suspicion as a psychia
trist that such behavior would be devastating for Emma, even though he 
concealed as many of these relationships as possible. Joseph Smith had dic
tated this first (and later lost) section of the Book of Mormon during early 
1828, when Emma entered the last half of her pregnancy with the stillborn 
child, Alvin. She may have been sexually unavailable or sexually unattrac
tive to him. If this first 116 pages was similar to his redictation-or if, when 
he redictated this section, he was reflecting on his past experiences-then 
this section may contain evidence of marital disharmony. One outside ac
cusation appears to provide support for this conjecture. In August 1830 
Joseph and Emma abruptly left Harmony. Fifty years later Hiel Lewis com
mented, as quoted in the Amboy Journal, that one "Levi Lewis states that he 
has heard Joseph Smith and Martin Harris both say that adultery was no 
crime. Harris said that 'he did not blame Smith for attempting to seduce E. 
W., (Eliza Winters)."'12 Hiel Lewis had been an official in Emma's religious 
congregation in Harmony, Pennsylvania, fifty years earlier. While devout 
Mormons correctly point out that the report is second hand and that it 
emerges after a lapse of fifty years, from a professional perspective, I find it 
worth considering as the beginning of Joseph Smith's sexual expansion. 
Consider the progress: 

In 1831 Smith privately stated that plural marriage was a "correct prin- · 

ciple," but the time had "not yet come to teach and practice it." If he re
ceived this knowledge by revelation, it remains unrecorded or at least 
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unpublished. In that year he also told early convert, Mary Elizabeth Rol
lins, then twelve years old, that God had commanded him to take her as a 
plural wife-which he did eleven years later. He also stated that the La
manites (American Indians) would become "white 'imd delightsome" 
through their plural marriages to white men. In 1833 he was, in the words 
of Oliver Cowdery; caught by his wife in a " dirty, filthy affair" with sixteen
year-old Fanny Alger. Years later, in Utah, Mormon pioneer and leader He
ber C. Kimball referred to Alger as Smith's first plural wife, while Alger's 
cousin remembered that his father had performed a marriage uniting 
Joseph and Fanny. In November 1835 Joseph declared all religious and civil 
marriages null and void, for they had not been performed by the Mormon 
priesthood, a declaration that opened the door to taking already "married" 
women as his plural wives.I3 

The difference between the sexual expansiveness of Joseph Smith and 
others is that he put his multiple marriages within a theological framework 
and made the practice a command from God. Although the exact date 
when he began practicing polygamy is unknown, he was certainly in
volved with plural wives and teaching the principle secretly to devoted fol
lowers by the early 1840s. The major revelation on it, now canonized as 
Doctrine and Covenants 132, is dated July 1843. Thirty-three wives (twelve 
of whom, already married, continued to live with their husbands to conceal 
their marriages to Smith) can now be confirmed from the records, and an
other seven are possible. He married girls as young as fourteen and sixteen 
years old.14 

. 

Smith used coercion and emotional pressure to persuade at least some 
of these women to marry him. He told two women-Mary Elizabeth Rol
lins, then a married twenty-three-year-old, and Eliza R. Snow, age thirty
eight-that he was forced by God to take his wives in this illegal practice. 
An angel had come to him and commanded him, he stated. He had balked. 
The angel came again, and again he resisted. As Mary Elizabeth recalled, 
Smith "talked to him [the angel] soberly about it, and told him it was an 
abomination and quoted scripture to him." On the third time, the angel ap
peared, sword in hand, and commanded him to begin the practice or he 
"would slay him." Therapeutically speaking, this "vision" is a manifesta
tion of the ghost of scalpel-wielding surgeon Nathan Smith, suggesting a 
focus on childhood issues. According to Eliza, Joseph told her that the an
gel had said his "priesthood would be taken from him and he would be de
stroyed." Both women married him.15 Reading from the Book of Mormon 
back into Joseph's life suggests that Emma knew of some sexual dalliance 
by Joseph and that her reaction may have been a possible source for the 
prophet Jacob's accusation that adulterous Nephite men had "broken the 
hearts of your tender wives" but that God had heard their "sobbing" and 
"mourning" aacob 2:35, 31). 
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To someone who doubts or does not believe in the supernatural (or in 
Smith's version of the supernatural), questions about his ability to truly 
care for his wife, as well as for people in general, are now increasingly obvi
ous. From my professional perspective, I see the marital dynamic as un
healthy-a continuation of the earlier encouragement to believe in his 
supernatural money-digging powers. In addition to this distressing natu
ralistic view of his coercion of Eliza R. Snow and Mary Elizabeth Rollins 
Lightner, as well as the psychological pain he inflicted on Emma (if not at 
this point in time, then certainly later), a psychiatrist sees this sad fact: each 
of these women was responding to Smith's projected image and married 
him because of his claims. Not once did he know what it was to be loved for 
himself. Nor could he love any of these women for herself. 

The book of Jacob continues with an extensive, complex allegory of the 
tame and wild olive tree, reflecting God's plans for the house of Israel. It is 
a exaggeration of Paul's allegory (Rom. 11), and elaborates several refer
ences by Ethan Smith who applied the same metaphor to the American In
dians. There are several interpretations of this extensive allegory by 
traditional Mormons.l6 

The book ends with a debate between Jacob and Sherem, the first of 
three anti-Christs in the Book of Mormon. Sherem denies that anyone 
"knows" that Christ will come, demands a sign, is struck down, and con
fesses his sin before dying. Though probably based on a real individual in 
Smith's life, he also epitomizes the rational atheism of Thomas Paine's in
fluential Age of Reason. Paine, a major influence behind the Declaration of 
Independence, had then turned his attention to religion. He wrote: "Of all 
the tyrannies that effect mankind, tyranny in religion is the worst; every 
other species of tyranny is limited to the world we live in; but this attempts 
to stride beyond the grave, and seeks to pursue us into eternity."17 Paine 
wrote in "simple and clear language for the common man. He took Deism 
[a belief in a creator who did not interact in the affairs of men] . . .  and made 
it a living creed for the average man. By doing so . . .  he threatened the hold 
of the clergy upon the people."18 

T h e  F i n a l  P a r t  o f  t h e  " S m a l l  P l a t e s'" 

Next come the very short books of Enos, Jarom, and Omni (BM 143-53). 
An anomaly in the Book of Mormon, they cover 314 years-31 percent of 
the Nephite history-in only 1 .5 percent of the entire book. Each of the re
cordkeepers comments briefly on his personal behavior or religious experi
ence and passes the record on. Omni spins through the records of four 
keepers in only twelve verses. 

Psychologically, it makes sense to explain this section as Smith's at
tempt to quickly reach the point at which this new record joins the already 
finished section. Because he was writing these "small plates" to cover the 
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lost 116 pages after dictating the rest of the· Book of Mormon, I suggest that 
both time and the size of the book were pressing on him and that his ten
dency to elaborate-as with the allegory of the tame aJ;ld wild olive tree
had gotten out of hand. He bridged these three centuries to bring him to the 
joining point. 

T h e  R e v i v a l  B e g u n  

TIME: 124 B.C.E./ /1824-25 C.E. 
PERSONAE: KING BENJAMIN/ /REV. BENJAMIN STOCKTON 

The interlocking and overlapping stories in the book of Mosiah and the 
early sections of Alma demonstrate how Smith continued to rewrite his life 
within the Book of Mormon text. The main story line follows the Nephite 
civilization through the reigns of Mosiah I, Benjamin, and Mosiah II, and 
the judgeship of Alma II (Alma the younger) . However, three stories are 
embedded within and intersect with it-Zeniff's colony, the missionary 
sons of Mosiah, and the mission of Alma and Amulek. The narratives of the 
two Nephis are organized chain fashion, each story succeeding the pre
vious story in neat chronological order. In contrast, the Mosiah/ Alma texts 
are nested or stacked, often happening at the same time, interrupting and 
repeating each other. From a psychoanalytic perspective, I argue that each 
of the stacked stories occurring simultaneously in the Book of Mormon re
veals part of the original incident in Smith's life and that reading the paired 
stories will provide the complete incident. 

These interlocking stories are not only framed by but are linked to
gether by the familiar motif of the journey. Other familiar motifs include 
Alvin's death, Smith's encounter with the angel and gold plates, the relig
ious revival, Smith's imprisonment and trial, his troubled relations with 
the Hale family, the death of the firstborn child, and the transforming 
trauma of Smith's childhood-the bloody surgery. 

The main story line follows the central body of Nephites. Mosiah I, the 
Nephite king, obeys God's commandment to flee with his people from the 
land of Nephi to provide a buffer of wilderness between themselves and 
the Lamanites. They find the land of Zarahemla, which is populated by the 
Mulekites, who fled from Jerusalem at about the same time as Lehi; but 
lacking records, they are becoming uncivilized. (The Mulekites have found 
the record of a third people, the Jaredites, who reached the promised land 
from the tower of Babel. I will review the story of the Jaredites and the book 
of Ether in chapter 6.) Mosiah translates the Jaredite record (the book of 
Ether) and unites his people with the Mulekites. His son, Benjamin, is a 
righteous ruler. Benjamin's son, Mosiah II, is also a righteous king. Mosiah 
II has four sons: Ammon, Aaron, Ornner, and Himni. 

During Benjamin's reign, the Lamanites discover them, resulting in "a 
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serious war and much bloodshed between the Nephites and Lamanites" 
(BM 150; Omni 24). Mormon, summarizing these events 500 years later, 
adds an intriguing detail: "King Benjamin gathered together his armies, 
and he did stand against them; and he did fight with the strength of his 
own arm, with the sword of Laban" (BM 152; Words of Mormon 13). This 
sequence is important. The first story is framed by two journeys: that of the 
Nephites into the land of Zarahemla and that of the Mulekites from Jerusa
lem. The journeys suggest, psychologically, the point at which the Smiths 
moved to New York, while the sword of Laban, the "serious war," and 
"much bloodshed" suggest both Smith's surgery ("much bloodshed") and 
Alvin's death (because of the chronology). We may speculatively date these 
events to Joseph Smith's winter of 1823-24. 

This speculation seems confirmed because the next event is the begin
ning of a religious revival-the "proper" event to follow Alvin's death. 
Benjamin, in relinquishing the kingdom to his son, Mosiah II, gave him the 
plates of brass, the plates engraved by Nephi, the magic compass used in 
the wilderness, and Laban's sword (BM 155; Mosiah 1 :15-16). He called his 
people together in a great encampment in tents and addressed them from a 
tower near the temple. The crowd was too great to hear his voice, so he had 
his message written and delivered by runners. The people, convicted of 
sin, fell to the ground, implored the mercy of God, converted universally, 
took on the name of Christ, made a life-long covenant of obedience to God, 
were reborn as children of Christ (124 years before Christ), and had their 
names listed by King Benjamin (BM 155-68; Mosiah 1 : 18-6:7). 

From a psychoanalytic perspective, this episode exaggerates frontier 
America camp meetings, with those present falling to the earth due to the 
intense emotion. As historian Michael T. Walton summarizes: 

The camp meeting began in the "second great awakening" at the turn of the 
19th century as an ecumenical revival meeting. By the 1820's, however, it 
had become the exclusive property of the Methodists. In over 600 such gath
erings a year, Methodist preachers hoped to bring religion to unchurched 
America. The camp meeting was one of the most significant social institu
tions on the frontier. People came for miles to help clear the land, erect the 
raised speakers stand and set up their family tents around the compound. 
For days various preachers would deliver sermons on man's sinfulness and 
the need for atonement. Many would be stricken with their sense of sin and 
collapse in what was known as the falling exercise. At the end of the en
campment, those who had been converted were emolled in the Methodist re
cords so that they could be visited by circuit preachers. Those who were not 
able to feel a manifestation of the divine were exhorted to "go to the grove to 
seek God."19 

Benjamin's lengthy sermon, moreover, fits the condemnatory tone we 
would expect from the first Benjamin (Stockton), the minister who stated 
publicly that Alvin was in hell because he had lived unchurched. Ben-
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jamin's exhortations to altruism are phrased as commandments of God, fu
eled by guilt. Psychologically, Reverend Benjamin speaks through the per
sona of King Benjamin, oppressive, intense, relentless � his pressure: 

And even I [King Benjamin], myself, have labored with n\:ine own hands that 
I might serve you, and that ye should not be laden with taxes . . . .  I tell you 
these things that ye may know that I can answer a clear conscience before 
God this day . . . .  that ye may learn that when ye are in the service of your 
fellow beings ye are only in the service of your God . . . .  and if I who has spent 
his days in your service, and yet has been in the service of God, do merit any 
thanks from you, 0 how you ought to thank your heavenly King! . . .  If ye 
should serve him with all your whole souls yet ye would be unprofitable 
servants . . . . 

And now in the first place, he hath created you, and granted unto you 
your lives for which ye are indebted unto him. And secondly, he doth re
quire that ye should do as he hath commanded you; for which if ye do, he 
doth immediately bless you; and therefore he hath paid you. And ye are still 
indebted unto him, and are, and will be, forever and ever; therefore, of what 
have ye to boast . . .  (BM 156-59; Mosiah 2:14-16, 22-24) 

And ye will not have a mind to injure one another, but to live peaceably, 
and to render to every man according to that which is his due. And ye will 
not suffer your children that they go hungry, or naked; neither will ye suffer 
that they transgress the laws of God and fight and quarrel one with another, 
and serve the devil who is the master of sin . . .  and . . .  ye will not suffer that 
the beggar putteth up his petition to you in vain, and tum him out to perish. 
Perhaps thou shalt say: the man has brought upon himself his misery; there
fore I will stay my hand, and will not give unto him of my food, nor impart 
unto him my substance that he may not suffer, for his punishments are just. 
But I say unto you, 0 man, whosoever doeth this the same has great cause to 
repent; and except he repenteth of that which he hath done he perisheth for
ever, and hath no interest in the kingdom of God. For behold, are we not all 
beggars? . . .  And . . .  all you who deny the beggar, because ye have not; I 
would that ye say in your hearts that: I give not because I have not but if I 
had I would give. And now, if ye say this in your hearts ye remain guiltless, 
otherwise ye are condemned; and your condemnation is just for ye covet that 
which ye have not received . . . .  

And see that all these things are done in wisdom and order; for it is not 
requisite that a man should run faster than he has strength. And again, it is 
expedient that he should be diligent that thereby he might win the prize; 
therefore, all things must be done in order. 

· And . . .  remember . . .  that whosoever among you borroweth of his 
neighbor should return the thing that he borroweth . . .  or else thou shalt 
commit sin; and perhaps thou shalt cause thy neighbor to commit sin also. 
(BM 160-62; Mosiah 4:13-14, 16-19, 28) 

This call to altruism and common sense is magnificent, but underlying it is 
fear of God's punishment: 

And finally, I cannot tell you all the things whereby ye may commit sin; 
for there are divers ways and means, even so many that I cannot number 
them. But this much I can tell you, that if ye do not watch yourselves, and 
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your thoughts, and your words, and your deeds, and observe the command
ments of God, and continue in the faith of what ye have heard concerning 
the coming of our Lord, even nnto the end of your lives, ye must perish. And 
now, 0 man, remember, and perish not.20 (BM 165; Mosiah 4:29-30) 

If we can assume-and I do-that Smith recalled themes from Stock
ton's sermons to put in the mouth of his Nephite king, the people who at
tended the Palmyra revival in 1824-25 resisted this guilt-laden approach. 
The Stockton/Benjamin view emphasizes the sufferings of Jesus and 
threatens punishment if the people do not repent. From a psychoanalytic 
perspective, it is a despair-producing sermon, for salvation requires perfec
tion in behavior and even thought. In September 1825 Reverend George 
Lane arrived, and the tempo of conversions increased, with almost all of 
the 400 baptisms occurring in the next six months.21 As far as I know, there 
is no record of Lane's preaching style and content;22 but I believe that the 
Book of Mormon preserves his hope in Christ's saving grace. 

T h e  R e v i v a l  C o n c l u d e d  

TIME: 200-123 B.C.E./ /1816-25 C.E. 
PERSONAE: ABINADI/ I ALVIN; REV GEORGE LANE 

AMMON/ /JOSEPH SMITH 
ALMA/ /JOSEPH SMITH; REV GEORGE LANE 
KING NOAH/ /  A REPRESENTATIVE OF CORRUPT POWER; 

PHYSICIANS, JUDGES, LAND OWNERS 
ALMA THE YOUNGER/ /JOSEPH SMITH; THE APOSTLE PAUL 

The second story, stacked over these events in the reign of Benjamin's 
successor-son, Mosiah II, and hence part of the revival narrative, is that of 
Zenift his son Noah, and his grandson Limhi. In about 200 B.C.E., Zeniff 
received permission from Mosiah I, Benjamin's father, to lead a party of 
Nephites from the land of Zarahemla back to the land of Nephi, now popu- · 

lated by Lamanites (BM 151; Ornni 27-30). Nothing more was heard from 
them until Mosiah II sent a search party of sixteen led by Ammon, " a strong 
and mighty man" (BM 168; Mosiah 7:1-6). The narrative of Ammon's jour
ney and the history of this Nephite colony-an embedded story beginning 
in the "past" of the main narrative-dominates the book of Mosiah, but 
concludes by moving forward quickly to nearly the same period as King 
Benjamin's sermon. 

As a psychiatrist, I hear in Ammon's story the experience of the Smith 
family: "they knew not the course they should travel in the wilderness, to 
go up to the land of . . .  Nephi; therefore they wandered many days in the 
wilderness, even forty days did they wander" (BM 168; Mosiah 7: 5). Am
mon's group found the Nephite colony led by King Limhi, Zeniff's grand
son, who is "exceeding glad." This meeting, I feet recalls the Smith family's 
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joyful reunion with Joseph Sr. in Palmyra. Limhi invites Ammon's group to 
"eat, and drink and rest themselves from the labors of their journey; for 
they had suffered many things: they had suffered hunger, thirst, and fa
tigue" (BM 169-70; Mosiah 7:9-20)-Smith's own memb'ry: of how, as a lame 
boy laboring through the snow, he had "suffered the most excruciating 
weariness and pain." Furthermore, Limhi's group was in "bondage to the 
Lamanites, and are taxed with a tax grievous to be borne" (BM 169; Mosiah 
7:15), suggesting the Smiths' straitened finances-Lucy was almost liter
ally penniless by the time they arrived. 

A third story is stacked onto these two, as Limhi recounts his people's 
history for the last three generations. This story within a story again pre
sents events from Smith's life in disguised and fragmentary form. For ex
ample, Zeniff's followers battle repeatedly with the Lamanites, thus 
presenting the familiar sequence of a journey, conflict, and blood. The nar
rative exaggerates the fatalities (3,043 Lamanites and 279 of Zeniff's follow
ers), thus underscoring the psychological significance of these motifs.23 In a 
second battle nine years later, the dead are too numerous to count. From a 
psychoanalytic perspective, these deaths signal not only an extravagant 
version of Alvin's death but also, I think, echoes of Smith's surgery. 

Succeeding Zeniff was his son Noah, a successful warrior but a wicked 
king who reveled with "wives and concubines" and constructed "many 
elegant and spacious buildings . . . .  a spacious palace . . . .  and throne in the 
midst thereof . . . .  ornamented with gold and silver" (BM 177-80;.Mosiah 11). 
He taxed his people heavily and surrounded himself with priests who also 
spent "their time with harlots." Abinadi, who seems to have been modeled 
after the prophet Nathan who chastised the adulterous King David, 
launched an aggressive mission of calling the people to repentance. Noah 
eventually captured, imprisoned, and tried him. Confronting Noah and his 
priests, Abinadi was so filled with the power of God that "his face shone 
with exceeding luster, even as Moses did while in the Mount of Sinai, while 
speaking with the Lord" (BM 181-83; Mosiah 13). He preached and prophe
sied concerning Christ and the resurrection, mixing scriptures fluently 
from the Old and New Testaments in a style reminiscent of revivals during 
the Second Great Awakening. He preaches, not the wrath of God, but the 
grace of Christ, thus leading me to speculate that the Reverend George 
Lane had taken a similar approach during the Palmyra revival: 

Behold, they [humankind] would have been endlessly lost, were it not that 
God redeemed his people from their lost and fallen state. But remember, that 
he that persists in his own carnal nature, and goes on in the ways of sin and 
rebellion against God, he remaineth in his fallen state, and the devil hath all 
power over him . . . .  And now if Christ had not come into the world, speaking 
of things to come, as though they had already come,24 there could have been 
no redemption . . . .  But there is a resurrection, therefore the grave hath no vic-
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tory, and the sting of death is swallowed up in Christ: He is the light and the 
life of the world; yea, a light that is endless, that can never be darkened; yea, 
and also a life which is endless, that there can be no more death . . . .  This mor
tal shall put on immortality, and this corruption shall put on incorruption . . .  
to be judged of him according to their works . . .  If they be good, to the resur
rection of endless life and happiness, and if they be evil, to the resurrection 
of endless damnation . . .  having never called upon the Lord while the arms of 
mercy was extended towards them; for . . .  they would not. . . .  And now had 
ye not to . . .  remember only in and through Christ ye can be saved . . .  (BM 189; 
Mosiah 16) 

Furious at Abinadi's condemnation of their wickedness, Noah and his 
priests sentence him to death. I argue that, even though Abinadi was 
burned alive, not killed by the sword, his death is a replay of Alvin's motif: 
a good man killed by one of high position.25 Alma, one of Noah's priests, 
was inspired by Abinadi, tried to save him, recorded the prophet's words, 
repented of his own sins, went into hiding to save his life from Noah's 
wrath, and quietly began preaching to and baptizing converts. I hypothe
size that this scenario was Smith's transformation of George Lane into Abi
nadi and himself into Alma. Alma hid in 

a place which was called Mormon,26 having received its name from the king, 
being in the borders of the land . . . .  by wild beasts . . . .  Now, there was in Mor
mon a fountain of pure water, and Alma resorted thither, there being near 
the water a thicket of small trees, where he did hide himself in the day-time 
from the searches of the king . . . .  As many as believed him went thither to 
hear his words . . . .  and he did teach them and did preach repentance, and re
demption, and faith on the Lord. (BM 191; Mosiah 18:4-7) 

This small community was idyllic, a loving flock in the wilderness, 
bound together in faith and charity. Those baptized agreed to enter 

into the fold of God, to bear one another's burdens . . . .  to mourn with those 
that mourn and comfort those that stand in need of comfort, and to stand as 
witnesses of God at all times, and all places, and in all things . . . .  [They] were 
filled with the Grace of God. And they were called the Church of God, or the 
church of Christ, from that time forward . . . .  And he commanded them that 
there should be no contention one with another, but that they should look 
forward with one eye, having one faith and one baptism, having the!r hearts 
knit together in uruty and in love one toward another . . .  and thus they
became the children of God. 

And now it came to pass that all this was done in Mormon, yea, by the 
waters of Mormon, in the forest that was near the waters of Mormon; yea, 
the place of Mormon, the waters of Mormon, the forest of Mormon, now 
beautiful are they to the eyes of them who there came to the knowledge of 
their Redeemer; yea, and how blessed are they . . . .  And these things were · 
done in the borders of the land, that they might not come to the knowledge .. 
of the king. (BM 192-93; Mosiah 18:9-30) 

· 

When the king sent his army after them, forewarned of God, "they took 
their tents and their families and departed into the wilderness. And they::; 
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were in number about four hundred and fifty souls" (BM 190-94; Mosiah 
17, 18). 

This scene by the waters of Mormon is a moment of supreme beauty in 
the Book of Mormon, a paradisiacal Eden in ancient America. The people 
are saved by their faith in Jesus and then, automatically; have hearts filled 
with charity It is no accident that their numbers were almost exactly those 
of the Palmyra harvest ("over 400"), baptized in the area's rivers, streams, 
and lakes. This scene of Alma (Reverend Lane) ministering tenderly to his 
little flock is a pleasant complement to King Benjamin (Benjamin Stockton) 
with his practical, heavy-handed, and guilt-producing commandments. 
Although I have no historic evidence to support my views, I suspect that 
Lane comforted Smith as he mourned his brother 's death, temporarily be
coming a superficial role modeL 

From a psychoanalytic perspective, the stacked stories of Benjamin in 
Zarahemla and Zeniff's people in the land of Nephi tell two versions of 
Smith's story. Together, they tell the complete history of the Palmyra re
vival. Significantly; the Book of Mormon merges these two stories and con
tinues Smith's story through the experience yet another alter ego: Alma's 
son, who is also named Alma (yet another "Jr. " or, in Book of Mormon 
terms, Alma the younger).  

Alma's flock of 450, after fleeing from Noah's army, found a fertile lo
cation in the wilderness and farmed for about twenty years. They were dis
covered by Noah's priests who had followed the escaping Noah, lost 
themselves in the wilderness, then teamed up with a party of Lamanites. 
The renegade priests and Lamanites oppressed Alma's people until the 
Lord caused a "deep sleep" to overcome their guards and Alma could lead 
his people to safety (Mosiah 24:19). This time Alma and his people reached 
Zarahemla where King Mosiah II greeted them with joy and authorized 

. Alma to organize the church (BM 202-208; Mosiah 23, 24). 
The two episodes of revival, occurring in different places but within 

the same time frame, are completed by this point. The problems in inter
preting these stories may be helpful in understanding the rest of this book. 
In reading this and later sections of the book, devout Mormons have em
phasized the "flimsy" or fragmentary nature of the parallels. In this case, 
we have only the Book of Mormon sermons and no extant documents of 
the manner and style of either George Lane or Benjamin Stockton for com
parison. Not only do I agree that this omission makes a conclusive evalu
ation impossible, but there are also some particular problems with my 
interpretation. I chose the parallels between Benjamin Stockton/ /King 
Benjamin, and Abinadi/ /George Lane as the most probable. But another 
hypothesis is possible. Perhaps Joseph Smith, for purposes of disguise, re
versed these parallels, and it is King Benjamin who is the fantasy repre
sentative of George Lane. This conjecture is supported by three pieces of 
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evidence. (1) Camp meetings by the 1820s were largely the domain of the 
Methodists, and George Lane was a Methodist. (2) King Benjamin's ser
mon emphasized altruistic, charitable behavior, yet the Presbyterians were 
criticized for being niggardly. (3) I think that Smith does a similar inten
tional reversal to disguise Book of Mormon geography; making it more dif
ficult to parallel it with his biographical geography. (See chapter 5.)  

It is hard to determine what is going on in a person's mind even with a 
live, cooperative, and honest patient. Smith, dead for 150 years and from a 
different culture, is not, to my way of thinking, cooperative. Still, I don't 
think my manner of interpretation can be lightly dismissed. Although aca
demic history, by definition, excludes the supernatural as the explanation 
for events, let us permit Smith's description of the ancient and divine ori
gins of the Book of Mormon to enter into the discussion, weighing it 
against what I am trying to do and remembering that a theory has only to 
be better than the alternate(s) it seeks to replace, not completely satisfac
tory in all respects. 

Smith sketched three migrations from the Middle East to the New 
World. The major body was of Jews from Jerusalem. American archaeology 
fails to support this proposal. He proposed that, 125 years before the birth 
of Christ, these Jewish people were preaching "Christ and him crucified," 
performing baptisms, and enjoying the Holy Spirit. This proposal receives 
no support from theologians or historians of Judaism nor from the rest of 
Christianity. In this story of revival, Smith describes the Nephite form of 
Christianity as having the specific characteristics of an early nineteenth
century American frontier camp meeting, with phrases and terminology 
borrowed straight from the Second Great Awakening. Again, the history of 
religion does not support the proposition that either the camp meeting as a 
form or the specific evangelical language of frontier Methodists and Pres
byterians can be dated back to that early period of Mesoamerican history. 

To these negative responses, there are at least two positive find
ings: Smith dilimed he could miraculously translate ancient languages, 
but that has been put to the test and found wanting.27 The second ex
planation is the position I take that Smith is a man who engaged in de
ceit and coercion from early adulthood throughout his life. My position 
is that belief in the Book of Mormon is an act of faith, not the result of 
scientific or academic inquiry. 

I acknowledge that psychodynamic concepts are a "soft science" and 
that applied psychoanalysis is even softer. But it is rooted in the natural 
world and the body of knowledge that has accumulated about how both 
mentally healthy people and mentally ill patients react and think, and how 
the works of artists and writers reflect their personalities in one way or an
other. In the rest of this book I will continue to look for a consistent chrono-
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logical picture of Joseph Smith's life, making tentative interpretations on 
unavoidably fragmentary information. 

The stories of these two families come together in the next generation. 
Alma II and the four sons of Mosiah were rebellious a11d apostate youths 
until an angel confronted them and punished Alma II W':ith the torments of 
hell for three days. Alma II (yet another Jr.) is another of Smith's alter egos; 
and in writing this narrative, Smith paints what may be a striking portrait, 
in psychological terms, of himself before his conversion: "He became a 
very wicked and an idolatrous man. And he was a man of many words, and 
did speak much flattery to the people; therefore he led many of the people 
to do after the manner of his iniquities. And he became a great hinderment 
to the prosperity of the church of God; stealing away the hearts of the peo
ple; causing much dissension" (BM 212; Mosiah 27:8-10). 

I do not think Smith was confessing his personal sins as much as he 
was depicting himself from an orthodox Protestant perspective. I have pro
posed that Smith sometimes quoted his antagonists in their negative opin
ion of him. For example, his siblings, if they are reflected in Laman and 
Lemuel, commented that he lied and used cunning as a means to gain 
power over them. He will do this again. He does not seem bothered by 
their views. Before and after the revival, Smith continued magic activities, 
dug for money, and used his seer stone. Protestants of his day saw such be
havior as less than fully righteous at best and traffic with the devil at worst. 
Psychologically, Smith can be said to document the completion of his 
"grandiose [false] self" as he/ Alma sees an angel. In fact Alma's conver
sion recalls the earliest versions of Smith's own conversion story, which, as 
we have seen, did not feature God and Jesus but rather an angel and for
giveness of his sins. In this Book of Mormon version, he exaggerates and 
dramatizes the angelic visitation to the wayward Alma Jr.: "Behold the an
gel of the Lord . . .  descended as it were in a cloud; and he spoke with a voice 
of thunder, which caused the earth to shake upon which they stood . . . .  and 
. . .  he cried . . . .  Alma, arise and stand forth, for why persecutest thou the 
church of God? . . .  for . . .  the Lord has heard the prayers of thy father." After 
three days of torment, Alma calls upon Christ, is forgiven, revives, and 
bears ecstatic witness: "My soul hath been redeemed from the gall of bitter
ness and bonds of iniquity. I was in the darkest abyss; but now I behold the 
marvelous light of God. My soul was wrecked with eternal torment; but I 
am snatched, and my soul is pained no more" (BM 212, 214; Mosiah 27:11-
14, 29). This phrase and others come directly from the unmodified revival
ist rhetoric of the Second Great Awakening in the 1820s.28 The four sons of 
Mosiah are also converted and become missionaries to the Lamanites of 
legendary endurance and effectiveness. They renounce political aspira
tions, as well, an event that triggers a change in the form of government 
from monarchy to a more democratic system of elected judges. Alma II be-
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comes a missionary, but rather to renegade Nephites. I see in their number, 
five, a Smith family parallel, for four converted to Presbyterianism, and 
Smith was swayed toward Methodism. (Eventually two of Mosiah's four 
sons also become alter egos for variations of Smith's autobiographical nar
ratives. See below.) 

After the "revival" episodes in the Book of Mormon, we would predict, 
according to Smith's psychic map, gold treasure or a gold book. In fact, in 
the next chapter (BM 216; Mosiah 28), Smith discusses how Mosiah II trans�. 
lated the Jaredites' gold records using the breastplate and two seer stones. r" 
discuss the Jaredite story in chapter 6, but the sequence confirms that Smith 
uses it, a story within a story, as an expanded fantasy of his own life as he 
has the other narratives up to this point. 

T h e  O r d e r  o f  N e h o r  

Narcissistic rage occurs in many forms; they all share, however, a specific 
psychological flavor which gives them a distinct position within the wide 
realm of human aggressions. The need for revenge, for righting a wrong, for 
undoing a hurt by whatever means, and a deeply anchored, unrelenting 
compulsion in the pursuit to all these aims which gives no rest to those who 
have suffered a narcissistic injury-[such as ridicule, contempt, and con
spicuous defeat]-these are features which are characteristic for the phe
nomenon of narcissistic rage in all its forms and which set it apart from other 
kinds of aggression.29 

TIME: 

PLACE: 

92-81 B.C.E.//1823-27 C.E. 

ZARAHEMLA//PALMYRA; THEN AMMONIHAH/ /  

SOUTH BAINBRIDGE 

PERSONAE: ALMA THE YOUNGER/ /JOSEPH SMITH, JR. 

NEHOR// ALVIN'S PHYSICIAN 

THE ORDER OF NEHOR/ /  ANY IN POSITIONS OF POWER AND 
PRESTIGE WITH SOME CONTROL OVER THE SMITH FAMlLY 

GIDEON/ I ALVIN, PERHAPS WITH ELEMENTS OF JOSEPH 

AS A CHILD 

AMLICI//DUPLICATE OF NEHOR, AND POSSffiLY JOHN 

QUINCY ADAMS 

AMULEK / /JOSIAH STOWELL 

FOREMOST LAWYER ZEEZROM/ /JUDGE ALBERT NEELEY 

In the book of Alma, the Book of Mormon's longest, the four sons of 
Mosiah began missionary work among the Lamanites, leaving Mosiah II 
without an heir. Before his death in 92 B.C.E., he supervised the transfor
mation of the government from a hereditary monarchy to a "rule of 
judges," in which the chief judge, once elected, could retain that position 
for life. Alma II was the first man elected to that office, adding its functions · 

to the position he already held as high priest of the church.30 Mosiah trans-
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mitted to him the symbols of power: the brass plates, the gold plates, etc., 
but not the sword of Laban. It disappears from the Book of Mormon narra
tive; but because Smith had not been able to find a more mature way to deal 
with humiliation and disappointment than his compens'ittory fantasies, no 
psychiatrist would be surprised to see it reappear with �ven more awe
some powers.31 It does-as Ammon's almost-magical weapon. 

The book of Alma chronicles various missionary endeavors of faith 
and hope played out against the background of a civilization descending 
steadily into war. From a psychoanalytic perspective, these wars embody 
Smith's narcissistic rage, caused by his public humiliation over the still
born death of his first son. 

The first part of the book of Alma deals, however, with personal narra
tives. Alma first achieves an important political triumph over Nehor, the 
second of the Book of Mormon's three anti-Christs. A physically strong and 
evil man, Nehor had assured the people that they need not fear God, for all 
will be "saved at the last day . ... and, in the end, all men should have eternal 
life."32 When an aged warrior, Gideon, argued with him, Nehor killed 
Gideon with his sword, and Alma condemned Nehor to death for the mur
der but not his theology, because the law allowed freedom of belief. 

Viewed from a psychoanalytic perspective, Smith has dictated an
other compensatory fantasy of retribution for the death of a good man. 
I see in this tale, not only Alvin's death, but also, because of the blood 
and violence, Smith's surgery. If so, then Smith, through his alter ego, 
Alma, administers justice. I also read the triumph over Nehor as being 
so psychologically satisfying that Smith expanded the story to the 
larger society. His rewritings of the local excitement caused by the re
vival and the national political turmoil during the period .of Alvin's 

·· death show his "power" in providing solutions, a pattern that will in
tensify in this section of the Book of Mormon. 

Next Amlici, a follower of Nehor, tried to persuade the people to repu
diate the judge system and name him king. But "the voice of the people 
came against Amlici" (BM 225; Alma 2:7). He organized his followers, they 
consecrated him king, and he launched a rebellion. In one day the Nephites 
killed 12,532 Arnlicites while losing 6,562 of their own. In a climactic sword 
fight, Amlici and Alma met 

face to face; and they did contend mightily one with another. And it came to 
pass that Alma, being a man of God, being exercised with much faith, cried 
saying: 0 Lord, have mercy and spare my life, that I may be an instrument in 
thy hands to save and preserve this people. Now when Alma said these 
words he contended again with Amlici; and he was strengthened, insomuch 
that he slew Amlici with the sword. (BM 227; Alma 2:28-30) 

Once again Smith, in Alma's persona, has taken revenge on Nathan 
Smith and Alvin's physician, also saving the government from the injustice 
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that had denied Andrew Jackson the presidency in 1824 through trickery 
with the electoral college. (See chapters 3 and 5.) The next two autobio
graphical events are the Smith family's mourning for Alvin's death and the 
revival. The book of Alma records both simultaneously: 

The people were afflicted, yea greatly afflicted for the loss of their brethren . . .  
and every soul had cause to mourn; and they believed it  was the judgments 
of God sent upon them, because of their wickedness and their abominations; 
therefore they were awakened to a remembrance of their duty, and they be
gan to establish the church more fully; yea, and many were baptized in the 
waters of Sidon and were joined to the church of God. (BM 230; Alma 4:1-4) 

In this compensatory fantasy, Alma himself baptized 3,500. In fact, the 
motif of revival preaching takes over at this point in the Book of Mormon 
(see, for example, BM 232-38; Alma 5) with Alma giving up his position as 
chief judge to become a sometimes rejected but always powerful preacher. 
In Alma's transition from temporal to spiritual power, I see the transition 
period in Smith's life after Alvin's death. Also the angel reappeared as if on 
cue, recapitulating the sequence of angel, sword, and revival. 

In this Book of Mormon episode, Alma had gone to preach in Ammoni
hah, a town "on the west of the river Sidon by the borders of the wilder
ness" (BM 236-42; Alma 7; [83 B.C.E .//1826 C.E.]). These phrases 
communicate to me that Smith is recalling the move from Palmyra to the 
border of Pennsylvania by the Susquehanna River. These "lands, and their 
cities, and their villages, yea, even all their small villages [were named] af
ter him who first possessed them; and thus it was with the city of Ammoni
hah" (BM 242-43; Alma 8:3-7). Tellingly with the exception of Bainbridge 
and South Bainbridge, the surrounding towns and hamlets are named for 
individuals: Colesville, Harpersville, Taylortown, Bennettsville, Mason
ville, Bettsburgh, Quinntown (now Quinnville), Doraville, etc. 

This geographical point is worth developing. I suggest a simple natu
ralistic solution to the Book of Mormon geography problems discussed in . 

my introduction: I hypothesize that Smith conceptualized Book of Mor
mon geography by turning his own locale upside down and superimpos
ing it on an exaggerated and unsophisticated view of the Americas. For 
example, he put oxen, cows, asses, sheep, domesticated goats and swine, 
horses (with chariots), and elephants in pre-Columbian America. Zara
hemla/Palmyra, the Nephite capitol in the center of their civilization, was 
multiplied ten-fold to the size of Washington, D.C., in 1830 which had 
27,000 whites, 6,100 slaves, and 6,100 free blacks totalling 39,000. These 
Nephite lands reversed in polarity and became southern w1til the end-bat
tles in the book, and the northern Lamanite country usually represented 
Joseph's travels south to the area of southeastern New York and Pennsyl
vania. The only river in the Book of Mormon, Sidon, was an exaggeration 
of the Susquehanna to the size of the Mississippi. But the river Sidon also 
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ran by Zarahemla/Palmyra which the Susquehanna does not do. Here 
Joseph seemed to have followed the plan for the "Chenango Canal" which 
in 1827-29 was the cause of one of the two loudest debates between the op
posing parties in New York State. The plan was to coru:_1ect Maryland and 
Pennsylvania with the Great Lakes interior by extendi.rig the Susquehanna 
River north through the proposed "Chenango Canal" up to the Erie Canal, 
which, in Smith's day ran west, alongside of Zarahemla/Palmyra.33 This 
inverted-geography thesis gives Smith an outline easy to bring to mind 
and visualize as he dictated for those thirteen weeks, thus keeping his story 
straight. The geography had to be disguised enough to avoid obvious cor
relation with his known life. From a naturalistic approach, the geography, 
like the stories, could only come from his personal life, which, to this point, 
had a diameter of 345 miles as the crow flies, extending from Lebanon, 
New Hampshire, on the east to the edge of Lake Erie (where he found his 
seer stone) on the west. 

To return to the parallels between Smith's life and the experiences of 
Alma and Amulek: The citizens of Ammonihah reviled Alma and spat 
upon him. In sorrow he left, but the sam� angel who converted him four
teen years earlier commended his sincerity and sent him back, promising 
him a companion. Amulek, the promised companion, had also seen the an
gel; together they preach, having some success in making converts. 

From a psychoanalytic perspective, I suggest that Amulek represents 
Smith's main supporter in his magic endeavors in South Bainbridge, Josiah 
Stowell. Just as Stowell defended Smith from those who ridi<:;uled his su
pernatural claims (Stowell's relatives and the Hales), so does Amulek de
fend Alma. Alma and Amulek are tried before Ammonihah's "foremost" 
lawyer, Zeezrom, and both are imprisoned-a clear second version, in my 
opinion, of Smith's 1826 trial. God demolishes the prison, and they escape 
(see Alma 8-15). Continuing the compensating fantasy, Zeezrom, unlike his 
real-life counterpart, Judge Albert Neeley; repents, converts, and becomes 
a missionary. The impoverished Smith lived in Stowell's affluent home, de
spite Stowell's family's opposition; but as another element of reversal and 
compensatory fantasy; Alma rewarded Amulek for his loyalty. Amulek had 
"forsaken all his gold, and silver, and precious things . . .  for the word of 
God, he being rejected by those who were once his friends and also by his 
father and his kindred[,] . . .  Alma . . .  took Amulek and came over to the land 
of Zarahemla . . .  to his own house, and did administer unto him his tribula
tions, and strengthened him in the Lord" (BM 266; Alma 15: 16-18). 

In Smith's first fantasy version of the Bainbridge trial (the cataclysm ac
companying Christ's death), its devastating impact can be measured by the 
magnitude of destruction and by the specificity of the date on which it oc
curred. In this second version, the impact of the trial can be measured by 
the extensive sermonizing, digressions, martyrdom of Alma's converts, the 
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conversion of Zeezrom, and the destruction of the prison--covering 
twenty-five pages and seven chapters (BM 249, 264; Alma 10:6, 14:23). 

However, the fantasy went a step farther in seeking retribution for his 
humiliation. A few months later, the Lamanites destroyed Ammonihah. 
Smith also assigned a precise date to this final moment of vindication-in 
the 

eleventh year of the reign of the judges . . .  on the fifth day of the second 
month . . .  the people of Ammonihah were destroyed; yea, every living soul . . .  
and also their great city, which they said God could not destroy because of 
its greah1ess. But behold, in one day it was left desolate; and their carcasses 
were mangled by dogs and wild beasts of the wilderness . . . .  And so great 
was the scent thereof, that the people did not go in to possess the land of 
Ammonihah for many years. And it was called the desolation of Nehors; for 
they were of the profession of Nehor. (BM 267; Alma 16) 

Smith's compensatory vengeance on those who had humiliated him is 
graphic, extreme, and specifically dated. The emphasis on a literal connec
tion to Nehor, also slain in psychological retribution, recalls Smith's earlier 
acts of revenge on the physicians-here broadened to anyone in positions 
of power and prestige-who had inflicted pain on the child Smith, caused 
the death of his brother, taken away their farmhouse, and disdained his 
family . 

. Embedded within the Ammonihah narrative is an addend urn that psy
chologically suggests Smith's experiences with money-digging near South 
Bainbridge. Although he had been humiliated, he also detached his future 
wife from her disbelieving relatives and attached her to himself. In the 
Book of Mormon, the Lamanites who destroyed Ammonihah took hos
tages from " around" the area. Alma petitioned the Lord for their safety and 
release, and God instructed Alma where the Nephite army could intercept 
the Lamanites and free the hostages (BM 267; Alma 16). 

This embedded story also explains why Smith dated the occurrence; 
because Isaac Hale refused permission for Emma to wed Joseph, they 
eloped in January 1827, emancipating her from her father and making her 
the companion demanded by the angel so Smith could get the gold plates 
seven months later. 

Meanwhile, in another stacked story, Mosiah's sons (whom I suggest 
correspond to the four Smiths who converted to Presbyterianism during 
the revival) rejected the monarchy in favor of serving God as missionaries 
for fourteen years among the Lamanites. The experiences of two, Ammon 
(not to be confused with the Ammon who rescued Limhi's people) and 
Aaron, again enact portions of Smith's history and are chronologically 
stacked over Alma's storyline. 

Their story-particularly Ammon' s-is the core of this chapter for two · 
reasons. It culminates in Smith's failed boast about his firstborn son in front 
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of his enemies, an experience that I argue is even more painful than the 
South Bainbridge trial. Like the trial, he never wrote about his child's de
formities, I hypothesize, because the subject was too painful-but because 
it was so painful, he could not keep the event fully hi<:l,de:n. Second, Am
mon represents the unconscious prototype of Smith's late.r life in its most 
exposed form in the Book of Mormon. From a psychoanalytic perspective, 
Ammon is an example of phallic narcissism, and his sword is an awesome 
phallic symbol. 

I n v i n c i b i l i t y C o n f r o n t s  O v e r w h e l m i n g  D e v a s t a t i o n  

All infants are narcissists, and these traits are well developed by age 
two: the search for power, self-centeredness, greed, and the assumption of 
control over others, usually the mother. In normal development, a caring 
mother will mold herself to the newborn's needs. All mothers know how 
exhausting this is. Then, over time, in sensitive response to the readiness of 
the child, the mother will slow down, modify, and even stop some of her 
"on-constant-call" behavior. In "good enough" mothering, these steps will 
be small, incremental, and paced to the child's physical and neurological 
development. These will be "mini-jolts" which might get "mini-rages" as 
the child loses control of his world, but they are small enough to be handled 
progressively by the child. Further, the child begins to take genuine pride 
in his own accomplishments. But if the emotional or physical deprivation 
and frustrations are too great for him at that particular stage, the initial cry
ing and screaming give way to an internal world of compensating omnipo
tent fantasy. The narcissistic personality remains fixated on the quest for 
power, frequently characterized by expanded fantasies of omnipotence 
and conquest and, when possible, by exploitation in the real world. The in
fantile desire to overcome opposition effortlessly, as if by magic, is fre
quently carried forward to the later stages of childhood. In the Oedipal 
stage, a narcissistic boy adds, to the normal intense feelings about his phal
lus, an extra element of magic; he becomes preoccupied with sexual suc
cess, power, brilliance, and specialness. 

The male narcissistic personality has been unofficially divided into 
four subtypes. The least functional two are the craving and the paranoid, 
while the more effective two are the manipulative and phallic types. As I 
read Joseph Smith's personality, he combines characteristics of the manipu
lative and phallic types: 

The manipulator perceives that another person's goal conflicts with his 
own [and] he intends to influence the other person and employs deception in 
the influencing process, and he has the satisfying feeling of having put 
something over on the other person when the manipulation works . ... These 
components of manipulation are readily available to consciousness; the 
manipulator knows what he is doing . . . .  

The phallic narcissistic personality . . .  are the "men's men." . . .  They 
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parade their masculinity, often along athletic or aggressive lines. In common 
with some manipulative personalities, they tend to be both exhibitionist and 
reckless. While the exhibitionism of the manipulative personality tends more 
to call attention to his "good behavior" and reputation, the phallic narcissist 
tends more to show himself off and to exhibit his body, clothes, and 
manliness. The manipulative person is more reckless in his schemes, 
deceptions and manipulations; the phallic narcissist tends more towards 
feats of reckless daring . . . .  Many phallic narcissistic men seem to have a dual 
attitude to women. On the one hand, they talk about them in the 
contemptuous terms of locker-room language. On the other hand, they are 
the defenders of motherhood and the sanctity of women.34 

Phallic narcissism stems from the period of development in which the 
penis in males prototypically becomes invested with narcissistic [self-cen
tered] libido [attachment] and thus becomes highly valued and prized. This 
is the so-called phallic stage of development, usually occurring around the 
third to fifth year-also known as the oedipal phase. Along with this invest
ment in the penis or its symbolic equivalents comes the threat of its loss in 
the form of castration anxiety . . . .  Qualities associated with this narcissistic 
configuration are pride in phallic prowess and performance, the search for 
admiration especially of skill or mastery, a sense of daring, counterphobic 
behaviors, unwillingness to accept defeat, omnipotence in the face of seem
ingly impossible obstacles, exhibitionism, assertiveness, and self-aggrandize
ment. The underlying themes are the wish for admiration of the phallic 
accomplishment and the need to defend against anxiety from castration fears 
and vulnerability. Individuals with these character traits tend to be self-cen
tered, independent, difficult to intimidate, often fearless, ready to spring into 
action-strong personalities that step readily and willingly into positions of 
leadership . ... Reich described them as "self-confident, often arrogant, elastic, 
vigorous and often impressive . . . .  The outspoken types tend to achieve lead
ing positions in life and resent subordination." To this Kemberg adds, "Be
cause narcissistic personalities are often driven by intense needs for power 
and prestige to assume positions of authority and leadership, individuals 
with such characteristics are found rather frequently in top leadership posi
tions." The narcissistic need in such a personality compels him to take risks 
and undertake arduous tasks for the sake of winning a narcissistic prize and 
gaining a position of power and grandiose satisfaction. Moreover, the capac
ity to maintain self-esteem and integral psychic functioning depends on 
gaining the required narcissistic gratifications.35 

As I analyze Joseph Smith, I suggest that his Oedipal phase would 
be characterized by intense anxiety to him because of the repeated op
erations on his leg, requiring extreme compensation through fantasy 
conquests and omnipotence. A weak father also contributes to phallic 
narcissism, for the boy child finds compensating super strength in his 
fantasies. If I am correct in seeing Joseph Sr. as weak, then Joseph Jr. 
was doubly at risk for never finding adequate means of dealing ma
turely with his underlying narcissism. 

Some may be surprised at the lack of direct sexual morality and conflict 
in the Book of Mormon. What made Smith different from the ordinary 
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"womanizing" man are the unusual characteristics he brought to the rela
tionships.  In both the Book of Mormon and in his official documented his
tory, women are underrepresented, almost ignored. His sexuality differed 
from others in that he put it within a theologic fram�W,prk and made it a 
commandment of God. Further, he lied about his sexuality to his wife (for a 
while), his friends, church, state, and nation. It is the grandiosity and dar
ing deceit that are the unusual characteristics worthy of note of his sexual 
expansion. From a naturalistic view, the next story in the Book of Mormon 
may represent as close as we can get to the underlying fantasy behind his 
sexual behavior. 

TIME: 92-77 B.C.E./ /1826-28 C.E. 

PLACE: THE LAND OF NEPHI, NOW POSSESSED BY LAMANITES/ /  

ISAAC HALE'S HOMESTEAD AND NEIGHBORHOOD 

PERSONAE: AMMON/ /JOSEPH SMITH 

KING LAMONI/ /ISAAC HALE 

ABISH//EMMA HALE SMITH 

THE SHEEP THIEVES/ /11-zy: HALE BROTHERS 

KING LAMONI'S FATHER/ /PERHAPS JUDGE NEELEY, THE 

LOCAL MINISTER, OR MEMBERS OF THE STOWELL FAMILY 

AMALEKITES AND AMULONITES/ /HALE, LEWIS, AND/ 

OR STOWELL FAMILIES 

ZORAMITE SYNAGOGUE//METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH 

THE ANTI-NEPHI-LEHIES//THE STILLBORN, DEF()RMED 

FIRST SON 

Ammon and his brothers separated at the Lamanite border, and 
Ammon went to "the land of Ishmael, the land being called after the 
sons of Ishmael, who also became Lamanites" (BM 271; Alma 17:19).36 
The Lamanites captured Ammon and took him bound before King 
Lamoni, a descendant of Ishmael. This genealogical connection is a 
clue, I suggest, that Ammon's story will rework Smith's experience in 
Pennsylvania with Isaac Hale, who strongly disapproved of him as a 
son-in-law, would have preferred to see his daughter dead rather than 
married to him, and exerted maximum pressure to remake Smith into 
a stable, hard-working farmer. According to one of Emma's brothers-in
law, her brothers deliberately provoked Smith "at every opportunity"; 
once, on a fishing trip, they intentionally "vexed" Smith until he tore 
off his coat and challenged them to a fight.37 

Lamoni (Isaac Hale) began the acquaintance by inquiring if Ammon 
wanted to live among the Lamanites: "And Ammon said unto him: Yea, I 
desire to dwell among this people for a time; yea, and perhaps until the day 
I die . . . .  Lamoni was much pleased with Ammon and caused that his bands 
should be loosed; and he would that Ammon should take one of his daugh-
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ters to wife. But Ammon said unto him: Nay, but I will be thy servant" (BM 
270-761; Alma 17:18-25). 

The elements of compensation are obvious. Almost as soon as Lamoni 
laid eyes on Ammon, he saw him as not only an acceptable resident but a 
desirable son-in-law. Yet Ammon declined the proffered marriage. Why? 
Obviously for the satisfaction of refusing the king and of taking an exag
geratedly humble position as a servant that recalls all of the fairy tales of 
the disguised prince. From this very lowly position, his true worth would 
be even more dazzling. Here he reverses the humiliating need to elope. 

Ammon's glamorous career began almost immediately as he accompa
nied the king's shepherds "to the place of water, which was called the 
water of Sebus" where "a certain number of Lamanites who had been with 
their flocks to water, stood and scattered the flocks of Ammon, and the ser
vants of the king, . . .  insomuch that they fled many ways" (BM 271; Alma 
17:26-27) . 

If Smith had been metaphorically "scattered" by the teasing or rude
ness of his brothers-in-law, possibly because they were attempting to make 
him look worse in Isaac Hale's eyes than he already did, he psychologically 
took revenge on them in this story. The other servants begin to weep, 
frightened that Lamoni will kill them for losing the sheep . Confidently 
Ammon thought: "I will shew forth my power . . .  which is in me, in restor
ing these flocks unto the king, that I may win the hearts of these my fellow 
servants . . .  to believe in my words" (BM 272; Alma 17:29). 

Ammon took on the whole pack of "vexers" singlehandedly, first kill
ing some with a slingshot, like David against Goliath. When they attacked 
with clubs, he drew his sword, that already charged motif: "But behold, 
every man that lifted his club to smite Ammon, he smote off their arms 
with his sword; for he did withstand their blows by smiting off their arms 
with the edge of his sword, insomuch that they began to be astonished . . .  
and flee . . .  yea, and they were not a few in number" (BM 272-73; Alma 17: 
34-38). 

Ammon's companions took these severed limbs to King Lamoni, who 
was "astonished exceedingly" and decided that Ammon must be "the 
Great Spirit; and he hath come down at this time to preserve your lives, that 
I might not slay you as I did your brethren." When the king next saw Am
mon, he was frightened and suppliant, asking Ammon if he was the Great 
Spirit (BM 272-74; Alma 17:34-18:11 ) .  As a psychiatrist, I suspect that Smith 
is reveling in this compensatory story. Not only did the father-in-law figure 
petition Ammon/Joseph to marry his daughter, but he was ready to see 
him as a god and promises Ammon/Joseph anything he wanted. 

At this point, a striking event occurs. Ammon, promised anything he 
might wish or desire, decides to use "guile" or trickery. In short, Ammon 
will exploit the king: "Now Ammon being wise yet harmless he saith unto 
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Lamoni, Wilt thou hearken unto my words, if I tell thee by what power I do 
these things? and this is the thing I desire of thee. And the king answered 
him, and said, Yea, I will believe all thy words; and thus he was caught with 
guile" (BM 275; Alma 18:22-23). And while Lamoni is duped, the reader is 
being encouraged to admire Ammon's cleverness. 

Ammon's next step in exercising power over the king is to require him 
to "hearken" and "believe" his preaching. Lamoni agrees to do so and, af
ter listening to Ammon, is struck by what nineteenth-century revivalists 
called "the falling exercise," or an ecstatic swoon that, from a psychiatric 
perspective, was a trance-like state resulting in a period of psychologically 
caused bodily paralysis and partial or complete unconsciousness. It was 
then seen as a sign of conversion.38 After forty-eight hours, the queen be
gins to wonder if he is dead; some have said that he is decomposing, but, 
she says, "as for myself, he doth not stink."  She believes Ammon when he 
confidently tells her that the king "sleepeth in God and on the morrow he 
shall rise again." He praises her: "There has not been such great faith 
among all the people of the Nephites" (BM 277; Alma 19:8-10). The next 
morning Lamoni awakes and declares that he has seen his "Redeemer; and 
he shall come forth, and be born of a woman, and he shall redeem all man
kind who believe on his name" (BM 277; Alma 19:12-13). Upon hearing this 
testimony, Lamoni again comes under the falling power, this time joined by 
the queen and Ammon. 

This extravagant demonstration frightens all of the servants "save it 
were one of the Lamanitish women, whose name was Abisli., she having 
been converted to the Lord for many years, on account of a remarkable vi
sion of her father [but] never had made it known [and] she ran from house 
to house, making it known to the people." At her call many gather, includ
ing relatives of the sheep thieves Ammon has killed. One of them tries to 
kill the unconscious Ammon, but God strikes him dead. Then Abish takes 
the queen by the hand, who immediately rises and declares, "0 blessed Je
sus, who has saved me from an awful hell. . . .  And when she had said this, 
she clasped her hands, being filled with joy, speaking many words which 
were not understood . . .  " The rest of this episode, including speaking in 
tongues, proceeds with revivalist exaggeration. Everyone who has wit
nessed this scene is converted by the heroic Ammon and joins the church 
he establishes (BM 277-79; Alma 19:14-36). 

From a psychoanalytic perspective, I suggest that Emma, who has been 
almost completely absent from the Book of Mormon version of Smith's life, 
is Abish. She is the one person in the king's court (besides the unconscious 
king and queen) who believes Ammon/Joseph. In a fairy tale, she would 
be the king' s daughter and Ammon's future wife; but in this story, her func
tion is to express absolute and unwavering confidence in Ammon-not to 
"reward" his efforts or to raise his status. 
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In the next incident, Ammon goes from triumph to triumph, reversing, 
I suggest, the stinging encounters with his in-laws, reviewed in chapter 3. 
Reading from the Book of Mormon back into Joseph Smith's life, I hypothe
size that perhaps even some of the dialogue may have come from these 
conflicts: "Why did ye not come to the feast on that great day when I made 
a feast?", etc. God tells Ammon that Lamoni's father will try to kill him and 
that Ammon's brothers are in jail in Middoni. Lamoni assures Ammon that 
the king of Middoni is his personal friend, and the two set out to rescue 
Ammon's brothers. 

On the way Ammon and Lamoni encounter the king's father, who 
promptly orders his son to kill this Nephite who is "one of the children of a 
liar," planning "by their cunning and their lyings, [to] deceive us, that they 
may again rob us of our property" (BM 280-81; Alma 20: 8-13). This is the 
second time in the Book of Mormon that the protagonist is called a liar by 
his antagonists (BM 41; 1 Ne. 16:38; see chapter 2) . Again reading from the 
Book of Mormon back into Smith's life suggests historical statements of the 
Hale and Lewis families. If so, Joseph seems little troubled by the attack. 
From a naturalistic view, he does not counter this attack by speaking the 
truth but by constructing a conquering fantasy of omnipotence. When 
Lamoni refuses his father's command, the father attempts to kill Ammon; 
but Ammon easily deflects his blows, wounds the father 's arm, and then at 
sword point demands the release of his brothers, a guarantee to allow 
Lamoni to hold his kingdom without fealty, and the promise of freedom of 
belief for Lamoni. The father, overjoyed at not being killed, had originally 
offered Ammon half his kingdom and gratefully accepts these lesser re
quests (BM 280-82; Alma 20:16, 20-27). 

Smith's fantasy thus psychologically reverses the scornful attitudes of 
Emma's father, the rejection of her cousins from the Methodist Episcopal 
church, the obvious belief of Judge Neeley (the king of the whole land) that 
Smith was a fraud, and Josiah Stowell's relatives who took Smith to court 
as an "impostor." The three jailed sons of Mosiah represent Smith, psycho
logically, when he was imprisoned for the night in South Bainbridge. Al
though the Smith family was able to remain as tenants in their frame house, 
after the year expired, they all, including Oliver Cowdery who refused to 
leave the family, had to return to the small crowded cabin. Perhaps it was a 
symbolic jail cell. Certainly, their straitened economic circumstances were 
oppressive. In fantasy Smith saw himself as the only one who could free 
them. (A year after dictating this story, Smith's father went to jail for non
payment of debt and his brother Hyrum escaped jail only by permanently 
fleeing from the Palmyra/Manchester area.)39 

On a fantasy level, Smith wipes out his humiliation from his in-laws. 
Yet, psychologically, Smith is still trying to process his experience as a child, 
conquering the surgeon by holding the sword in his own hand and defeat-
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ing those in power. Within this context, the Book of Mormon can be read as 
an answer to Smith's childhood question: "How can I avoid ever being 
helpless and in pain again with the limited tools my family has given me?" 
Beneath this representation of surgery is the magic pow�r of the sword and 
Smith's fantasy of himself as invincible. 

Ammon's story reveals coercion and manipulation, characteristics of 
the narcissistic personality. Ammon catches the terrified king "with guile," 
by asking him if he would "believe" and "hearken to" whatever he said
the equivalent of frightening someone into signing a contract before read
ing it. Ammon describes himself as "wise yet harmless." From a psych
ological perspective, the fact that Smith, speaking through an alter ego, 
finds deceit and manipulation "harmless" is one of the most troubling ad
missions of the Book of Mormon. Similarly, Ammon offers Lamoni's father 
a choice between death and accepting his terms, and apparently accepts at 
face value that Lamoni's father is truly grateful. Ammon does not appreci
ate-or care-that individuals coerced by intimidation and threats do not 
respond with genuine gratitude. As a psychiatrist, I would fear that, if 
these techniques are working for Smith in early adulthood, he will con
tinue to use them.40 

Ammon's story demonstrates the multilayered meanings that thera
pists must pay attention to simultaneously. In the story of Nephi and La
ban, the surgeon becomes a wealthy robber, made absolutely helpless 
through drunkenness, and is decapitated. Although the sword of Laban is 
not identified by name in the rest of the Book of Mormon, it is possible that 
it could be Ammon's sword, handed down to him by his father (BM 216; 
Mosiah 28:20). In either case, Ammon's weapon is symbolically, if not liter-
ally, Laban's sword. 

· 

Keeping this possible genealogy in mind, it requires no effort to read 
Ammon's encounter with the sheep thieves-robbers like Laban and like 
the Gadianton band. All of them are figures of the surgeon Nathan Smith. A 
symbol of absolute power is Smith's ability to amputate-arms by Am
mon, head by Nephi. By using the symbolic instrument used against him in 
the surgery, Smith causes their deaths and symbolic castrations instead of 
his own. 

Each fantasy briefly soothes Smith's fears-which is the purpose of 
fantasy-but they return and must be conquered again. Ammon's fearless 
courage stems from his secret-that he cannot be killed. He is literally in
vincible. Mosiah II, worried if he should let his sons be missionaries to the 
savage Lamanites, was reassured when God promised him: "Let them go 
up, for . . .  I will deliver thy sons out of the hands of the Lamanites" (BM 215-
16; Mosiah 28:7). While Ammon is fighting the sheep-scatterers, the narra
tive notes that they "knew not that the Lord had promised Mosiah that he 
would deliver his sons out of their hands" (BM 272; Alma 17:35). The narra-
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tor insists again on this point when one of his victim's brothers tries to kill 
the unconscious Ammon in the throne room but is struck dead himself. 
Again the narrative confirms: "Now we see that Ammon could not be slain, 
for the Lord had said . . .  I will spare him" (BM 27:8; Alma 19:23). In the Book 
of Mormon, Smith does not need to fear surgery or physicians or anyone 
else again. In psychological terms, however, the fact that Ammon knows he 
is invincible while the other characters within the narrative do not means 
that he manipulates their ignorance to his advantage, another example of 
his "guile." 

From this episode, the Book of Mormon next relates another stacked 
story: the experiences of Ammon's imprisoned brother Aaron and Aaron's 
companion, Muloki. As we might predict, their story presents yet another 
version of the Smiths' life story at Harmony. This story of compensatory 
fantasy deals with what I consider the most intense humiliation Smith ex
perienced, a story so humiliating that he dare not tell it, yet so devastating 
that he cannot avoid it. This is his boast that his firstborn will be a miracle 
child who can open and translate the gold book, when the reality is that the 
child is a malformed stillbirth.41 

Smith's alter ego Aaron proselytes among hardened strangers who 
have "built synagogues after the order of the Nehors," a signal that he is 
dealing with the powerful and prestigious-like the Hale and Lewis fami
lies: 

Now the Lamanites . . .  had built a great city, which was called Jerusalem . 
. . .  [and] were sufficiently hardened, but the Amalekites, and Amulonites, 
were still harder. . . .  Aaron came to the city of Jerusalem, and firstly began to 
preach to the Amalekites. And he began to preach to them in their syna
gogues . . .  built . . .  after the order of the Nehors; for many of the Amalekites 
and Amulonites were after the order of the Nehors. Therefore, as Aaron en
tered into one of their synagogues to preach unto the people, and as he was 
speaking unto them, behold, there arose an Amalekite, and began to contend 
with him, saying: What is that thou has testified? Hast thou seen an angel? 
Why do not angels appear unto us? Behold, are not this people as good as 
thy people? (BM 283; Alma 21:2-5) 

Except for the king and queen, only Abish (Emma) believed Ammon in the 
court of King Lamoni. Aaron has the same experience: "The Amalekites 
were not converted, save only one; neither was any of the Amulonites, but 
they did harden their hearts, and also the hearts of the Lamanites in that 
part of the land whithersoever they dwelt" (BM 290; Alma 23:13-14). 

This more generalized story still, in my professional opinion, repre
sents either Josiah Stowell, Smith's first convert, and Stowell's disbelieving 
family, or Emma and her extended family. The Amalekite challenge about 
the angel would accurately represent the views of the Stowells, Hales, 
and/ or Lewises. As discussed in chapter 3, fifty years after these events, 
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Joseph and Hiel Lewis, brothers who were officials in Emma's church, de
scribed the first "angel" described by Smith; this being lacked any Chris
tian characteristics and had "his throat cut ear to ear, and blood streaming 
down." They rejected Smith's application to the churcl;'t: ip part, because of 
his "necromancy." Reading from the Book of Mormon haCk into his life, are 
these sentences from an Amalekite a fantasy enlargement ofJoseph's inter
change with the Lewises? 

Aaron left Jerusalem, encountered Muloki, and continued preaching 
with him in Middoni. "Few believed on the words they taught." Instead, 
repeating the theme of imprisonment and judgement, Aaron and his com
panions are "taken and cast into prison." Ammon and Lamoni, as we have 
already seen, deliver them, bringing these two overlapping versions of 
Smith's life together (BM 283-84; Alma 21 : 11-14). Revival follows imprison
ment: Aaron completes the conversion of Lamoni's father, who experiences 
the same "falling" ecstasy. Aaron restores him in the presence of his queen 
and servants. The king issues a proclamation recommending these mis
sionaries to his people, and thousands of Lamanites are converted. 

In Smith's compensatory fiction, rather than being humiliated before 
all the people in the area of Harmony and South Bainbridge, he converts 
them to his view. But Aaron's success is even more grandiose than Am
mon's. In fact, from this point forward, the events become more extreme in 
portraying resolutions to the conflicts in Smith's life. The extreme compen
sation in this case begins when the converted abandon the name of Laman
ite and call themselves, first, "Anti-Nephi-Lehies" (BM 290; Alma 
23:16-17), then " Ammonites," or the people of Ammon, thus implying that 
Ammon/Joseph Smith is the father of a new nation. In addition to a new 
name, these converts take a vow of absolute pacifism, which remains un

shaken even though thousands are eventually massacred by their uncon
verted savage Lamanite brothers. In yet another compensatory fantasy, the 
Lamanite slayers are so struck by the Ammonites' steadfastness that more 
are converted than were killed. Among those who remain wKonverted are 
Aaron's foes, the Amalekites and Amulonites: "And thus we can plainly 
discern, that after a people has been once enlightened by the spirit of God, 
and hath had great knowledge of things pertaining to righteousness, and 
then have fallen away into sin and transgression, they become more hard
ened, and thus their estate becometh worse than as though they had never 
known these things" (BM 293; Alma 24:30). From a psychoanalytic per
spective, this passage means that Smith damns Emma's family and others 
in the New York and Pennsylvania area because they refuse to believe him. 
The intensity of his anger is shown by the vengeance he takes upon them: 
"almost all the seed of Amulon and his brethren" are killed by the Nephites 
(BM 294; Alma 25:3-4) and by internal fighting among the Lamanites (BM 
294-95; Alma 25:3-13) . 
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These narrative events demonstrate the remarkable strength of Smith's 
psychological defenses. Episodes of inferiority, shame, humiliation, and 
failure have, through fantasy reversal, become glorious conquests, destruc
tion of his enemies, and personal invulnerability. From a narrative perspec
tive, the missionary success of Ammon and Aaron has come at a fearful cost 
in deaths. Yet in an episode of hypomania (an elevation of mood and excite
ment that, in more extreme forms, becomes mania), Ammon ignores the 
deaths, tragedies, wounds, rapes, dismemberings, bunting of towns, dislo
cations, grievings, and general devastation that would occur from savages 
driven by hatred, and begins an ill-timed extended exultation (four pages 
in the text) which causes even his brother Aaron discomfort: "Ammon, I 
fear that thy joy doth carry thee away unto boasting" (BM 296; Alma 26:10). 
Ammon is only spurred on to greater heights: 

My joy is full, yea, my heart is brim with joy, and I will rejoice in my God; 
yea, I know that I am nothing; as to my strength, I am weak; therefore I will 
not boast of myself, but I will boast of my God; for in his strength I can do all 
things; yea, behold the many miracles we have wrought in this land . . . .  Be
hold, how many thousands of our brethren hath he loosed from the pains of 
hell; and they are brought to sing redeeming love . . . .  and they are encircled 
about with the matchless bounty of his love . . . .  therefore let us glory, yea, we 
will glory in the Lord; yea we will rejoice for our joy is full; yea, we will 
praise our God forever. . . .  Yea, who can say too much of his great power, and 
of his mercy, and of his long suffering towards the children of men? Behold I 
say unto you, I cannot say the smallest part which I feel. . . .  And we have en
tered into their houses and taught them . . .  and we have entered into their 
temples and synagogues . . .  and we have been cast out, and mocked, and spit 
upon, and smote upon our cheeks; and we have been stoned . . . .  Now behold 
. . .  and see the fruits of our labors; and are they few? I say unto you, Nay, 
there are many . . . .  How many of these have laid down their lives; and we 
know that they have gone to their God . . . .  Now have we not reason to re
joice? Yea, I say unto you, there never was men that had so great reason to 
rejoice as we, since the world began; yea, and my joy is carried away, even 
unto boasting in my God . . .  and he is a merciful Being; even unto salvation . 
. . .  Now if this is boasting, even so will I boast; for this is my life and my light, 
my joy and my salvation, and my redemption from everlasting wo . . .  and my 
great thanksgiving; yea, and I will give thanks unto my God forever. (BM 
296-98; Alma 26) 

Certainly a belief in ultimate happiness for the righteous dead helps to 
compensate for death and suffering. But still in such traumatic circum
stances, one expects grief and mourning for the dead and exhaustion in the 
temporary relief from bloody, hand-to-hand battles. What despairing, trau
matic experience can this exaggerated, bizarre euphoria be guarding 
against? I argue that it is the malformed stillbirth whose glorious future 
Smith had boasted of to Emma's family. The turmoil and suffering it in
flicted on Smith becomes increasingly evident in the narrative as bloody 
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carnage �ollo':�d �y h�omanic euphoria. It is the same psychological 
process I Identified m the mcidents involving children in 3 Nephi. 

The narrative follows this pattern exactly: carnage during a Lamanite attack, then mourning, then Ammon's overwrought e�phoria: 

And now this was a time that there was a great mourning and lamentation 
heard throughout all the land, among all the people of Nephi; yea the cry of 
Widows moummg for their husbands, and also of fathers mourning for their 
sons, and the daughter for the brother; yea the brother for the father· and 
thus th

.
e cry of m�urning was heard among everyone of them; mournin

.
g for 

theu kmdred wh1ch had been slain. And now surely this was a sorrowful 
day; yea a hme of solemnity. (BM 302; Alma 28:1-6) 

As a psychotherapist, I note tha t  the anguish of a mother for her son is 
absent in this litany of loss. Was it too obvious, or temporarily too painful, 
to contemplate? Yet at this point of the narrative, Alma also retums, con

cluding with his famous descant, "0 that I were an angel . . .  " It is the theme 
of the descant, not its poetry, that is important. I read this passage as 
Smith's confession that his grandiose view is genuinely shaken: "0 that I 
were an angel, and could have the wish of mine heart, that I might go forth 
and speak with the trump of God, with a voice to shake the earth, and cry 
repentance unto every people . . . .  But behold, I am a man, and do sin in my 
wish; for I ought to be content with the things which the Lord hath allotted 
unto me" (BM 303; Alma 29:1-9). In psychological terms, he is struggling to 
acknowledge his vulnerability and to accept the mortal reality "allotted" to 
him. 

These scenes written out of and around, as I am conjecturing, the death 
of his firstborn son provide crucial context for the narrative's forecast of a 
more general period of war and struggle to follow: "And this is the account 
of the wars and contentions among the Nephites, and also the wars be
tween the Nephites and Lamanites" (BM 302: Alma 28:9). Smith's turmoil 
over the humiliating death of his son occupies the next twelve chapters; 
when he finally finds his fantasy compensation, he also armounces the 
intensification of the wars. These wars are decreed by the death of his son, 
and what I see as his retaliatory rage at this humiliation will increasingly 
dominate the pages of the text and continue to the end of the Book of 
Mormon. 

As I read the record Smith left, he attempts to divert himself from his 
anguish to engage in a long philosophical debate in Alma 30. Yet even in 
this diversion, he cannot completely get away from his conflict and returns 
more explicitly to his humiliation over his dead son. From my professional 
perspective, this psychological reason explains why Korihor, the third, last, 
and greatest anti-Christ in the Book of Mormon, appears, seemingly out of 
nowhere at a moment of peace (BM 305-10; Alma 30). The contest with 
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Korihor represents Smith's continued struggle with fate or the existence of 
God. 

The narrative contextualizes Korihor with an affirmation of personal 
liberty: "Now there was no law against a man's belief; for it was strictly 
contrary to the commands of God, that there should be a law which should 
bring men on unequal grounds . . . .  and this Anti-Christ, whose name was 
Korihor, and the law could have no hold on him" (BM 305; Alma 30:7-1). 
Putting Korihor's arguments in Zarahemla into modern English makes 
them more easily comparable with the religious arguments of Joseph 
Smith's day: 

You people are unnecessarily tied down by your religious beliefs. Why are 
you waiting for Christ? No one can foretell the future. The prophecies you 
believe in are foolish traditions only. What assurance do you have of their 
truth? You can't know that Christ will come. The idea of a remission of sins 
is the effect of a mental illness brought on by the traditions of your fathers. 
These traditions are not true. Further the idea of an atonement is unreason
able, for each man is responsible for himself and the results of his life are his 
own doing. If a man becomes prosperous, it is because of his self-discipline, 
intellect, and strength. Whatever a man does is no crime. 

The people of Zarahemla who believe Korihor ignore morality and indulge 
in wickedness including, specifically, whoredoms. Their reasoning is: If 
death is the end, then no bar to self-indulgence exists. 

Korihor next enters the land of Jershon, inhabited by the Ammonites. 
"More wise" than the Nephites, "they took him, and bound him, and car
ried him before Ammon, which was a High Priest over that people" (BM 
306; Alma 30:13-20). Ammon, the swordsman/missionary, has him "car
ried out of the land."  In Gideon the inhabitants again take him "bound and 
carried" before Giddonah, the high priest/ chief judge. Giddonah asks 
Korihor why he has perverted the ways of the Lord, interfered with the 
peoples' happiness, and spoken against the prophets. Korihor explains 
(again paraphrased in modern English): 

I don't teach tradition as fact and don't like seeing people tied down unnec
essarily by illusion. You do these ancient ordinances and rituals to gain con
trol over the people, keep them in ignorance, and keep them suppressed. 
This is not emotional freedom but bondage. You don't know that those an
cient prophecies are true, and it is unreasonable to blame these people for 
the sin committed by a parent in the Garden of Eden. No child should be 
blamed for what a parent does. You say Christ shall come to make this right. 
But you don't know Christ will come. You say he will be slain for the sins of 
the world, and thereby you lead this people after foolish traditions for your 
own ends. You keep them in bondage so you can glut yourselves with their 
work, and they dare not be assertive or enjoy their rights or enjoy their own 
possessions lest they offend you, your traditions, whims, dreams, visions, 
and pretended mysteries, and your unknown God-a being they have never 
seen or known, which never was nor ever will be. 
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Giddonah's officers bind Korihor and return him to the land of 
Zarahemla, where the original statement about religious freedom was 
made. In Zarahemla Korihor confronts both the chief judge and Alma 
as high priest. Again Korihor accuses the priests a;nd teachers of mis
leading the people into foolish traditions so they c�n "glut" themselves 
on the labors of the people. Alma cow1ters with his arguments for the 
existence of God-the testimony of the brethren, the holy prophets, the 
scriptures, and all of nature. Korihor insists on a stubborn agnosticism: 
"I do not deny the existence of God, but I do not believe that there is a 
God; and I say also, that ye do not know that there is a God; and ex
cept ye show me a sign, I will not believe." 

From a psychodynamic perspective, Korihor 's two-sided position on 
God may reflect Joseph's. Does God exist, and, if so, why did he do this to 
us? Is this stillborn child a sign from God of something? Of his existence? 
Of punishment for misbehavior? Or does it mean God doesn't exist? Or, if 
he exists, doesn't care? Even rational parents of a stillborn child today who 
know they did nothing wrong may struggle with the feelings that they are 
being punished for something and find themselves, with feelings of irra
tional guilt, searching for what it might be. 

Certainly this post-Enlightenment argument recurred many times in 
upstate New York between 1800 and 1830. Those familiar with Thomas 
Paine's Age of Reason would have recognized Korihor's voice, his demand 
for some kind of proof, and his suspicion of the oppression of supersti
tion.42 But Korihor 's arguments are almost unanswerably strong; Smith, to 
bring the story back under his control, has God strike Korihor dumb. Kori
hor then writes a retraction of sorts, explaining that an angel once appeared 
to him, convincing him that there was no God and appealing to his "carnal 
mind . . .  and for this cause, I withstood the truth." Even so Alma refuses to 
remove the curse and Korihor "was cast out, and went about from house to 
house, a begging for his food .. . and as he went forth amongst them, behold, 
he was run upon, and trodden down, even until he was dead"43 (BM 306-
310; Alma 30:21-60). 

Psychologically speaking, the contradictions in this story are instruc
tive, pinpointing disasters that still lie in Smith's future. In addition to the 
fact that God's intervention is fantastic-like a debater who strikes his op
ponent whose arguments he is unable to answer with logic and reason-a 
more important insight is Smith's attitude toward civil liberties. Despite 
Mosiah's laws guaranteeing freedom of speech, Korihor is arrested, de
ported, and brought repeatedly before authorities. He has lost his freedom 
because of what he has said. I suggest that Smith similarly will give lip serv
ice to freedom of speech but truly does not understand it and eventually ig
nores constitutional protections of religion and speech. His destruction of 
the Nauvoo Expositor in 1844 is only the most conspicuous, and most deadly, 
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example.44 I also think it is instructive that Korihor said he deceived him
self because an angel lied to him. Is Smith considering making a similar 
confession? Is Joseph reflecting on what he is doing with his angel story? 
Does Korihor represent not only the Age of Enlightenment doubter but 
also a guilty Smith who has been punished by God? 

Theologically, it is also interesting that the theme of the philosophical 
question-does God exist?-is answered with punishing violence. Does 
Smith here suggest that he believes in fate (astrology and magic) rather 
than God, because the randomness of fate giving him a dead deformed son 
is still preferable to the punishment of a vengeful God? 

The incident that follows Korihor 's death is psychological confirma
tion to me that Smith is still working through the trauma of his stillborn 
son, specifically the rebuff from Joseph and Hiel Lewis when he tried to 
join Emma's church. In the Book of Mormon, after Korihor 's death, word 
reaches Alma that the Zoramites, a Nephite faction, are becoming wicked. 
Alma launches a missionary crusade with three of Mosiah's four mission
ary sons, Amulek, the formerly evil judge Zeezrom, and two of his own 
three sons, here mentioned for the first time. These Zoramites have built a 
high altar, the Holy Stand or "Rameumptom," in the center of their syna
gogue. One person at a time ascends the narrow, elevated platform and re
cites a ritual prayer: 

Holy God, we believe that thou hast separated us from our brethren . . .  and 
thou hast elected us, that we shall be saved, whilst all around us are elected 
to be cast by thy wrath down to hell; . . .  and we also thank thee that thou hast 
elected us, that we may not be led away after the foolish traditions of our 
brethren, which doth bind them down to a belief in Christ, which doth lead 
their hearts to wander far from thee, our God. And again: We thank thee, 0 
God, that we are a chosen and holy people. Amen. (BM 309-11; Alma 31:1-
18) 

Alma is "astonished beyond all measure" at this unseemly pride and 
grieves for this "wicked and perverse people; yea, he saw that their hearts 
were set upon gold and upon silver, and upon all manner of fine goods . . .  
[and] their costly apparel, and their ringlets, and their bracelets, and their 
ornaments of gold." Their conversion efforts find 

success among the poor class of people for behold, they were cast out of the 
synagogues because of the coarseness of their apparel; therefore they were 
not permitted to enter into their synagogues to worship God, being esteemed 
as filthiness; therefore they were poor; yea, they were esteemed by their 
brethren as dross; therefore they were poor as to things of the world; and 
also they were poor in heart. 

Alma assures them that they can worship outside of church and points 
out a positive side to their poverty: "It is well that ye are cast out of your 
synagogues, that ye may be humble, and that ye may learn wisdom; for it is 
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because [of this] that ye are brought to a lowliness of heart. . . .  And now be
cause ye are compelled to be humble, blessed are ye; for a man sometimes, 
if he is compelled to be humble, seeketh repentance; and . . .  shall find 
mercy" (BM 311-14; Alma 31 :19-38; 32:1-14). The parally{s between Smith's 
rejection and the poorer Zoramites are, psychologidillf speaking, very 
thinly disguised.  Smith's parody of Protestant rituals in general and of the 
Hales' congregation is savage and unforgiving. Once again Smith has 
transformed and reversed the scene of his pain and humiliation. 

Alma delivers a famous lecture on faith to these poorer converts, a ser
mon that, in my judgement, attempts for the third time to deal with the in
fant's death. He has described the child once as the radiant miracle of 
angels ministering to the children during Jesus' visit and again as the mass 
slaughter of the innocent Ammonites. Now he finds yet another metaphor: 
the child as a growing seed. 

Now, if ye give place, that a seed may be planted in your heart, behold, 
if it be a true seed, or a good seed, if ye do not cast it out by your unbelief . . .  
behold, it  will begin to swell within your breasts,45 and when you feel these 
swelling motions, ye will begin to say within yourselves, it must needs be 
that this is a good seed . . .  for it beginneth to enlarge my soul; yea, it 
beginneth to enlighten my understanding; yea, and it beginneth to be 
delicious to me . . . .  Nevertheless it hath not grown up to a perfect knowledge. 
But behold, as the seed swelleth, and sprouteth, and beginneth to grow, and 
then ye must needs say, that the seed is good . . . .  Yea; for every seed bringeth 
forth unto its own likeness; therefore, if a seed groweth, it is good, but if it 
groweth not, behold, it is not good; therefore it is cast away . . . .  

But if ye neglect the tree, and take no thought for its nourishment, be
hold it will not get any root; and when the heat of the sun cometh and scor
cheth it, because it has no root it withers away, and ye pluck it up and cast it 
out ... because your ground is barren; and ye will not nourish the tree, there
fore ye cannot have the fruit thereof. 

And because of your diligence and your faith and your patience with 
the word, in nourishing it; that it may take root in you, behold, by and by, ye 
shall pluck the fruit thereof, which is most precious, which is sweet above all 
that is sweet, and which is white above all that is white; yea, and pure above 
all that is pure. (BM 314-16; Alma 32:21-43) 

Reading from the Book of Mormon back into his life, we note that the 
failure of the tree occurs because of inadequate nourishment. Joseph may 
be feeling guilty over not providing adequately for his wife, but there is in
sufficient information to reach a firm conclusion. Smith was farming land 
rented from his father-in-law, and they were living in a building owned by 
either Isaac Hale or his son. 

Alma adds a quotation from the unknown Old Testament prophet 
Zenos: 

Thou has heard my prayer ... concerning ... my enemies, and thou didst turn 
them to me . . . .  Yea, thou art merciful unto thy children, when they cry unto 
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thee to be heard of thee, and not of men . . . . 0 God, thou hast been merciful 
unto me, and heard my cries in the midst of thy congregation . . . .  Also ... 
when I have been cast out, and have been despised by mine enemies . . .  thou 
didst visit them in thine anger, with speedy destruction; and thou didst hear 
me because of mine afflictions and my sincerity. 

Once again in Smith's story God sides with him against Joseph and 
Hie! Lewis, who refused him entrance to the church. Strikingly, God is mer
ciful because, in a passage quoted from another unknown Bible prophet, 
Zenock, he has a son. It is striking indeed that son appears nine times in 
twelve verses: 

It is because of thy Son that thou hast been thus merciful to me . . . .  Thou has 
turned thy judgments away from me, because of thy Son . . . .  He saith, Thou 
hast turned away thy judgments because of thy Son . . . .  How can ye disbe
lieve on the Son of God? . . .  Thou art angry, 0 Lord, with this people, because 
they will not understand of thy mercies which thou hast bestowed upon 
them, because of thy Son. And now my brethren, ye see that a second 
prophet of old has testified of the Son of God . . . .  These are not the only ones 
who have spoken concerning the Son of God . . . .  He was spoken of by Moses . 
. . .  Begin to believe in the Son of God, that he will come to redeem his people . 
. . .  And then may God grant unto you that your burdens may be light, 
through the joy of his Son. (BM 317-18; Alma 33:4-23) 

As I read this defensive accusation, I hear Smith's bitterness over the 
gross humiliation in front of his wife's family, combined with the loss of 
masculine pride in failing to have his miraculous son, as determining his fi
nal direction, using any means for conquest available. But Smith has still 
not finished telling us about the loss of his son. He has described his con
quest over those who rejected him in his pain. He has reversed his internal 
emotions from depression to euphoria. But he still has no son. 46 

Therefore, in the final section of this series of stacked stories, Alma, 
Smith's alter ego, tells his life story to his three sons (one does not suffice). 
To his righteous son Helaman (BM 323-30; Alma 36-37), Alma speaks of his 
conversion, a version of Smith's move from Methodism to his own new re
ligion, in exaggerated revival terms. To this same son, he entrusts the re
cords he has received. Psychologically, Smith has succeeded in having a 
son work with the records. In a grandiose statement, he attributes the sal
vation of thousands to his work; continuing to read from the Book of Mor- . 
mon back into his life tells us that he is aware that a successful dictation of 
the Book of Mormon will bring followers: 

Were it not for these things that these records do contain, which are on these 
plates, Ammon and his brethren could not have convinced so many thou
sands of the Lamanites, of the incorrect traditions of their fathers . . . .  And 

who knoweth but what they will be the means of bringing many thousands 
of [Lamanites], yea, and also many thousands of our stiffnecked brethren, 
the Nephites, which are now hardening their hearts in sin and iniquities. 
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Smith seems to interweave his own miraculous story with Protestant 
evangelizing, preparing to present himself as a prophet. To his second son 
Shiblon (BM 330-32; Alma 38), Alma briefly recounts his miraculous con
version by the angel, then advises: "See that ye are not Hfted up unto pride; 
yea, see that ye do not boast in your own wisdom, rior of your much 
strength; use boldness, but not overbearance; and also see that ye bridle all 
your passions, that ye may be filled with love; see that ye refrain from idle
ness." Smith may thus reveal some of his own struggles with narcissistic ar
rogance. 

But the third son, Corianton (BM 332-40; Alma 39-42), has been im
moral and faithless: "Thou didst do that which was grievous unto me; for 
thou didst forsake the ministry and go over into the land of Sidon, among 
the borders of the Lamanites, after the harlot Isabel; yea, she did steal away 
the hearts of many; but this was no excuse for thee, my son." Isabel is one of 
three female Book of Mormon characters. (The biblical personages Eve and 
Mary are named in the text.) The other two are Lucy Mack Smith, repre
sented by Lehi's wife Sariah, and Emma, who appears briefly as the believ
ing Abish. Who is Isabel? Alma denounces harlotry as the third most 
serious sin: "Know ye not, my son, that these things are an abomination in 
the sight of the Lord; yea, most abominable above all sins, save it be the 
shedding of innocent blood, or denying the Holy Ghost . . .  which is unpar
donable."  Furthermore, Corianton's sexual laxness brought "great iniq
uity" on the Zoramites, "for when they saw your conduct they would not 
believe in my words." 

Within a psychoanalytic framework, Smith may be writing out either a 
mental struggle or disguising an actual lapse in sexual fidelity. No conclu
sive answer is possible; but the incident in which Hiel Lewis, quoting Levi 
Lewis's accusation fifty years later that Smith had attempted to seduce 
Eliza Winters, is suggestive. I may now conjecture that the problem oc
curred before this approximate dictation time of May 1829. 1f Smith did, in 
fact, attempt to seduce Winters and if the sequence of attempt and dictating 
this passage of the Book of Mormon is correct, Smith seems to be admitting 
that, because of his behavior, Emma's cousins would not believe his story, 
an outcome that seems probable. As always, reading from the Book of Mor
mon back into Smith's life is only suggestive, but this story finds some sup
port, again inconclusive, with the "sobbing" of "tender wives" described 
by Nephi's brother, Jacob, in his sermon against polygamy (BM 126-7; Jac. 
2:28-3:7; see above). 

After expressing concern about his son's sexual misconduct, Alma dis
cusses the resurrection, the judgments of God, and the eternal states of the 
righteous and damned. According to Alma, the final judgment will con
sider both deeds and desires. Then, interestingly, he argues that, while re
pentance, atonement, law, and punishment are all necessary, so is sin: 
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The plan of redemption could not be brought about, only on conditions of re
pentance of men in the [earthly] probationary state . . .  for except it were for 
these conditions, mercy could not take effect except it should destroy the 
work of justice . . .  [and] God would cease to be God . ... The plan of mercy 
could not be brought about except an atonement should be made; therefore 
God himself atoneth for the sins of the world, to bring about the plan of 
mercy, to appease the demands of justice, that God might be perfect . . .  just .. . 
and merciful. .. . Now, how could a man repent except he should sin? 

From a psychological perspective, this elaborate explanation of the neces
sity of sin to operationalize mercy, judgment, repentance, and justice sug
gests that Smith was troubled with guilt and having a difficult time finding 
psychological equilibrium.47 

After these patriarchal lectures, a major shift occurs in the Book of Mor
mon. Until now personal stories have dominated, nearly all of them featur
ing Smith's alter egos and acting out fantasies to compensate for his own 
life; they all have a basis in reality. Now the Nephite-Lamanite wars domic 
nate the action; their basis in Smith's autobiography is more tenuous, sug
gesting to me that he is revealing deeper issues, not just repeating his life's 
story. In psychological terms, he has achieved fantasy compensation for the 
deformed stillbirth, but he has not come to terms with his public humili
ation. These wars, covering the next thirty-two years, express a shocking 
level of retaliatory bitterness. 
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Christians to be "subject to principalities and powers, to obey magistrates . . .  " (Ti· 
tus 3:1) .  

16.  Ethan Smith, A View of the Hebrews (Poultney, VT: Smith & Shute, 1825), 
62-63. Jacob attributes the allegory to Zenos, a prophet not mentioned in the Old 
Testament. Zenas may, in fact, be Ethan Smith. See also Paul Y. Hoskisson, "Ex· 
plicati.ng the Mystery of the Rejected Foundation Stone: The Allegory of the Olive 
Tree," BYU Studies 30 (Summer 1990): 77-87; Stephen D. Ricks and John W. 
Welch, eds., The Allegory of the Olive Tree: The Olive, the Bible, and Jacob 5 (Salt Lake · · 

City: Deseret Book/FARMS, 1994). 
17. Thomas Paine, "Letter to Erskine," qtd. in "Introduction" to The Age of 

Reason (Paris: Barras, 1794; reprint, Secaucus, NJ: Citadel Press, 1974), 35. 
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valism," Sunstone presentation, Aug. 1984, photocopy in my possession; see also 
Brigham H. Roberts, Studies of the Book of Mormon (Urbana: University of Illinois 
Press, 1985), 284-318. 

20. According to Dan Vogel, Religious Seekers and the Advent of Mormonism 
(Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1988), 32, 44n34, Benja:mln's sermon contains 
nothing specifically Presbyterian, and his sermon might be hypocritical, for the 
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New Approaches to the Book of Mormon: Explorations in Critical Methodology, ed. 
Brent Lee Metcalfe (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1993), 231-68, has calculated 
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already come--i.e., as viewed from Smith's day, and then corrects it to Abinadi's 
day. 
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volt by his own people. He ordered his followers to abandon their families and 
flee with him into the wilderness. Later ashamed of their cowardice, these follow
ers rebelled and put him to death "by fire," thus fulfilling Abinadi's dying curse. 
I consider this symmetry to be another compensatory fantasy by which Smith 
dealt psychologically with Alvin's death. 

26. This is the origin of the name within the Book of Mormon. 
27. In 1835 an Egyptian papyrus came into the possession of Joseph Smith 

who declared its writings to be from the hand of the ancient patriarch, Abraham. 
His translation from this papyrus was canonized by the LDS church as the Book 
of Abraham, now contained in a small volume of Mormon scripture entitled the 
Pearl of Great Price. In 1967 the original papyrus was rediscovered. According to 
Mormon historian Klaus J. Hansen, "A scholarly translation published in 1968 re
vealed the papyri as rather common funerary documents bearing absolutely no 
relationship to the Book of Abraham. Significantly, this translation caused nary a 
ripple among the faithful, who are secure in the knowledge that scholarly apolo
gists are at work reconciling the seeming discrepancy." Hansen, Mormonism and 
the American Experience (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981), 31-32. See 
also "The Joseph Smith Egyptian Papyri: Translations and Interpretations," Dia
logue: A Journal of Mormon Thought 3 (Summer 1968): 67-105, with a translation by 
John A. Wilson, 67-85, and five articles of commentary. 

28. Lamb, a Baptist minister, in The Golden Bible, 222-28, identified phrases 
from Methodist camp meetings that had been transferred into the Book of Mor

. mon, including "'Encircled about eternally in the arms of his love .. .' [BM 61; 2 
Ne. 1 :15] 'The hands of hell which encircled them about were loosed and their 
souls did sing redeeming love .. .' [BM 233; Alma 5:9] 'My brethren, if ye have ex-
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235; Alma 5:33]." Also: "But behold, your days of probation is past; ye have pro
crastinated the day of your salvation until it is everlastingly too late, [and your 
destruction is made sure] [BM 445; Hel. 13:38]." A good single example is the 
whole of Alma Ur.]'s sermon of salvationist exhortation (BM 232-38; Alma 5). 
Each of these phrases finds explicit parallel(s) in Methodist literature of the time. 

29. Heinz Kohut, "Thoughts on Narcissism and Narcissistic Rage," The Psy
choanalytic Study of the Child (New York: Quadrant Books, 1973), 380; see also 360-
400. 

30. This is perhaps the first indicator of Smith's vision of the kingdom of God 
in which he attempted to dissolve the separation of church and state, an effort 
which Jed to difficulties in Ohio, Missouri, and Illinois. The persecution of the 
Mormons as they moved westward became intense in Ohio and extreme in Mis
souri and, shortly before and after Smith's murder, in Illinois. However, wher
ever they went, Mormons lied about illegal polygamy, formed secret societies of 
intimidation and threats, attempted to control politics by bloc voting, and strug
gled to create a theocratic government, with the ultimate desire to form an inde
pendent Mormon empire or at least a separate state within the nation. The local 
populace responded to these injuries to democracy with violence. See Hansen, 
Quest for Empire, 72-179. 

31 . Some traditional Mormons agree that Ammon's sword is probably the 
sword of Laban but not identified as such. Brett L. Holbrook, "The Sword of La
ban as a Symbol of Divine Authority and Kingship," Journal of Book of Mormon 
Studies 2 (Spring 1993): 39-69, esp. 54. 

32. This "universalist" teaching dates from the early nineteenth century. See 
Dan Vogel, "Anti-Universalist Rhetoric in the Book of Mormon," in Metcalfe, 
New Approaches to the Book of Mormon, 21-52. 

33. Charles McCarthy, "The Anti-Masonic Party," in Annual Report of the 
American Historical Association (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 
1903), 365-574, esp. 390. 

34. Ben Bursten, "Some Narcissistic Personality Types," in Essential Papers on 
Narcissism, ed. A. P. Morrison (New York: New York Universities Press, 1986), 
385-86. 

35. W. W. Meissner, Ignatius of Loyola: The Psychology of a Saint (New Haven, 
CT: Yale University Press, 1992), 429n6, also 26. 

36. The Book of Mormon never explains in detail the marriages of Lehi's and .· 
Ishmael's children. One insight into the contents of the lost 116 pages can be in
ferred from a sermon given by Mormon pioneer Erastus Snow in May 1882. He 
remembered, "The Prophet Joseph informed us that the record of Lehi was con
tained on the 116 pages that were first translated and subsequently stolen, and of 
which an abridgment is given us in the first Book of Nephi, which is the record of 
Nephi individually, he himself being of the lineage of Manasseh; but that Ishmael 
was of the lineage of Ephraim, and that his sons married into Lehi's family, and 
Lehi's sons married Ishmael's daughters." Journal of Discourses, 26 vols. (London 
and Liverpool: LDS Booksellers Depot, 1855-86), 23:184. 

37. Donna Hill, Joseph Smith: The First Mormon (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 
1977), 68. She does not cite a source for her conclusion that the brothers-in-Jaw 
frequently and deliberately provoked Smith for this fishing incident. 
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38. B. H. Roberts, Studies of the Book of Mormon, ed. Brigham D. Madsen (Ur
bana: University of Illinois Press, 1985), 290-316, discusses the replication of nine
teenth-century Methodist revivalist phenomena in the Book of Mormon. 

39. Marquardt and Walters, Inventing Mormonism, 117-28 .. 
40. Ammon would not need guile to encourage Lamanna ,listen to him, nor 

would Ammon need to deny that he intended harm unless he planned to lie. Fur
thermore, hearken, or some form of it, is used over eighty times in the Book of 
Mormon; in every instance except possibly 2 Nephi 23:5, it means not only to lis
ten but also to obey. 

41 .  The psychodynamic interpretation of Smith's antagonism with his wife's 
family and church, including his reaction to the loss of his firstborn son, is, ac
cording to my hypothesis, processed in over forty pages of the Book of Mormon 
(282-320; Alma 21-42) and requires significant conjecture. My basis for seeing him 
as humiliated is the grandiose statements he reportedly made to his wife's family 
about his future son's miraculous translating power. (See chapter 3). These testi
monies are suspect in the eyes of devout Mormons because Smith himself made 
no known statements about being humiliated. My assumption of his response is 
based on what would be expected from someone with a narcissistic profile, his 
application to join his wife's religious class, and his silence about his 1826 trial, 
which was a far more public humiliation. 

42. Thomas Paine, The Age of Reason, introduction by Philip S. Foner (1794; 
Secaucus, NY: Citadel Press, 1974), wrote: 

And now, ye priests of every description, who have preached and 
written against the former part of "The Age of Reason," what have ye to say? 
Will ye, with all this mass of evidence against you, and staring you in the 
face, still have the assurance to march into your pulpits and continue to 
impose these books on your congregations as the works of inspired penmen, 
and the Word of God, when it is as evident as demonstration can make truth 
appear that the persons who ye say are the authors are not the authors, and 
that ye know not who the authors are? 

What shadow of pretense have ye now to produce for continuing the 
blasphemous fraud? What have ye still of offer against the pure and moral 
religion of Deism, in support of your system of falsehood, idolatry and pre
tended revelation? Had the cruel and murderous orders with which the Bible 
is filled, and the numberless torturing executions of men, women and chil
dren, in consequence of those orders, been ascribed to some friend whose 
memory you revered, you would have glowed with satisfaction at detecting 
the falsehood of the charge, and gloried in defending his injured fame. Is it 
because ye are sunk in the cruelty of superstition, or feel no interest in the 
honor of your Creator, that ye listen to the horrid tales of the Bible, or hear 
them with callous indifference? The evidence I have produced, and shall 
produce in the course of this work, to prove that the Bible is without author
ity, will, while it wounds the stubbornness of a priest, relieve and tranquil
lize the minds of millions; it will free them from all those hard thoughts of 
the Almighty which priestcraft and the Bible had infused into their minds, 
and which stood in everlasting opposition to all their ideas of His moral jus
tice and benevolence. (123-124) 

... The Bible and the Testament are impositions upon the world, . . . the 
fall of man, the account of Jesus Christ being the Son of God, and of his dy-
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ing to appease the wrath of God, and of salvation by that strange means are 
all fabulous inventions, dishonorable to the wisdom and power of the Al
mighty . . . . (168) 

But though, speaking for myself, I thus admit the possibility of revela
tion, I totally disbelieve that the Almighty ever did communicate anything to 
man, by any mode of speech, in any language, or by any kind of vision, or 
appearance, or by any means which our senses are capable of receiving, oth
erwise than by the universal display of Himself in the works of the creation. 

The most detestable wickedness, the most horrid cruelties, and the 
greatest miseries that have afflicted the human race have had their origin in 
this thing called revelation, or revealed religion. It has been the most 
dishonorable belief against the character of the Divinity, the most destructive 
to morality and the peace and happiness of man that ever was propagated 
since man began to exist. (182) 

43. Roberts, Studies of the Book of Mormon, 271, concludes his discussion con
cerning the three anti-Christs (Sherem, Nehor, Korihor): there is a "strong impli
cation that [all three] have their origin in one mind," with "rawness" and 
"amateurishness" "increasingly evident. . . .  [carrying] 'proof' that it is the work of 
a pious youth dealing with the commonplace stock arguments clumsily put to
gether for the belief in the existence of God . . . .  The evidence, I sorrowfully sub
mit, points to Joseph Smith as their creator. It is difficult to believe that they are 
the product of history . . .  " 

44. Marvin Hill, Quest for Refuge: The Mormon Flight from American Pluralism 
(Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1989), 142-51, but see his technique of escaping 
from previous arrests by his illicit use of habeas corpus, 99-151. 

45. This word, which appears on the printer's manuscript copy, is probably a 
Freudian slip. The word, from the context, would more likely be breast or heart, 
which he has already used once. As a psychiatrist, I see Smith as recalling literally 
though perhaps unconsciously Emma's breasts, swollen first with the pregnancy 
and, after delivery, with milk for the dead infant. However, since Alma is talking 
to more than one person, his reference to the breasts (plural) of his hearers (plu
ral) is literally correct; and no definite conclusion can be made. 

46. A valid question is to what degree Smith's emotional reaction to this 
child's death was grief. Grief, a healthy and normal reaction to pain, is what we 
would ordinarily expect. Like the question of humiliation, we have no direct 
statements of Smith's feelings. But the naturalistic evidence is discouraging. The 
hypomania of Ammon/Joseph Smith is an abnormal response, perhaps counter
ing depression, which is also abnormal. During the visit of Jesus, Smith turned 
the reaction triggered by children into a magnificently expanded Bible story of 
wonder, again sidestepping the pain of the loss. In this instance, he turns it into a 
sermon and makes use of it in the Book of Mormon. Finally, the content of the 
stories with the representatives of the Hale and Lewis families is vengeful. The · 

platform for this material in the Book of Mormon is to convince people of his mi
raculous powers. We are left to wonder how much Smith genuinely cared about 
others or was capable of love. 

The alternate view is to believe that the unknown Bible prophets Zenos and 
Zenock really did exist and that these selected sermons from them about enemy 
congregations and the importance of having a son are coincidental; that their 
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writings were known to the Nephites who really did exist; and that Smith is not 
deceitful about his ability to translate this story. See Linda King Newell and 
Valeen Tippetts Avery, Mormon Enigma: Emma Hale Smith, Prophet's Wife, "Elect 
Lady," Polygamy's Foe, 1804-1879 (Garden City, NY: Doubled�y, 1984), 95-168, and 
George D. Smith, ed., An Intimate Chronicle: The Journals of William Clayton (Salt 
Lake City: Signature Books in association with Smith Research Associates, 1995), 
193-36. 

47. Theologically, this argument would have been common during Smith's 
day. While Smith, in my opinion, uses it to reveal/hide his struggle over guilt 
and sin, he drew its specifics from Josiah Priest's Wonders of Nature and Providence 
Displayed (Rochester, NY: Author, 1824; Albany. NY: E. and E. Hosford, 1825, 
1826), 127-37. The 1825 edition argues: Adam and Eve were prohibited from eat
ing the fruit to test their "homage and obedience," and show gratitude for God's 
benevolence. Because of disobedience, they earned only degradation and woe. 
The Deist sees no reason for the death of Christ, for surely God could have res
cued man without such a process. The Christian asks, "Do you admit the attrib
utes of God to be essential to his nature?" and, when the Deist agrees, the 
Christian and the Deist further agree justice is an attribute of God. Christian: 
"Can then . . .  a being necessarily just, suspend his justice? If he can, he must, dur
ing that suspension, be destitute of justice; and this will prove that justice is not 
essential to his nature . ... But if God cannot suspend his justice, you must admit 
the necessity of that atonement. . . .  [For i]f mercy can overcome justice, what is be
come of that Omnipotence by which justice is supported?" (133-35) 





C H A P T E R  5 

Regression and Recapitulation: 
The End of Alma, the Book of Helaman 

D espite Joseph Smith's traumatic childhood surgery, I would not for
mally diagnose him as suffering from post-traumatic stress disor

der. Even though his silence on typical symptoms cannot be taken as 
proof that he did not experience such symptoms, the historical record 
does not show the typical pattern: a victim distressed by intrusive and 
unwanted images of the traumatic experience; awaking from repeated 
nightmares, body and bed drenched in perspiration; involuntary trigger
ing of fearful reactions (veterans, for instance, may_find themselves shak
ing and crying when a helicopter flies overhead), disruptions to thinking 
or concentration on a task; and conscious organization of their lives so 
that they can avoid anything that might remind them of the trauma. 
When the former soldier dissociates into "flashbacks," others are in 
physical danger from him, for he is back in the jungle and ready to attack. 

It seems likely that Smith experienced such symptoms when he was a 
child following the surgery; but by the time he dictated the Book of Mor
mon, seventeen years later, I think he was actually expanding and embel
lishing the details for the purpose of gaining power and prestige. They had 
changed from "ego-alien" (repugnant and distressing to him) to "ego-syn
tonic" (acceptable to his goals and feelings). The violence of the surgery 
had become part of his personality. He had partially "mastered" it by mak
ing it his own. This diagnosis still allows for the possibility that he dictated 
the Book of Mormon hoping for some therapeutic benefit. From my per
spective, this young man may have benefited greatly from psychotherapy 

. dealing with his surgery and family deprivation; without access to such 
aid, at least one of the Book of Mormon's several purposes may charitably 
be seen as his effort to find relief. 

If my analysis of this situation is correct, some part of Smith sought 
greater mastery over his childhood trauma and, sensing his emotional and 
economic difference from his neighbors, longed for ordinary commonness. 
It is possible to see in his dictating style some elements of intensive psycho
therapy, including unrestrained free association and minimal noncon
demning responses from his scribes. In addition, he reduced outside 
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stimuli by looking at his stone in a hat. A patient on the couch can talk about 
the ceiling tiles for only so long. Then the relative vacuum in his or her con
scious mind begins to draw on past emotions and experiences in his or her 
unconscious, and the monologue increases in intensity, coloring, and dis
tortion. This voice from the unconscious sometimes frightens patients; they 
find themselves trembling and crying "for no reason at all." They may say, 
"I can't believe I'm saying this. Where is this stuff coming from?" They may 
say, as they begin to experience childhood feelings but without enough 
clarity to know what is happening, "You seem like a nice person and ha
ven't said anything mean, but I'm frightened of you. It doesn't make 
sense."  Even in the public and highly ritualized setting of a Mormon testi
mony meeting, we have all seen that talking about an intense experience 
may force an emotional reliving of that experience. In treatment, the en
couragement to talk with minimal assignment of content pressures an 
emotional return to times of troubles. Patients may experience this aware
ness with surprise and disbelief. Smith was reliving his humiliation and 
possible grief when his child was born dead and, I hope, his concern for 
Emma's physical pain and worry about whether she would survive the 
birth. This event had occurred less than a year earlier; he countered the 
emotional pain with hypomania, obvious by its inappropriate timing in the 
story. As a psychiatrist, I suspect that this incident stirred feelings and 
memories of past tragedies, including Alvin's death, Sophronia's near
death experience during the typhoid epidemic, and the death of baby 
Ephraim when Joseph was four. His hypomania was probably dealing with 
all of these layered experiences. 

The essential difference between Smith's dictation of the Book of Mor
mon and a therapeutic setting is the listener's attitude. As bonding be
tween the therapist and client develops, the therapist begins to understand 
and then to clarify the association between Smith's personal history and his 
fantasies. He or she would begin to confront Joseph about the origin of his 
stories, help him deal directly with his painful memories, and raise ques
tions about his intent in using these fantasies with other people. This last is
sue would become the main therapeutic task of the interchange, for Smith's 
efforts to enlist converts to join his self-deceit (and/ or his own certain 
knowledge about the origin of his fantasies) constitutes a coercive claim 
that he could own their lives. Either Smith would have to begin withdraw
ing from this search for power, or the therapist would have to withdraw, for 
he or she would be either wasting time or reinforcing Smith's behavior by 
remaining. He or she would thus be "owned" by Smith, and the therapy 
would become only a training ground for enhanced techniques in manipu
lating others. Smith may have chosen those who dictated for him because 
they were not inclined to confront him. In turn, they cooperated for their· 
own reasons of attached or reflected glory or gain. (See further discussion 

. 
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of this point in chapter 7.) Their acceptance validated his claims and began 
the process of turning a fantasy into a psychological reality. 

In the final diagnostic chapter, I will analyze Smith�s personality ac
cording to the five components identified in the introduction; the most im
portant is narcissism. Narcissists, despite sometimes impressive public 
personae, never achieve full integration of feeling or function. Observers 
are most likely to be struck by the grandiose self, but its foundation is infe
riority, shame, and inadequacy. These individuals have strong psychologi
cal defe.nses; their apparent invulnerability draws followers to them. But 
they lack the perspective that maturity and humility bring; humiliation 
triggers an internal fury that only slowly abates. They commonly surround 
themselves with compliant admirers who accept their propaganda of su
pernormal abilities. Narcissists demonstrating grandiosity buffer them
selves from the outside world with these people, focusing on their 
admiration so they can ignore criticism. 

But in Harmony, in the spring of 1829, Smith had few admirers: Emma, 
Josiah Stowell, and Joseph Knight. Although Stowell and Knight lived only 
a few miles away, he probably did not see them daily. His own family was 
120 miles away, absorbed in problems of their own. If Joseph Lewis and 
Hiel Lewis were telling the truth, Smith made grandiose claims about 
magic, bleeding ghosts, gold records, and a son who could open the gold 
book. Emma's cousins were incensed at these non-Christian claims of near
omnipotence. Why did he think he was better than they? Why did angels 
never visit them? When his magical son was born deformed and dead, I as
sume that his public humiliation could not have been worse. Even Emma 
had failed him by not producing the son he expected. Although her family 
was no doubt motivated in its hostility toward Smith by a wish to protect 
her, her acceptance of Smith's claims of supernatural abilities angered 
them, I hypothesize; and the Lewis cousi.ns' rejection of his membership 
amounts to a public judgement. According to my hypothesis, despite his 
attempts at normalcy, he seethed in silence for seven months, then returned 
to his grand claims. 

In summary, I have argued that the book of Alma presents the follow
ing autobiographical events: Alvin's death in November 1823 (Neher's 
murder of Gideon), the Palmyra revival of March 1824 to March 1825 
(Alma II's conversion), Smith's imprisonment and trial at South Bain
Jridge in March 1826 (Alma and Amulek in Ammonihah), Smith's rejection 
Jy Emma's family in 1827 (Ammon's contest against the sheep thieves, his 
:onversion of Lamoni's household, and Abish's support), the stillborn in 
·une 1828 (the massacre of the innocent pacificist Anti-Nephi-Lehies, Am
non's hypomanic response, the survivors' grief, Alma's sermon of the 
;welling seed and God's redeeming son), Smith's expulsion from Emma's 
:hurch by her cousins, also in June 1828 (the hypocritical Zoramites), and 
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Smith's unspoken humiliation (Alma's instructions to his three sons). 
These events bring Smith's life to the year 1828. 

As already mentioned, narcissistic individuals show child-like think
ing. Their grandiose fantasies compensate for the inadequacies in their 
lives. They cannot handle complex feelings. They polarize their world into 
good/bad, white/black, us/them categories. This pattern characterizes 
the entire Book of Mormon, but, as I read the section focused mainly on 
Book of Mormon wars, beginning in the last part of Alma and continuing 
through the genocidal last battle, I see Smith expressing his expanding 
fury; at least psychologically, he will destroy his world in vengeance. 

W a r :  T h e  P o l a r i z a t i o n  o f  P e r s o n a l i t y  i n t o  E x t r e m e s  

Individuals with Narcissistic Personality Disorder believe that they are 
superior, special, or unique and expect others to recognize them as such . . . .  
They may feel that they can only be understood by, and should only associ
ate with, other people who are special or of high status and may attribute 
"unique," "perfect," or "gifted" qualities to those with whom they associate. 
Individuals with this disorder believe that their needs are special and be
yond the ken of ordinary people. Their own self-esteem is enhanced (i.e., 
"mirrored") by the idealized value that they assign to those with whom they 
associate. They are likely to insist on having only the "top" person (doctor, 
lawyer, hairdresser, instructor) or being affiliated with the "best" institu
tions, but may devalue the credentials of those who disappoint them . . . .  Indi
viduals with this disorder generally require excessive admiration.1 

On the surface [narcissistic personalities] appear to present a remarkable 
absence of object relationships; on a deeper level, their interactions reflect 
very intense, primitive, internalized object relationships of a frightening kind 
and an incapacity to depend on internalized good objects . . . .  [They use the 
mental mechanisms of omnipotence and devaluation and] may shift between 
the need to establish a demanding, clinging relationship to an idealized 
"magic" object at some times, and fantasies and behavior betraying a deep 
feeling of magical omnipotence of their own at other times . . .  [Splitting is 
the] division of internalized object relations into "good" and "bad" [and] 
happens at first simply because of the [immaturity of the] early ego, [but 
later] is used defensively.2 

MORONI, ZARAHEMNAH, AND AMALAKIAH: GOOD AND BAD ALTER EGOS 

In the war stories of Alma and Helaman, Joseph Smith continues, : 
through the technique of splitting, to identify with political leaders in the 
United States. Psychologically speaking, these fantasies are frightening. 

TIME: 74-69 B.C.E,/ /1823-28 C.E. 

PLACE: THE LAND OF NEPHI (LAMANITES)//ISAAC HALE 

HOMESTEAD AND ENVIRONS; THE UNITED STATES 

PERSONAE: ZARAHEMNAH/ /POSSIBLY NATHAN SMITH, 

ALVIN'S PHYSICIAN, AND/OR JOHN QUINCY ADAMS 
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MORONI/ /JOSEPH SMITH, JR.; ANDREW JACKSON 

AMALICKIAH/ /JOSEPH SMITH, JR.; JOHN QUINCY ADAMS 

THE TITLE OF LIBERTY I /THE HICKORY POLE 

MORIANTON/ /MARTIN HARRIS 
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The war sections of Alma and Helaman reveal, I submit, polarized ex
tremes as Smith emotionally regresses under the pressure of his humili
ation and rage. Here he demonstrated the thinking of a young child or of an 
unintegrated, immature personality who has difficulty dealing with ambi
guity and complexity. 

The conflicts between the heroic Nephite Moroni, an alter ego of 
Joseph Smith (not to be confused with Moroni, the son of Mormon, who is 
the final writer in the Book of Mormon), and his military opponents, Zara
hemnah and Amalickiah, demonstrate how abstract and mythic the strug
gles are becoming. The sole episode of triangular-Oedipal-conflict in the 
overwhelming dyadic Book of Mormon occurs in this section. Moroni is in
troduced with no background. He simply appears out of nowhere just at 
the moment of need: "Now the leader of the Nephites . . .  was Moroni; and 
Moroni took all the command, and the government of their wars-and he 
was only twenty and five years old" (BM 341; Alma 43:16-17). Smith was 
twenty-three and a half. This magnificent national leader is, in psychologi
cal terms, an idealized version of Smith's self: 

And Moroni was a strong and mighty man; he was a man of perfect under
standing; yea, a man that did not delight in bloodshed; a man whose soul 
did joy in the liberty and the freedom of his country . . .  a man who did labor 
exceedingly for the welfare and safety of his people ... and this was the faith 
of Moroni; and his heart did glory in it; not in the shedding of blood, but in 
doing good, in preserving his people; yea, in keeping the commandments of 
God; yea, and resisting iniquity. (BM 358-59; Alma 48:11-48) 

This alter ego is balanced by two dark doubles who represent the polar 
opposite. The first is Zarahernnah, leader of the Lamanites and dissident 
Nephites. War maneuvers, secrecy, strategies, and miracles blend as 
Moroni consults Alma for military counsel. The armor-dad Nephites rout 
the naked Lamanites; Moroni offers to let them surrender, reiterating that 
the Nephites are fighting, not for conquest, but for their "religion . . .  wives 
and . . .  children . . .  liberty . . .  and sacred word of God." 

Zarahernnah attributes Moroni's success in battle to "cunning" and su
perior equipment, then attacks Moroni during the parley. A Nephite sol
dier scalps Zarahemnah with a single sword stroke, and the battle 
recommences. This time the Lamanites, Zarahemnah included, are forced 
to surrender and take an oath of peace. Although the Lamanites are as
sumed to be crafty savages, and although the oath is coerced from them, 
the Book of Mormon assumes that it will be scrupulously kept. The number 
of the dead is so "exceeding great" that they cannot be counted; their bod-
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ies are thrown in the river Sidon "and are buried in the depths of the sea" 
(BM 347; Alma 44). Alma then relinquishes the sacred records to his son, 
Helaman, leaves Zarahemla, and disappears forever. It is the nineteenth 
year of the reign of the judges (73 B.C.E.). Helaman, a righteous and effec
tive warrior in the Lamanite conflicts, deals with the Nephites' "many little 
dissen[s]ions and disturbances" by preaching, establishing churches, and 
appointing priests and teachers (BM 349; Alma 45:20-24). 

At the start of the book of Alma, he began with a personal confronta
tion between the anti-Christ Nehor and an aged warrior Gideon, and then 
expanded that one-to-one conflict into a social narrative between followers 
of Nehor (the Amlicites) and Alma. He now does the same thing, and the 
battle between Moroni and Zarahemnah now takes on a government en
largement. 

Smith's second dark double is Amalickiah, the Book of Mormon's su
preme villain. A "large and strong man," he covets the kingship, attracts a 
following among dissatisfied minor judges, and begins to undermine "the 
church of God and [to] destroy the foundation of liberty." Moroni, furious 
at Amalakiah, 

rent his coat; and he took a piece thereof, and wrote upon it, in memory of 
our God, our religion, and freedom, and our peace, our wives, and our chil
dren; and he fastened it upon the end of a pole thereof. And he fastened on 
his headplate ... breastplate, and his shields . . .  and . . .  his armor about his 
loins; and he took the pole, which had on the end thereof his rent coat, (and 
he called it the title of liberty,) . . .  And . . .  he went forth among the people, 
waving the rent of his garment in the air, that all might see the writing which 
he had wrote upon the rent . . .  

The people "came running together, with their armors girded about 
their loins, rending their garments in token, or as a covenant," constituting · 
an army made up from "all parts of the land." Amalickiah, seeing his fol
lowers' fear "that he should not gain the point," fled into Lamanite coun
try, hotly pursued by Moroni's army. Moroni, now twenty-six and 
battle-hardened, received full powers under what we would call martial 
law declared in a national emergency. Amalickiah roused the Lamanites' 
savage anger toward the Nephites. By ruse and deception, he rapidly rose 
to second in military command, poisoned his superior, and became chief. 
Amalickiah marched back to the Lamanite capital where his servants 
"stabbed the king to the heart" and then accused his terror-stricken ser
vants, who had taken to their heels, of the murder (BM 355-56; Alma 47:1-
25). The army, outraged to see the king "lying in his gore," pursued the · 

fleeing servants, killing those they could capture. Some escaped into 
Nephite territory and reported events to Moroni. Meanwhife, Amalickiah's 
report satisfied the queen, whom he wooed and married, "and thus . . .  he

. 
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obtained the kingdom; yea, he was acknowledged king throughout all the 
land" (BM 356-57; Alma 47:26-35). 

At first glance, this story looks like the timeless triangle of Oedipus Rex 
and Shakespeare's Hamlet: the protagonist kills the fathe,:r figure and mar
ries the mother. Yet Arnalakiah does not fit the pattern in.the usual way. He 
seeks raw political power through cunning, cruelty, deception, and mur
der. Sexual desire is irrelevant; the queen is simply one means to an end, 
not the goal. Rather than fitting the classical Freudian model of the Oedipal 
triangle, I argue that it matches the more subtle and complex reworkings of 
Oedipal development by Freud's successors.3 According to this revised hy
pothesis, the child between birth and three identifies almost totally, first, 
with the mother, then with both the mother and father. The child's ability to 
handle this simplest and most basic triangle is largely determined by his or 
her previous development, security, and parents' response. Trauma during 
the Oedipal period-Joseph Smith's surgery, for instance-regresses the 
child to these earlier developmental stages, sometimes permanently, char
acterized by extreme fantasies of omnipotence, magical thinking, and the 
polarization of personality and thinking into opposites. Smith's father was 
so weak that Lucy had already made the youthful seer "her man" long be
fore his supernatural claims. And, I think, Smith's father, with his economic 
failings, delusional belief in magic, and problems with drinking, through 
the years presents a picture of fragility. We know that Joseph Jr. had become 
central to the family by his mid-teens with his role as magician and seer 
stone peeping, but I suspect that his mother viewed him as special from the 
time of his "miraculous" survival from leg surgery-and perhaps even be
fore, for he was given the father's name. Such preeminence teaches the 
child that he has special rights, a view that certainly would affect his later 
behavior, including his sexual attitudes. 

TilE HARRIS MARRIAGE 

In June 1828 Martin Harris coaxed the 116 manuscript pages out of 
Smith to show to his immediate family, and they disappeared permanently 
while in his charge. In 1833, after the disintegration of the Harris marriage, 
Mrs. Harris described Martin Harris in unflattering terms: 

Martin Harris was once industrious[,] attentive to his domestic concerns, and 
thought to be worth about ten thousand dollars. He is naturally quick in 
temper . . .  he has whipped, kicked, and turned me out of the house . . . .  Be
cause I would not give credit [to Joseph Smith's claims] he became more a us- . 
tere toward me. In one of his fits of rage he struck me with the butt end of a 
whip . . .  beat me on the head four or five times . . .  turned me out of doors 
twice, and beat me in a shameful manner . . . .  My flesh was black and blue in 
many places.4 

A neighbor, G. W. Stoddard, agreed that Harris "was known to frequently 
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abuse his wife, by whipping her, kicking her out of bed and hlrning her out 
of doors. etc."5 

Tellingly, at this point in the not-yet-resolved conflict between Moroni 
and Amalakiah, the Book of Mormon narrative contains an embedded sub
plot involving Morianton, a "man of much . . .  angry . . .  passion." When 
Moroni settles a land dispute against Morianton, he takes his followers and 
flees "into the land northward." However, "being a man of much passion," 
Morianton "fell upon" a maidservant "and beat her much" (BM 365; Alma 
50:30-31) .  She fled to Moroni and revealed Morianton's flight; to prevent 
Morianton's escape, Moroni sent an army under Teancum who slew the 
"wicked and stubborn" dissident and brought back his group as prisoners. 
Moroni then negotiated a final peace. 

I hypothesize that this story suggests both the conflict between Martin 
and Lucy Harris and also between the Harris family and Smith family. Har
ris/Morianton is presented as a woman beater, "wicked and stubborn" and 
subject to "mad fits. "  Teancum had to follow Morianton north; Smith had 
to go north from Harmony to confront Harris. As a final detail, the story 
suggests a property dispute between the Harris and Smith families. In fact, 
Lucy Harris protested the diversion of Martin's property to underwrite the 
Book of Mormon; Martin, by supporting the Book of Mormon, was assert
ing that Smith as prophet was the property's true owner (BM 365-66; Alma 
50:25-36, esp. 30) .6 

NATIONAL PARALLELS: THE JACKSON ELECTION OF 1828 

In addition to parallels with Harris, I hypothesize that the Mor
oni/ Amalakiah conflict is a disguised reworking of national politics. As 
a corroborating detail, as soon as "the people of Nephi had peace re
stored" from the Morianton rebellion, then "Nephihah, the second 
chief judge, died," necessitating an election (BM 366; Alma 50:37 [67 
B.C.E. / /fall 1828]). 

The Oedipal conflict in Amalakiah's story is weak by comparison with 
the search for power, a pattern in keeping with the fact that women are gen
erally irrelevant in the Book of Mormon. Therefore, I find the queen's pres
ence to be strong circumstantial evidence that Smith was writing out 
sectional rivalries and national dissensions as part of his darkest conflicts, 
using the U.S. election in disguised form. A major issue in the presidential 
election of 1828 was a contest between the perceived aristocrats of the east
ern seaboard and the "common man" of the interior. In 1824 Henry Clay 
and John Quincy Adams colluded, as we have seen, to deprive Andrew 
Jackson, the candidate with the plurality, by using the electoral college? 
Jackson seemed initially accepting of this arrangement but rapidly 
changed his position and began acting with the next election in mind, 
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which he won by a popular vote of 648,000 to 508,000 and an electoral vote 
of 178 to 83. 

Jackson (1767-1845) was seen as a man of the ordinary people, while 
the people were looking for "a government that would:be more responsive 
to their needs and interests." Stubborn, quarrelsome, a gambler and 
drinker, vigorous, sensitive and humorless, Jackson the hero was a plain, 
simple, virtuous man.8 He had become major general of the Tennessee mili
tia in 1802, and the War of 1812 provided him an opportunity to show his 
abilities. In March 1814 he crushed the Creek Indians who were allies of the 
British, then further punished them by taking away 20 million acres of their 
lands. Nine months later his motley army won an amazing victory at the 
battle of New Orleans, and he became an instant national hero. He was a 
warrior hero among "free-men" and had demonstrated that he could de
feat "Lamanites."  His nickname, earned as a young man, was "Old Hick
ory," an admiring tribute to his unyielding determination. Born in 
Tennessee rather than among the perceived elites of the eastern seaboard, 
he took as his motto: "Let the people rule." One biographer described the 
class conflict represented in the election of 1828: "Nearly all the talent, 
nearly all the learning, nearly all the ancient wealth, nearly all the business 
activity, nearly all the book-nourished intelligence, nearly all the silver
forked civilization of the country, united in opposition to [Andrew] Jack
son."9 In contrast, John Quincy Adams, Jackson's opponent in both 1 824 
and 1828, was called '"King John the Second."'10 Common men saw him as 
a corrupt "blue-blood . . .  an unprincipled hypocrite whose mania for office 
had brought him money from the public treasury . . .  from the date of his 
birth." Rumors circulated. He had been "corrupted by long residence in 
European courts, especially the Russian court, where he had prostituted a 
beautiful American girl to the carnal desires of Czar Alexander I . . .  and [he] 
hated popular government, and inwardly detested the heroes of the 
American Revolution." In the eyes of the ordinary U.S. citizen, he had 
cheated them out of their choice for president and imposed himself like a 
tyrannous monarch.11 He was a king among king-men. 

According to one biographer, "The symbol of his (Jackson's] cam
paign, the hickory pole, appeared in astonishing numbers, set up in 
every village . . .  throughout the country. In the train of noisy demon
strations around the poles came new trappings of political campaign
ing designed to excite the electorate and appeal to its basic 
emotions-barbecues, ox roasts, torchlight parades, bonfire, and fire
work displays."12 I argue that Smith used the hickory pole as the 
model for the pole on which Moroni hoisted his title of liberty (BM 
351-53; Alma 46:11-36), as part of the larger contest about national lead
ership between an elitist faction and the "voice of the people." 

In the Book of Mormon, Pahoran, the chief judge, resisted pressure 
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from certain factions "that a few particular points of the law should be al
tered . . . .  Therefore there arose a warm dispute concerning the matter, but 
not unto bloodshed." The political issues of 1828 were large. Should the 
U.S. continue to support, by providing financial advantages, to the pri
vately owned "Bank of United States"? Could the federal government im
pose tariffs on manufactured goods produced in the state of South 
Carolina? If South Carolina resisted, should the government send an army 
to force compliance? There were land development issues, Indian prob
lems, and internal improvements such as canals, roads, and railroads to at
tend to. Issues were drowned, however, in the contest between the two 
personalities of Jackson and Adams, and a campaign became a morality 
play of "virtue and republican simplicity over corruption and unprinci
pled aristocracy."13 

In the Book of Mormon, Pahoran's opponents "were called king-men, 
for they were desirous . . .  to overthrow the free government and to establish 
a king over the land." The free-men wished to retain the system of judges. 
At the election "the voice of the people came in favor of the free-men, and 
Pahoran retained the judgement seat. . . .  Now those which were in favor of 
kings were those of high birth; and they sought to be kings; and they were 
supported by those which sought power and authority over the people" 
(BM 367; Alma 51 :8). At this "critical time for such contentions," Ama
lickiah reappeared, posing an immediate military challenge. From a psy
choanalytic perspective, victory and survival depend on Joseph Smith 
through his surrogate, Moroni. When the sulky king-men refuse to take up 
arms, Moroni was "exceeding wroth." Armed with authority from the 
chief judge, he executed 4,000 king-men, imprisoned others without trial, 
and conscripted the rest: "And thus Moroni put an end to those king-men 
. . .  the stubbornness, and the pride of those people which professed the 
blood of nobility; but they were brought down to humble themselves like 
unto their brethren, and to fight valiantly for their freedom from bondage." 
He also forced them "to hoist the title of liberty upon their towers, and in 
their cities" (BM 367-68; Alma 51 :4-21 ) .  

This statement not only recalls the ubiquity of Jackson's hickory poles, 
but also the fact that Jackson's supporters in Tennessee threatened to tar . 
and feather anyone voting for Adams. On Jackson's inauguration, 4 March 
1829, the frontiersmen, backwoodsmen, war veterans, and laborers 
stormed the White House in triumph. They trampled broken china into the 
carpets with their muddy boots and broke furniture by standing on it. 
Women fainted. A phalanx of friends formed around Jackson to save him 
from being crushed, and he escaped from the White House. Thirty-two 
days after this national event, Oliver Cowdery arrived in Harmony, and 
the prodigious feat of dictating the Book of Mormon in less than thirteen 
weeks began. 
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However, Jackson's political triumph was marred by a personal 
tragedy which I believe appears in a much attenuated form in 
Amalakiah's preemption of the Lamanite queen. Women, and their 
real-life prototypes, are so underrepresented in the : Book of Mormon 
that one assumes they must have had some spe�iai significance to 
Smith to appear at all. I think the death of Rachel Jackson, attributed to 
the viciousness of the campaign, motivated Smith to introduce a La
manite queen into the story. Jackson had married Rachel Donelson Ro
bards in August 1791 .  She had been told that her husband, Lewis 
Robards, had been granted a divorce by the Virginia legislature on 
grounds of her desertion and adultery in mid-1791 .  She had married 
Jackson only to discover later that the divorce had not been finalized. 

As already mentioned (chapter 3), the 1824 election had been a one
party contest. Jackson had gained the most electoral votes, but Adams and 
Henry Clay had joined forces and became president and secretary of state 
in what Jackson and the nation believed was a back-room bargain. Jackson 
began campaigning for the next election soon afterward and continued for 
four years. The campaign was the most brutal, vicious, and mud-slinging 
in U.S. history. The questions of "Bank of the United States" and the ques
tion of forceful compliance of federal tariffs against the state of South Caro
lina were swept away by "chicanery, slippery tactics, and downright 
falsehoods upon which the politicians relied to win the contest."14 Rachel 
Jackson was a sensitive person, and the campaign by the opposition repre
sented her as an adulteress. Jackson tried to protect her from these attacks 
on her morali� but she was devastated and died of a stroke on 22 Decem
ber 1828, as he prepared to move to the White House. At her grave after 
they had covered her coffin, Jackson said loudly, "In the presence of this 
dear saint I can and do forgive my enemies. But those vile wretches who 
have slandered her must look to God for mercy." A few days later he said, 
"May God Almighty forgive her murderers as I know she forgave them. I 
never can!"15 

Smith now stands at the point where both his personal narrative and 
his national history encounter the dictation of the Book of Mormon. I hope 
to show that Alma's final chapters write out a version of 1828-29 events, fo
cusing on the anti-Masonic hysteria which also reached its height during 
that election year. But once again he begins with the traumatic, defining ex
periences of his childhood: the bloody surgery and the years of intermittent 
hunger which followed. 

W a r  C o n t i n u e d :  I n v i n c i b i l i t y  

[In the phallic narcissist]
. 
the unconscious shame from the fear of castration is 

continually denied by phallic assertiveness. This may even be accompanied 
by a sense of omnipotence and a feeling of invulnerability which allows such 

... L 
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individuals, feeling that some miraculous fate of good luck will carry them 
through, to continually take risks.16 

TIME: 73-53 B.C. E./ /1811-26 C.E. 

PERSONAE: THE 2,060 AMMONITE YOUTHS (SONS OF HELAMAN)/ I 
THE CHILD JOSEPH SMITH 

MORONI/ /THE IDEALIZED JOSEPH SMITH, JR. 

AMALICKIAH; AMMORON I /NATHAN SMITH; JOHN QUINCY 

ADAMS; DARK ALTER EGO OF JOSEPH SMITH, JR. 

PAHORAN/ /JOSEPH SMITH, SR. 

Smith next writes a Book of Mormon narrative in which 2,060 youths 
are miraculously protected against bodily injury from swords and knives, 
an extreme fantasy in which he probably protects himself from the sur
geon's threat. At this point, from a psychoanalytic perspective, the autobio
graphical elements are both more disguised and more extreme. It is my 
professional opinion that, rather than dealing with his childhood trauma in 
a mature way, Smith is regressing farther, returning as well to a child's 
structuring imagination. 

For example, Nephite society became more polarized. Moroni and the 
Nephites continued their struggle against the Lamanites, led by the in
itially successful evil Amalickiah. Teancum assassinated Amalickiah by 
night with "a javelin to his heart." Amalickiah's brother, Ammoron, re
grouped the army, then, after a series of skirmishes, attacked the main 
army "with exceeding fury." Moroni was wounded but recovered. The 
war seesawed back and forth, with the narrative following campaigns on 
two and sometimes three fronts, wounds, the taking, guarding, and ex
changes of prisoners, and political problems on the home front. Many Book 
of Mormon readers are puzzled and bored by these maneuvers, particu
larly by their length. The usual explanation is that Mormon, the last great 
general and the book's abridger, had a special interest in his people's mili
tary historyP A more plausible explanation, I feel, is that Joseph Smith had 
a special interest in these wars; he is battling both his mortality and his sur
geon; he must face the pain, come close to death, and then conquer abso
lutely. His solution is not, however, the psychologically healthy one of 
coming to terms with the inevitability of suffering and death but the child's 
fantasy solution of becoming invincible. 

The plight of the Nephites was exacerbated because they needed to 
protect the people of Ammon, who, confronted by the dangerous situation, 
contemplated breaking their vow of pacifism to enter the war as allies to 
the Nephites. 

But behold as they were about to take their weapons of war, they were over
powered by the persuasions of Helaman and his brethren, for they were 
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about to break the oath which they had made; and Helaman feared lest by so 
doing, they should lose their souls; therefore all those which had entered 
into this covenant, were compelled to behold their brethren wade through 
their afflictions, in their dangerous circumstances, at this time. (BM 376; 
Alma 53:13-16) ' 

However, their 2,000 sons, not bound by the same covenant, enlisted under 
Helaman 

to protect the land unto the laying down of their lives . . . .  And they were all 
yormg men, and they were exceeding valiant for courage, and also for 
strength and activity; but behold, this was not all: they were men which were 
true at all times in whatsoever thing they were entrusted; yea, they were 
men of truth and soberness, for they had been taught to keep the command
ments of God, and to walk uprightly before him. (BM 376; Alma 53:17-21) 

Meanwhile, complications from these battles were mounting. Moroni 
had taken so many captives that guarding and feeding them were becom
ing problems, even though he was also using them to fortify Bountiful and 
Mulek. Then his enemy, Ammaron, who held many wives and children 
prisoner in addition to soldiers, petitioned for an exchange of prisoners. 
Moroni also desired this but tactlessly sent a letter of sermonizing damna
tion to Ammaron, who angrily withdrew his petition. Moroni found a "de
scendent of Laman," who was named Laman, among his soldiers, and sent 
him to the enemy camp with the tale that he had escaped from the Nephites 
while they slept and that he, with some other escapees, had brought wine 
they had stolen from the Nephites. 

The mention of wine should alert us to the possibility that Joseph will 
begin another fantasy variation of his childhood surgery and, in fact, I be- · 

lieve he does, importing a sort of regressed logic into the text. Given the ex
tremity and gravity of the situation developing within the Book of 
Mormon, providing wine to the all-too-willing guards is both overelabo
rate yet trivial. The guards get drunk and fall asleep. At one point Moroni 
manages to get arms to the Nephite prisoners-not just to the soldiers, but 
"even to their women, and all those of their children, as many as were able 
to use a weapon of war." This is possible because of the drunkenness of the 
Lamanite guards. As a result, the Nephites turn the tables on their Laman
ite guards. Thereafter, as Mormon proudly records, 

Many times did the Lamanites attempt to encircle them about by night, but 
in these attempts they did lose many prisoners-And many times did they 
attempt to administer of their wine to the Nephites, that they might destroy 
them with poison or with drunkenness. But behold, the Nephites were not 
slow to remember the Lord their God, in this their times of affliction. They 
could not be taken in their snares; yea, they would not partake of their wine; 
yea, they would not take of wine, save they had firstly given to some of the 
Lamanite prisoners. And they were thus cautious, that no poison should be 
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administered among them; for if wine would poison a Lamanite, it would 
also poison a Nephite. (BM 381; Alma 55: 28-32) 

This simple comedy of drunken guards is emphasized and repeated to 
the point of becoming ludicrous, like a child who has discovered a pun. But 
the motifs in this story are suggestive: helpless women and children sud
denly become armed and dangerous; wine becomes, not a drink, but a 
drug. These signals refer us again to little Joseph's surgery. In my opinion, 
both the story content and literary style suggest that Smith has, under the 
influence of reliving his childhood surgery, regressed in emotional age. 

Moroni was victorious in capturing the Lamanite guards and re
leasing the Nephite captives, men, women, and children. This was but 
one episode in ongoing war, and Moroni needed to attack the fortified 
city of Morianton. At this point he received a letter from Helaman, a 
general engaged in complicated battles in a different area where the 
Lamanites had been victorious until Helaman arrived with the 2,000 
youths-his "sons" who were the children of those who had taken an 
oath of pacificism-to swell the Nephite army to 10,000 troops and as
sist in the battles. Helaman proudly described these young men: "Now 
they never had fought, yet they did not fear death; and they did think 
more upon the liberty of their fathers, than they did upon their lives; 
yea, they had been taught by their mothers, that if they did not doubt, 
that God would deliver them. And they rehearsed unto me the words 
of their mothers saying: We do not doubt our mothers knew it." 

This statement is, theologically, nonsensical: how can their faith in their 
mothers' faith save them? Yet, psychologically, it is familiar. Lucy had in
sisted that the doctors "must try one more time" to save Joseph's leg. Now 
Joseph Jr. has metamorphosed into 2,000 invulnerable youths. After the 
first battle, Helaman "numbered those young men which had fought with 
me, fearing lest there were many of them slain. But behold, to my great joy, 
there had not one soul of them fallen to the earth; yea, and they had fought 
as if with the strength of God; yea, never was men known to have to have 
fought with such miraculous strength (BM 381-86; Alma 55:33-35; 56:1-57). 
He repeats, "And I did remember the words which they said unto me that 
their mothers had taught them." From a psychoanalytic perspective, Smith 
here pays tribute to his mother for saving his leg. 

In the second battle, at which sixty more youths join the sons of Bela
man, over 1,000 Nephite soldiers die out of a total 16,000; still the Ammon
ites are invulnerable: 

Two hundred . . .  had fainted because of the loss of blood . . .  [but] not one soul 
of them . . .  did perish; yea, and neither was there one soul among them which 
had not received many wounds . . . .  and we do justly ascribe it to the miracu
lous power of God, because of their exceeding faith in that which they had 
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been taught to believe . . .  that . . .  whosoever did not doubt ... should be pre
served. (BM 388-89; Alma 57:22-26) 

Early in his life Brigham H. Roberts, LDS general authority, reviewed 
this story of the Lamanite youths: 

Yes, they were preserved according to their faith in God. They had no fear of 
death, they loved their own and their father(s'] liberty more than life, and 

they fought with the fierceness of young lions, and more than once by the 
prowess given them of God, snatched victory from the very jaws of defeat. 
And though at times many of them were wounded, and on one occasion two 
hundred fainted from loss of blood, yet not one of them were killed in bat
tle.18 

But years later he approached this incident in a more questioning spirit as a 
"beautiful story of faith! Beautiful story of mother-assurance! Is it History? 
Or is it a wonder-tale of a pious but immature mind?"19 In my judgement, 
Roberts has correctly identified the logic of childhood in this retelling of 
Smith's surgery. Increasingly broad, sweeping, and generalized, it speaks 
to Smith's wish for invulnerability in the most extravagant terms yet seen. 

The next chronological element in Smith's autobiography is the years 
of economic stress and deprivation which followed between 1813 and 1816 
until the family moved to Palmyra . Previous accounts (Lehi's f.amily's 
wandering in the wilderness; the Gadianton band's unsuccessful seven
year siege of the Nephites) underplayed the narrative; but this retelling 
consumes three chapters (BM 389-96; Alma 58-60). 

Desperate for supplies, Helaman wrote to Moroni: "Now we do not 
know the cause that the government does not grant us more strength . . . .  We 
do not desire to murmur . . .  [but] we fear that there is some faction in the 
government . . . .  We trust God will deliver us, not withstanding the weak
ness of our armies." When the Nephites lost the city of Nephihah to the La
manites, Moroni angrily wrote to the chief judge, Pahoran: "We desire to 
know the cause of this exceeding great neglect. . . .  Can you think to sit upon 
your thrones, in a state of thoughtless stupor, while your enemies are .. . 
murdering thousands of your brethren? . . .  Ye have withheld provisions .. . 
when they were about to perish with hunger." He accused Pahoran of trea
son and threatens to attack the capital and dethrone Pahoran unless aid 
was forthcoming: 

Yea, behold I do not fear your power nor your authority, but it is my God 
whom I fear. ... The sword of justice doth hang over you . . . .  God will not suf
fer that we should perish with hunger; therefore he will give unto us of your 
food, even if it must be by the sword. Now see ye fulfill the word of God. Be
hold, I am Moroni, your Chief Captain. I seek not for power but to pull it 
down. I seek not for honor of the world, but for the glory of my God, and the 
freedom and welfare of my country. 

Even though there is no documentary evidence that the Smith family 

: -·: 
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actually went hungry, reading from the Book of Mormon back into Joseph's 
life, I argue that this passage provides psychological evidence that it oc
curred. I hear the voice of young Joseph expressing fury about physical 
deprivation, daily physical hunger, and the squabbling at the table which 
must have made antagonists of everyone in the family. The phrase 
"thoughtless stupor" even suggests the possibility that Joseph Sr. was 
drunk, contributing to the crisis. 

Finally a grieving letter arrived from Pahoran, describing an insurrec
tion that had shattered the government and forced him to flee from Zara
hemla. He was the one who needs rescue: "I am not angry, but do rejoice in 
the greatness of your heart. I, Pahoran, do not seek for power, save only to 
retain my judgement-seat that I may preserve the rights and the liberty of 
my people" (BM 399; Alma 61:9) .  Thus Smith not only voiced his anger but 
also exonerated his parents' failures as beyond their control. 

In Alma's final two chapters, Smith retells his history to the point of 
discovering the gold record but in a more diffuse and ambiguous form than 
in previous stories because of the on-going military conflict. When Pa
horan tells Moroni to join him in Zarahemla (62:1-11), Smith may be allud
ing to the family's reunion in Palmyra. They put down the insurrection, 
restoring peace to Zarahemla, possibly a version of the family settling into 
Palmyra. Reinforcements go to the various Nephite armies (vv. 11-12) and 
Nephihah returns to Nephite possession with the loss of only one Nephite 
life (vv. 14-26). The Lamanite prisoners join the Nephites in peaceful farm
ing, suggesting the family's move to their farm (v. 29). The heroic Teancum, 
trying to assassinate the Lamanite captain, as he had earlier killed 
Amalakiah by stealth, is himself killed (vv. 32-37), sounding the theme of 
Alvin's death. Moroni drives the remaining Lamanites from the land "with 
a great slaughter"; and in the following peace, Helaman and his brothers 
convert many-the revival scene (vv. 38, 44-47). Even more striking, the fi
nal chapter of Alma both opens and closes with a mention of a sacred re
cord-the record Smith is now translating. Again I must emphasize the 
speculative nature of this interpretation. 

The book of Alma ends with the peaceful deaths of a series of record
keepers: Alma, Helaman, Shiblon, and Helaman II.20 After thirty years of 
intensive warfare came four years of peace, a final effort by the Lamanites, 
and the N ephite success in repelling it. The book ends in the fortieth year of 
the judges (52 B.C.E.). If my last interpretations are correct, these stories 
correlate to the life of Joseph Smith after 1825. 

I n t e r n a l  C o r r o s i o n  a n d  I n c o n s t a n c y  

[The Narcissistic personality] is preoccupied with fantasies of unlimited suc
cess, power, brilliance, beauty, or ideal love . . .  [He] is often envious of others 
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[and] may begrudge others their successes or possessions, feeling that [he] 
better [deserves] those achievements, admiration, or privileges.21 

These people are envious of everything, even of other people's object rela
tions.21 

It is postulated that under optimum circumstances the very young infant en
joys some vague sense of omnipotence, autarchy, and perfect union with 
mother and environment, since all needs are gratified relatively quickly 
upon their being experienced and with no special effort on the part of the in
fant. . . .  This experience of satisfactory unity with the caretaking environ
ment, usually the mother, builds in the young psyche a sense of 
omnipotence, a fantasy of total bliss and power . . . .  Those infants who are 
able to begin gradually to delegate their own sense of omnipotence to a par
ent for whom they have loving feelings, and to share that omnipotence while 
gaining a feeling of greater effectiveness, both individually and through 
sharing, are likely to develop a sturdy and joyful sense of self. Those infants 
who respond with increasing frustration and rage to the recognition of their 
own helplessness in satisfying their needs, or who find that the mother on 
whom they are dependent is an unreliable gratifier of their needs, are likely 
to develop rage tinged with inadequate feelings of themselves as beings in
capable of providing for their own gratification [and will make] reparative 
attempts [by] omnipotent fantasies.23 

TIME: 52-51 B.C.E./ / 1826-28 C.E. 

PERSONAE: THE GADIANTON BAND/ /THE MASONIC ORDER 

FIVE SUSPECTS IN THE MURDER OF THE CHIEF JUDGE// 

FIVE SUSPECTS IN THE MURDER OF WILLIAM MORGAN 

CANDIDATES FOR CHIEF JUDGE/ /CANDIDATES 

FOR U.S. PRESIDENT AND NEW YORK GOVERNORSHIP 

In the book of Helaman, I argue that Smith writes out contemporary 
events-particularly the anti-Masonic turmoil of 1826-27-and that he 
again indulges in dreams of omnipotence by having God grant total power 
to Nephi Jr. (See also chapter 3.) 

William Morgan, a disgruntled Mason, wrote an expose of Masonic se
cret rites; but while it was being published in Batavia, New York, in Sep
tember 1826, Masons burned the printing press, beat the owner, and 
charged Morgan with theft. At Canandaigua, nine miles from Smith's 
home, Morgan was acquitted, then rearrested for a debt of $2.69 and jailed. 
Someone paid his debt; but, remember from chapter 3, as he walked out of 
jail, he was seized, gagged, thrust into a yellow carriage, and driven to the 
Canadian border. There he disappeared, presumably murdered. His book, 
published in 1827, was an immediate sensation and fanned flames of na
tional outrage against Masonry as a secret society that was controlling 
courts and government offices. Five men were tried for the murder in Janu
ary 1827. Three were acquitted and two received light sentences, providing 
"proof" to many of Masonic control of the courts. 
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During this time the city of Rochester, twenty miles from Palmyra, was 
the bitterest center of the conflict. Pamphlets reviewing the trial appeared 
in large numbers, Rochester had the first of thirty-two anti-Masonic papers 
in the state, and speakers traveled "from town to town to divulge Masonic 
secrets." They focused on the rites of initiates that pledged protection to 
Masonic brothers whether they were "right or wrong," and on the threats 
"of death to anyone who divulged Masonic secrets." Eighteen trials of Ma
sonic "conspirators" occurred in western New York between October 1826 
and 1831 .24 The anti-Masonic hysteria swept the country until about 1838 
when it was replaced by the slavery conflict. In New York state, over two
thirds of the 600 Masonic lodges were abandoned.25 Andrew Jackson was a 
high-ranking Mason, while John Quincy Adams declared, "I state that I am 
not, never was, and never shall be a Freemason." Baptists, Presbyterians, 
and Methodists saw the Masons as evil competition; Masons were forbid
den communion. The Dutch Reform Church in New York called Masonry 
"a mixture of Paganism and Mohammedanism . . . .  We also find that it per
verts the meaning [of Christianity] and is full of names of blasphemy and 
[is guilty of] administering illegal, profane, and horrible oaths."26 The three 
candidates for governor of New York in 1828 each took positions on Ma
sonry. Martin Van Buren won but resigned after twelve weeks to become 
Jackson's secretary of state. His replacement took the public position that 
the Masons should dissolve their organization because it was "founded on 
principles which tend to subvert all government." The anti-Masonic move
ment had grown large enough for a convention at Le Roy, New York, in 
February 1829, with plans to hold a national convention in September 1830. 
Both state and federal congresses had investigative comrnittees.27 

Joseph Smith retells this political history but in a way that reveals an in
ternal moral struggle over hidden corruption. Ironically, Smith himself 
later became a high-ranking Mason, played some role with the vigilante 
Danites, and organized a secret political Council of Fifty, which some see as 
the equivalent of a Gadianton band. 

Our clue about the time frame is a contested election, again drawing 
our attention to 1827-28. When Pahoran dies, three of his sons contend for 
the judgement seat: Pahoran II, Paanchi, and Pacumeni. Pahoran II wins 
· the election. Paanchi leads a revolt but is captured and executed. His fol
lowers retaliate by hiring an assassin, Kishkumen, who kills Pahoran and 
escapes, his band of assassins mingling successfully with ordinary citizens. 
Kishkumen had belonged to the secret band led by one Gadianton "who 
was exceeding expert in many words, and also in his craft, to carry out the 
secret work of murder and robbery." Pacumeni is elected chief judge to re
place his murdered brother. Preoccupied with these political intrigues, the 
Nephites are caught off guard when the Lamanites attack, capture Zara
hemla, and kill Pacumeni. The nation rallies under Moronihah, son. of 
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Moroni, to regain their territories after much bloody conflict; and Helaman 
II, son of Helaman, is elected chief judge. Kishkumen again plots to murder 
him; but a disguised servant of Helaman, who has been attending the se
cret meetings, gets Kishkumen alone and "did stab Ki�hls,umen, even to the 
heart, that he fell dead without a groan" (BM 407-12; Hef. 1-3). 

Gadianton, alarmed by Kishkumen's absence, abandons his plan to 
take over the government and flees with his band into the wilderness. The 
group remain.s cohesive, however; and in years to come will corrupt the 
Nephite nation from within. After a period of righteousness and peace, the 
Nephites become proud and wicked. Helaman II dies and is replaced by 
Nephi Jr. in 39 B.C.E., Joseph Smith's surrogate. Dissensions intensify, some 
Nephites join the Lamanites, and the "work of death" begins in 35 B.C.E. 
with the Lamanites retaking Zarahernla. In the social struggle that follows, 
the racial polarization (good Nephites/bad Lamanites) is erased, then re
versed, with the Nephites becoming wicked and harboring the secret Cadi
anton band. 

Now this great loss of the Nephites, and the great slaughter which was 
among them, would not have happened, had it not been for their wickedness 
and their abomination which was among them; yea, and it was among those 
which professed to belong to the church of God; and it was because of their 
exceeding riches . . .  [and] oppression to the poor ... [and] withholding their 
food from the hungry ... [and] clothing from the naked . . .  [and] smiting their 
humble brethren upon the cheek, making a mock of that which was sacred, 
denying the spirit of prophecy and revelation, murdering, plundering, lying, 
steeling, committing adultery, raising up great contentions, and deserting 
away into the land of Nephi, among the Lamanites; and because of their 
great wickedness, and their boastings in their own strength, they were left in 
their own strength; therefore they did not prosper, but were afflicted, and 
smitten, and driven before the Lamanites, until they had lost possession of 
almost all their lands. (BM 416; He!. 4:10-13) 

From a psychoanalytic perspective, Smith is retelling the national fan
tasies that began even before Morgan's murder in 1826. The next section, 
however, is personal. Nephi Jr. resigns the chief judgeship (like Alma) and, 
with his brother Lehi, preaches "with power and authority. '' In Zarahemla 
they convert 8,000 Lamanites. Imprisoned in the land of Nephi, they are en
circled with fire while their would-be slayers are terrified by the quaking 
prison and a voice that warns: "Repent ye, repent ye, and seek no more to 
destroy my servants whom I have sent unto you to declare good tidings . . . .  
And .. . i t  was not a voice of thunder, neither was it  a voice of great tumultu
ous noise, but behold, it was a still voice of perfect mildness, as if it had 
been a whisper, and it did pierce to the very soul" (BM 419-20; Hel. 5 :14-33) . 
The walls continue to shake. The voice speaks twice more. The brothers' 
faces "did shine exceedingly, even as the face of angels. "  The Lamanites re
pent, are encircled with the same fire, and "the Holy Spirit of God did come 
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down from Heaven, and did enter into their hearts, and they were filled as 
if with fire; and could speak forth marvelous words. And it came to pass 
that there came a voice unto them, yea, a pleasant voice, as if it were a whis
per, saying, Peace, peace be unto you, because of your faith in my well be
loved."  Angels minister to them, and they become missionaries in turn, 
converting the majority of the Lamanites who laid down their weapons 
and returned the conquered land to the Nephites (BM 420-22; Hel. 5:34-52). 

This is the most extreme fantasy yet derived from Smith's brush with 
jail. His humiliation has become a nation-saving miracle that, according to 
Baptist minister M. T. Lamb, combines and outperforms the angelic es
capes from prison by the apostles Peter (Acts 5, 12) and Paul (Acts 16), the 
fiery furnace of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego (Dan. 3), the darkness 
and awful dread of Sinai (Ex. 19), the shining face of Moses (Ex. 34), the still 
small voice heard by Elijah (1 Kgs. 19) and the outpouring of the spirit on 
the day of Pentecost (Acts 2) .28 

In a refreshing reversal, the Lamanites accept the prophets, repent, 
convert, and become preachers and missionaries. In contrast, the Nephites 
are "hardened and impenitent and grossly wicked." During this odd tran
sitional phase, the two groups have "free intercourse, one with another, to 
buy and sell, and to get gain, according to their desire."  This trade results in 
increased wealth: "They did raise grain in abundance . . .  and they did flour
ish exceedingly. And they did multiply and wax exceedingly strong in the 
land. And they did raise many flocks and herds . . . .  Behold, their women did 
toil and spin, and did make all manner of cloth, of fine twined linen, and 
cloth of every kind, to clothe their nakedness" (BM 422-23; Hel. 6:1-13). But 
because they were blessed with peace and prosperity, they "began to set 
their hearts upon their riches . . .  [and] to get gain, that they might be lifted 
up one above another; therefore they began to commit secret murders" 
(BM 423; Hel. 6:14-17) . 

We have seen this cycle before in the Book of Mormon: obedience re
sults in God's blessings of prosperity; material well-being brings hard 
hearts and pride; God awakens the unrighteous with war and afflictions 
until the people repent. But there is no maturing as a result of these experi
ences, no escape from these repeated cycles. And the rapidity of the cycling 
becomes absurd in this phase of the narrative. 

And thus ended the eighty and first year of the reign of the Judges [11 
B.C.E.) .  And in the eighty and second year, they began again to forget the 
Lord their God. And in the eighty and third year, they began to wax strong 
in iniquity. And in the eighty and fourth year, they did not mend their ways. 
And it came to pass in the eighty and fifth year, they did wax stronger and 
stronger in their pride, and in their wickedness; and thus they were ripening 
again for destruction . . . .  And thus we can behold how false, and also the un
steadiness of the hearts of the children of men. (BM 439; He!. 12:1-6) 
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I suspect that the description of free trade is an echo of Smith's life 
in 1827-28, when he traveled back and forth between Palmyra and 
Harmony, married, and hosted his parents at the Hales'. It follows, 
then, that the immature cycle of greed and pride as ·'.1 source of main
taining self-esteem represents Smith's personal mituhty. Eventually 
even his concept of heaven is structured by competition with one's 
peers over possessions and dominions, including who would have the 
most wives and father the most children.29 

Even more dangerous than this struggle for possessions is the increas
ing influence of the Gadianton band. As the Lamanites are transformed 
into "good objects," the Nephites become "bad objects"-a striking exam
ple of Otto Kernberg's observation about the abrupt shifts and reversals 
that occur between "good objects and bad objects" in the narcissist.30 This 
secret band has an obvious external referent in the secret Masonic society; 
but I would argue as well that it simultaneously points to Smith's deeper 
psychological terrain. 

When Nephi had left the judgment seat to preach the gospel, Cezoram 
became chief judge. He "was murdered by an unknown hand," and re
placed by his son, also soon murdered. The motive for these "secret mur
ders" is greed: "They began to set their hearts upon their riches . . .  and to get 
gain, that they might be lifted up one above another" (BM 423; Hel. 6:17). 
Although most of Nephite society seems to fall under the condemnation of 
being materialistic, it is the Gadianton robbers who are willing to resort to 
murder and to protect themselves in a parody of unity with "secret signs, 
and their secret words . . . .  that whatsoever wickedness his brother should 
do, he should not be injured by his brother, . . .  thus they might murder, and 
plunder, and steal, and commit whoredoms, and all manner of wicked
ness." The source of these secret oaths is "the same being who did entice 
our first parents to partake of the forbidden fruit; yea, that same being who 
did plot with Cain, that if he would murder his brother Abel, it should not 
be known unto the world . . . .  And it was the same being . . .  which is the 
author of all sin" (BM 423-24; Hel. 6: 14-30). 

The Nephite/Lamanite reversal is tied to their response to this secret 
organization. The Lamanites, in a two-pronged action, hunt down the 
Gadianton band and also preach the gospel to its members with the result 
that the band is "utterly destroyed from among the Lamanites." In con
trast, the Nephites allow the band to "obtain sole management of the gov
ernment, insomuch that they did trample under their feet, and smite, and 
rend, and turn their backs upon the poor, and the meek, and humble fol
lowers of God. And thus we see that they were in an awful state, and ripen
ing for everlasting destruction" (BM 425-26; Hel. 6:37-41). 

At this point Nephi/Joseph returns home to Zarahemla/Palmyra from 
his missionary I family journeys. This area was the very center of the na-
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tiona! Gadianton/ anti-Masonic conflict. He discovers the Nephites in a 
state of "awful wickedness" with the Gadianton robbers in "the judgment 
seats . . .  doing no justice . . .  condemning the righteous because of their right
eousness; letting the wicked go unpunished, because of their money . . .  to 
rule according to their wills . . .  [and] commit adultery, and steal, and kill" 
(BM 426; Hel. 7:1-6). 

Heartsore, Nephi begins praying in his garden tower, which is near 
the main road to Zarahemla's central market. When he realizes that he 
has attracted a crowd of the curious, he chastises them, warning them 
by name of Gadianton band members who are among them. Inspired, 
Nephi announces that the chief judge has just been murdered by his 
power-hungry brother and, furthermore, predicts the brother 's guilty 
reaction to the accusation (BM 426-31; Hel. 7, 8). Some of Nephi's lis
teners conclude that he is either a prophet or a God "for except he was 
a God, he could not know of all things. For behold, he hath told us the 
thoughts of our hearts" (BM 434; Hel. 9:40-41) .  Still, despite the precise 
fulfillment of his prophecies, only a few of the Nephites are converted. 
In a private manifestation, God consoles him: 

Blessed art thou . ... I will make thee mighty in word and in deed, in faith and 
in works; yea, even that all things shall be done unto thee according to thy 
word, for thou shalt not ask that which is contrary to my will . . . .  I am God .. .  
[and] declare it unto thee in the presence of mine angels,31 that ye shall have 
power over this people, and shall smite the earth with famine, and with pes
tilence, and destruction . . . .  Behold, I give unto you power that whatsoever ye 
shall seal on earth shall be sealed in heaven; and whatsoever ye shall loose 
on earth, shall be loosed in heaven . . . .  And thus, if ye shall say unto this tem
ple, it shall be rent in twain, and it shall be done . . .  [and] unto this mountain, 
be thou cast down . . .  it shall be done. (BM 434-35; Hel. 10:1-10) 

Nephi uses this power to bring a famine in an attempt to encourage re
pentance. It works briefly, but the Nephites remain inconstant, immature, 
incapable of self-discipline, with the Gadianton band always growing. 

Readers have long seen in these stories an expression of public fears 
about Masonry and its secrets. Lamb, writing sixty years later, could re
member "when almost all of the above accusations [in the Book of Mor
mon], and in almost the same language, were freely hurled against the 
Masonic Brotherhood by hot-headed and radical opponents."32 Walter 
Prince made an extended comparison of the Morgan episode and the Book 
of Mormon in 1917: 

Now in at least twenty-one chapters in seven out of the sixteen "books" 
of the Book of Mormon are to be found passages ... plainly referring to 
Masonry under the guise of a pretended similar organization in ancient 
America . . . .  The warning of [George] Washington in his Farewell Address, 
against "combinations . . .  with real design to direct, control, counteract or 
awe the regular deliberation and action of the constituted authorities" was 
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quoted a thousand times in Anti-Masonic speeches and writings, and 
accordingly we find the Book of Mormon employing the term "combination" 
fives times ... and "secret combination" fifteen times . . . .  The claim or poetic 
fiction of the Masons that their order is from very old times is reflected in 
"which had been handed down from Cain" (BM 553; Etrier 8:15) . 

. . .  No charge was more frequently sounded in the :futor of 1826-33 than 
that the Masons monopolized the offices, and defeated justice in the courts in 
the interest of their members, and accordingly we read in the Book of 
Mormon of the "secret combinations" "filling the judgement-seats, having 
usurped the power and authority of the land . .. letting the wicked go 
unpunished because of their money." . . .  Not only are the general charges 
against the Masons faithfully impressed upon these many passages .. . but so 
also is the tragedy of William Morgan. Twenty-eight times, and in almost 
every passage, are the "secret combinations" coupled with "murder" and 
"murderers" while the words "kill," "slay" and "blood," with similar 
implications are employed. The source of the obsessing idea becomes more 
patent with the four-fold use of the expression "secret murder" (BM 416-18; 
Hel. 6:29; 8:4) since Morgan was murdered secretly . . . .  At any rate, it is 
impossible to mistake the connection between the belief of the masses that 
the light sentences of the several men convicted of Morgan's abduction was 
an insult to justice and the statement in the Book of Mormon that lawyers 
and others connected with the ancient covenants conspired to "deliver those 
who were guilty of murder from the grasp of justice." (BM 467; 3 Ne. 6:29)33 

Further correlations include a secret trial by the Masons by the "laws of 
their wickedness," and the publication of the pamphlet despite opposition: 
"Their secret abominations have been brought out of darkness and made 
known unto us" (BM 328; Alma 37:26).34 Smith juxtaposes this story of se
cret organizations immediately after his (Nephi's) imprisonment, thus 
grounding it firmly in his life history. As a psychiatrist, I am most struck by 
what this narrative of secret combinations and compensatory power sug
gests about Smith's psyche. Any patient who talks so incessantly about an 
evil hidden brotherhood is revealing an unending conflict. What the pa
tient opposes is the underside of the conflict, in this case recognizing the 
advantages of such secret oaths and contracts in binding people together, 
even illicitly. Tellingly, in the Nephite narrative, the evil powers are steadily 
gaining, corroding from within. And the compensatory fantasy of "good" 
within this context of extreme evil is absolute power. 

As I read this scenario, Smith feels intensely envious of others and their 
possessions; he declared that the desire for possessions is evil, yet repeat
edly and secretly tries to obtain " gain," even by illicit means. Ultimately he 
attempts to deal with his envy, not by acceptance and humility, but by as
serting absolute God-given omnipotence. Psychologically speaking, this 
story of moral conflict and the eventual ascendancy of secret evil is a trou
bling prediction that sadly is borne out by Smith's future. Within a few 
years, he declares all marriages void except those performed by the Mor
mon priesthood; he not only stepped outside the religious and legal 
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bounds of monogamy, but also took other men's wives as his own.35 Within 
ten years Mormonism gave rise to the Danites, a secret organization that 
began with self-protection and loyalty to Mormon priesthood leaders, 
whether "right or wrong," and ended with vigilantism. Lying, control of 
judges, and bloc voting contributed to violent expulsion from Ohio, Mis
souri, and Illinois. The Mormons demonstrated repeatedly that they could 
not live with anyone, including those who originally welcomed them with 
Christian kindness. The Mormon temple ceremony of the early 1840s even
tually included secret oaths and covenants of obedience that had their 
counterpart in Masonic oaths, including covenants to kill or be killed if se
crets were divulged, and an oath of vengeance that remained part of the 
ceremony for almost 100 years. Smith's secret political Council of Fifty, 
which crowned him president, high priest, and king, was resolved to make 
him president of the United States or, failing that, to establish a new Mor
mon empire in the West. These secret oaths reemerged as an element at 
Mountain Meadows in 1857 where over 100 non-Mormon men, women, 
and children were murdered. Then, united by oaths and fear of retaliation 
from within the church, the Mormons delivered up a single scapegoat and 
successfully blocked U.S. territorial courts from delivering justice.36 Mor
monism became America's most despised religion. 

The last incident in the Book of Mormon before Christ's birth marks 
the completion of the righteous-Lamanite/wicked-Nephite reversal. For 
the first time, a Lamanite prophet appears. Through Samuel's language 
and images, Smith temporarily fuses his two worlds: the world of magic 
(the world of his father, the world of treasures and gold plates) and Protes
tant revivalism (the world of his mother, the world of revivals and camp 
meetings). Samuel, another alter ego for Smith, appears from nowhere at a 
critical moment, preaches from the city wall (symbolic of borders and tran
sitions), cannot be killed by arrows, and disappears as quickly as he came. 
He foretells the destruction of the Nephite people in 400 years, the signs of 
Christ's birth in five years, and the signs of Christ's death and the accompa
nying destruction. He is a modified John the Baptist in the Book of Mor
mon. 

But he serves another purpose as well, for he explains to Smith's nine
teenth-century followers why the gold plates are his only money-digging 
success: 

Whoso shall hide up treasures in the earth, shall find them again no more, 
because of the great curse on the land, save he be a righteous man, and shall 
hide it up unto the Lord . . . .  And he that hideth not up his treasures unto me 
[God], cursed is he, and also the treasure, and none shall redeem it because 
of the curse of the land . . . .  And then shall ye lament, and say, 0 that I had re
pented, and had not killed the prophets, and stoned them, and cast them out 
. . .  and then they would not have become slippery, that we should lose them. 
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... Behold, we layeth a tool here, and on the morrow it is gone; and behold, 
our swords are taken from us in the day we have sought them for battle. Yea, 
we have hid up our treasures, and they have slipped away from us, because 
of the curse of the land ... Behold, we are surrounded by demons . . .  Behold, 
our iniquities are great: 0 Lord, canst thou not turn aV\Tay thine anger from 
us? And this shall be your language in them days. But behold, your days of 
probation is past; ye have procrastinated the day of your salvation until it is 
everlastingly too late, and your destruction is made sure; yea, for ye have 
sought all the days of your lives for that which ye could not obtain; and ye 
have sought for happiness in doing iniquity, which thing is contrary to the 
nature of that ri§.hteousness which is in our great and Eternal Head. (BM 
443-445; Hel. 13)3 

I consider Smith's remarkable ability to fuse the two opposite super
natural worlds a major indicator that he is ready to found a new church. 
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C H A P T E R  6 

Descent into Hell 

Analytic exploration very often demonstrates that their [narcissistic person
alities'] haughty, grandiose, and controlling behavior is a defense against 
paranoid traits related to the projection of oral rage, which is central to their 
pathology . . . .  Their [internal] interactions reflect very intense primitive . . .  ob
ject relationships of a frightening kind.l 

Samuel had prophesied and disappeared (5 B.C.E.); the signs of Jesus' 
birth in Bethlehem had brought the people to a temporary repentance; the 
Gadianton band had revived (1-33 C. E.); Nephi had resurrected his brother 
who had been stoned by a mob (31 C.E.); the landscape had been devas
tated and the people decimated at the crucifixion of Christ (34 C.E.); Jesus 
had come and gone; and the people had two centuries of peace and har
mony. Then, as predicted, the inconstant Nephites slid again into evil, this 
time as part of a pattern that would not be permanently reversed and that 
would end in their extermination by the Lamanites. From my psychoana
lytic perspective, this corruption represents Joseph Smith's capitulation to 
the temptation to control people by illicit means and, to use a psychiatric 
expression, to allow his "false self" to take its final form. He will now elabo
rate on this drift and acknowledge, through the Nephite people, the tri
umph of unethical forces in his personality. He will also give us clues as to 
the origin of these forces. 

Those who have spent their lives studying the narcissistic personality 
believe that its psychological origin begins at birth and partly, or largely, oc
curs with repeated frustrations too big for the child to handle. The child re
sponds with "oral rage"-screaming, crying, and whining; and its 
expression through the years may be in temper outbursts, unrestrained at
tacks on things and people, and explosive verbal outbursts that are without 
purpose or specific goals, but that unnerve witnesses. In the developing 
narcissistic personality, oral rage provides no rewards and gives way, early 
in life-in the first two years, it is believed-to compensatory mental proc
esses that focus the child intensely on an internal world of wonderful and 
powerful satisfaction. The mental experiences of the child contain raging 
and destructive images but provide magical means by which the child con
quers opposition. As the years pass, these mental experiences may take on 
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certain specific qualities: particular fantasies may become stories of magic, 
killings, dangers, and conquests but always with the main theme that the 
child, in fantasy, defeats enemies and overcomes obstacles. As the develop
ing narcissistic boy enters the Oedipal stage, he uses these early methods to 
struggle with his attraction for his mother, fear of retaliation from his fa
ther, and fears of bodily injury-various forms of symbolic castration. 
What sets these children apart is the massive use of primitive rageful, 
vengeful fantasies in trying to solve the conflict, but it is believed that the 
central level of emotional development remains at the pre-Oedipal period, 
despite superficial appearances of social abilities. 

My discussion of the book of Ether is unquestionably the most specula
tive in this volume, for it attempts to understand the thinking, emotions, 
and images of a preverbal child, represented by stories that come from the 
interface of oral legends and the first writings of these legends. The early 
stories from Babylon and Mesopotamia, the Homeric stories, and Icelandic 
sagas all contain primitive magic and heroes of gigantic proportions. The 
beginning chapters of the Bible, many believe, fit into this category. In the 
Book of Mormon, the book of Ether, like the ending of the Nephite civiliza
tion, descends first into a world of magic, then into a hell of sheer hatred. 

I have already quoted psychoanalyst Phyllis Greenacre's assessment of 
artists, including prophets: 

In using the term artist I designate the creative individual . . .  whose 
work-product shows . . .  unusual capacity for imaginative creation, original 
thought, invention or discovery [and] would . . .  include those prophets, 
religious leaders and scientists whose philosophies and discoveries have 
influenced the course of their times and left an imprint on history. 

After reading a great many accounts of artists, I was struck with the 
prominence of the family romance in their lives. The germ of the family 
romance is ubiquitous [universal] in the hankering of growing children for a 
return to the real or fancied conditions at or before the dawn of conscious 
memory when adults were Olympians 2 

If my speculation about Ether is correct, then it will be even more mi
raculous than the rest of the Book of Mormon, even more revealing of early 
childhood fantasies. No one has said that these fantasies must be pleasant; 
they may be gigantic in terror as well as size. 

The final three books-Mormon, Ether, and Moroni-present a puzzle. 
Mormon, born around 311 C.E., tells the destruction of his people. His son, 
Moroni, tells of Mormon's death and the final remnants of the Nephites. 
Smith disrupts this obvious progress from one generation to the next by in
serting Ether between them. Thus Ether is anomalous in placement as well 
as subject. It provides a synoptic, abbreviated history of the Jaredites, who 
immigrated to the New World in about 2500 B.C.E.-approximately 1,900 
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years before Lehi left Jerusalem. The Jaredites had just barely wiped each 
other out in civil strife when the Nephites arrived in the new world. 

Chronologically this book should commence the Book of Mormon or 
perhaps become an appendix to the main story. But its,placement is so 
chronologically inconsistent that, from a psychoanalytic perspective, it sig
nals an opportunity to view the deeper logic of Smith's unconscious. I ar
gue that Smith placed Ether between Mormon and Moroni because it fits 
his personal chronology. In previous stories he has taken us right up to the 
point where he is dictating the book. With Ether, he comes as close as he can 
to telling us about the dictation period that he has just completed. 

T h e  S m a l l  B o o k o f  M o r m o n  

The text of the book of Mormon brings the story to the eve of Nephite 
destruction. Mormon, the son of Mormon, is yet another surrogate for 
Smith. His name (another Jr.) is the first signal, but the narrative also pre
sents a thinly veiled version of Mormon's/Smith's childhood. Mormon is 
ten or eleven, about young Joseph's age when he followed his father south 
from New England toward Palmyra, New York. 

I began to be learned somewhat after the manner of the learning of my peo
ple [when] Ammaron saith unto me, I perceive that thou art a sober child, 
and art quick to observe; therefore when ye are about twenty and four years 
old 0 0 0  go to the land of Antum, unto a hill, which shall be called Shim, and 
there I have deposited unto the Lord, all the sacred engravings concerning 
this people. o o •  And I o o •  remembered the things which Ammaron had com
manded me. 0 0 0  And 0 0 0  I, being eleven years old, was carried by my father 
into the land southward, even to the land of Zarahemla o o ·  (BM 518-19; 
Morm. 1 :1-7) 

Smith would also be nearly twenty-four years old when he "discovered" 
the record in the hill and wrote from it the history of his "people," his own 
autobiography. 

Mormon continues: "And I being fifteen years of age and being some
what of a sober mind, therefore I was visited of the Lord, and tasted and 
knew of the goodness of Jesus" (BM 519; Morro. 1 : 15). This description of 
Mormon's experience, revealing the mental world of Joseph Smith, is the 
very first version, still in embryonic and undifferentiated form, of the fu
ture first vision story. At fifteen, Mormon because of his physical and spiri
tual prowess became general of the armies-which I read as another 
statement of Smith's compensatory drive toward power and accomplish
ment. God forbade Mormon to preach because of the iniquity of the people: 

Because of the hardness of their hearts, the land was cursed for their sake. 
And these Gadianton robbers, which were among the Lamanites, did infest 
the land, insomuch that the inhabitants thereof began to hide up their treas
ures in the earth; and they became slippery, because the Lord had cursed the 
land, that they could not hold them, nor retain them again. And it came to 
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pass that there were sorceries, and witchcrafts, and magics: and the power of 
the evil one was wrought upon all the face of the land. (BM 519-20; Morm. 
1 :7-19) 

This passage calls up echoes of anti-Masonry and Smith's experience with 
magic and money-digging. The narrative returns later to this same theme: 
"For behold no man could keep that which was his own, for the thieves and 
the robbers, and the murders, and the magic art, and the witchcraft which 
was in the land" (BM 521 ; Morm. 2:1-10). These complaints against magic 
are curious: Smith, a magician and the son of a magician, condel1U1s magic 
and sorcery as evidence of extreme evil in a story dictated by means of his 
magic seer stone and with the help of Oliver Cowdery, a divining rod magi
cian and son of another magician rodsman. Yet the text reveals no observ
able discomfort with this moral contradiction-typical of the psychological 
defense of splitting used by narcissistic personalities. 

"Blood and carnage" rule, and "it was one complete revolution 
throughout all the face of the land." Years wear away in battle: 42,000 sol
diers versus 44,000; 30,000 versus 50,000. Cities are taken, lost, and retaken. 
Thousands die. Mormon and his Lamanite counterpart agree on a migra
tion in preparation for the final battles. Women and children are sacrificed 
to idols. The people lament, mourn and sorrow, but "not unto repentance . 
. . .  but it was rather the sorrowing of the damned . . . .  and the day of grace 
was past with them" (BM 521;  Morm. 2:11-14). These sentences signal that 
Smith's internal warfare is not moving toward any kind of integration or 
reconciliation. 

Because certain motifs have been so obsessively repeated and re
worked, it is possible to catch glimpses-albeit increasingly w1certain ones 
because of their brevity-of other events in the pages of Mormon's story. 
For example, at one point Mormon "did utterly refuse from this time forth 
to be a commander and a leader of this people, because of their wickedness 
and abomination" (BM 523; Morm. 3:11) .  Is this withdrawal connected to 
Smith's seven-month withdrawal from supernatUral claims after Martin 
Harris lost the 116 pages of manuscript? The glimpse is suggestive but not 
conclusive. The Lamanites consistently advance against the Nephites, who 
persist in their wickedness: 

And it is impossible to describe, or for man to write a perfect description of 
the horrible scene of the blood and carnage, both of the Nephites and the La
manites; and every heart was hardened so that they delighted in the shed
ding of blood continually. And there never had been so great wickedness 
among all the children of Lehi; nor even among all the house of Israel, ac
cording to . . .  the Lord, as was among this people. (BM 525; Morm. 4:10-12) 

To a psychiatrist, this passage communicates that Smith's intemal mo-
rality and personal ethics, battered by fury ever since the death of his son, 
are giving way, as represented by the Nephite capitulation to evil and their 
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inability to withstand the Lamanites: "And from this time forth did the 
Nephites gain no power over the Lamanites, but began to be swept off by 
them even as a dew before the sun" (BM 526; Morm. 4:18) .  Finally Mormon 
returns to the battles, paralleling Smith's return to his clq.ims of supernatu
ral power after the seven-month hiatus. "But behold, I wa·s without hopes, 
for I knew the judgements of the Lord which should come upon them: for 
they repented not of their iniquities, but did struggle for their lives, with
out calling upon that Being who had created them" (BM 526; Morm. 4:23, 
5:2). Reading from the Book of Mormon back into Joseph's life, does this 
statement of Mormon's hopelessness reflect Joseph's abandonment of all 
hope to seek a decent ordinary life, as Isaac Hale had encouraged him to 
do? His comments to Peter Ingersoll, as they returned to Palmyra/Man
chester, are a confession that he felt vulnerable to pressure from his family 
to return to magic. 

The book of Mormon draws to an end as Mormon, now seventy-four 
years old, waits for death. He has gathered together the stacks of gold re
cords, abridged them, and hidden them in the hill Cumorah after experi
ences so terrible that he censors his report so that we, the modem readers, 
will not have "too great sorrow" (BM 529; Morm. 5:9). The opposing forces 
agree that the final battle will be at the hill Cumorah. In a place Mormon 
describes as beautiful, he watches as the Lamanites approach: 

And it came to pass that my people, with their wives and their children, did 
now behold the armies of the Lamanites marching toward them; and with 
that awful fear of death which fills the breasts of all the wicked, did they 
await to receive them . . . . And it came to pass that they did fall upon my peo
ple with the sword, and with the bow, and with the arrow, and with the ax, 
and with all manner of weapons of war. (BM 529; Morm. 6:9) 

Mormon is wounded and left for dead. His 10,000 men are massacred, as 
are 1 0,000 men under each of twenty-two others, each with uncounted 
wives and children. Only twenty-four Nephites remain, including Mor
mon and his son, Moroni. They mourn: "0 ye fair ones, how could ye have 
departed from the ways of the Lord! [and] rejected that Jesus . . . .  But behold, 
ye are gone" (BM 529-30; Morm. 6:7, 16-18).  

Then Mormon and the others are killed, leaving only Moroni. Moroni 
writes the final message in the warning style of a revivalist preacher to the 
future readers: 

Jesus Christ hath shown you unto me, and I know your doing . . .  and there 
are none, save a few only, which do not lift themselves up in the pride of 
their hearts, unto the wearing of very fine apparel, unto envyings, and 
strifes, and malice, and persecutions, and all manner of iniquities; and your 
churches, yea, even every one, have become polluted . . . .  For behold, ye do 
love money, and your substances, and your fine apparel, and the adorning of 
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your churches, more than ye love the poor and needy, the sick and afflicted. 
(BM 531-538; Morm. 8, 9) 

These words and the story flow by in a torrential stream; the fluidity is 
striking. Smith is truly caught up in his images. The Book of Mormon is not 
a book of love, but of terror, hatred, and destruction. Until historical evi
dence is presented for the Nephite-Lamanite civilizations, these terrible 
stories can possibly best be seen as reflecting Joseph's emotions and mental 
images-filled with violence and hatred-dating from the developmental 
period when the basic units of his personality were being laid down. The 
fiction that Moroni is speaking to future readers allows Smith to excoriate, 
in envy and rage, those who have caused the personal humiliations and 
difficulties which have been disguised and replayed again and again 
within the Book of Mormon. With Mormon's death, the narrative seems 
complete. The Nephite people have fought against dark forces from the be
ginning of their civilizations, the trajectory of their conflict representing the 
course of Smith's internal struggles. In psychological terms, he has 
waged-and lost-his battle for decent civilized behavior. 

With Mormon's death, the preliminary and preparatory Joseph Smith 
dies. He is almost ready to be a prophet to his church. But he has not yet ex
pressed and exorcised his hatred. Ether repeats and expands this theme. 

T h e  B o o k  o f  E t h e r  

Ether begins in or near ancient Babylon in Mesopotamia, around 
2500 B.C.E. In the days of Noah, God saw the scope of human wicked
ness and "repented . . .  that he had made man on the earth," because 
"every imagination of the thoughts of his heart was only evil continu
ally" (Gen. 9: 13-18). He destroyed all humankind except for one family 
by the flood, then repentantly established the rainbow as a promise 
that he would never again commit such widescale slaughter. Lacking 
trust in God's benevolence, the people of Babel built a tower of fired 
brick "whose top may reach unto heaven . . . .  And the Lord came down 
to see . . .  the tower . . .  and . . .  said . . .  the people is one, and they have all 
one language . . .  and now nothing will be restrained from them" (Gen. 
9-11) .  God, fearful of competition from his socially cooperative chil
dren, confounded the language and scattered the people. 

Ether begins when Jared asks his extraordinarily righteous brother, re
ferred to only as "the brother of Jared," to save their family and friends by 
pleading with God not to confound their language but rather to lead them 
away from this evil place. The Lord answers the brother of Jared's prayer, 
and they set forth on a journey that will take them to the Americas "where 
there never had man been" (BM 541; Ether 2:5). This context explains the 
first of Smith's three reasons for writing Ether: it is a second explanation for 
the origin of the Native Americans, second in popularity only to the belief 
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that they descended from the lost ten tribes of Israel.3 With this story, Smith 
has covered both theories. 

The second reason Smith dictates the book of Ether is both to tell us and 
to avoid telling us that he has dictated the Book of Mormon to this point. 
The Book of Mormon has concealed and revealed similar secrets before 
now, such as his conjectured humiliation about his stillborn malformed 
son. The secrets tell themselves by fantasies that parallel the reality, by 
words and phrases with double meanings, by "Freudian slips," similarities 
of names and beginning letters of names, and by errors. Perhaps Smith 
would have been less revealing if he had written down the story and re
vised it repeatedly, but he is dictating rapidly to others in a fashion close to 
the free association so revealing in psychotherapy. At this point he makes 
two technical errors, both worth noting, for while Smith was naive about 
American archaeology, he was remarkably consistent in his book. 

I conjecture that he is trying to tell us/not tell us about how he made 
the Book of Mormon, including the angel, gold book story, the miraculous 
translating seer stones, and the period of dictation which included Oliver 
Cowdery and the contributions of Ethan Smith's View of the Hebrews. B. H. 
Roberts suspected a connection between "Ether" and "Ethan," but was 
even more struck by the route traveled by Ethan Smith's emigrants and by 
the J aredites. In both, Roberts wrote, 

the motive for their journey [is] the same; the direction of the journey in both 
cases being northward; both peoples entering a valley at the commencement 
of their journey; both of them encountering many bodies of water in their 
journey; the journey in both cases being an immense one; and to a land in 
one case "Where never a man dwelt" ([Ethan] Smith's book); and in the 
other case, "into a quarter where there never had man been" (Ether 2:5). 
Where such striking parallels as these obtain, it is not unreasonable to hold 
that where one account precedes the other, and if the one constructing the 
later account has had the opportunity of contact with the first account, then 
it is not impossible that the first account could have suggested the second; 
and if the points of resemblance and possible suggestion are frequent and 
striking then it would have to be conceded that the first might even have 
supplied the ground plan for the second. 

Also let it be borne in mind, that the facts and the arguments employed 
here are cumulative and progressive, and that we have not yet reached the 
end of our story.4 

In addition to the Ethan/Ether parallels, Joseph Smith is dealing with the 
whole period of development of the Book of Mormon itself. To see the big
ger picture, we connect the Jaredites to the Nephite story. Smith found his 
book with the help of an angel and/or seer stone; the Nephites found the 
book of Ether by divine accident. The Nephite discovery of the book of 
Ether occurs in two parts, beginning about 200 B.C.E. 

Mosiah I, warned by God, abandons the land of Nephi to the La-
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manites and leads his people into the wilderness to the north. Unex
pectedly, they came upon the city of Zarahemla, whose inhabitants, the 
Mulekites, left Jerusalem in a separate migration, about ten years after 
Lehi and Nephi. They were Jews (Lehi was a descendant of Joseph 
through Manesseh), but had failed to bring their holy scriptures with 
them. As a result, they had deteriorated into near savages, their lan
guage had been corrupted and they had become atheistic. Mosiah 
taught them language and Bible stories, became their king, "saved 
them," and merged the two peoples under the name of Nephites. The 
Mulekites thus disappear after a few verses, but they are the connect
ing link to the Jaredite civilization. The Mulekites brought "a large 
stone" to King Mosiah "with engravings on it; and he did interpret the 
engravings by the gift and power of God" (BM 150; Omni 20-21) .5 

From this stone, Mosiah learns that the Nephites and the Mulekites are 
the second and third migrations to the New World. They had been pre
ceded by the Jaredites. The narrative does not describe how Mosiah I su
pernaturally translates the large carved stone; specifically there is no 
mention of the two glass "interpreters" later attached to a breastplate, or 
even a seer stone. But with God's help, Mosiah translated it, for the record 
includes a summary: "[The stone] gave an account of [a last king of a pre
vious civilization,] one Coriantumr, and the slain of his people. And Cori
antumr was discovered by the people of Zarahemla; and he dwelt with 
them nine moons. It also spoke a few words concerning his fathers. And his 
first parents came out from the tower, at the time the Lord confounded the 
language . . .  " (BM 149-50; Omni 15-22). We are not told how long the 
Mulekites had kept the stone or how long they had known about Corian
tumr. It could have been a few years or as long as four centuries. Neverthe
less, Coriantumr is established as the survivor from this earliest migration. 

Here we can begin to see the parallels between the book of Ether and 
the Book of Mormon. An ancient record of a long-dead civilization, it is 
translated by mysterious means through a man from a much later period. 
The last survivor of this extinct civilization is responsible for passing on 
part of the history. 

The second part of the discovery is recorded in the book of Ether and is 
related in the complex flashback of Zeniff, who received Mosiah I's permis
sion to take a settlement party back to the land of Nephi, even though it 
was now in the possession of Lamanites. His grandson, Limhi, vassal-king 
to the Lamanites, secretly sent out search parties, trying to find a way back 
to Zarahemla. One of these parties, lost in the wilderness, came across "a 
land which was covered with dry bones; yea, a land which had been peo
pled and destroyed" (BM 200; Mosiah 21 :25-28). They erroneously believed 
that they had discovered the ruins of Zarahemla and despondently re
turned to semi-bondage, bringing with them their finds: a book of twenty-
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four gold plates, rusty swords, and breastplates. Two generations later Am
mon, heading a Zarahemla search party with the permission of Mosiah II, 
the son of Benjamin and the grandson of Mosiah I, fir1.gs Limhi's people. 
Limhi asks: "Canst thou translate [these gold records]?, : .. Knowest thou of 
anyone that can translate?" (BM 172; Mosiah 8:11-12). Ammon answered: 

I can assuredly tell thee, 0 king, of a man that can translate the records; for 
he has wherewith that he can look and translate all records that are of 
ancient date; and it is a gift from God. And these things are called 
interpreters, and no man can look in them except he be commanded . . .  lest . . .  
he should perish . . .  and whosoever is commanded to look in them, the same 
is called seer. ... And Ammon said that a seer is a revelator and a prophet 
also; and a gift which is greater can no man have, except he should possess 
the power of God . . . .  But a seer can know of things past ... and ... to come ... 
and . . .  secret . . . and hidden things . . . .  Thus God had provided a means that 
man, through faith, might work mighty miracles; therefore, he becometh a 
great benefit to his fellow beings. (BM 173; Mosiah 8:12-18) 

... And now Limhi was again filled with joy on learning from the mouth 
of Ammon that King Benjamin had a gift from God, whereby he could 
interpret such engravings. (BM 173, 200; Mosiah 8:12-18, 21 :28) 

The first error is a slip in the chronology. King Benjamin had died soon 
after turning the kingdom over to his son, Mosiah II, who authorized Am
mon's expedition (BM 168; Mosiah 6:3-7; 7:1). Moroni also refers to Ben
jamin as the translator of the book of Ether (BM 546; Ether 4:1), Wording 
which appears in the printer 's manuscript copy of the text. In the second 
edition of the Book of Mormon (1837), Smith changed the name of the 
translating king to Benjamin's son, Mosiah II. 6 

The second error is a mistake in geography. Mosiah has not specified 
the means of translation, and there is nothing in his account that would 
preclude the use of the (plural) items that Ammon describes. However, 
these "interpreters" had not been found with the engraved stone of the 
Mulekites but with the twenty-four gold plates (the book of Ether) found 
by Limhi's people. The interpreters originated in a miracle documented by 
the twenty-four gold plates themselves. When Jared's family reaches the 
ocean, God commands the brother of Jared to build eight submarine-like 
barges, built "tight" and without windows. To light them, the brother of 
Jared melts sixteen glass stones from a mountain and, at his prayer, God 
touches them to make them luminous. God praises the brother of Jared's 
faith, then says: "These two [extra] stones will I give unto thee, and ye shall 
seal them up also with the things ye shall write. For behold, the language 
which ye shall write I have confounded; wherefore I will cause in my own 
due time that these stones shall magnify to the eyes of men these things 
which ye shall write." Moroni records that he has obediently kept these in
terpreters sealed up with the record of the Jaredites (BM 545-6; Ether 3:23-
4:5). Thus King Benjamin (or Mosiah) is supposedly capable of translating 
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because he has the "interpreters" back in Zarahemla. But this claim of pos
session occurs bef<;>re the storyline permits it, for God had commanded that 
the "interpreters" remain with the twenty-four gold plates, which had 
never been in Zarahemla, and were at the moment in the land of Nephi 
with Ammon and Limhi. Besides "interpreters," Joseph Smith had a stone 
in a hat, but we are not told what means Benjamin or Mosiah used in the 
translation. 

Although there is no evidence to support my conjecture, I hypothe
size that both errors occurred because Smith had just reconstructed the 
first part of the Book of Mormon in 1-2 Nephi, to replace the lost 116 
pages. Too much time had passed, and connecting 1-2 Nephi with the 
last three-fourths of the book, dictating rapidly, was too complex a task 
for his memory. 

In either case, Smith is describing himself with his "seer stones" at
tached to a breastplate. In Ammon's description of the seer is the language 
Smith would soon formalize when he became president of the church-its 
"prophet, seer, and revelator." This story emphasizes the importance of the 
"interpreters" he received from the angel; but it also creates an extraordi
narily complex story. He is conflating the story within the Book of Mormon 
with his personal story of discovery and translation which began with two 
stones attached to a breastplate. Yet the angel confiscated the translators as 
punishment when Smith lost the 116 pages, leaving Smith to translate with
out the "interpreters" that had, according to the narrative, been prepared 
and preserved for that purpose. 

Whatever else these complexities and mistakes signify, the very fact of 
expending such prodigious narrative energy to set up the story about dis
covering and translating the twenty-four gold plates underscores the par
allels between Ether and the larger Book of Mormon which contains it. This 
explanation begins to account for Ether's distinctive complexities. The 
book is only thirty-five pages long (6 percent of the entire text), yet it is a 
condensed or miniaturized version of the whole Book of Mormon. I sug
gest that Smith put the book at the end of his story because that is where the 
Book of Mormon belongs in his personal chronology. Considering Ether as 
a fantasized version of the Book of Mormon itself also provides a useful 
context for understanding the complicated and sometimes contradictory 
stories suggested for its origins. 

The Book of Mormon, as I hope I have demonstrated, is an expanded 
version of Joseph Smith's life. Ether is a more extreme fantasy version of 
the Book of Mormon. Everything in the story is more extreme: the wars, 
miracles, evil intrigue, and ultimate destruction. This two-step removal 
from Smith's life story also means that it is very disguised. But once we un
derstand its relation to the larger Book of Mormon, we can use the Nephite 
stories to decode Ether. Smith, I would argue, is developing his own crea-
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tive abilities-becoming a prophet whose creations are increasingly re
moved from their original source. 

Here are a few of the similarities between Smith's life and his Book of 
Mormon alter egos, then paralleled again to the book of f:ther alter egos: 

1. The book of Ether is named after the final prophet who, like Mor
mon, observes and records the final wars of his civilization. 

2. Joseph Smith was large. Nephi describes himself as "a man large in 
stature" (BM 13; 1 Ne. 4:20-38), and the brother of Jared is "a large and 
mighty man" (BM 539; Ether 1 :34). 

3. God tells the brother of Jared that he will be directed to a "land 
choice above all the lands of the earth"; God had told Nephi that "ye . . .  
shall be led to a land choice above all other lands" (BM 540; Ether 1:42; and 
BM 9; 1 Ne. 2:20). The Smith family travels to New York in hopes of abun
dant grain harvests. 

4. The brother of Jared is commanded to gather all animals and species; 
they camp in the wilderness for four years. Lehi's family wanders in the 
wilderness and provisions their ship. The Smith family experiences eco
nomic privation until they reach New York. 

5. The eight Jaredite barges may suggest the eight Smith children trav
eling from Vermont to New York. 

6. The luminous stones of the brother of Jared are reminiscent of 
Smith's peepstone. 

7. The brother of Jared sees God's finger when he touches the stones 
and, because of his faith, God (who introduces himself as the pre-mortal Je
sus) shows himself to this prophet. Smith will later claim to see Jesus Christ 
and God the Father? 

8. The watery trip of Lehi and Nephi had taken "many days." The 
Jaredite voyage took 344 days. The painful trip from Vermont to New York 
must have seemed very long to a lame child. 

9. The Jaredite group, like Lehi's family; includes a father and four 
sons; this fact is mentioned twice.within seven sentences. The Smith family 
has a similar configuration. 

In addition to these parallels, there are differences, the most important 
being the condensation of the Jaredite story. Ether covers twenty-nine gen
erations in thirty-five pages, using many of the same motifs as the Nephite 
story. The destructiveness is more terrible. The people divide into two 
genocidal factions, but both groups are equally filled with hate and equally 
unrepentant. Episodes of righteousness, whether individual or collective, 
are sparse. In the Nephite-Lamanite story, the Nephites intermittently re
pent and struggle (though unsuccessfully) against evil. Other motifs are fa
miliar: a famine, a secret criminal society, assassinations, knifings, intrigue, 
and wars. Even in abbreviated form, King Noah and the Jaredite king 
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Riplakish share twelve similarities.8 Both civilizations end in a gigantic bat
tle at the hill Cumorah, called Ramah in this earlier period. 

In the later Nephite battle, 240,000 soldiers die on one side, but a sig
nificant portion of the Lamanites survives. The Jaredites spend over four 
years in preparation for the final battle, and over 2 million soldiers die on 
one side alone. (In comparison, more American lives were lost in the Civil 
War than any other war: 25,000 soldiers were killed at Antietam in one day 
and 620,000 had died by the war 's end. Mormon apostle Orson Pratt esti
mated the Jaredite civilization at 10-15 million.9) Nightly the soldiers retire 
to their camps, wailing their grief, sleeping on their swords so they will not 
magically disappear, and returning to battle the next day. Women and chil
dren are massacred. The people are "drunken with anger, even as a man 
which is drunken with wine" (BM 572; Ether 15:22). This is the final image 
of wine and swords in the Book of Mormon and signals yet another battle 
between Smith and his surgeon. 

This time no one escapes. The numbers dwindle daily: fifty-two versus 
sixty-nine, thirty-two versus twenty-nine. Then all faint from loss of blood, 
revive, and fight again. Finally only two remain: 

And it came to pass that when they had all fallen by the sword; save it were 
Coriantumr and Shiz, behold Shiz had fainted with loss of blood. And it 
came to pass that when Coriantumr had leaned upon his sword, that he 
rested a little, he smote off the head of Shiz. And it came to pass that after he 
had smote off the head of Shiz, that Shiz raised upon his hands and fell; and 
after that he had struggled for breath, he died. (BM 573; Ether 15:29-31) 

As a psychiatrist, I hypothesize that, in Smith's mind, sheer hatred was 
magic enough to make Shiz's corpse move after decapitation. In these terri
ble pages, Coriantumr is wounded in the thigh, arm, and other places. He 
faints three times from loss of blood. It is hard to imagine a more extreme 
version of the bloody surgery. 

The hermit prophet Ether witnessed this debacle and recorded the 
story, including Coriantumr's survival. What happened to Ether is un
known, but Coriantumr lived "nine moons" with the Mulekites. During 
this period the carved stone was discovered, then the twenty-four gold 
plates, probably with the luminous interpreters, as God had commanded. I 
think most dynamic psychiatrists and psychoanalysts will appreciate that 
Shiz and Coriantumr are the final regressed versions of the two antagonists 
who began the Book of Mormon, Nephi and Laban, and, hence, of Joseph 
Smith and his surgeon. 

The third way to account for the Ether narrative is as a final terrible de
scent into Smith's psychological conflicts. Sometimes in treating a patient 
who initially appears to have personality strengths and the capacity to care 
for others, the therapist may realize that this fa<;ade covers deep conflicts 
and very incomplete development. A successful outcome is unlikely, and 
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the prospect of continuing will be exhausting. That is the feeling I had in 
reading Ether as a description of Smith's psychological state. Here are 
some disturbing aspects: 

1 .  The book was found amid destruction, skeletons, and ruins. Limhi 
preserves but cannot read it. In psychological terms, these people (like the 
Mulekites with the carved rock) have information in their unconscious 
which they cannot tap. Since a large part of the Book of Mormon already re
flects part of Smith's unconscious mind, these symbols suggest that we are 
dealing with the deepest layers in his unconscious. 

2. Ether comes from the dawn of human history. The legends and 
myths about this period tell stories about humankind's earliest conscious
ness of itself. That is why the story of Adam and Eve remains such a fixed 
part of our culture, symbolically repeating our early childhood experi
ences. Here is nudity without embarrassment, a world where everything is 
provided, a search for knowledge, dawning sexual awareness and the need 
for clothes, the sexual symbol of a snake, the loss of childlike innocence, a 
child's discovery that his thinking is separate from the parent's and that he 
can keep secrets, and then the obligation to work in the real world after 
leaving the protection of home. Even more specifically; this is a story about 
verbal development. Symbolically speaking, Smith has used the Tower of 
Babel to represent the time when he was developing language out of the 
confusing noises made by surrounding adults-his "time of babbling." 
Smith is placing this story then under the sign of his very earliest develop
ment, perhaps as early as toddlerhood. 

This admittedly speculative interpretation receives support from the 
intense and extreme fantasies. In the Genesis stories, men lived hundreds 
of years. The flood destroyed humankind, although an ark preserved one 
family and all of the animals. Lot's wife turned into a pillar of salt. "The 
sons of God saw the daughters of men that they were fair; and they took 
them wives of all which they chose . . . .  There were giants in the earth in 
those days; and also after that, when the sons of God came in unto the 
daughters of men, and they bare children to them, the same became mighty 
men which were of old, men of renown" (Gen. 6: 1-6). From a psychiatric 
perspective, this tale emphasizes the size disparity between adults and 
children and implies that only grown-ups can have sex. Nimrod, the 
"mighty hunter before the Lord" (Gen. 10:8-10), is the traditional founder 
of Nineveh. 

This aura of biblical magic extends into Ether. In Helaman it had 
seemed extreme when God had promised Nephi that he could move 
mountains if he wanted to. In Ether "the brother of Jared said unto the 
mountain Zerin, Remove-and it was removed" (BM 565; Ether 12:30) . 
There are no unicorns and dragons in Ether 's fantasy world, but there are 
"cureloms and cumons; all of which were useful unto man, and more espe-
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cially the elephants and the cureloms and cumons" (BM 556; Ether 9:19).  
We are dealing with the most regressed, the most fantastic book in the Book 
of Mormon. This book tells us of Smith's most basic units of personality. 

3. The difference between this story and the later, less regressed, 
Nephite-Lamanite story is the relative absence of any struggle against evil. 
The Jaredites are evil, filled with hatred, without redeeming qualities. And 
that is the final message from the book of Ether. At the deepest layers of 
Smith's personality and from the earliest time of his existence, he lacked 
the resources for a fully constructive life. lt is his followers' exemplary lives 
that counterbalance his miraculous story and make it believable. In my 
professional judgement, their lives are the sole " objective" evidence for the 
validity of the Book of Mormon. 

. The subtext of the Mulekite story confirms this desolate view. Without 
the five books of Moses, they had lost their literacy, religion, and civiliza
tion, suggesting Smith's bare escape from, and alternative to, the raw vio
lence of savagery. Smith held on to the brass plates of Laban and the 
genealogy of his fathers, and (most importantly) the scriptures of his own 
time as the final tools to keep him from violence. They did not save him, for 
deceit, manipulation, and coercion were more effective than raw violence 
in injuring his people. 

I am profoundly aware of how offensive this interpretation may be to 
devout Mormons. This very dark view of Joseph Smith's early infancy and 
childhood is admittedly extreme speculation, and there is no historical 
documentation of such emotional deprivation from his mother 's history 
that would justify such furious hatred in the story. (Reports of the family's 
economic and social inferiority and dysfunction do come from later out
side antagonistic testimonies which are rejected by devout Mormonism.) 
But with our present state of naturalistic (psychological) knowledge, this 
reading from the Book of Mormon back into Joseph's life may be the closest 
we can get to what happened. 

T h e  B o o k o f  M o r o n i  

But the Book of Mormon does not end on this bleak note. Smith's past 
has been told completely, ending with the deaths of two civilizations. His 
final surrogate is Moroni, a new and future prophet. He speaks directly and 
authoritatively to Smith's contemporaries: 

Now I, Moroni, after having made an end of abridging the account of the 
people of Jared, I had supposed not to have written more, but I have not as 
yet perished; and I make not myself known to the Lamanites, lest they 
should destroy me. For behold, the wars are exceeding fierce among them
selves; and because of their hatred, they put to death every Nephite who will 
not deny the Christ. . . .  Wherefore, I wander whithersoever I can, for the 
safety of mine own life. Wherefore, I write a few more things . . .  (BM 574; 
Moro. 1 :1-4) 
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In these verses Smith confirms that his internal warfare will continue and 
he will go into hiding. We are reminded of the first Nephi who put on the 
disguise of Laban. Fifteen years later at the end of his last great teaching 
sermon, Smith will confirm that he keeps his secrets weij: "You don't know 
me-you never will[ .]  I don't blame you for not believlng my history[. 
H]ad I not experienced it [I] could not believe it myself."10 

In the message from Moroni, we see Smith turning his attention to
ward the church he will soon found. The first five brief chapters contain ba
sic rituals of baptism and the sacrament that are still part of Mormon 
practice. These final chapters also include sermons, ostensibly from 
Moroni's father Mormon. A language of faith, hope, and charity (quoting 
and elaborating on Paul's famous verses to the Corinthians) contrasts 
sharply with the language of death and destruction which had become fa
miliar in the narrative during the downfall of the Nephites and Jaredites. It 
is as though the narrative wants to erase the memory of that world of evil 
and hate. It is a conundrum that Smith erects a message of goodness on top 
of coercion, deceit, destruction, and hatred. I, no doubt like many readers, 
see the goodness as superficial. Mormon preaches that good is discernible 
and powerful: 

The way to judge is as plain, that ye may know with a perfect knowledge, as 
the' day light is from the dark night- For behold, the spirit of Christ is given 
to every-man, that ye may know good from evil . . .  for everything which in
vite.th to do good, and to persuade to believe in Christ, is sent forth by the 
power and gift of Christ; Wherefore ye may know with a perfect knowledge 
it is of God. (BM 578; Moro. 7:15-16) 

A sense that such hopeful religious language is implicated in another effort 
at compensation and reversal is only underscored by the specific content of 
Mormon's teachings. I hear another attempt from Smith to work through 
the trauma and possible grief at the death of his malformed son: "Little 
children cannot repent; wherefore it is awful wickedness to deny the pure 
mercies of God t!nto them, for they are all alive in him because of his mercy. 
And he that saith that little children need baptism . . .  are in danger of death, 
hell, and an endless torment. I speak it boldly, God hath commanded me" 
(BM 582; Moro. 8). By God's decree, Smith has found another resolution 
and compensation for his loss and despair. Thus, though the language is 
further and further removed from any direct connection to Smith's life 
story, the language of the prophet is still articulated through the concerns 
and burdens of that life story. 

This hopeful, forward-looking image is followed by the last letter 
Moroni had received from Mormon before his death. In it Smith directly 
expresses the oral rage of a child raised in deprivation, deception, and 
trauma: 
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And the husbands and fathers of those women and children they have slain; 
and they feed the women upon the flesh of their husbands, and the children 
upon the flesh of their fathers; and no water, save a little do they give unto 
them. And notwithstanding this great abomination of the Lamanites, it doth 
not exceed that of our people in Moriantum. For behold, many of the daugh
ters of the Lamanites have they taken prisoners; and after depriving them of 
that which was most dear and precious above all things, which is chastity 
and virtue;11 and after that they had done this thing, they did murder them 
in a most cruel manner, torturing their bodies even unto death; and after that 
they have done this, they devour their flesh like unto wild beasts, because of 
the hardness of their hearts; and they do it for a token of bravery. (BM 584; 
Moro. 9:8-10) 

The images here are the most extreme in the Book of Mormon. As I read this 
passage, I hear oral rage behind narcissism, mixed with the fever, thirst, 
and torture of childhood surgery. It is as though, even as his "grandiose 
self" forms into a prophet and church president, the dangerous underside 
of his psychological world erupts to the surface one final time. 

And finally the concluding image of Moroni is troubling. For over two 
decades Moroni will wander alone over the American continent, hiding so 
he will not be killed, separated and alienated from humankind. Moroni's 
final words are again addressed to Smith's contemporaries: "And now I 
bid unto all, farewell. I soon go to rest in the paradise of God, until my spirit 
and body shall again reunite, and I am brought forth triumphant through 
the air, to meet you before the pleasing bar of the great Jehovah, the Eternal 
Judge of both quick and dead. Amen" (BM 588; Mora. 10). 

The time is 421 C. E.  It is this Moroni who "returned" to earth in 1823 as 
the angel telling Smith where he had buried the gold plates. It is fitting that 
there is confusion in the original manuscripts whether Nephi, the first 
prophet/ alter ego for Smith, or Moroni, the last one, made this return. The 
first one put on a disguise, the last one remained in hiding. 
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Diagnosis and Commentary 

Abrief discussion in chapter 2 summarized the advent of Mormon
ism as a product of the dying subculture of magic. But Mormonism 

emerged at the crossroads of magic and Christianity. The first part of this 
chapter describes how the Age of Enlightenment promoted acceptance of 
the Book of Mormon. While scholars have ably located Mormonism 
within the U.S. political, economic, and social milieu,l surprisingly little 
has been written about the Age of Enlightenment; and the only signifi
cant study I am aware of, written by a Lutheran minister, takes what I 
consider to be an overly charitable position toward Joseph Smith.2 

The second part of this chapter provides a psychological diagnosis of 
Smith,3 focusing on the psychological forces within him, their possible ori
gins in his childhood and background, and his fit into known psychiatric 
categories. Examples already discussed from the Book of Mormon will be 
mentioned, as well as biographical examples to age twenty-four with occa
sionally references to his last fourteen years of life. My main diagnostic 
category is that of the narcissistic personality, but four modifications will 
better approximate Smith's personality: (1) combining this personality 
with the anti-social personality; (2) the proximity of the narcissistic person
ality to imposture in origins and characteristics; (3) the ability of the impos
tor to believe his fantasy (pseudologica fantastica); and (4) the 
enhancement of all of these characteristics by the "groupthink" of his fol
lowers who abandon critical assessment as they strive to touch the eternal 
world of omnipotent perfection (or "projective identification"). Projective 
identification, an important psychological defense for narcissists and some 
other personality types, is the psychological basis for charisma. I will dis
cuss it last because it will serve as both a foundation and introduction to 
any assessment of Smith's last fourteen years. 

H i s t o r i c a l  C o n t e x t :  T h e  T r e a s o n  o f  t h e  C l e r g y 

Christianity has now been in decline for 900 years. That decrease has 
taken the form of a teeter-totter response to the slow rise of rationalism. 
The Western European opposition to Christianity coalesced during the Age 
of Enlightenment, the century between the beginning of the Common
wealth in England (1689) to the end of the French Revolution (1789). It was 
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a century of practical and philosophical writings attacking theology. It 
spanned three generations, but closely overlaps Voltaire's life (1694-1778), 
and this witty French philosopher became its major spokesman.4 The Mor
mon story, beginning with the marriage of Joseph's parents in 1796, started 
only a few years later. 

Some fifteen to twenty philosophers formed an international group, 
centered in France, but international in composition, known as the "little 
flock." Their active debates, in person and by widespread correspondence, 
had a common goal: to enthrone reason rather than authoritarianism or 
"superstition." Some of its participants became household names: Jean
Jacques Rousseau, who wrote on the noble savage; Edward Gibbon who 
authored the multi-volume and magisterial Decline and Fall of Rome; ency
clopedist Denis Diderot, and metaphysician Immanuel Kant. In America, 
Enlightenment thinkers included Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin, 
and Thomas Paine. 

Voltaire issued the group's battle-cry in 1759, repeating it in letters, 
booklets, and in place of his signature: Ecrasez l'infame! [Crush the in
famy!]5 of bigotry, intolerance and superstition, particularly as embod
ied in Catholicism. But behind this popular movement mounted 
against ecclesiastical injustice, those who read the basic writings of the 
philosophes knew they were not just attacking Catholic control, but Prot
estant belief as well. Their intent was to dismantle the whole Christian 
edifice-book, beliefs, and organization. Voltaire wrote, "I hate priests, 
I hate them, I shall hate them till doomsday . . . .  I have two hundred 
volumes [on Christianity], and, what is worse, I have read them. It is 
like going the rounds of a lunatic asylum."6 Instead he advanced De
ism-a belief in a creator who did not interact with human beings. 
People worshipped this creator by honoring his creations, including 
humankind and the human ability to reason. But if Voltaire represented 
Deism, the even more heretical Scotsman David Hurne represented 
atheism and anticipated a day free of "Stupidity, Christianity, and Igno
rance."7 

These men had no weapons but reason and a close affinity with classi
cal philosophy; Charles Darwin's scientific observations would come a 
generation later. Their extensive literature relentlessly challenges unrea
sonable elements in the doctrine of original sin, the fall of Adam, the Flood, 
etc. They brought technical criticism of the Bible home to every educated 
man, enhanced skepticism, liberated many, and also increased insecurity 
for many. 

The end of the eighteenth century saw "the Treason of the Clergy"
substantial numbers of the ministry who became agnostic, atheistic, and 
skeptical about their own life's work. The growth of critical rationalism in 
the minds of educated Christians during this period was enormous. As 
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early as 1720, Cardinal de Bemis said, "It was no longer considered well
bred to believe the gospels."8 It was a significant victory for rationalism, 
but a signal defeat, not so much for religious institutions, but ordinary peo
ple whose hopes of compensation in the next life to ma;ke up for misery in 
this one were shrinking. In England, beginning at Oxford, and then in the 
American colonies, the first response to this religious devastation was the 
Great Awakening of the 1740s. It sprang from the emotional message of 
John Wesley (1703-91), the founder of Methodism and evangelical funda
rnentalisrn.9 He returned the people to orthodox beliefs, with simplicity in 
worship, intensity of emotion, and clarity of doctrine. The Second Great 
Awakening, which began in 1799, lit a blaze of revivalist fervor that swept 
back and forth over western New York for thirty-five years until the area 
was termed the Burned-Over District.10 In this emotional maelstrom, 
Joseph Smith grew to manhood. 

Voltaire's writings had been in French; his English counterpart was 
Thomas Paine. Paine, born in England in 1737, had endured terrible pov
erty and government injustice. He ran away from home, served at sea, 
worked at varied jobs, educated himself, barely escaped debtors prison, 
and saw injustice everywhere, partly fostered by the Church of England. 
He had already written some pamphlets and met Benjamin Franklin before 
he immigrated to America in late 1774 to work at a Philadelphia printing 
shop. In December 1775 he showed a manuscript of a book to Benjamin 
Rush who named it Common Sense. A half million copies were published in 
January 1776, and its simple, plain, direct message catalyzed the people. 
Some of America's leaders desired compromise with Britain, and not revo
lution. Paine argued that America's purpose must be "complete inde
pendence, to break all ties with corrupt and tyrannical Britain." George 
Washington stated that it was filled with "sound doctrine and unanswer
able reasoning." "No learned treatise, no lawyer 's brief, no philosophical 
discourse, Common Sense was a blunt and direct argument written in a lan� 
guage that could be understood by any . . .  simple farmer" with an effect that 
was instant. The pamphlet gathers "momentum with an attack on the Eng
lish constitution in particular and on aristocratic institutions in general," 
then talks "of the messianic mission of America . . .  [with] the triumph of 
radical Republican principles . . . .  0 ye that love mankind! Ye that dare op
pose, not only tyranny, but the tyrant, stand forth! . . .  and prepare in time an 
asylum for mankind."11 Its dramatic call for political independence 
prompted the formation of a five-man committee Gune 1776) in the Conti
nental Congress to write the Declaration of Independence. Paine vigor
ously supported the American Revolutionary War and, later, France's 
revolution. He opposed the beheading of Louis XV, got caught in the politi
cal infighting, was imprisoned, and barely escaped death. Immediately be
fore entering prison, he gave a manuscript to a friend for safekeeping. It 
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was the first part of his greatest work, The Age of Reason.12 James Monroe, 
U.S. ambassador to France, facilitated his release, then gave him asylum in 
his own home where Paine convalesced and finished the manuscript. 
President Thomas Jefferson invited him to return to the United States in 
1802, which he did. Meanwhile both parts of the book had been published 
in 1794 with dramatic effect. The publisher of the book was convicted of 
blasphemy and Paine of seditious libel in England (he escaped to France); 
he was hanged in effigy; anyone who read the book was officially perse
cuted; and some were arrested for displaying a portrait of Paine. In the 
United States, Jefferson stood by him, but Rush and most of his friends 
abandoned him. A hundred years later Theodore Roosevelt called him a 
"filthy little atheist."13 

He was not an atheist but a Deist; and this campaign of slander and 
vilification resulted from his success in carrying the message of Deism to 
the people at the expense of Christianity and belief in the Bible. He re
spected Christ but condemned Christianity. He described his book as going 
"through the Bible, as a man would go through a wood with an axe on his 
shoulder and fell trees. Here they lie; and the priests, if they can may re
plant them. They may, perhaps, stick them in the ground, but they will 
never make them grow."14 

The Age of Reason was similar to Common Sense, but directed against re
ligious belief, not governments. Paine argued effectively that the Gospels 
were not "written by the apostles and that they appeared centuries after 
the death of Christ." The Immaculate Conception was a pure piece of fic
tion and the resurrection doubtful. Christianity was too "absurd for belief, 
too impossible to convince and too inconsistent to practice."15 The book is 
noted for its witty irony and stunning clarity in translating the arguments 
of the philosophes, as well as the higher criticism and internal inconsisten
cies of the Bible, to a level that every man with an eighth-grade education 
could understand. It is still effective. 

As a result of Paine's work, the Bible desperately needed support; a 
second witness for Christ was necessary for those who needed, in a psy
chological sense, a future life better than this one. The Age of Reason was a 
major precipitant of the Second Great Awakening. When Joseph Smith, Sr., 
attended the Methodist church with Lucy, his father and brother were so 
appalled that his father "came to the door one day and threw Tom Pain's 
age of reason into the house and angrily bade him read that untill he be
lieved it."16 

But where was the proof necessary to continue believing in supernatu
ral Christianity? Prior to the Age of Enlightenment, the proof had partly 
come from the European trials for witchcraft. The existence of devils im
plied the existence of angels and God. Even after the Age of Enlightenment, 
John Wesley linked the two. 'To give up belief in witchcraft, one might as 
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well give up belief in the Bible," he lamented in 1768, adding two years 
later, "The infidels have hooted witchcraft out of the world ."17 But without 
torture, there would be no confessions of witchcraft. Proof of a supernatu
ral world now came in the dramatic effects of the Holy Spirit in the revival 
and conversion meetings, but these emotional reactions were not the 
longed-for solid evidence needed psychologically to buttress belief in the 
Bible. In psychological terms, the Book of Mormon led converts back from 
the edge of existential despair by sanctioning Wesley's emotional proofs, 
adding another budget of miraculous conversions, the "falling exercise," 
and angelic visions. Its existence is adduced as proof that God exists. "How 
do you explain the Book of Mormon?" is a question still put to doubters. 
The Book of Mormon is termed both a "second" and a "new" witness for 
Jesus Christ. 

Joseph Smith rode the backlash to the Age of Enlightenment. Mormon
ism still continues, psychologically, to provide security while rapid change 
and scientific development demolish social myths. The Book of Mormon 
anti-Christ episodes dealing with the challenge of the Age of Enlighten
ment-"Believest thou in God?"- assume the existence of God, engage in 
sectarian doctrinal squabbles, but concentrate on the secondary argument 
of proofs for and against the coming of Christ. I see influence from the Age 
of Enlightenment in the Book of Mormon's more reasonable versions of the 
doctrines of original sin, the Fall, etc. The Book of Mormon's view of origi
nal sin is: "Adam fell that men might be; and men are, that they might have 
joy. And the Messiah cometh in the fullness of time" (BM 65; 2 Ne. 2:25-26). 
The Fall is no longer the cause of humankind's miserable condition, but an 
ambivalent necessity to enter the joy of life; it answers the philosophes who 
pointed out God's unreasonableness and injustice for the forced choice in 
Eden. 

The Book of Mormon could also provide definitive attacks on such spe
cific doctrines as the necessity of infant baptism (BM 581-82; Moro. 8:11-21). 
It still can. What it was not prepared for was science. Darwin, a child of the 
Enlightenment, was born the year Paine died (1809), and published The 
Origin of Species fifty years later. It challenges the concept of a literal man 
and woman in a literal garden and talking with a literal God who prohib
ited them from eating a literal apple. The Fall necessitates the Atonement, a 
literal death balancing that literal sin.18 The Book of Mormon does not have 
an argument for Darwinism. Today, as Mormonism entrenches itself in fun
damentalism against scientific advance, the church finds itself facing the 
arguments of the philosophes with increasing frequency.19 From my per
spective, Mormonism today finds itself where general Christianity was 200 
years ago.20 

The Age of Enlightenment was much more than an attack on Christian 
religion. The philosophes examined politics, education, taste, science, and 
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art-arguing against authoritarianism and for individual freedom. Their 
influence can be seen in the U.S. Constitution and Bill of Rights.21 These 
documents created the pluralism that allowed Joseph Smith's church to 
flourish, yet he wanted to obliterate that pluralism by erasing the separa
tion of church and state. 

Under the anxiety of pluralism and individual freedom, Joseph 
Smith's religion spoke to those who desired the apparent clarity and sim
plicity of authoritarianism, which promised certainty, power over nature 
and one's enemies, explanations for misfortunes, the conquest of death, 
and meaning in life. In psychological terms, however, such individuals 
have regressed from both democratic individual responsibility and from 
pluralism. Mormonism combines the claimed divinity of the British mon
archy and the authority of Roman Catholicism in which decisions are made 
by one for all.22 Sigmund Freud (1856-1939), a grandson of the Enlighten
ment and an atheist, acknowledged the comforts of religious illusion but 
still attacked them as wasteful and stunting. "Science is no illusion," he 
stated. "But an illusion it would be to suppose that what science cannot 
give us we can get elsewhere."23 

J o s e p h  S m i t h  a n d  N a r c i s s i s m  

It is important to recognize that this discussion from this point on is 
speculative theory. In both science and general life, we want to encourage 
imagination, but it is either foolish or arrogant to treat ideas that have no 
outside confirmation as fact. Accepting either sexual abuse from "recov
ered memories" leading to multiple personality disorder or alien invasion 
as fact, without external evidence, are current examples of unsupported 
ideas that can cause great mischief. Accepting psychodynamic theory as 
fact can also cause damage. For example, forty years ago psychiatrists 
speculated that schizophrenia was caused by a "schizophrenogenic 
mother," not genetics; and families in general and mothers in particular 
had to deal not only with a terrible illness in the family; but unnecessary 
guilt, and sometimes very expensive unproductive psychoanalytic treat
ment. Similarly, psychoanalytic explanations of major depression, obses
sive-compulsive rituals, and manic-depressive illness are of questionable 
merit, probably delayed the widespread use of lithium and other chemical 
treatments, and contributed to unnecessary emotional turmoil and suicide. 
Let us therefore be cautious and willing to face ambiguity. 

The characteristics of a narcissistic personality; described in the intro
duction and quoted from American Psychiatric Association guidelines 
throughout the text, do not define a factual illness in an absolute sense. 
Rather, they gather "symptoms" that are believed to have a common origin 
into a "syndrome." As statistics and studies about the role of biologic ill
ness accumulate, however, that description will almost certainly be al-
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tered.24 My elimination of bipolar affective disorder as a diagnosis for 
Joseph Smith is based on present knowledge and may have to be rewritten 
if a percentage of narcissistic personalities responds favorably to specific 
medications such as lithium. It would be unwise to d()se the door to any 
possibility, including the idea that a more subtle form of bipolar disorder 
may have provided Smith with energy. 

The cause and source of the narcissistic personality are not known.25 
We will not conclusively determine a source for Joseph Smith's either, 
given our limited information about his formative years. His mother 's bi
ography; our best source, at times seems defensive and self-serving. And 
others who come from depriving and dysfunctional families do not be
come narcissists or prophets. 

Psychoanalytic theoreticians do not have statistics. The individual 
cases psychiatrists encounter seek treatment because of pain or dissatis
faction. Some do not respond to intervention despite strong energy and 
lengthy time. We cannot be certain in every case that the treating phy
sician has made a correct diagnosis or is not imagining improvement. 
Many "narcissistic personalities" are "successful" and are never seen in 
evaluation or treatment, although I suspect that we frequently see their 
spouses and children. 

Despite these caveats, the psychodynamic setting provides an unusual 
laboratory. Many hours of quiet listening to free association occur nowhere 
else in life. Finally, some individual narcissists do seem to respond to pro
longed intensive psychotherapy. Both patient and doctor, supported by 
comments from family and friends, see a clear difference over time, sup
porting the hypothesis that at least some narcissistic personalities are psy
chological in origin. I draw on the body of literature produced by 
observation, experiment, theory; and psychiatric experience in my attempt 
to understand the Book of Mormon and Joseph Smith. 

Splitting is a major defense demonstrated in the Book of Mormon; psy
chologically it requires less mental energy than more mature defenses such 
as repression. Because it is a fundamental cause of personality weakness 
and because the weakness and the splitting reinforce each other, progress is 
difficult. Its most obvious manifestation is the division of the world into 
polar opposites, and the lack of integration of various parts of the patient's 
psyche. The individual may oscillate between two opposite positions. This 
"all-or-nothing" splitting can be seen in the polarized opposites of the 
Nephites and Lamanites. I would argue that splitting best describes Joseph 
Smith's ability to present one face in public (such as denying polygamy) 
while simultaneously converting associates and new plural wives to the 
principle in private. 

Besides polarization, another manifestation of splitting is reversal. The 
individual may reverse attitudes toward a particular person, switching in-
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stantly from compliments to vilification. He or she may oscillate in moral 
positions, yet not be troubled by the contradiction. Individuals who re
verse in the Book of Mormon are the instantaneous conversions of Alma Jr., 
Zeezrom, and the whole Lamanite population in 30 B.C.E. Joseph Smith 
also reversed, opposing Masonry as a young man, yet later becoming a Ma
son himself and drawing on Masonic ritual, in part, for Mormon temple 
ceremonies. 

Most psychiatrists believe that small children exhibit splitting because 
of lack of neurological development but that psychotic, narcissistic, and 
borderline patients retain it as a defense against disturbing emotional 
states, frequently rage.26 In my professional judgment, its excessive use in 
the Book of Mormon establishes that Smith's basic emotional age was pre
Oedipal, that is, somewhere before the age of four. I also argue that he expe
rienced Oedipal fears of castration as a result of his surgery (at some point 
between five and seven), and also had to deal with the demasculizing ef
fects of a weak father. On a psychological level, he oscillated between the 
deprivation of an unstable childhood and the psychological trauma of his 
surgery. Consequently, he regressed, drawing on the magic and omnipo
tent defenses of very early childhood to resolve the later Oedipal fears and 
being locked in at a childhood stage characterized by magic, fantasy, split
ting, omnipotence, devaluation, projection, and denial. In my view, this 
earlier emotional age was a fixation point that he had only tenuously left 
before. Later in life, I believe, he applied this omnipotent privilege and 
counterphobic defense to his sexual life, at which point he most closely fit 
the unofficial subclassification of "phallic narcissist," whose prototype in 
the Book of Mormon was Ammon. These attempts, in my opinion, account 
for the Book of Mormon's compensating and conquering fantasies of invin
cibility and conquest by the sword. They also suggest the rather gloomy 
prognosis that he would never escape from extreme fantasy compensation 
for his real life. 

Recognizing splitting as a defense points a direction toward the 
general diagnosis. It is considered a "primitive" defense used in psy
chotic states and by borderline or narcissistic personalities. It is be
lieved that personalities develop from genetic givens, very early 
emotional experiences, and also, partly, as patterns of thinking and 
manners ("character armor") in attempts to modify these genetic and 
early experiences favorably. Thus a personality, in addition to being 
"given" also has an adaptive purpose, not only with society, but with 
itself. The purpose of the borderline personality is to block disintegra
tion. These individuals lead turbulent, destructive, and sometimes sui
cidal lives, always attempting to ward off psychosis and reacting 
violently to breakups of important relationships. Their lives are "stable 
in their instability," and they would not be capable of the regular func-
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tioning necessary to found a church. In contrast, the day-to-day pur
pose of the more stable narcissistic personality is to block shame, avoid 
humiliation, and maintain self-esteem.27 Smith could not avoid the 
shame and humiliation of his 1826 trial and never t,ne,ptioned it in any 
of his public writings. Yet I have argued that this i:r!al appears in the 
Book of Mormon under three narrative guises: first, as a gigantic geo
physical holocaust that destroyed almost everyone; second, as a literal 
court trial, after which, the jail, guards, lawyers, and whole town were 
destroyed by the Lamanites acting as instruments of God's vengeance; 
and third, as a supernal ministry of angels in a literal prison that con
verted the whole Lamanite nation, restored the Nephite lands, and 
ended thirty-two years of war. When Smith experienced the more per
sonal humiliation of boasting about the supposed powers of his un
born child to hostile relatives and then having the child not only 
stillborn but badly malformed, he converted the experience into an an
gel-attended scene of Jesus blessing many children who received spiri
tual gifts denied the adults, later reversed the humiliation into 
hypomania, and then followed it by thirty-two years of intense war, 
suggesting his rage. Indeed, from a psychoanalytic perspective, Smith 
was trying to compensate for shame and humiliation, and his retali
ation was intense. 

The narcissistic personality may present himself28 attractively and 
competently, can function well socially, and may have good impulse con
trol. In relationships, the narcissist has a marked degree of self-reference 
and a strong need for "love" and admiration; these traits may appear nor
mal or they may manifest themselves more disquietingly as an inflated 
view of their own importance and as a need for tribute from others. The 
Book of Mormon is filled with Smith's heroic alter egos, valiant, dazzlingly 
faith-filled, literally special to God. "I, Nephi" appears eighty-six times, for 
instance. Smith dictated a prophecy of himself as part of the Book of Mor
mon text in which he appears as " one mighty . . .  which shall do much good, 
both in word and in deed, being an instrument in the hands of God, with 
exceeding faith, to work mighty wonders, and do that which is great in the 
eyes of God" (BM 67-68; 2 Ne. 3:5-21). 

Despite narcissists' superficial appearance of mental health, their emo
tional life is shallow; they live for the admiration of others or for their own 
ego-massaging fantasies. Boredom is their nemesis; during too-peaceful 
times, they create agitation. Because their self-esteem is fragile, no accom
plishment is adequate, and they must agitate for more admiration from 
others. In the Book of Mormon, the two centuries of peace after Jesus' mis
sion take only two and a half pages. The rest of the book is filled with agi
tated conflict. During Smith's last fourteen years after the Book of Mormon 
was published, he moved from one self-made crisis to another. Historian 
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Richard Van Wagoner commented, "Perhaps the greatest ambiguity in 
Smith's thorny persona was his proclivity to test conventions, to live on the 
edge of his impulses . . . .  Smith's career, in many respects, was the equiva
lent of a held breath."29 In an 1843 statement that is wholly characteristic of 
the narcissistic personality's need for perpetual energy to sustain the gran
diose self, Smith commented revealingly: "Excitement has almost become 
the essence of my life. When that dies away, I feel almost lost."30 

Narcissists envy others. As a result, they tend to idealize those from 
whom they expect admiration and gifts-perhaps explaining why Smith 
developed such sudden and extreme attachments to individuals like John 
C. Bennett-yet may treat with contempt previous idols whom they have 
"used up," perhaps accounting for the deep and permanent estrangements 
that developed with David Whitmer, Oliver Cowdery, and Martin Harris. 
When a follower "repented" and again submitted to Smith's authority, 
thereby reinforcing his narcissism, he could be very forgiving. But Smith's 
demand for submission could be total, and only conditionally forgiving. 
Apostle Orson Hyde testified against the church and its vigilantism in Mis
souri in 1838, left the church, repented, and was reinstated to his apos
tleship in 1839. In 1842 Smith sent him to Palestine to dedicate that land for 
the return of the Jews. While away, Smith pressed Hyde's wife, Marinda 
Nancy Johnson Pratt, into becoming his plural wife.31 "Is somebody who 
always has to walk on stilts not bound to be constantly envious of those 
who can walk on their own legs, even if they seem to him to be smaller[?]," 
queries psychologist Alice Miller. Narcissists' envy includes others who 
"do not have to make a constant effort to earn admiration . . .  [and] are free 
to be 'average."'32 In Book of Mormon terms, envy drives the consistently 
immature Nephites relentlessly toward materialism. They routinely for
sake God, who punishes them harshly, forcing them to worship him in 
humble submission. Nephi Jr. avoids the conflicts of envy by becoming so 
omnipotent that his word brings famines and destruction. 

Narcissists exploit others and may be parasitic at times. Nephi, the 
son of Lehi, gained access to Laban's treasury by murder, disguise, and 
deceit. Ammon won over Lamoni by "guile." Historically, Smith prac
ticed deception in money-digging and later. From my perspective, his 
later life evinces such extreme examples that an item of orthodox belief 
is that all Smith's behavior was in obedience to God's commandment, 
thus exonerating him from otherwise reprehensible behavior. I would 
include here his secret polygamy; the establishment of secret intimidat
ing societies bound by secret "Masonic" -like oaths, dictating to the 
members how to vote, the attempt to establish a secret theocratic gov
ernment that superseded democracy, etc.33 

Despite superficial warmth, on a deep emotional level, narcissists can
not trust or depend on anyone else. Beneath their controlling behavior lies 
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oral rage that may appear in violent fantasies or in paranoid suspicious
ness during interactions with others. Examples of oral rage in the Book of 
Mormon increase in frequency as the book progresses, including Moroni's 
fury at Pahoran when his troops are deprived of supplies, descriptions of 
cannibalism, and the destruction of the Nephites by,the Lamanites. Ether, 
which may represent Smith's earliest experiences, develops a chronology 
in which all goodness disappears and total destruction ensues. (See chapter 
6.) Smith, in Nauvoo, accused Emma of trying to poison him. 

The present state of psychological theory concerning the formation of 
the narcissistic personality goes something like this: In response to very 
early frustrations too great for the child to handle, internal mental images 
of violence and destruction emerge that interfere with normal develop
ment and function, accompanied by unrealistic images of himself as per
fect and wished-for images of perfection in his caretakers, usually his 
parents. These become fused into an idealized picture of himself which is 
superimposed over the destructive images and have a quality of grandios
ity. This superimposed idealized image, the "false self," becomes the basis 
for the socially functioning personality of the narcissist and, because of its 
grandiosity, has been labeled, in the narcissist, the "grandiose self. " This 
personality compensates for the feelings of helpless rage experienced in 
childhood and presents to the world what sometimes appears to be suc
cessful functioning.34 

However, the origins of, and responses to, frustration never fully dis
appear and demonstrate themselves in the fantasies of violence and con
quest that the psychiatrist hears in therapy and uncovers in works of 
fantasy. Further, the personality of the narcissist may appear warm and 
charming but will demonstrate the characteristics of splitting, devaluing 
others, idealizing relationships until they falter, making grandiose claims 
of specialness and special abilities, feeling constant threats to his self-es
teem, needing perpetual admiration, and overreacting to shame and hu
miliation. These techniques of faulty personality interactions are necessary, 
it is believed, to help keep away the original feelings of helplessness and 
fury: "oral rage." Full maturation and integration of personality require 
moving past splitting and facing the underlying fury and helplessness, 
which is difficult, if not impossible, for the narcissist to do; as a conse
quence, full maturation is not possible. 

Is there a possible genetic predisposition to narcissism? Kernberg be
lieves that it is an "open question"; but the strongest suggestions come 
from family statisticians who suggest that an obscure form of bipolar affec
tive disorder ("manic-depressive illness") might be at play. At this point in 
time, these are only theoretical considerations. I have previously discussed 
the difficulties with this suggestion, for it changes an episodic illness into a 
steady-state condition, and narcissists do not necessarily show mania or 
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hypomania.35 As already noted, Jungian analyst C. Jess Groesbeck has 
communicated to me (August 1993) his belief that he has found evidence of 
bipolar affective disorder in five generations of the Smith family. 

Viewed from the psychological side, it is frequently believed by 
those who do intense psychodynamic psychotherapy that, under opti
mal conditions, we begin life in a relatively blissful situation, with a 
vague feeling of omnipotence and perfect union with the universe, rep
resented by the mother. While no one knows, perhaps some of this in
itial state is a residual memory of the womb where the infant is warm, 
comfortable, and never hungry. Even after birth, all needs are quickly 
gratified with no special effort on the infant's part. According to Arnold 
Cooper, "The experience of satisfactory unity with the caretaking envi
ronment, usually the mother, builds in the young psyche a sense of om
nipotence, a fantasy of total bliss and power."36 At about six or seven 
months of age, the child realizes that the mother is a separate person, 
and separation anxiety develops. In normal development the child ex
periences hunger, discomfort, loneliness, fear, and anger in small epi
sodes that are not overwhelming; the child reacts with disappointment 
and rage, but, again, in episodes short enough and sufficiently infre
quent that he or she can handle them without being overwhelmed. The 
normal child delegates his own sense of omnipotence to a parent for 
whom he has loving feelings; as a result, he slowly develops a feeling 
of greater effectiveness and takes pride in his abilities to crawl, walk, 
and talk. If the parent is unreliable or inadequate, the jolts are trau
matic, the child reacts with prolonged and intensive rage, and he 
becomes a source of stress for his mother, thus worsening his chances 
for receiving comfort. This failure to get another to meet his needs 
makes the child feel inadequate. He returns to the previous feelings of 
omnipotence (which, needless to say, are fantasies) that compensate for 
this insufficient world. Rather than relinquishing his primitive memory 
of a world of power and perfection, he absorbs it into his view of him
sel£.37 

While the day-to-day superficial functioning of the narcissist is di
rected at maintaining self-esteem and avoiding shame, his ultimate, under
lying goal is to return to that initial stage of bliss he has now lost. In his 
thinking and feeling, he dares not fully rely on anyone else but himself. If 
this self were able to articulate its need for self-sufficiency, it would be as 
Kernberg summarized: "I do not need to fear that I will be rejected for not 
living up to the ideal of myself which alone makes it possible for me to be 
loved by the ideal person I imagine would love me. That ideal person and 
my ideal image of that person and my real self are all one and better than 
the ideal person whom I wanted to love me, so that I do not need anybody 
else anymore."38 
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In contrast, a child at about age two who is developing normally 
transfers the characteristic of omnipotence from himself to his parents, 
who seem godlike, giant, omniscient, and omnipotent. Through the 
years he learns that his parents are imperfect humans, but this poten
tially terrifying knowledge becomes tolerable as the child learns his 
own abilities. "Typically, the child's 'I am perfect and you admire me,' 
gradually changes into 'you are perfect and I am part of you,"'39 per
haps seen most strongly between the ages of two and six. Eventually, 
this idealism will coalesce into the "ego ideal" (residual images of per
fection) and, through the years, will mellow and attenuate into a rea
sonable conscience by the late teens. The ideal never fully disappears 
but remains in the average adult as an unobtainable goal-the search 
for perfection. Because healthy people know that ideal perfection is un
obtainable, they use their ideals as guiding stars in their development 
and enjoy the process, not demanding perfection in themselves or oth
ers. In other words, the normal healthy person is clearly aware that the 
ego ideal for himself-his imagination of how he would be if he were 
perfect-is not who he is nor ever will be; he is accepting of this fact 
and comfortable with progressing in the direction of his ideal. 

In contrast, the narcissistic personality must see himself as perfect or 
almost perfect to feel contentment. No matter how self-sufficient he be
lieves himself to be, however, he knows that he cannot return to this ideal 
paradise without also returning to the fused state with someone else that 
he once dimly experienced as an infant. "The main task of the narcissistic 
personality," comments Burstein, "is to achieve the bliss and contentment 
characteristic of the primary narcissistic state, and this implies the reunion 
of the self which must be very grand with an object which must be nourish
ing and powerful. . . .  Self-esteem, the approval of others and the confirma
tion of one's sense of worth by the ability to use others are . . .  derivatives of 
the earliest narcissistic state."40 In short, the narcissist needs no one but 
must have someone. This drive in Joseph Smith may explain why he at
tached himself to other grandiose figures, including Sidney Rigdon, a char
ismatic preacher, and John C. Bennett, a dynamic lobbyist and promoter, 
whose underlying corruption Smith overlooked. While narcissists seem 
"dependent" because of their need for admiration, their deep distrust pre
vents them from developing real attachments or interdependencies with 
anyone. 

Because of their previous helplessness, their difficulty in truly trusting 
anyone, and their fear of shame and humiliation, their relationships with 
others tend to be controlling, usually by manipulation and coercion. The 
technique most commonly used is their attitude of superior abilities and 
confidence which draws less secure people to them. 
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F i r s t  M o d i f i c a t i o n :  
C o m b i n i n g  t h e  N a r c i s s i s t i c  

P e r s o n a l i t y w i t h  t h e  A n t i s o c i a l  P e r s o n a l i t y  

In ment<'ll health work, the primary diagnosis is the specific problem 
that brings the patient to treatment-for example, depression, anxiety, ob
sessive-compulsive behavior, or psychosis. The psychiatrist also tries to de
fine the underlying enduring personality pattern from a separate list which 
is divided into three categories: the odd or eccentric (paranoid, schizoid, 
and schizotypal types), the anxious or fearful (avoidant, dependent, and 
obsessive-compulsive), and the dramatic, emotional, or erratic (borderline, 
histrionic, narcissistic, and antisocial) .  

The last-named diagnosis in the third category consists of a pervasive 
pattern of disregard for and violation of the rights of others. Clients in this 
category break the law, repeatedly lie, con and exploit others, act impul
sively, ignore consequences, are aggressive, get into fights, show reckless 
disregard for their own safety or that of others, are generally irresponsible, 
and lack remorse when others are injured. 

Many crimes in this country occur simply as "survival" behavior on 
the part of individuals who lack the resources to make better choices. The 
most frightening criminal, however, is someone who commits terrible 
crimes without remorse and gets enraged at being arrested or punished. 
Some of these individuals can be considered an extension of narcissism, 
with their arrogant assumption of right and control, complicated by faults 
or gaps in their "superego" or conscience. Characteristics of narcissism that 
might overlap with antisocial attributes include feelings of special entitle
ment, exploitation, lack of empathy; and arrogance. When these two per
sonality types combine, the unofficial term is "malignant narcissism," an 
intermediary group of patients between the two diagnoses. 

Such patients may be physically aggressive, paranoid, sadistic, and/ or 
triumphantly self-mutilating or suicidal. But the combination of antisocial 
and narcissistic personality should be seen as a sliding scale, with some p<'�
tients closer to one end than another. Less severe forms might manifest 
moral beh<'lvior in some arei:'ls and exploitive behavior in others. Some indi
viduals may experience some forms of guilt, concern, and loyalty to others. 
They may be able to plan for the future. These lesser forms of malignant 
narcissism may be characterized by sexual promiscuity and/ or financial 
exploitation of followers, yet be honest and consistent in other dealings. 
They may blame others for their problems and offer rationalizations for 
troubles.41 

In the case of Joseph Smith, the theme of deceiving self and others is 
not a thread, but a steel cable. Seldom has such a characteristic been so well 
documented. It began with money-digging and seer stone peeping (see 
chapter 3); after the Book of Mormon was published, it continued with his 
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sexual conquests under the guise of religious practice.42 So consistent is his 
deceit that believers must see the dictation of the Book of Mormon as an ex
ception to his dishonesty, and excuse Smith's behavior at other times as 
"expedient" because of special circumstances, as obe,dience to God's com
mandment, or, in the case of seer-stone peeping, a§ ,;:preparatory" to his 
later "divine" calling. In the Book of Mormon, all the religious leaders are 
above reproach. Those who failed were always the congregations of ordi
nary Nephites. Nephi rationalized his murder of Laban; Joseph Smith was 
prepared to blame imaginary enemies for "forging" mistakes into the lost 
116 pages. When the very first Mormon deaths occurred from cholera dur
ing an ill-fated military march a few years after the Book of Mormon was 
published, he blamed the sufferers, attributing the disease to their disobe
dience. He also blamed others for the collapse of his banking venture. 

Placing Smith's basic personality somewhere between the narcissistic 
and antisocial, yet tending toward the former, allows us to proceed with 
other modifiers to his style. One modification is the symptom of 
pseudologica fantastica. 

S e c o n d  M o d i f i c a t i o n :  
P s e u d o l o g i c a  F a n t a s t i c a  

The basic inner conflict in Joseph Smith's life was not, I believe, a conflict be
tween his telling the truth or not telling the truth, but rather between what 
he really was and what he most desperately wanted to be.43 

Pseudologica fantastica is defined as pathological misrepresentation, 
which varies from ordinary lying and daydreams in that the person inter
mittently believes in his fantasies or holds them for intervals long enough 
that he acts on them. It is a symptom found in a variety of personalities; but 
when combined with either the narcissistic or antisocial personality, it 
bodes a poor therapeutic outcome, for without honesty, the basic founda
tion of trust cannot develop. 

These patients tend to outrage the moral sensibilities of their victims 
and commonly provoke punishment. When confronted with damning evi
dence, the patient usually acknowledges the falsehoods readily. However, 
these patients have compulsive need to act out their fantasies repeatedly. It is 
often difficult to ascertain whether the truths are expressed with conscious or 
unconscious intent to deceive or as part of an actual delusional distortion of 
reality.44 

A textbook example occurred in the summer of 1827 when Isaac Hale 
confronted Smith about his seer stone claims. (See chapter 3.) Reportedly, 
Smith readily acknowledged that he could not see anything in his magic 
stone and never had been able to. He promised he would give up money
digging. According to Peter Ingersoll, Smith knew that his family would 
press him to continue his supernatural claims and seemed "much per-
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plexed." His forebodings were fulfilled; rather than following Hale's ad
vice, he allowed himself to be swayed by his family and soon returned to 
his stories of magic, the gold book, and the guardian angel. 

T h i r d  M o d i f i c a t i o n :  
T h e  I m p o s t o r  

This discussion of narcissistic and antisocial personalities using the 
symptom of pseudological fantastica allows us to move to the next modifi
cation-the impostor. 

The pure narcissistic personality behaves as if he is special, unique, 
or has special qualities, but without making a factually dishonest claim. 
His acts are not illegal. It is his attitude that draws people to him. The 
impostor differs from him in at least one critical way by making a fac
tually fraudulent claim-that he has earned a diploma which he has 
not, that he performed a heroic action on the battlefield, that he has 
made certain financial achievements, that he has suffered a particular 
illness, that he has a particular kind of authority, or that he has a close 
relationship with a distinguished person. Joseph Smith claimed to re
ceive visits from angels (among other heavenly beings) and that he 
could translate ancient documents. Although believers accept these 
claims, I see him imposing a false, grandiose self on others, demanding 
their regard and consideration for qualities and/ or achievements that 
he does not, in fact, possess. If, for a period, he believed his own fanta
sies, he simply added pseudological fantastica to the picture. "Such 
persons are often quite gifted and capable of authentic success in the 
real world," observes Linn.45 Underneath the fat;ade lies a severe iden
tity problem, which we have already discussed as the incomplete per
sonality of the narcissist. 

Phyllis Greenacre, an American psychoanalyst who wrote widely 
and deeply on a wide range of human behavior, wrote the defining pa
per on "the imposter" in 1958, before the delineation of the narcissistic 
personality, yet prescient in its similarity.46 I find its depiction of symp
toms that Smith may have possessed to be striking. Greenacre noted 
that, with impostors, a quality of showmanship is involved, interacting 
with the wishes of the andience, believers or followers. The desire of 
the believer, and willingness to accept the trickery, is an important part 
of this dynamic. 

The impostor "flourishes" in his success, enjoying the limelight and ex
periencing an inner triumph at "putting something over," while delighting 
in being admired and observed as a spectacle. Greenacre believed that the 
impostor has a "malformation of the superego" (the conscious and uncon
scious conscience), and a pressure to live out his fantasy that "has the force 
of a delusion . . .  but is ordinarily associated with 'formal' awareness that the 
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claims are false." The impostor may be sharp and perceptive, have imme
diate keenness and quick responses in the area of his imposturing, but may 
appear foolish, brazen, or stupid in other areas; these paradoxes make 
them puzzling and fascinating. Did Smith believe th�t American archaeol
ogy would find evidences of the Nephites? Did he foresee that his transla
tion of the Egyptian papyrus would be eventually compared with its 
scientific translation? 

· 

Greenacre believed that the impostor grows up in a family of parental 
conflict, with the mother demeaning and reproaching the father who often 
responds by detaching himself emotionally; or even by leaving. It must be 
admitted that, writing after the death of her husband and four adult sons, 
Lucy nowhere hints at such attitudes. Instead she speaks with the utmost 
affection for her husband, consistently describes him as industrious and 
hard-working until his health was broken by the shock of Joseph's and 
Hyrum's arrests in Missouri, and, after bringing her family safely from 
New Hampshire to Palmyra (an example widely cited of her own compe
tence), reports: "The joy I felt in o o •  throwing myself and My children upon 
the care and affection of a tender Husband and Father doubly paid me for 
all I had suffered. 0 0 0  The children surrounded their Father clinging to his 
neck o o ·  covering his face with tears and kisses that were heartily recipro
cated by him."47 However, we might wonder how she had earlier felt about 
her husband's business misjudgements, loss of their farm, periods of pov
erty, many moves, many children, his developing drinking, and preoccu
pation with money-digging. Was Lucy, who supported and believed in 
money-digging, and then encouraged her son's claim about angels and 
gold plates, capable of realistically evaluating and reporting the emotional 
states in her family? In the courtroom her husband was described as 
"poorly dressed 0 0 0  lank and haggard 000 indicating a wandering vaga
bond"48 and also as reinforcing the flagrant deceptions of his son. The spe
cific and general testimonies of the Palmyra townspeople (rejected as 
biased muckraking by devout Mormonism) present an unattractive family 
picture. After this trial occurred, Joseph's father-in-law described Joseph's 
behavior toward his father as "very saucy and insolent."49 I wonder if 
Joseph had behaved in a similar way in his home of origin. 

Greenacre believes that the impostor is singled out in the family and re
ceives an inappropriate degree, or abnormal form, of intense attachment 
from the mother which may come in the form of extreme possessiveness, 
ambivalent concern, constant watchfulness, and marked anxiety and guilt 
or great pride. If such attitudes existed, they would have been intensified 
as a result ofJoseph's surgery. 

Kernberg, writing on the narcissistic personality; agreed with Green
acre: "These patients often occupy a pivotal point in the family structure, 
such as being the only child, or the only 'brilliant' child, or the one who is 
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supposed to fulfill the family aspirations; a good number of them have a 
history of having played the role of 'genius' in their family during child
hood."50 Smith's paternal grandfather had "long ago predicted that there 
would be a prophet raised up in his family."51 This Smith family statement 
receives some support from much later third-hand statements by un
friendly non-Mormons. In 1884 Clark Braden quoted Mrs. Horace Eaton 
(wife of a Presbyterian pastor in Palmyra for almost forty years and an ac
quaintance of the Smiths), who stated, "Even in Vermont, before moving to 

"New York, while Joe was a child, Mrs. Smith's mind was made up that he 
should be a prophet. The weak father agreed that Joe was the 'genus' of the 
family and would be a prophet."52 Braden also stated that "The minister 
employed by the Home Missionary Society, to labor in Vermont 1809-10-11-
12-13, says, in his autobiography, that in 1812 a religious impostor created 
an excitement in the neighborhood of the Smith's . . . .  [Joseph Smith's 
mother] prophesied, at the time, that Joe, then seven years old, would be a 
prophet, and give to the world a new religion. Joe was raised with this idea 
before him. All the family used to speak of Joe as the 'genus; as he termed 
it, of the family."53 

Such abnormal mental attachment to the mother forms a type of fusion 
between the two, interferes with the development of a separate self, and 
nudges the boy into a position of superiority to the father. This reposition
ing adds to possible troubling outcomes of the developing Oedipal conflict, 
for the child has "won" in the competition with his father: "There is set a 
potentially serious imbalance of the oedipal relationship, the child being 
able to assume an uncontested supersedence over its [his] father. "54 

Here, both the Book of Mormon and Smith's life story provide firm cor
respondences. Nephi superseded Lehi as a prophet, even while the family 
was wandering in the wilderness; as a teenager, Joseph acquired a facility 
with his seer stone that made him the central figure in the accounts of Ver
mont money-digging activity. Smith later acted out his precedence over the 
legal husbands of numerous female followers in a very remarkable way. 

The inevitable intensification of infantile narcissism favors a reliance 
on omnipotent fantasy in other aspects of self-evaluation to the exclusion 
of reality testing. The child is thus impaired before he gets to the Oedipal 
conflict and impaired by having a view of himself as superior as he passes 
through that critical time. This period of extreme importance may contain 
"the exhilaration of seeming independence with the great pleasure in and 
capacity to win admiration for the recently developed skills of walking and 
talking, but without real responsibility." The child is rewarded and praised 
for the appearance of accomplishment. 

Indeed, the behavior of the impostor utilizes exactly these characteristics 
with a very great dependence on . . .  gestures which are acted out with plausi
ble and astounding mimicry. It is also conspicuous that impostors utilize 
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words in a similar way, with punning variations and substitutions, especially 
in names through which nuances of change in identity may be implied. 

This pattern is used throughout the Book of Mormon in its mimicry of 
the nineteenth-century revivalist language, phras�s, and fantasy of the 
Methodist camp meetings, as Baptist minister Lamb arid historian Michael 
Walton have demonstrated.55 The pseudo-biblical wording style of the 
Book of Mormon may be important in this regard. Jesus spoke and Paul 
wrote in the ordinary language of their day. The elevation of day-to-day 
language occurred as a result of translations and the King James Version 
around the time of Shakespeare. There is no reason for the literary style of 
the Book of Mormon except to mimic the Bible and make it appear "spiri
tual" in origin-to give it the appearance of something not really there. And, 
if Walter Prince was correct, then the "anti-Masonic" upheaval after Wil
liam Morgan's death is found throughout the names in the Book of Mor
mon, in fourteen "anti" place names and the twenty-five uses of the 
syllable, "Mor[gan]," in proper names.56 Symbolic "gestures" would be
come part of the sacred rituals of his secret temple ceremonies. To continue 
quoting Greenacre: 

The impostor seems to be repeatedly seeking confirmation of his 
assumed identity to overcome his sense of helplessness or incompleteness. It 
is my impression that this is the secret of his appeal to others, and that often 
especially conscientious people are "taken in" and other impostors as well 
attracted because of the longing to return to that happy state of omnipotence 
which adults have had to relinquish . 

. . .  Sustained imposture [thus] serves two important functions in the lives 
of the pretenders. It is the living out of an oedipal conflict through revival of 
the earliest definite image of the father. In so far as the imposture is 
accomplished, it is the killing of the father through the complete displacement of 
him. It further serves to give a temporary feeling of completion of identity (sense of 
self) that can be more nearly achieved in this way than in the ordinary life of 
an individual so impaired from having been psychologically incorporated by 
his mother. As part of this imposturous impersonation[,] there iS a seemingly 
paradoxical heightening of his feeling of integrity and reality. This is 
certainly re-inforced and sustained by the sense of being believed in by 
others and, with the intoxication of being in the limelight (which reproduces 
the infantile situation with the general public taking the place of the mother), 
furnishes a most powerful incentive for endless repetition of this special type 
of gratification.57 

I consider that the Smith family provided this setting for the teenage Joseph 
when, according to Lucy, they gathered around Joseph nightly listening "in 
breathless anxiety to the religious teachings of a boy 18 years of age."58 

Many of Greenacre's points reappear in the later psychoanalytic litera
ture on the narcissistic personality. To summarize both and apply them to 
Joseph Smith's creation of the Book of Mormon, I would say: (1) Joseph's 
warfare with the surgeon, presented again and again throughout the Book 
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of Mormon represents, on a deeper level, his symbolic murder and replace
ment of his father (in his mother's eyes) in the home. So the story that be
gan the Book of Mormon-of Joseph/Nephi murdering the inebriated 
surgeon/Laban-also represents Joseph "destroying" his father, who had 
a weakness for drink, and who had bankrupted the family. Smith repeated 
the pattern in his description of the final Jaredite battle in which the people 
were "drunken with anger, even as a man which is drunken with wine" 
(BM 572; Ether 15:22). The replacement of the father by the son may be rep
resented in the Book of Mormon when evil Amalickiah murdered the La
manite king and married the queen, thus suggesting superiority. I also 
argue that Smith's life after 1829 shows that he increasingly became who 
his followers wanted him to be; he presented himself as their prophet, and 
then took their belief back into himself as his most secure self-image. 

Greenacre deals insightfully with the symbiotic relationship between 
charismatic leader and supportive followers by pinpointing the leader's 
"secret": he is able to activate their deep and even unconscious "longing to 
return to that happy state of omnipotence which adults have had to relin
quish."59 

P r o j e c t i v e  I d e n t i f i c a t i o n  

It was emotionally impossible for the Saints to challenge the integrity of 
their prophet, in the matter of his early life or any thing he chose to tell them. 
If deceived in any thing, it might be they were deceived in every thing. The 
whole power and discipline of their faith conditioned them to belief. Yet 
their own responsibility in the make of their prophet, in the proliferation of 
his legend, is not to be dismissed. Their hunger for miracle, their thirst for 
the marvelous, their lust for assurance that they were God's chosen people, 
to be preserved on the great and terrible day , made them hardly less than 
Joseph, the authors of his history . His questionable responsibility is the faith
ful image of their own.6D 

[A]ll leaders-especially charismatic leaders-are at heart the creation 
of their followers.6I 

. To summarize the psychological points made thus far: If the psychiat
ric hypothesis is true that human beings begin life in blissful fusion with 
the mother, all needs being rapidly and almost effortlessly satisfied, then 
the experiences of those days may be programmed into our autonomic 
nervous system. In our culture the legend of Adam and Eve in the Garden 
of Eden represents this period. Later fantasies may draw upon and sym
bolically reflect these primordial memories. 

The narcissistic personality spends his life desperately trying to return 
to that "eternal world of omnipotent perfection," without limitations and 
problems. He has been so hurt by his confrontation with reality-either out 
of extraordinary need or extraordinary frustration and deprivation-that 
he will never again truly trust anyone. Still, he desperately needs to fuse 
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with someone because only then can he replicate the most necessary condi
tion of that state. He therefore creates an artificial and omnipotent self, 
whose fantasies compensate for the failures of the real world. In a vicious 
circle, he consoles himself for his failures by retreating into his fantasies; 
but his fantasies, while providing comfort, assure contln:ued failure by pre
venting him from finding more effective ways to seek success. This pattern 
continues as a technique through life. If the child narcissist's family re
sponds deferentially to this false self, it will be enhanced and give the im
pression of partially returning to that blissful state of omnipotence and 
unity. This false or grandiose self is enhanced when the mother turns from 
a weak husband to make her son her special companion. Already emotion
ally crippled, the son passes through the Oedipal period, knowing that he 
is the most important person for his mother and that his father can be dis
dained. But such processes are not unalloyed, and such overt attachments 
to the mother become increasingly awkward and must be disguised or sup
pressed. Joseph may have turned to his father during his surgery because 
he was "too old" to turn to his mother; he also may have wished to reassure 
his father. 

Subject that child to a lengthy and painful illness, punctuated by three 
agonizing surgeries, and the prognosis is excellent that the boy will be fix
ated on compensatory fantasies of omnipotence, both for dealing with the 
pain and for dealing with the castrating effect of having a weak father. The 
mother 's attention reinforces the child's fantasies of greatness. Compensa
tion as a style-the child's constant need to be strengthened against the un
derlying fears of incompleteness, emptiness, and fear-.:may create a 
phallic narcissist. Repeated conquests, including sexual victories, will rein
force the omnipotent fantasies that diminish the feelings of being small and 
helpless. Add training in deception, such as from a weak, drinking father 
who subscribes to a silly outdated belief in magic, and an impostor, who in
termittently and increasingly believes his own fantasies as fact, becomes 
possible. 

It is not easy to describe the psychological methods used by narcissistic 
personalities because they are so primitive. The major technique is "projec
tive identification," or, more accurately, "interactional projection." Ordi
nary projection, in comparison, is always an intrapsychic phenomenon. It 
occurs and is completed within one person and consists of mentally ascrib
ing to someone else qualities that the person does not want to see in himself 
or herself. Those individuals or groups to whom the feelings, thoughts, or 
behavior are placed or projected don't know, don't care, or quickly disagree 
and leave. Projective identification, however, is part of an ongoing relation
ship between the first person and second (or group) in which the second 
person or group accepts the emotional assignment from the first person.62 
The process is not necessarily unhealthy. A small child whose diaper pin is 
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jabbing him wants to project his distress immediately into his mother so 
that she will urgently seek out the cause. Throughout childhood, the child 
will do things to evoke and provoke feelings, such as frustration and anger, 
in the mother. The mother will experience the frustration, but then usually 
process it, and turn it into a modulated, educating, and growth-producing 
response. In symbolic terms, the mother returns the child's feelings to him 
in modified form. The child is comforted and learns. The process goes on 
daily. It is not growth producing when the mother responds to the scream
ing child by screaming back or spanking the child to "really give him some
thing to cry about." For growth to occur, the second person must 
experience the feeling that has been projected, hold it and evaluate it, then 
elevate it to a higher plane of emotional and mental functioning before re
turning it to the child in modified form. 

This pattern is the major mode of emotional growth in the child and 
continues into adulthood in a much diminished form in most of us. How
ever, with some personality types, including narcissists and their follow
ers, it continues as a major method of relating, but with two important 
differences. The narcissist not only assigns feelings and roles to other(s) but 
also coerces and manipulates others into taking the assignment. A common 
technique is the implied threat: "If you don't accept the position, feeling, or 
role in relationship to me, I will leave or send you away." The second 
party-individual or group-accepts the role, abandons critical evalu
ation, and remains locked in a primitive form of fused function with the 
narcissist. 

"Projective identification," a variation of the defense of splitting, oc
curs when an individual symbolically places part of himself into a person 
he has to control to manage the projected part.63 The narcissist first denies 
some feeling or thought within himself (such as feelings of guilt, inferiority, 
or helplessness), then, by persuasion, coercion, intimidation, denigration, 
or frank deceit, evokes those feelings in others. The narcissist maintains 
some sense of contact with the feelings he has injected in the individual or 
group, continues to control it, and reidentifies with it. "Fusion" is a reason
ably accurate term for this interaction. The other(s) accepts the interac
tional manipulation by acceptance and/ or may offer a counter response. 
For example, fearful of overvaluing himself, he may assign to the narcissist 
whatever feelings of omnipotence he himself feels. To compensate for his 
feelings of inadequacy, he must remain attached to the charismatic leader 
who radiates value to him, as long as he does the leader's bidding. He ac
cepts blame for any failures of the leader and finds forgiveness only when 
the narcissist reaccepts and forgives him. The fantasies acted out by the im
postor, then cycled through the colluding beliefs of his followers, return to 
the impostor as fact instead of fantasy and create pseudologia fantastica.64 

As Greenacre notes, the followers "are not only victims but uncon-
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scious conspirators." Both the leader-in this case, the religiously charis
matic Joseph Smith-and his followers are seeking that blissful state of in
fant fusion with the mother or, in religious terms, contact with the "eternal 
world of omnipotent perfection." If Greenacre and other scholars of narcis
sism are correct, the followers bask in the leader 's 

'
nidiant charisma and 

then, in endless cycles, reflect it back to the charismatic leader. 
Jerrold Post, who has studied the narcissistic personality in leadership 

roles, describes "mirror-hungry" leaders and "ideal-hungry" followers: 

The "mirror-hungry" leader requires a continuing flow of admiration 
from his audience in order to nourish his famished self. Central to his ability 
to elicit that admiration is his ability to convey a sense of grandeur, 
omnipotence, and strength. These individuals who have had feelings of 
grandiose omnipotence awakened within them are particularly attractive to 
individuals seeking idealized sources of strength. They convey a sense of 
conviction and certainty to those who are consumed by doubt and 
uncertainty. This mask of certainty is no mere pose. In truth, so profound is 
the inner doubt that a wall of dogmatic certainty is necessary to ward it off. 
For them, preserving grandiose feelings of strength and omniscience does 
not allow of weakness and doubt. 

What are the characteristics of the ideal-hungry followers? . . . Incomplete 
unto themselves, such individuals can only feel whole when in relationship 
with, when attached to, when merged with this idealized other. The 
charismatic leader comes to the psychological rescue of the ideal-hungry 
followers. Taking on heroic proportions and representing what the followers 
wish to be, he protects them from confronting themselves and their 
fundamental inadequacy and alienation . . . .  The leader's success becomes the 
follower's success, a succor to his self-esteem . ... [W]hen they come together 
in a group they behave as if they are acting on the basis of shared basic 
assumptions. . . .  The identity of follower becomes a badge of honor, a 
statement of membership in a collective self . . . .  In a figurative manner, we 
can speak of the development of a group mind or group ego.65 

Early Mormons achieved the illusion of returning to the "eternal 
world of omnipotent perfection" through personal contact with Smith, 
through the omnipotent stories in the Book of Mormon, and through 
attachment to the priesthood and group activities. In reading the his
tory of the church during the remainder of Smith's life, it seemed to 
me that he could not claim enough miracles for his followers. In the 
theoretical framework of projective identification, the congregation 
failed to respond to the assignment by critical evaluation, then eleva
tion to a higher plane of thinking. Instead, when Smith injected an om
nipotent view of himself into their psyches, they remained dissatisfied 
and asked for more. 

An example how Smith's followers encouraged Smith's grandioseness 
occurred within a year or two after the Book of Mormon was published. 
Thirteen-year-old Mary Elizabeth Rollins, an early convert and later one of 
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Smith's plural wives, recalled his speaking to a gathering of friends and 
neighbors in her home: 

Joseph began talking. Suddenly he stopped and seemed almost transfixed, 
he was looking ahead and his face outshone the candle which was on a shelf 
just behind him. I thought I could almost see the cheek bones, he looked as 
though a searchlight was inside his face and shining through every pore. I 
could not take my eyes from his face. After a short time he looked at us very 
solemnly and said: "Brothers and Sisters do you know who has been in your 
midst this night?" One of the Smith family said, "An angel of the Lord." 
Joseph did not answer. 

Martin Harris was sitting at the Prophet's feet on a box, he slid to his 
knees, clasped his arms around the Prophet's knees and said: "I know, it was 
our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ."  Joseph put his hand on Martin's head 
and answered: "Martin, God revealed that to you. Brothers and sisters, the 
Saviour has been in your midst. I want you to remember it. He cast a veil 
over your eyes for you could not endure to look upon Him, you must be fed 
with milk and honey, not meat. I want you to remember this as if it were the 
last thing that escapes my lips . . . .  He knelt and prayed . . . .  I felt he was talking 
to the Lord.66 

From a psychoanalytic perspective, Smith here instilled his grand im
age into his followers, and they reinjected it back into him in even greater 
form-basically communicating that no miracle can be too great for them 
to believe and accept. They respond without critical evaluation or maturity. 
While this reaction may be understandable in ideal-hungry thirteen-year
old Mary Elizabeth, in Martin Harris it creates a scene filled with pathos. 

At the Kirtland temple dedication in Ohio on 27 March 1836, many 
members of the congregation experienced ecstatic states. Those in atten
dance described the experience: "a shock on the house [temple] like the 
sound of a mightily rushing wind . . .  hundreds of [men] speaking in 
tongues, prophesying or declaring visions, almost with one voice." 
" [Many] beheld the angels of God; they heard the voice of the Lord ... " 
"Angels appeared to some, while a sense of divine presence was realized 
by all present, and each heart was filled with 'joy inexpressible and full of 
glory."' 

Others testified to divine manifestations during various portions of the dedi
catory program. During [the] first prayer President Frederick G. Williams 
saw an angel enter a window, take a seat beside Joseph Smith, Sr., and re
main throughout most of the service. Heber C. Kimball described the indi
vidual: "He was tall, had black eyes and white hair, and stooped shoulders, 
and his garment was whole, extending to near his ankles on his feet he had 
sandals. He was sent to accept of the dedication." Lydia Knight remembered 
that Smith arose during the service and told the congregation "the personage 
was Jesus, as the dress described was that of our Savior, it being in some re
spects different to the clothing of the angels. "67 

Hysterical psychosis, whether stimulated by hypnosis or group psy-
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chology, can in fact produce specific images, but it can also be blocked by 
critical evaluation. There was none, and the experiences of his followers 
encouraged Smith to expand the magnificence of his miracles. In this scene, 
as I interpret it, the mirror-hungry leader has fused with ideal-hungry fol
lowers. 

Their barriers between reality and the wished-for fantasy of fusion 
with the omnipotent world steadily faded. Yet the consequences for them 
were serious. According to Kets de Vries, the continued use of projective 
identification as a major defense into adulthood is usually considered mu
tually destructive: 

[When the] "positive responses from the [leader's] direct subordinates 
for even his most erratic actions [are continuous, they] may be responsible 
for a gradual deterioration of reality testing."  The irony is that the leader 
who succeeds in pushing his movement toward the realization of their fanta
sies may well be on the way to his own self-destruction.68 

What was Joseph Smith like to those who did not idealize him-to the 
ordinary non-Mormon? Charlotte Haven, a young woman of Portsmouth, 
New Hampshire, arrived in the Mormon town of Nauvoo, Illinois, in De
cember 1842 to visit her brother and his wife. She stayed a year, and her let
ters to her family and friends were published forty-eight years later. Her 
letters are pleasant, literate, and observant. She observed Smith up close on 
three occasions: 

Joseph Smith is a large, stout man, youthful in his appearance, with light 
complexion and hair, and blue eyes set far back in the head, and expressing 
great shrewdness, or I should say, cunning . . . .  He is also very round[-]shoul
dered . . . .  I, who had expected to be overwhelmed by his eloquence, was 
never more disappointed than when he commenced his discourse by relating 
all the incidents of his journey. This he did in a loud voice, and his language 
and manner were the coarsest possible. His object seemed to be to amuse 
and excite laughter in his audience. He is evidently a great egotist and 
boaster, for he frequently remarked that at every place he stopped going to 
and from Springfield people crowded around him, and expressed surprise 
that he was so "handsome and good looking." He also exclaimed at the close 
of almost every sentence, "That's the idea!" . . .  [N]ot one sentence did that 
man utter calculated to create devotional feelings, to impress upon his peo
ple the great object of life. 

Less than a month later she heard that Emma Smith wished her to visit, 
which she did in the company of a judge. 

Sister Emma, for by that name Mrs. S. is known, is very plain in her per
sonal appearance, though we hear she is very intelligent and benevolent, has 
great influence with her husband, and is generally beloved. She said very lit
tle to us, her whole attention being absorbed in what Joseph was saying. He 
talked incessantly about himself, what he had done and could do more than 
other mortals, and remarked that he was "a giant, physically and mentally." 
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In fact, he seemed to forget that he was a man. I did not change my opinion 
about him, but suppose he has good traits. They say he is very kindhearted, 
and always ready to give shelter and help to the needy. 

Charlotte and her brother 's family had a number of visitors that summer, 
among them Joseph and Emma Smith. 

Mrs. Smith was pleasant and social, more so than we had ever seen her 
before, and we were quite pleased with her; while her husband is the 
greatest egotist I ever met. 

In the course of the afternoon he touched as usual on his peculiar doc
trines, and [my] Brother asked him on what he founded his belief. He re
plied: "Upon the Bible." 

"All denominations do the same," said Brother, very innocently. 
At this Joseph became much excited; there was "no dubiety" about his 

religion, for he had more light directly from God, he said, and seemed to 
consider it an insult for any one to have the audacity to compare his doctrine 
with others. Finding him so dogmatical and so unable to reason, Brother let 
the Seer monopolize-as he always does-the conversation; or rather, glorify 
himself and his wonderful supernatural powers. However, the afternoon 
passed pleasantly.69 

Joseph Smith was murdered a year later, after he destroyed a printing 
press that had published the Nauvoo Expositor which spoke negatively 
about him, polygamy; and a theocratic monarchy. His charismatic image 
would have faded quickly after his death, but his truly unique and perma
nent contribution was his literature. He created a permanent touchstone to 
the infinite-a written supernatural history filled with superheroes and 
miracles, capable of touching the heart of every person who has felt small, 
helpless, and alone. Allowing themselves to believe his autobiography as 
history because of its Christian veneer, members of his church are now 
known by the name of his book. Mormonism has become the only truly 
successful American religion, now international in scope and capable of 
wielding social and political power. 
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Adam-God theory, 244n20 

Adams, John Quincy, 105, 178, 179, 
180, 181, 182, 188. See also paral
lels; personae 

adultery, see polygamy 

Afton, Chenango County, New York, 
see South Bainbridge 

Age of Enlightenment, 20, 158, 220, 
221, 242n2; promotes acceptance 
of B/M, 217, chapter 7 

Age of Reason, The, 59n46, 130, 157, 
167-168n42, 220; atonement of 
Christ, analogy in, 244n18 

alcoholism, symptoms of, 55n4 

Alexander I, Czar, 179 

Alger, Fanny, 129 

allegory, xxvii, xxx, 23, 91, 130, 131, 
164n16; use of in B/M, 84-85. 
See also metaphor; simile 

alter ego(s), 65, 100, 106, 126, 127, 
151, 152, 160, 162, 189, 194, 209-
210, 214, 225 

Amboy Journal, 117n54, 119n77, 119-
120n79, 128, 164n12 

American Historical Association, xxx 

American Psychiatric Association, 
guidelines of, 222 

American Psychoanalytic Associa-
tion, xxix 

American Revolution, 17 

American Revolutionary War, 219 

Anabaptists, 128 

analogy, use of in historical fact, xxx 

Anderson, Richard L., declares 
Joseph Jr. 's spirituality imma
ture, 84 

angel(s), 106, 109, 129, 131, 144, 153, 
155, 173, 197n31, 205, 214, 
215n7, 232, 240; role of, 69-72; 
seen at Kirtland. temple dedica
tion, 240; described as Quaker 
and Spaniard, 72, 73; visits .over
lap, 76, 81; was angel Moroni or 
Nephi, 84; visitation of, 139, 142; 
visions of, 22t

' 

animals, in Book of Mormon, xxii 

Anthon, Charles, states B/M charac
ters false, 89 

anti-Masonry; see Masonry 

APA, see American Psychoanalytic 
Association 

art therapy, 15 
Arthur, King, 19 

Ashment, Edward H., xix 

Attelon, Deacon, 80 

Avery, Valeen, 90 

Babylon, captivity of Jews in, 10 

Babylonians, capture of Jews by, 44 
Bacon, Mr., 80 

Bainbridge, 142, 143, 145; trial in, 91 .  
See also South Bainbridge 

Baptists, 5, 74, 107, 188 

Batavia, New York, 105 

Beardsley, Harry M., 126 

Beethoven, Ludwig Van, xxix 
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Bennett, John C., describes deformed 
baby, 90; Joseph Jr. 's attachment 
to, 226, 229 

Bennettsville, 142 

Benton, Abram W., 82 

Bethlehem, Jesus' birth in, 10 

Bettsburgh, 142 

Bill of Rights, 222 

bipolar affective disorder, xxiii, 223, 
227, 243n3 

Book of Mormon, grammatical er-
rors in, 215n6 

borderline personality, 245n26 

Bountiful, 50 

Braden, Clark, 234 

breastplate, 8, 140, 206, 207, 208, 
215n7; description of, 87. See 
also urim and thummim 

Bridgeman, Peter, 116n39; brings 
charges of money-digging 
against Joseph Jr., 76-77 

Brigham Young University, xx, xxvi 

Brodie, Fawn M., x; chapbook of 
Mack family, 17 

burned-over district, 5, 219 

Butterfield, Herbert, xiii 

Cadwell, Edwin, 120n79 

camp meetings, see revivals 

Canandaigua, New York, 78, 1 87; 
William Morgan in jail in, 105 

Carroll, Lewis, xxix 

castration symbolism, see sword 

Catholicism, 67, 218; transubstantia-
tion in mass, 57n17 

Champollion, 214-215n5 

Chapman, Seth T., 36, 37 

Charleston, South Carolina, 124n126 

Chase, Willard, 114n17, 118n68 

Chenango Canal, 143 

Chesebro, 195n6, 197n34 

chiasmus, xxi 

Chile, 108 

China, 19 

cholera, 231 

Index 

Christ, crucifixion of, xxxix 
Church of Christ, first founded, 9 

Clarke, Adam, 124n126 

Clay, Henry, 105, 178, 181 

Coe, Michael D., xxi 

Colesville, 142; Joseph Jr. trial in, 82; 
Joseph Jr. works there, 85 

Columbia University, 89 

Columbus, [Christopher], 72 
Common Sense, 219, 220 

Commonwealth in England, 217-218 

Congregationalism, 3, 97 

"Constitution," xxiv 

consumption, see tuberculosis 

Continental Congress, 219 

Cooper, Arnold, 228 
Coray, Howard, 2; Joseph Jr. breaks 

leg of, 34 

Coray, Martha Jane Knowlton, 2 

Corroy, Francis, Dr., 118n70 

Council of Fifty, xxiv, 63n96, 188, 194 

Counter-Reformation, xxiv 

Cowdery, Elizabeth Ann Whitmer, 
see Johnson, Elizabeth 

Cowdery, Lyman, accepts job as 
school trustee, 96 

Cowdery, Oliver, xxii, 42, 54, 92, 150, 
1 80, 202, 205; connection to , 
Ethan Smith, 122n99; writer of 
first, official, printed version of 
angel story, 72; writes about 
money-digging trial, 76-77; 
Joseph Jr.'s estrangement from, 
226; on Joseph Jr.'s "adultery," 
129; as boarder and scribe in 
Smith home, 8; began taking dic
tation, 113; offers scribal assis
tance, 96-97; listed as main 

. !  
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scribe, 120n87; eyewitness, 
121n88; explains collaboration 
with Joseph Jr., 114n8 

Cowdery, William, father of Oliver, 97 

Crawford, W. H., 105 

Creek Indians, 179 

crystals, New Age, 21 

Cumberland Road, 104, 110 

Cumorah, xxi, xxii, 11, 12, 203, 210; 
Joseph and Emma get gold 
plates at, 85; possible location 
of, 125 

Danites, xxiv 

Dartmouth College, see Dartmouth 
Medical College 

Dartmouth Medical College, 4, 23, 
24, 59n40 

Darwin, Charles, 218, 221 

Davey, x 

de Bemis, Cardinal, 219 

de Vries, Kets, 241 

Declaration of Independence, 130, 219 

Decline and Fall of Rome, 218 

Dee, John, 20 

Deism, 130, 169n47, 218, 220 

dementia Praecox, 126 

depression, 168n46 

DeVoto, Bernard, xxx-xxxi, 126 

DeZeng, Philip, constable at time of 
Joseph Jr.'s trial, 82 

dictation, 205 

Diderot, Denis, 218 

divining rod, use of, 20, 40, 68, 97, 
123nl10, 202 

Doraville, 142 

dreams, xxxiii, xxxv, xln5, 3, 30, 40, 
41, 48, 49, 68, 92, 95, 108, 114nll, 
119-120n79, 125, 156; thrice-re
peated, 70. See also visions 

drinking, 16, 26, 29, 33, 37, 50, 55-
56n4, 58n29, 95, 123nll0, 177, 
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179, 233, 236, 237 

drunkenness, 151, 183, 186, 210, 236 

Durfee, Lemuel, 116n38; buys 
Smiths' lij.nd and farm, 77, 83 

Dutch Reform Church, 188 

dyadicism, 66-68, 86, 101 

Eaton, Horace, Mrs., states Lucy's 
mind made up that son will be 
prophet, 234 

Ecrasez l'infame!, 218 

Eden, 137 

Edinburgh, Scotland, 24 

ego ideal, 229 

ego-alien, 171 

ego-syntonic, 171 

Elizabeth I, Queen, 20 

Enlightenment, see Age of Enlighten-
ment 

epilepsy, 125 

Equal Rights Amendment, 198n36 

equinox, 70 

ERA, see Equal Rights Amendment 

Erie Canal, 143 

Esty, Mary, 55n3 

"falling exercise," 149, 153, 221 . See 
also trance 

"false self," xxxvii, 38, 199, 227 

Farmington, Utah, speech by 
Brigham Young in, 54 

Farmington Township, see Manches
ter Township 

FARMS, xx, xxi 

first vision, x, 7, 9, 68-72, 76, 84, 125, 
201, 215n7 

Ford, Richard H., statement on 
Joseph Sr.'s drinking, 61n72 

Foster, Lawrence, xxiii 

Foundation for Ancient Research 
and Mormon Studies, see FARMS 
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Franklin, Benjamin, 218, 219 

"free association," xxxiv, 171-172, 205 

French Revolution, 217-218 

Freud, Sigmund, xxviii, xxix, xxx, 
xxxii, xxxiii, xxxiv, xxxv, 177, 
195n6; an atheist, 222 

Freudian slip, 168n45, 205 

"fusion," within interaction, 238, 241; 
formed from, 246n34 

Galileo, xl 

Gandhi, xxx 

Garden of Eden, 236 

Gates, Mr., 33; daughters of, 50 

genius, complexity of, 163n4 

ghosts, 92, 173 

Gibbon, Edward, 218 

Gilbert, John, B/M typesetter, 96-
97 

ginseng root scam, 18-19 

Glasgow, ix 

glass-looking, trial of Joseph Jr. for, 
38, 77-85 

God, existence of, 157; statements of 
more trustworthy with angels as 
witnesses, 197n31 

Gould, John, 15, 55n3 

grandiose self, xxxvii 

Grant, Michael, xii, xxiii 

Great Awakening, 219 

Great Britain, ix, xxxv, xxxvi 

Great Lakes, 143 

Great Spirit, 148 

Greenacre, Phyllis, xxxix, 200, 232-
233, 235, 236, 238-239 

Groesbeck, C. Jess, 37; on Joseph 
Sr.'s drinking, 55n4; found evi
dence of bipolar affective disor
der in Smith family, 228, 243n3 

guardian, 106 

guardian spirit, see angel 

Haiti, 57n17 

Hale, David P., 116n37 

Hale, Elizabeth, 93 

Index 

Hale, Emma, see Smith, Emma Hale 

Hale, Isaac, 8, 48, 93, 116n37; disap-
proves of Joseph as son-in-law, 
147, 148, 159; encouraged Joseph 
Jr. to seek ordinary life, 203; 
presses Joseph Jr. to settle into 
conventional living, 86; provides 
board for Joseph Sr. and Jr., 77; 
refuses to let Emma wed Joseph, 
144; confronts Joseph Jr. about 
seer stones, 231; describes 
Joseph Jr. 's treatment of father 
after Joseph Sr.'s trial, 233. See 
also parallels; personae 

Hale, Reuben, 95; listed as a scribe, 
120n86; serves as Joseph's 
scribe, 88 

Hale, Trial, see Morse, Trial 

Hamlet, 177; soliloquy of, 123n105 

Hanover, New Hampshire, 23, 59n40 

Hansen, Joseph, xv 

Harmony, Pennsylvania, 40, 63n90, 
77, 78, 109, 111, 152, 153, 173, 
178, 180; Joseph Jr. and Emma 
leave, 128; Methodist Episcopal 
class in, 91; Smith family moves 
to and from, 191 

Harpersville, 142 

Harris, Lucy, 178; opposes husband's 
interest in B/M, 89; is beaten by 
husband, 89 

Harris, Martin, 95, 240; listed as a 
scribe, 120n86; coaxes 116 pages 
from Joseph Jr., 177, 178; loss of 
116 pages, 202; believes wife 
burned 116 pages, 91-92; Joseph 
Jr. 's estrangement from, 226; re
lates story of Emma helping 
Joseph get plates, 86; describes 
"spectacles," 87-88; becomes 
Joseph's financial backer, 88-89; 
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on Joseph Jr.'s son translating 
Gold Bible, 91; eyewitness, 
121n88; heard to say adultery 
not a crime, 128. See also paral
lels; personae 

Harrison, Samuel, similarity to B/M 
Zoram, 51 

Harvard Medical School, 24 

Haven, Charlotte, descriptions of 
Joseph Jr. and Emma, 241-242 

Henry VIII, King, 128 

hilda go, xxiii 

Hill, Marvin, on Joseph Sr.'s drink-
ing, 55n4 

Hill Cumorah, see Cumorah 

Hollywood, xxix 

Holy Grail, 19 

Home Missionary Society, 234 

Howard, Caleb, 33, 47, 50 

Howe, E. D., 114n17, 125; inconsis
tency of Nephi's temple, 52 

Hume, David, 218 

Hyde, Marinda Nancy Johnson Pratt, 
pressed to marry Joseph Jr., 226 

Hyde, Orson, Joseph Jr.'s treatment 
of, 226 

hypnosis, 241 

hypomania, 154-155, 168n46, 172, 
174, 228 

"ideal-hungry," leader, description 
of, 239, 241 

identity diffusion, 38 

Ignatius of Loyola, xviii, xxiii-xxiv 

imposter, see narcissism 

Ingersoll, Peter, 60n65, 118n68; drives 
Smiths to Harmony, 85, 87; de
scribes Joseph Jr.'s conflicts with 
Isaac Hale, 86; describes how 
Joseph Jr. met Martin Harris, 89; 
Joseph Jr. confesses vulnerability 
to, 203; says Joseph Jr. 's family 
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pressed him to continue super
natural claims, 231-232 

Inquisition, xxiv 

interactionaJ projection, see projection 

interpreters, see breastplate; seer 
stones 

Isthmus of Panama, xxi 

Jackson, Andrew, 105, 142; biography 
of, 178-179, 180, 181, 188. See 
also parallels; personae 

Jackson, Rachel, biography and 
death of, 181 

jail, Joseph Jr. in, 190 

Jefferson, Thomas, 218, 220 

Jennings, Samuel, 34, 60n65 

Jerusalem, 3, 9, 44, 48; temple of Solo-
mon in, 52 

Jesuits, xviii, xxiii, xxiv 

Johnson, Elizabeth Ann Whitmer 
Cowdery, eyewitness, 121n88 

Johnson, Marinda Nancy, see Hyde, 
Marinda Nancy 

Jones, Ernest, xxix 

Jupiter, 70 

Kant, Immanuel, 218 

Kemberg, Otto, xxxvii, 191, 227, 228; 
on narcissistic personality, 233-
234 

Kimball, Heber C., 129; describes an
gel, 240 

"King John the Second," John 
Quincy Adams's nickname, 179 

Klein, Melanie, first to describe pro
jective identification, 247n62 

Knight, Joseph, xviii, 173; Joseph Jr. 
borrows horse and carriage 
from, 85; version of angel story, 
71-72; angel tells Joseph to bring 
someone other than Alvin, 76, 
85; provides Joseph and Emma 
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with food and clothing, 94; on 
Joseph's translation process, 95 

Knight, Lydia, at Kirtland temple 
dedication, 240 

Knowlton, Martha Jane, see Coray, 
Martha Jane 

Kohut, Heinz, xxxvii 

Lamanites, beginning of, xxii, 51; ori
gin of, see Native Americans 

Lamb, M. T., xxi, xxii, 125, 190, 192, 
235 

Lane, George, 106, 107, 134, 135, 137, 
138; revivalist, 7 4; preaches ser
mon on what church to join, 76. 
See also parallels; personae 

Lanesboro, Pennsylvania, see Har-
mony 

Langer, William, xxx 

Lapham, Fayett, 55n3 
le Fay, Morgan, 19 

Le Roy, New York, anti-Masonic con
vention held in, 188 

Lebanon, New Hampshire, 143; 
Smith family moves to, 23 

Lewis, Hie!, 153, 158, 160, 173; re
lates Joseph Jr. 's attempt to se
duce Eliza Winters, 161, 164n12; 
relates story of Emma helping 
Joseph get plates, 85; on transla
tion of plates, 92; residence of, 
119n77, 119-120n79; comment on 
adultery, 128 

Lewis, Joseph, 91, 153, 158, 160, 
164n12, 173; relates story of 
Emma helping Joseph get 
plates, 85; on translation of 
plates, 92; residence of, 119n77, 
119-120n79 

Lewis, Levi, 128, 164n12; on Joseph 
Jr.'s attempt to seduce Eliza Win
ters, 161 

Lewis, Sophia, describes deformed 
baby, 90; on Joseph Jr's. son 

translating Gold Bible, 91 

liahona, 49 

libido theory, xxxiv 

Index 

Lightner, Mary Elizabeth Rollins, 
129, 130; recalls Joseph Jr.'s 
speech, 239-240 

Linn, Louis, 232 

lithium, use of, 222, 223 

"little flock," 218 

Liverpool, England, ix, 2 

London, England, 24 

"Lord's anointed," xxv 

Louis XV, King, 219 

Luther, Martin; xxx, 128 

M'Kll.he, Joshua, see McKune, Joshua 

Mack, Lucy, see Smith, Lucy Mack 

Mack, Solomon, 3; autobiography of, 
16-17, 45; dowry to Lucy, 16 

Mack, Stephen, 16;  takes Lucy to his 
home, 17; reports ginseng root 
scam, 19 

Madison Avenue, xxix 

Madsen, Brigham D., 124n116 

Madsen, Gordon A., declares trial 
"blip" in Joseph Jr.'s life, 84 

Mafia, 101 

magic, 21, 97, 98, 158, 169n46, 173, 
174, 177, 194, 200, 202, 203, 210, 
224, 237; dying culture of, chap
ter 2, 217; differs from religious 
miracles, 57n17, 68; Joseph Sr.'s 
belief in, 60n50; in B/M, 91-92 

Manchester, New York, xxvi, 8, 9, 40, 
77, 203; Joseph and Emma live 
there, 85; Joseph shares with 
money-diggers in, 88 

Manchester Township, 1,  4; formerly 
Farmington Township, Joseph 
Sr. family purchases land in, 35, 
60n63 

Manuscript History of the Church, 1 
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Masonry, 101, 105, 188, 191, 192, 193, 
194, 195n6, 202, 224, 235; paral
lels to, 187; trials of "conspira
tors," 188; similar oaths of in 
Mormonism, 226. See also paral
lels; personae 

Masonville, 142 

Mazlish, Bruce, xxxiii 

McKune, Joshua, Rev., on Joseph Jr. 's 
son translating Gold Bible, 91 

Meissner, William W., xviii, xix, xxiii 

Merlin, 19 

Mesoamerica, xxii 

metaphor, xxvii, xxx, 23, 91, 130, 159; 
use of in B/M, 84-85. See also al
legory; simile 

Metcalfe, Brent Lee, xxi 

Methodism/ists, 5, 74, 107, 138, 140, 
188, 219 

Methodist/Episcopal, 109 

Middle East, 11 

Middleton, Vermont, Oliver Cow
dery born in, 97 

Miller, Alice, 226 

miracles, 98, 207, 208, 221; differ 
from magic, 57n17 

"mirror-hungry," leader, description 
of, 239, 241 

Mississippi River, 142 

Mitchell, Samuel L., physician, death 
of, 118n70 

Modred, 19 

money-digging, 21-22, 40, 62n87, 68, 
76-77, 78-85, 80-81, 86, 88, 130, 
144, 194, 198n37, 202, 226, 230, 
231, 233, 234 

Monroe, James, U. S. president, 104, 
110, 220; Joseph Jr. breaks leg of 
when young, 34 

Moore's Charity Academy, 23 

Morain, William D., Dr., v, 25, 63n90, 
126 
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Morgan, Dale L., discovered evi
dence of Joseph Jr.'s pre-trial ex
amination, 83-84 

Morgan, William, 192, 193; writes ex
pose revealing secrets of Ma
sonic rites, 105, 187; murder of, 
105, 189; similarity in B/M, 235. 
See also parallels, personae; 
trial(s) 

Mormonism Unvailed, 125 

Morse, Michael, eyewitness, 121n88 

Morse, Trial Hale, eyewitness, 121n88 

motifs, 202, 209; in B/M, 127. See 
also parallels 

Mount Etna, 124n126 

Mount Sinai, 135 

Mount St. Helen's, 32 

Mountain Meadows massacre, 194, 
197n36 

myths, 98, 211, 221 

narcissism, 90, 97, 108, 127, 140, 141, 
161, 167n41, 173, 174, 186-187, 
191, 225; description of personal
ity type, 99-100; phallic, 145-146, 
181-182, 237; of infant, 145; envy 
within, 226; oral rage within, 
227; ultimate goal within, 228; 
sees one's self as perfect, 229; 
combining with anti-social per
sonality, 230-231; imposter modi
fication of, 232-233; malignant 
type of, 230-231; favors reliance 
on fantasy, 234; imposter type, 
232-235, 236, 237, 239; emotional 
growth within, 238; origins of, 
245n25; modifications of in 
Joseph Jr., 217, 222; cause and 
source of, 223; psychological ori
gins of, 199, 214 

narcissistic personality, concept of, 
xxxiv; adult pathology in, 29; 
personality disorder, description 
of, 43 
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National Institutes of Mental Health, 
see NIMH 

National Road, see Cumberland Road 

Native Americans, xi, xxii, 97, 204; 
origin of, 10, 11; pre-Columbian, 
xxi 

Nauvoo, Illinois, 1, 241 

Nauvoo Expositor, 157-158, 242 

necromancy; 21, 153 

Neeley, Albert (Judge), 143; account 
of Joseph Jr.'s trial, 78-85; as 
king of land, 150. See also paral
lels; personae 

Neibaur, Alexander, Joseph Jr.'s inter-
view with, 124n127 

Nephi-Laban conflict, 42 

Nephite/Lamanites, xxii 

Nephites, as followers of Nephi, 51 

"new geographic theory;" 125 

New Haven, Connecticut, 23 

"New Mormon Historians," xxv 

New Orleans, Louisiana, 179 

"New World," 11; pre-Columbian, x 

Newell, Linda, 90 

Newton, Charles A., 116n37 

Newton, P., 116n37 

Nietzsche, 30, 113 

NIMH, xxix 

Noble, Joel King (Judge), 82 

Norwich, New York, holographs of 
legal pre-trial examination 
found in jail in, 82 

Norwich, Vermont, Joseph Sr. family 
moves to, 32 

Norwich Courier, report of volcano 
Tambora, 32 

object-relations theory, xxxv 

Oedipal complex/theory, xxxiv-xxxv; 
period of in Joseph Jr.'s life, 28, 
31; stage of, 146, 200; fear of cas
tration, 146, 151, 181, 200, 224; 

Index 

as competition with father, 234, 
237; pre-Oedipal fantasies, 
246n34; triangle/conflict, 177, 
178 

Oedipus Rex, xxxiv, 177 

"Old Hickory," Andrew Jackson's 
nickname, 179 

Old Testament, styles of writ-
ing/ speaking, see chiasmus 

Olympians, xxxixn59 

Origin of the Species, The, 221 

overdetermination, strength of psy-
chobiography, xxxii, xxxiii-xxxiv 

Pacific Ocean, 10 

Paine, Thomas, 59n46, 130, 218; biog
raphy of, 219-220; compared to 
Korihor, 157; death of, 221; 
atonement of Christ analogy, 
244n18 

Palenque, Mayan ceremonial ruin in, 
118n70 

Palmyra, xxvi, 1, 4, 5, 21, 30, 39, 40, 
44, 48, 50, 74, 76, 77, 78, 80, 88, 
90-91, 188; as promised land, 51,  
53; Lucy brings family safely to, 
233; moves to and from, 104, 
142, 185, 191, 201, 203; revival 
in, 106, 134, 137, 173; year of re
vival in question, 84; Smith fam
ily reunion in, 135; compared to 
Zarahemla, 191; tax rolls of, 9; 
visited by Ethan Smith, 98. See 
also personae; parallels 

Palmyra Register, 39 

parallels, 125, 137, 191, 192, 194, 205, 
206, 236; between Joseph Jr.'s 
life and B/M alter egos, 209-210, 
215n7. See also motifs 

parallels, personality, see parallels; 
personae 

paranoid, 126 

Paris, xxiv 

Parker, Dr., 59n40 
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Paul, Robert, 98 

Pearl of Great Price, xix, 1 

peep stone, see seer stone(s) 

Pennsylvania, xxvi, xxvii, 8 

Pennsylvania Dutch, 21 

Perkins, Cyrus, Dr., 23, 24, 59n40 

personae, 178-181; comparisons, 131, 
134, 140, 147, 149, 157, 173, 174-
175, 182, 187. See also alter ego 

Peru, 108 

Philip, Prince of Hesse, 128 

pioneer trek, 2 

pluralism, 222 

Plymouth, Connecticut, snowing dur-
ing summer in, 32 

pneumonia, 18 

polarization, see splitting 

polarized world, see dyadicism 

polygamy, xxiv, 63n94, 117n51, 127-
130, 166n30 

Portsmouth, New Hampshire, 241 

Post, Jerrold, 239 

Poultney, Vermont, 97 

Poultney Historical Society, 122n99 

poverty, 105, 209 

Pratt, Marinda Nancy Johnson, see 
Hyde, Marinda Nancy 

Pratt, Orson, 2; estimate of Jaredite 
population, 210 

prayer, ix, 5, 7, 23, 69-70, 81, 83, 96, 
101, 158, 204, 207, 240, 244n18 

pre-Columbian America, xx 

Presbyterian/ism, 5, 74, 107, 138, 
140, 144, 188 

Priest, Joshua, author of Wonders of 
Nature . . .  , 98, 196n17 

Prince, Walter F., 125, 192, 235 

projection, 112, 217, 236, 237, 239, 
241; first to describe projective 
identification, 247n62 

projective identification (also called 
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interactional projection), see pro
jection 

Protestanism, 3, 20 

Provo, Utah� xx 

pseudologica fantastica, definition 
of, 231-232. See also narcissism 

psychic readings, 21 

psychoanalysis, methodology of, 
xxviii; study of mass cultural 
movements, xxix; object-rela
tions theory, xxx 

psychodynamic psychiatry, xxx 

psychological defenses, xxxii, xxxiii 

psychosis, 245n26 

Purple, W. D., account of Joseph Jr. 's 
trial, 78-85 

Quaker, angel described as a, 72 

Quinn, D. Michael, xxv, 40; Joseph Jr. 
minimizes magic in favor of 
Christianity, 76; first vision story, 
69-70 

Quinntown, 142 

Quinnville, see Quinntown 

Randolph, New York, 18, 19 

Red Sea, 10 

Reformation, xxiv, 20 

Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints, xiii, xi 

revival, year of held in question, 84 

revivals, 39, 127, 131, 132, 134, 135, 
138, 140, 142, 165n28, 173; in 
Palmyra, 74, 76; phenomena of, 
167n38 

Reynolds, Noel B., xx 

Richards, Willard, 9 

Rigdon, Sidney, Joseph Jr.'s attach
ment to, 229 

Riley, I. Woodbridge, 125 

RLDS, see Reorganized Church of Je
sus Christ of Latter Day Saints 
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Robards, Lewis, 181 

Robards, Rachel Donelson, see Jack
son, Rachel 

Roberts, Brigham Henry, xi, xxvii, 
98, 185; suspected connection be
tween Ether and Ethan, 205; esti
mates of original Nephite 
group, 52 

Rochester, New York, 188 

Rollins, Mary Elizabeth, see Lightner, 
Mary Elizabeth 

Roman Catholicism, see Catholicism 

Roosevelt, Theodore, calls Thomas 
Paine a "filthy little atheist," 220 

Rosetta Stone, 214-215n5 

Rousseau, Jean-Jacques, 218 

Royalton, New York, Smith family 
moves back to, 22 

Rush, Benjamin, 219, 220 

Salem, Massachusetts, 4, 15, 16; 
home of Jesse Smith, Joseph Jr.'s 
uncle, 31; witch trials in, 55n3 

Salt Lake City, Utah, ix, 2 

Sam, 10 

Santorini, 124n126 

Saunders, Benjamin, 114n17 

schizophrenia, 126, 163n4; possible 
cause of, 222 

Schroeder, Theodore, 125 

Schwickerath, Robert, xv 

Scott, Reginald, 20 

Scovall, Seymour, 39 

scrying, 21 

Second Great Awakening, 4, 135, 
138, 139, 219, 220 

seer stone(s), 8, 21, 22, 40, 62n87, 68, 
70, 76, 79, 87-88, 89, 95, 96, 
118n71, 120-121n87, 123nl10, 
140, 169n9, 202, 205, 206, 208, 
215n7, 230-231, 234 

seizure activity, 162n4 

Index 

Sermon on the Mount, 11, 108 

Shakespeare, William, xxix, 177, 235 

Sharon, Vermont, 1, 19; Smith farm 
rented in, 22 

Siberian-Alaskan land-bridge, xxii 

Sidon, river, xxii, 142, 176 

simile, xxvii, 23, 91; use of in B/M, 
84-85. See also allegory, meta
phor 

Skinner, Rhoda, midwife and 
Emma's sister-in-law, 89-90 

Skousen, Royal, 121n87 

"small plates," 99, 130-131 

Smith, Alvin (brother), 4, 90; similar
ity to B/M Laman, 44, 47, 51; 
similarity to brother of Jared, 
215n7; discrepancy in birth date 
of, 17-18; death of, 38, 73-74, 85, 
100, 106, 131, 132, 135, 141, 142, 
173, 186; body of disinterred, 
115n26; gone to hell, 115n25; 
makes second payment on land, 
35, 36; money-digging, 68; to re
turn with Joseph Jr. to site of 
buried gold plates, 72. See also 
parallels; personae 

Smith, Alvin (son), deformed still
born birth of, 89-90, 152, 154, 
158, 162, 172; death of, 100, 108, 
131, 202, 213; Joseph Jr. 's humili
ation of, 225, 243n3. See also par
allels; personae 

Smith, Asael, 16, 18 

Smith, Catherine, birth of, 23, 51, 52 

Smith, Don Carlos, 17; birth of, 32-
33; birth of compared to B/M 
Joseph, 50, 51 

Smith, Emma Hale, 8; meets Joseph 
Jr. for first time, 77; courted by 
Joseph Jr., 85; denied permission 
to wed Joseph, elopes instead, 
144; married Joseph, 85; dis
traught when eloped with 
Joseph Jr., 48; Joseph sees she is 
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one to take to hill, 76; substitute 
for Joseph's dead brother, 90; on 
Joseph's translation process, 95; 
listed as a scribe, 1 20n86; on dis
continued use of urim and thum
mim, 120n87; knew of Joseph's 
sexual dalliances, 129; Joseph ac
cuses of trying to poison him, 
227; description of by Charlotte 
Haven, 241-242; brothers "vex" 
Joseph, 147; Joseph worries 
about her surviving birth of first 
child, 172; convalescing, 93; as 
Abish, 149, 152, 161. See also par
allels; personae 

Smith, Ephraim, 41; birth and death 
of, 22, 27, 33-34, 48, 172 

Smith, Ethan, xi, xxvii, 97, 122n99, 
130; similarity to Ether, 205. See 
also parallels; personae 

Smith, Hyrum, 1, 4, 9; birth of, 18; be
gins school, 23; comforts Joseph 
during post-surgical convales
cence, 24; passed over to give 
Joseph Jr. central place in family, 
73; joins Presbyterian church, 76; 
patriarchal blessing of, 55n4, 
58n29; arrest of in Missouri, 233; 
escapes jail, 38, 150; money-dig
ging, 68; Lyman Cowdery as 
school trustee, 96; similarity to 
B/M Lemuel, 44, 47, 51. See also 
parallels; personae 

Smith, Jesse, 16, 33; Joseph Jr. goes to 
live with, 31 

Smith, John, quarrels with brother, 
Jesse, 31 

Smith, Joseph, Jr., x,  116n37; birth 
date of, 1; early childhood of, 2-
4; battle. with typhoid, 4; trau
matic surgery, xiii, 65, 73; most 
traumatic physical childhood ex
perience, xxiv; asks God which 
church to join, 5-6; first appear
ance of Nephi to, 7; first visit to 
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hill for plates, 8; told by angel to 
bring "someone else" to annual 
meeting, 85; becomes divining 
rod user, 22, 40; shoulder pain 
and leg surgery of, xxxviii, 24-
25; objective evidence for vi
sions, xx; claims of supernatural 
guidance, xxiv; glass-looking 
trial, xxxix, 38, 77-85; money-dig
ging attempts, 40, 62n87, 86; de
scription of by Turner, 39; says 
box contained sword and specta
cle-shaped objects, 43; tale of 
fourth son parallel, 44; similarity 
to B/M Nephi in killing Laban, 
46-47, 51; improbable aspects of 
wilderness story, 49, 65; argu
ment with younger brothers as 
Nephi, 50; breaks legs of Coray 
and Monroe, 34; began writing 
history of church, 1; various di
agnoses of, 126; boasts about 
first-born son, 144-145, 154; 
takes Mary Elizabeth Rollins as 
plural wife, 129; takes Fanny Al
ger as plural wife, 129; borrows 
Knight's horse and carriage, 85; 
leads relatively conventional 
life, 93; meets Simpson Stowell, 
77; Martin Harris coaxes 116 
pages from, 177; loss of 116 
pages, 98-99, 1 08, 1 66n36, 231; 
tries to recover 116 plates from 
Harris, 91-92; tells Lucy angel re
turned plates and spectacles to 
him, 93; bravery during surgery, 
102; ranks himself with Elijah 
and Elisha, 1 06; emerging relig
ious power, 107; rejection by 
Emma's church, 108; as Nephi, 
191; Mormon another surrogate 
of, 201; errors in B/M chronol
ogy; 207-208; evidence of begin
ning of church, 213; accuses 
Emma of trying to poison him, 
227; arrest of in Missouri, 233; 
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treatment of father after Joseph 
Sr.'s trial, 233; gives talk at Mary 
Elizabeth Lightner's home, 240; 
sees angel at Kirtland temple 
dedication, 240; description of 
by Charlotte Haven, 241; mur
dered, 242; as a high-ranking 
Mason, 188; as a "womanizing" 
man, 146; B/M comparison to 
Hale and Lewis families histori
cal statements, 150-151; as father 
of new nation, 153; "damns" 
Emma's family and others, 153; 
refused admission when tries to 
join Emma's church, 158, 159, 
160, 167n41, 173-174; murder of, 
166n30; on loss of stillborn son, 
167n41, 168n46, 173; as Ammon, 
168n46; worry about Emma sur
viving first birthing, 172; 
dyadicism (polarization) of, 66-
68; on son translating Gold Bi
ble, 91; asks Joseph Knight for 

handout, 94; returns to super
natural, 94; contends with forces 
of destiny, 94-95; dictating of 
B/M, 95-96. See also alter ego; 
money-digging; narcissism; 
parallels; personae; Smith, 
Alvin (son); surgery; sword; 
trial(s) 

Smith, Joseph, Sr., 116n37; early life 
of, 3; failed crops of, 4; alcoholic 
tendencies of, 16, 37; degree of 
drinking, 55n4-56, 58n29, 61n72, 
95; wedding gift from father-in
law, 16; marriage to Lucy, 17; ex
ports ginseng root, 18; seen as 
weak, 146; jailed for debt non
payment, 38, 150; first attended 
Methodist church, 220; publish
es notice in Wayne Sentinel, 
115n26; at Kirtland temple dedi
cation, 240; experience as money
digger, 21-22; builds log house, 
35; alienated by Presbyterian 
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minister's sermon, 73; dreams 
of, 125; description of by Turner, 
39; five dreams between 1811 
and 1819, 40-41, 48-49; similarity 
to B/M Lehi, 45, 51; rents land 
from Samuel Jennings, 34. See 
also dreams; drinking; drunken
ness; parallels; personae; trial(s); 
wine 

Smith, Lucy Mack, 1, 2, 52, 220; birth 
of, 51; early life of, 3; dowry of, 
16; depression from death of 
older sisters, goes to Stephen's 
home, 17; contracts tuberculosis, 
18; supports money-digging, 
233, 234; gathers nightly to lis
ten to Joseph Jr., 235; describes 
move to Norwich, 32; describes 
move to Palmyra, 33; penniless 
when arrived in Palmyra, 135; 
relates story of Emma helping 
Joseph get plates, 86; on Harris 
donating to Joseph Jr., 118n68; 
on Joseph Jr.'s surgery, 25-26, 
102, 103, 184; carries Joseph Jr. 
during post-surgical convales
cence, 24; speaks with affection 
about husband, 233; describes 
Joseph Jr., 4-5; version of angel 
story, 71; indicates Joseph Jr. has 
dominant place in family, 73-74; 
joins Presbyterian church, 76; 
new owners arrive with deed, 
77; description of by Turner, 39; 
describes her own and hus
band's dreams, 40-41, 48-49; 
similarity to B/M Sariah, 51; as 
B/M Sariah, 161; seeking Protes
tant church, 21-22; discusses 
Sophronia's illness, 31; relates 
story of carpenter and land pay

ment, 36-37. See also dreams; 
Palmyra; parallels; personae; sur
gery 

Smith, Nathan, Dr., 4, 23, 24, 25, 43, 
59n40, 99, 129, 141, 151, 174, 
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182; similarity in B/M to Laban, 
45-46, 47, 54, 236; published 
works of, 58n39, 58n40. See also 
parallels; personae; surgery; 
sword 

Smith, Samuel Harrison, 55n3, 95, 
116n38; birth of, 19; joins Presby
terian church, 76 

Smith, Samuell Goseph Smith's great
great-grandfather), 15-16 

Smith, Sophronia, 172; birth of, 18; af
flicted with typhoid, 73; hired 
nurses present during illness of, 
31; coma of, 23; joins Presbyte
rian church, 76; similarity to 
B/M Sam, 44, 47, 51 .  See also 
parallels; personae; typhoid 

Smith, William, 2, 76; birth of, 22; 
birth of compared to B/M Jacob, 
50, 51;  discusses expense of 
building two houses, 37, 38; de
scribes finding plates, 115n18, 
115n25; clearing of acreage by 
fire, 60n66; describes seer stones, 
88; eyewitness, 121n88. See also 
parallels; personae 

Snow, Eliza R., 129, 130 

Snow, Erastus, sermon on lost 116 
pages, 118n63, 166n36 

Society of Jesus, see Jesuits 

Sophocles, xxxiv 

Sorenson, John L., xxi, xxii; estimates 
of original Nephite group, 52 

South Bainbridge, 93, 108, 142, 143, 
144, 153, 173; money-digging 
trial in, 76-77; Smith family re
mains as tenants on farm in, 
150. See also Bainbridge 

Spaniard, angel described as, 72 

Spaulding, Solomon, 125, 195n6 

Spaulding theory, see Spaulding, Solo-
mon 

spectacles, see seer stones 

spirit, 106 

"Spiritual Exercises," xxiv 

spiritual experiences, xxv 
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splitting, 227, 245n26; definition of, 
67-68, 174; as a major personal
ity defense, 223-225 

Stafford, Barton, statement on Joseph 
Sr.'s drinking, 56n4, 61n72 

Stafford, David, statement on Joseph 
Sr.'s drinking, 56n4, 61n72 

Stevens, Mr., of Royalton, ginseng 
root scam, 18-19 

Stoal, Isaiah/Josiah, see Stowell, 
Josiah 

Stockton, Benjamin, Rev., 74, 106, 
107, 115n25, 132, 133, 134, 137; 
implied Alvin would go to hell, 
73 

Stoddard, G. W., 177-178; statement 
on Joseph Sr.'s drinking, 61n72 

Stone, Dr., 24, 26, 59n40 

Stowell, Calvin, 116n37 

Stowell, Josiah, 77, 116n37, 143; ac
count of his character during 
trial, 78-85; money-digging ac
tivities before ·and after trial, 78-
85, 88; certainty about Joseph Jr. 
seeing 50 ft. into earth, 87; rela
tives of, 150, 152, 173 See also 
parallels; personae 

Stowell, Simpson, travels to meet 
Joseph Jr., 77 

style, strength of psychobiography, 
xxxii-xxxiii 

superego, 230, 232 

surgery, 102, 103, 132, 135, 171, 177, 
182, 184, 185, 210, 214, 224, 233, 
237. See also sword 

surrogate, 201. See also alter ego 

Susquehanna River, 142-143 

Swift, Jonathan, xxix 

swoon, see falling exercise; trance 

sword, 129, 132, 141, 145, 166n31, 
175, 182, 185, 195, 207, 210, 224, 
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chapter 2; of Laban, 53-54, 
63n90; smiting off arms, 148, 150-
151.  See also surgery 

syndromes, xxxiv 

Tambora, Indonesia, 4 

Tambora, volcano in Indonesia, 32 

taxonomy, of APA, xxxvii 

Taylortown, 142 

Ten Tribes of Israel, xi 

Thompson, Jonathan, money-digging 
with Joseph Jr. and Stowell, 80-
81 

Tituba, 20 

Tower of Babel, 12, 211 

trance, 21, 126, 149 

translation, 1 20n86 

treasure, buried, belief in, 21 

trial(s), for money-digging, 76-77, 
100, 108, 131, 143, 145, 173; ap
pears in B/M under three 
guises, 225; in Bainbridge, 91; ac
counts of, 78-85; of William Mor
gan's murderers, 187; of 
Masonic "conspirators," 188 

tuberculosis, 17, 18 

Tucker, Pomeroy, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 
39; on Joseph Sr.'s idleness, 40; 
on Joseph Jr.'s indolent nature, 
50 

Tunbridge, New York, 18, 19  

Turner, Orasmus, 37; on Joseph Jr. 
reading a lot, 104; descriptions 
of Smith family, 39; on Joseph 
Sr. 's idleness, 40; on Joseph Jr. 's 
indolent nature, 50; residence in 
Palmyra, 62n85 

typhoid fever, 3, 59n40, 73, 1 72; epi
demic affects Smith children, 23 

typhus, see typhoid 

U. S. Constitution, 222 

United States, x, xiii 

Universalism, 3 

Index 

urim and thumrnim, 8, 71, 87, 89, 95, 
96, 120-121n87, 122n105 

Utica, New York, 33 

vampires, xxix 

Van Buren, Martin, 188 

Van Gogh, Vincent, 163n4 

Van Wagoner, Richard, Joseph Jr. 's 
proclivity to test conventions, 
226 

View of the Hebrews. A, 97-98, 122n99, 
205. See also Smith, Ethan 

Virgin Mary, xxiv 

vision(s), 40, 48, 68, 95; to begin po
lygamy, 1 29; vision story, 201 .  
See also dreams 

Vogel, Dan, 2, 37-38; on Joseph Sr.'s 
drinking, 56n4 

Voltaire, 218, 219 

voodoo, see magic 

Walton, Michael T., xix, 132, 234 

war, French, l7; Indian, 17; American 
Revolution, 17  

Washington, D. C . ,  142 

Washington, George, 219; farewell ad
dress of, 192-193 

Wesley, John, 220-221 

Whitmer, David, xviii; describes 
"spectacles," 87-88; on Joseph's 
translation process, 95-96; listed 
as a scribe, 120n86; Joseph Jr. 's 
estrangement from, 226 

Whitmer, Elizabeth Ann, see Johnson, 
Elizabeth 

Whitmer, John, listed as a scribe, 
120n86 

Whitmer, Mary Musser, mother of 
five of B/M witnesses, 72 

Wiley, William I., 116n37 
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Williams, Frederick G., sees angel, 
240 

wine, 25, 27, 46, 55n4, 57n17, 65, 127, 
183, 184, 210, 236. See also drink
ing; drunkenness 

Winters, Eliza, 128; Joseph Jr. at
tempts to seduce, 161, 164n12 

witch trials, 20; Salem, 15-16 

witchcraft, European trials for, 220-
221 

witches, xxix 
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Wonders of Nature . . .  , 98, 195n17 

"wordprints," xxi 

Yale Medical School, 23 

Yeomans, money-digging property 

of, 81 

Young, Brigham, ix, 2; speech to 

Saints in Farmington, Utah, 54; 

Adam-God theory of, 244n20 
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